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ABSTRACT
Norwegian Nuclear Decommissioning (NND) has a contract with Finnish AINS Group together with
subconsultants VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland and BGE Technology GmbH of Germany.
The group assists NND with the concept development and technical design for their disposal solution
for radioactive waste in Norway.
Norway’s inventory of radioactive waste is characterised by high-level waste from the research reactors
in Halden and Kjeller, taken out of operation. In addition, there will be low- and intermediate-level waste
(LILW) from the planned decommissioning of the research reactors and other nuclear facilities. Norway
has also other low- and intermediate-level waste generated by e.g. the medical sector and industry.
In this report, geoscientific target properties for the crystalline host rock at the National Disposal Facility
site are set. The target properties presented in this report are not site specific and need to be considered
in site investigations. The focus is on the long-term safety of disposal. Operational safety is out of the
scope of determining target properties. Issues related to constructability and operational aspects are,
however, discussed in this work. Although the formulation of target properties is intended to serve site
selection and investigation, other factors to be considered in site selection (non-geological aspects, such
as infrastructure, transport, land ownership and socio-economical aspects) are not in the scope of this
work.
The target properties describe the properties the host rock should have so that each repository type
(intermediate depth repository, deep geological repository (DGR), deep borehole, landfill) constructed
at the site can meet its safety functions and provide long-term isolation and containment of the waste to
the level required by the hazard presented by the waste types in question. For this reason, safety
functions are also identified in this report.
Results of this report present the safety functions and target properties for the DGR, intermediate depth
repository, deep borehole disposal and landfill repository. The results are summarised in table format in
Chapter 11. In the report, there is additional discussion also concerning certain other parameters and
properties to consider in future stages.
The target properties identified in this report can be used by NND to initiate a site selection process for
radioactive waste. Based on the target properties, preliminary site evaluation factors have been
proposed. The target properties should be iterated as knowledge of possible sites increases, and new
target properties can be introduced, if necessary. Iteration of requirements and design with increased
knowledge is an important factor in safe disposal. As such, it should be emphasised in safety culture in
the disposal of radioactive waste.

Keywords: spent nuclear fuel, radioactive waste, disposal, host rock, target properties, intermediate
depth repository, deep geological repository, deep borehole, landfill, Norwegian National Facility, KBS3
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1

Introduction

Norwegian Nuclear Decommissioning NND1 has a contract with Finnish AINS Group together with
subconsultants VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland and BGE Technology GmbH of Germany.
The group assists NND with the concept development and technical design for their disposal solution
for radioactive waste in Norway.
Norway’s inventory of radioactive waste is characterised by high-level waste (HLW) from the research
reactors in Halden and Kjeller, taken out of operation. In addition, there will be low- and intermediatelevel waste (LILW) from the planned decommissioning of the research reactors and other nuclear
facilities. Norway has also other low-level waste generated by e.g. the medical sector and industry.
According to NND’s preliminary plans, the spent nuclear fuel accumulated during operation of the
research reactors in Halden and Kjeller will be disposed of in a national facility. This nuclear waste
facility, called Norwegian National Facility, could consist of underground repositories as well as a landfill
repository and auxiliary facilities above ground. The deep geological repository (DGR) design is based
on the KBS-3 repository concept developed by Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co (SKB)
and Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO)/Posiva Oy. LILW is assumed to be disposed of in an intermediate
depth repository located in the same disposal facility as the DGR for HLW. An alternative for the DGR
is disposal of HLW in a deep borehole. The landfill repository is a potential solution for the disposal of
non-radioactive decommissioning waste and very low-level waste (VLLW).
In this report, geoscientific target properties for the crystalline host rock at the National Facility site are
set. The target properties presented in this report are not site specific and need to be considered in site
investigations. The focus is on the long-term safety of disposal. Operational safety is out of the scope
of determining target properties. Issues related to constructability and operational aspects are, however,
discussed in this work. Although the formulation of target properties is intended to serve site selection
and investigation, other factors to be considered in site selection (non-geological aspects, such as
infrastructure, transport, land ownership and socio-economical aspects) are not in the scope of this
work. In Ikonen et al. (2020), the site was assumed to be located in an area with low topographic
gradients and old crystalline rocks, indicating long-term stability of deep bedrock conditions. The effect
of topography on site suitability is, however, discussed in this report and flat topography is not
considered as a prerequisite.
The target properties describe the properties the host rock should have so that each repository type
(intermediate depth, DGR, deep borehole, landfill) constructed at the site can meet its safety functions
and provide long-term isolation and containment of the waste to the level required by the hazard
presented by the waste types in question. In the detailed strategy for defining target properties and
safety functions (Section 4.2), Norwegian and international regulations (Chapter 3) and previous
requirement systems (Section 4.1) are considered. Geological structures at surface are considered from
geotechnical aspects at a general level. The scope also includes whether there are needs to be
considered regarding surface structures when constructing a disposal facility.
The target properties determined in this report refer to the long-term evolution of the National Facility
site, and some parameter values may be expected to change due to, for example, disturbances caused
by construction or major climatic changes (such as glaciations). The magnitude of these changes is not
identical at all potential sites in Norway, and, therefore, it is not possible to convert the target properties
directly to quantitative site evaluation criteria that could be measured directly at any given site. Sitespecific understanding of the long-term evolution is, therefore, needed. Several combinations of presentday values and expected future changes can result in the fulfilment of the target properties. Descriptive
site evaluation factors are, however, preliminarily proposed. For the siting process, the site selection
criteria will need to be determined separately after the siting strategy has been set. Section 4.2
discusses this topic in more detail.
Experiences from previous site selection activities in Sweden, Finland, Germany and other countries,
offering the current understanding of the role of the host rock in providing long-term safety, are taken
into account. The starting point for this work is Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority’s Guide
1

A list of abbreviations is provided in Appendix 1.
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YVL D.5, which lists favourable and unfavourable characteristics of a disposal site. Relevant sections
from other national and international (IAEA, International Atomic Energy Agency) regulations are also
considered. Studies by the Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) done in 2010 are included in the
discussion concerning the intermediate depth repository siting and target properties. Frengstad et al.
(2010) presented a description of criteria for sites for assessment as an interim storage solution and a
geological description of 10 sites in Akershus and Østfold counties, along a general axis from Lillestrøm
to Halden. A more detailed quality assurance of the reported geological data for six of the possible
localities was then conducted by Bergstrøm et al. (2010). The geological criteria for localities for
consideration as an interim storage solution by Frengstad et al. (2010) are presented and discussed in
Section 6.1.3 and the conditions studied by Frengstad et al. (2010) and encountered by Bergstrøm et
al. (2010) are used as guidelines to what geological conditions and properties are possibly encountered
in site investigations. The geology of Norway is briefly summarised in Chapter 5.
Defining target properties of the disposal site is one of the pre-requisites for site selection. Target
properties will provide input for creation of, for example, site selection criteria and eventually a site
investigation plan. For each site to be investigated, detailed site investigation work plans are then
created with site-specific investigation needs. Target properties also feed into design requirements of
the disposal facilities. The relationships between various radioactive disposal programme activities are
illustrated in Figure 1-1. This illustrates the activities or stages in three main disposal streams (namely:
siting, long-term safety and facility design). The flowchart omits other streams such as transportation,
licensing, and public engagement.

Figure 1-1. Illustration of three main disposal activity streams and their interrelations. Target properties
work (this report) is marked with red.
An IAEA document has been used in determining terminology for the different phases, stages, and
designs of the figure (IAEA, 2020, Fig. 4). Details and prerequisites have been added to clarify the
workflow. The starting point for the siting, long-term safety requirements determination and the design
of the facility lies in the requirements (national and international) and the work is governed by the waste
type and inventory, as well as the safety concept. The stakeholder requirements are derived directly
from the uppermost part: the requirements. Also, the design premises are much affected by the
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requirements but also by the waste type and inventory. The safety concept is an overarching design
premise for all topics in the figure: siting, long-term safety, and disposal facility design. In addition to the
target properties, the safety functions, which have already affected the generic design phase, are
introduced in this report.
The preparation of this report has been led and coordinated by Taina Karvonen (AINS). This study has
been authored by Annika Hagros (Chapters 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, Section 2.2 and parts of Chapter 1, Sections
2.1, 2.3.1 and 2.3.2), Antti Ikonen (Sections 2.1, 6.3 and 7.3 and parts of Chapter 1), Taina Karvonen
(Chapter 5, parts of Chapters 1, 6, 7 and 11), Aimo Hautojärvi (parts of Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 3.1, 5.6,
6.2.4, 7.2.3, 7.2.5 and 7.2.6), Pirjo Hellä (parts of Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 5.6) and Tiina ÄrväsTuovinen and Ilona Häkkinen (Chapter 10). Erik Johansson (AINS) has reviewed Sections 6.3 and 7.3.
BGE-TEC team was responsible for borehole disposal related issues and parts of Chapter 1. Chapter
9, Sections 2.5 and 3.5, and parts of Chapter 5 were authored by Paula Keto, Heidar Gharbieh and Ville
Rinta-Hiiro (VTT). The Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) has reviewed the draft report and supplied
information, and Michael Jobmann (BGE-TEC) has reviewed the whole draft report.
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2

Background

2.1 Waste inventory and NND’s plans for disposal
The waste inventory (Table 2-1) for the Norwegian National Facility consists of the following types of
waste:
•
•
•
•

Spent nuclear fuel,
Decommissioning waste from the research reactor facilities,
Legacy waste that does not meet waste acceptance criteria of Himdalen repository,
Radioactive waste generated in civil use over the 100 years following the commissioning of the
National Facility.

The waste is assumed to be disposed in the National Facility. The concept description for the National
Facility (Ikonen et al., 2020) contains the following repository types:
•
•
•

Intermediate depth repository for low and intermediate level waste (LILW) at intermediate depth
(100 metres),
A repository for high-level waste (spent fuel), two alternatives:
o Deep geological repository (DGR) at the depth of approximately 400 metres,
o Deep borehole repository with a maximum depth of approximately 3500 metres,
Landfill-type repository as an option for non-radioactive decommissioning waste, mainly soil and
concrete.

Table 2-1. Inventory data used for the design basis of the Norwegian National Facility. The concrete
packages referred to in the table are the packages described in Section 2.2.2 of Ikonen et al. (2020),
and the standard barrels have a volume of 200 litres. This table lists the values for the base case
(oxidised fuel). The values for LLW and ILW barrels and concrete packages are numbers for either
barrels or packages. Modified from Ikonen et al. (2020, Table 2-4). Abbreviations are explained in
Appendix 1.
Spent fuel
Waste

Mass (tonnes)

Canisters (KBS-3V) (pcs)

HLW

16.5

28

Decommissioning waste
Waste

Mass (tonnes)

Volume (m3)

Standard barrels (pcs)

NRW

33,462

13,743

N/A

LLW

13,890

8500

41,000

ILW

2036

1600

8000

Other (legacy waste)
Waste

Volume (m3)

Standard barrels (pcs)

VLLW/LLW

60

300

Civil waste (generated over the 100 years following the commissioning of the National Facility)
Waste

Volume (m3)

Standard barrels (pcs)

LLW

2105

10,000

Total
Waste

Mass (tonnes)

Spent fuel

16.5

NRW (concrete, soil)

33,462

To VLLW/LLW repository
To ILW repository

2036

Volume (m3)

Waste packages (pcs)
28 canisters

13,743

1165 containers

10,605

51,000 barrels

1600

1383 boxes
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VLLW could be disposed of in either the intermediate depth repository or the landfill-type repository. In
the reference design, VLLW is disposed of in the former.
The final concept might not include all the repository types listed above. The waste halls of the
intermediate depth repository are assumed to be designed according to the existing LILW disposal
facility for power plant operational waste in Loviisa, Finland (Ikonen et al., 2020, Section 6.1.1).
The DGR design is based on the KBS-3V repository concept developed in Sweden and Finland, i.e.
copper-iron canisters are assumed to be emplaced in vertical holes drilled in tunnel floors and
surrounded by bentonite clay (Ikonen et al., 2020, Ch. 1). The deep borehole disposal concept consists
of drilling a borehole from the ground surface to a depth of several kilometres into crystalline bedrock,
emplacing waste canisters containing spent nuclear fuel (or other HLW) in the lower part of the borehole
and then sealing the upper part of the borehole (Ikonen et al., 2020, Ch. 8).
The LILW repository at the depth of about 100 metres is designed to be in operation for 100 years. The
HLW repository will be operated roughly for one year and closed roughly in three years (Ikonen et al.,
2020, Ch. 1).
Canisters and waste packages will be transported via an access tunnel down to the DGR level. In the
case of the deep borehole alternative, the canisters and packages will be lowered into the borehole from
the ground level. Most of the waste is assumed to be packed outside the National Facility. The basic
scenario for pre-disposal treatment of high-level waste is oxidation of metallic uranium to uranium oxide.
Alternative scenarios, considering no treatment at all and reprocessing resulting in vitrified high-level
waste or metallic intermediate level waste, are not discussed in this report.
An alternative to emplacing non-radioactive waste in the landfill repository is to use that waste as one
backfill component between the −100 m and −400 m levels of the National Facility. However, this needs
some further studies to ensure that there will be no harmful interaction between non-radioactive concrete
waste and the engineered barriers (Ikonen et al., 2020, Section 7.3.2). Some harmful interactions are
possible (e.g. Lehikoinen, 2009; Cronstrand, 2015; Höglund et al., 2018). In this report, this alternative
is not taken into account when defining target properties for the host rock.

2.2 Site selection process for low and intermediate level waste repository –
implemented example from Finland
The operational LILW from the Loviisa nuclear power plant in Finland is being disposed of in a LILW
repository at the power plant site, Hästholmen. The Loviisa power plant is owned and operated by
Fortum Power and Heat Oy (formerly IVO Power Company). When the siting of the LILW repository
started, no specific requirements for the characteristics of such a disposal site were in place. The criteria
for siting and specific requirements for the LILW repository host rock have, since then, been developed
both in Fortum’s LILW repository project in Loviisa (IVO, 1982) and in TVO’s VLJ Repository project at
Olkiluoto in Eurajoki (TVO, 1982; Gardemeister & Rouhiainen, 1984). More recently, also Posiva has
discussed host rock suitability in the context of LILW disposal when planning their LILW repository for
the operational and decommissioning waste from the spent fuel encapsulation plant to be constructed
at Olkiluoto (Nummi et al., 2012).
The results of the original power plant siting investigations were utilised for the first LILW repository
plans presented in late 70s. The power plant site was selected as the LILW disposal site because this
minimised any need for transport and there was a good initial understanding of the local geology, which
was an advantage in siting the repository. This solution was also considered beneficial from the point of
view of public acceptance.
In addition to the lack of any regulations in the early 80s, political decisions were also at a very general
level, and, as a result, the power plant companies were forced to interpret and apply generic norms,
although this was done in mutual understanding with the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of
Finland (STUK). The main aim of the safety analysis work carried out for the Loviisa repository was to
show that the applied repository design and the characteristics of the host rock at the LILW disposal site
will allow the dose constraints to be met. In the absence of any requirements for host rock for the
disposal of radioactive wastes, the input data for the safety analyses were based on the results of the
site investigations and other research. In the process, the understanding of suitable host rock increased.
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IVO’s site report (IVO, 1982) described the preliminary technical plans, site investigations and safety
assessments on the disposal of power plant operational waste. In the design of the Loviisa LILW
repository, the plan was to locate the repository below an upper fracture zone at the depth of
approximately 120 m and, simultaneously, in a relatively stable zone of low-salinity water (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1. Cross-section between boreholes Y2 and Y7 at Hästholmen, Loviisa (based on IVO, 1982,
Fig. 5-8).
When the operating licence of the Loviisa power plant was renewed in 1984, permission was given to
construct the LILW repository at Hästholmen, with the provision that STUK would approve the reported
site characteristics and the engineered barrier design and that the applicable laws would be followed.
Regulatory guidelines specific to nuclear waste disposal were first given by the Council of State in the
form of the Decision in Principle on the 10th November 1983 (DiP, 1983). No direct requirements for the
site investigations related to LILW disposal were given in the DiP. The waste producers were, however,
required to submit their research programmes and activity reports every year to the Ministry of Trade
and Industry (KTM, nowadays Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment, TEM) and STUK. It was
also stipulated in the DiP that the necessary plans with safety assessments regarding the construction
of repositories shall be submitted to the regulatory authorities by the end of 1986. After that, regular
safety assessments have been carried out.

2.3 Site selection process for DGR – implemented examples from Finland &
Sweden
2.3.1 Site selection process for DGR in Finland
Introduction
In Finland, there are nuclear power plants (NPPs) at Olkiluoto run by Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO)
and at Loviisa run by Fortum Oyj (formerly Imatran Voima Oy, IVO). Around the time the NPPs started
their operation, it was recognised as an alternative that high-level nuclear waste would be disposed of
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in Finland. Both the authorities and TVO, which was responsible for the Olkiluoto NPPs, started the
relevant actions. Ministry of Trade and Industry (KTM, nowadays TEM) assigned to the Geological
Survey of Finland (GTK) the task to study the applicability of Finnish bedrock for disposal of spent
nuclear fuel. STUK participated in the evaluation as well. GTK also compiled on a report for TVO on the
geological factors of interest for the disposal (Nikula et al., 2012).
In TVO’s application for the power plant units’ operating licences in 1982, the programme and schedules
to manage the nuclear waste disposal were presented also for the case that the shipment of the spent
fuel abroad would not be feasible. In 1983, the Finnish Government made a policy decision on the
management of nuclear waste, in which the main goals and milestones for the site selection programme
for the deep disposal of spent fuel were presented (Nikula et al., 2012).
Being responsible for the safe management of its radioactive wastes, TVO commissioned a programme
to select a site for the disposal of spent fuel. The programme was divided into three stages (TVO, 1992;
Posiva, 1999a), following the guidelines given by the Government in 1983:
•
•
•

1983–1985 site identification surveys, to select sites for preliminary investigations,
1986–1992 preliminary site investigations in a number of potentially suitable bedrock areas and
1993–2000 detailed site investigations in a small number of areas which, on the basis of the
preliminary investigations, were considered to be the most suitable (McEwen & Äikäs, 2000,
Section 6.4.4).

The last two stages are consistent with the guidance on site investigation stage by IAEA (2011b). A
Summary Report (McEwen & Äikäs, 2000) was drawn up, describing the Finnish programme for the
selection and characterisation of potential sites for the deep disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The aim of
the report was to give an overview of the process, which was initiated in 1983 and entered its final phase
in 2000 by proposing Olkiluoto to be the site for the disposal facility.
The chosen approach in site investigations was to identify by means of structural geology large,
tectonically stable blocks of rock, bounded by large fracture zones. As McEwen & Äikäs (2000, Ch. 2,
p. 20) state: “It was known that the Finnish crystalline bedrock normally has a high mechanical strength,
high density and a low water content. There were, however, known to be areas of the bedrock that have
a lower density and strength − such as fracture zones. A large proportion of the geological studies on
the feasibility of deep disposal in Finland was subsequently focused on investigating the location, size
and hydraulic properties of these zones. (…) It was also known that the Finnish bedrock had been
shaped by tectonic movements over the course of geological history and more recently by isostatic
movements related to glaciation. The effects of these movements had been to generate what TVO
termed ‘a mosaic of solid rock delineated by a network of fracture zones or the crush-tectonic block
structure’ of the Finnish bedrock (Vuorela & Paulamäki, 1988; TVO, 1992). The fracture zones were
considered to be regions of inherent weakness. The site selection programme from the outset made the
assumption that any crustal movements in the future were expected to occur along the fracture zones
and not in what were termed the intervening ‘intact solid blocks’ or ‘solid bedrock block’. Salmi et al.
(1985), however, did warn that although the site selection process aimed at selecting sites away from
fracture zones, it is only after the structure and neotectonics of the selected investigation area had been
studied in detail that it could reliably be predicted whether there would be no unexpected bedrock
movements”.
Based both on TVO’s own strategy and government guidelines, the general principles and approach of
the site characterisation and selection programme have been the following:
•
•
•
•

Stepwise: three check points before final assessment and siting decision (i.e. at the end of the
research stages: Site Identification (1983−1985), Preliminary Site Investigations (1987−1992)
and Detailed Site Investigations (1993−2000),
Iterative: seeking balance between geological and other factors, e.g. societal factors, land use
and logistics and allowing also communication between authorities and TVO,
Reflective and responsive: ground rules from regulatory and policy authorities, further
development of assessment criteria during the process,
Transparent: open reporting of investigations and site selection process steps.
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It is worth mentioning that Vieno et al. (1992, Chapter 4) concisely presented the site selection procedure
and a summary of the site conditions for the five candidate sites at the end of the preliminary site
investigation stage.
On the basis of the preliminary investigations, TVO continued the site characterisation programme at
three sites: Romuvaara, Kivetty and Olkiluoto. After establishment of Posiva Oy in 1995 to handle the
disposal of the spent nuclear fuel generated by its owners TVO and Fortum, and a feasibility study, also
Hästholmen (where the Loviisa power plant and LILW repository are located) was added to the
candidate sites for detailed investigations (Vieno & Nordman, 1999, Section 1.1).
Based on Posiva’s application in 1999, the Parliament endorsed in 2001 the Government’s Decision-inPrinciple (DiP, 2000) whereby the spent nuclear fuel produced by the operating power plants at Olkiluoto
and Loviisa will be disposed of in a geological repository at Olkiluoto.
Geoscientific factors for site selection
The investigations that had been started in the late 1970s on overall suitability of the Finnish bedrock
for disposal of spent nuclear fuel reached a more structured and concrete form in early 1980s, when
specific and detailed geological factors were defined. This was worked out by a number of researchers
and designers (Niini et al., 1982; Vuorela & Hakkarainen, 1982; Äikäs & Laine, 1982 and Salmi et al.,
1985). The identified factors were largely the same as presented and discussed in the summary by
McEwen & Äikäs (2000), and they are described in the following.
Topography
The topography in Finland is predominantly one of low relief with small topographic gradients. Surface
features which could have an effect on the magnitude of the hydraulic gradient were considered to be
insignificant at the depth of a potential repository (approx. 500 m). Regional topographic variations were
considered to be related to faulting and fracturing of bedrock. Faulting and fracturing were considered,
however, to impose restrictions on site selection and therefore, indirectly, topography was considered
as being an important factor in the site selection studies.
Bedrock stability
The Baltic shield is tectonically stable, indeed seismic activity is negligible (McEwen & Äikäs, 2000, Fig.
2-1). Bedrock movements related to glaciation were believed to be associated mainly with old fracture
zones. Such zones should, therefore, be avoided when selecting investigation areas.
Disposal depth
It was assumed during the site selection programme that a repository would be placed at a depth of
approximately 500 m (2. It was also believed, that if the local geological conditions required disposal at
a greater depth, this would be technically feasible.
Size of the formation at the disposal site
There were considered to be suitably large, sufficiently homogeneous rock masses in the Finnish
bedrock and thus it was not thought that the expected size of the repository would limit, to any great
extent, the number of areas that might be suitable.
Homogeneity
Granitic massifs were considered to be normally sufficiently homogeneous. Areas of other rock types
were also believed to contain a limited number of sufficiently homogeneous blocks.
Rock type
It was believed that the most potential disposal sites would be found in areas consisting of granitic rock
types (e.g. porphyritic and fine-grained granite, granite gneiss, granodiorite, etc.) (McEwen & Äikäs,
2000, Fig. 2-2).
Faulting and fracturing
The type and frequency of fractures in the bedrock were considered to be important factors with
reference to the stability of the repository and to groundwater flow.
The approximate disposal depth of 500 m was a basic assumption of the KBS-3 method (SKBF/KBS,
1983b, p. 5).
2
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Diapiric structures
Although there are no salt domes in Finland, there are granite domes. However, geological evidence
indicated that the granite domes were stable features, which were not moving with respect to the
surrounding rock.
Porosity of the bedrock
The water content of solid crystalline plutonic rocks or metamorphic rocks was known to be low (the
porosity of unweathered rock is usually < 1 %) and was known to be related to fractures and weathering.
Consequently, it was decided that sites with a high proportion of fractured and weathered rock should
be avoided.
Sorption
The assumptions made in the Finnish site selection programme were that mafic rock types (gabbros,
amphibolites, some schists, etc.) had better sorption capacities than felsic rock types (granites,
quartzites, etc.). It was noted, however, that felsic rocks can have a high content of mica and clay
minerals, which have good sorption characteristics and that clay minerals and micas frequently are
concentrated in and around fractures, i.e. the same areas through which groundwater flow will be
concentrated. Therefore, the effective sorption of felsic rocks was likely to be greater than expected from
their whole rock chemistries. Due to, amongst other things, the anticipated variable sorption capacities
of different rock types, investigation areas were chosen to try and include different rock types.
Natural resources
Many Finnish rock types were known to contain minerals of economic importance. Furthermore, there
are many geological features (e.g. fault and shear zones) within the different rock types that were also
known to have ore potential. Both were excluded from the site selection studies. Vuorela & Hakkarainen
(1982) indicated that the best rock type for disposal should be commonly available and be unlikely to
have a specific use in the foreseeable future.
Erosion
Erosion during the last glacial period was known to be less than 10 m in Finland (Okko, 1964). Any
erosion caused by one or more glaciations was not considered to have any significant impact on the
repository safety and did not need to be taken into account in site selection.
In addition to presenting the important geoscientific factors, McEwen & Äikäs (2000) also discussed the
groundwater flow regime starting with the general viewpoint: “For the purposes of site selection, the
regional flow characteristics, hydraulic gradients, formation and discharge areas of the groundwater
were assessed on the basis of bedrock topography. The substantial but small-scale regional topography
variations in Finland were assumed to reflect the presence of fracture zones in the bedrock beneath the
overburden. This was also considered to be important with respect to the stability of the bedrock and to
the flow rates and volumes of groundwater” (McEwen & Äikäs, 2000, Ch. 2).
Site selection phases
The different phases of site selection can be summarised to be:
•
•
•
•
•

screening of the areas based on block structure of the bedrock,
site identification,
preliminary site investigations,
selection of the detailed investigations areas and detailed site investigations, and
final site selection.

Screening of the areas based on the interpretation of the block structure of the bedrock and applying
other geoscientific factors resulted in several hundred ‘Target Areas’ having potentially suitable
geological characteristics. The number and the areal extent of these quite large regions were then
reduced in subsequent stages in the site identification process. The process is outlined in Figure 2-2. In
these latter phases, environmental and transport factors were also applied in the reduction (Äikäs,
1985). According to McEwen & Äikäs (2000), these environmental factors were divided into two types,
those that were used as exclusionary criteria and those that were described as being desirable but not
absolutely necessary. The exclusionary criteria were related to groundwater-controlled areas,
population density and national environmentally protected areas. The factors that were described as
being desirable but not essential were related to transport links.
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Figure 2-2. Outline of the site selection programme from 1983 to the selection of five sites for preliminary
investigations in 1987 (McEwen & Äikäs, 2000, Figure 1-1).
Further, the programme was focussed on getting more detailed information about the regions step by
step and on reducing the areal extent and number of regions based on accumulating data. The
preliminary site characterisation phase included characterisation of five areas with different rock types.
The aim was to verify the assumptions on the rock structure and fracturing properties, and to obtain
information of safety-relevant site properties, i.e. groundwater flow, geochemistry and rock mechanics,
at depth. At this phase, a couple of boreholes were drilled to reach the repository depth and even greater
depths. For the detailed site investigation, three sites, including Olkiluoto, were selected. At these sites,
the block structure was confirmed, i.e. no major structures intersected the site and no features were
discovered that would endanger the long-term safety. When selecting sites for the next phase, the
following was also considered when comparing the sites: i) site complexity and thereby the efforts
needed for characterisation and interpretation, ii) repository layout and iii) the need to consider sites
with different geology. The detailed investigations at these sites and at Hästholmen, which was included
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in the programme in 1996, continued with further drillings, groundwater sampling, characterisation of
the fracture mineralogy and geohydrological as well as geophysical studies. The increased information
from the sites allowed development of the bedrock and groundwater flow models for the sites.
In the final site selection, it was checked that the site fulfils the regulatory requirements. In comparison
between the sites, the following factors were considered: i) the factors affecting the long-term
performance of the repository at the site, such as hydrogeochemistry, hydrogeology and rock
mechanics, ii) social and environmental aspects, such as public acceptance, and iii) technical aspects,
such as constructability of the repository, available rock volumes, existing local infrastructure and
transportation (Posiva, 1999a).
In its application for a Decision-in-Principle (DiP) in May 1999, Posiva, the company responsible for
practical preparations and implementation for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel in Finland, suggested
that the Government of Finland should consider only Olkiluoto in Eurajoki as a disposal site (Posiva,
1999b, p. 5-6). The municipal council of Eurajoki approved a favourable statement on the Decision-inPrinciple on 24 January 2000. The government made the DiP on 21 December 2000, and Parliament
ratified the decision on 18 May 2001 (Kojo, 2009).
An important component of the Finnish site selection programme throughout the phases has been an
active communication with the public and keeping the programme open to public scrutiny. Also,
continuous evaluation of the progress by authorities has been essential for the approval of the
programme steps. Safety assessments − TVO-82 (Anttila et al., 1982), TVO-85 (Peltonen et al., 1985),
TVO-92 (Vieno et al., 1992), TILA-96 (Vieno & Nordman, 1996) and TILA-99 (Vieno & Nordman, 1999)
− were carried out to support each time the selection of the sites for the next phase.
2.3.2 Site selection process for DGR in Sweden
Introduction
The efforts to find a suitable site and to develop the method for disposal of the spent fuel from the
Swedish nuclear power plants have been in progress for more than 40 years. The starting point for the
spent fuel disposal project was the appointment of the Swedish Government Committee on Radioactive
Waste, also known as the Aka Committee. The early phase of geological investigations was largely
based on the outcome of the Aka study. The investigations were further conducted and broadened by
PRAV (the Radioactive Waste Program Advisory Board) and taken over in 1981 by SKB, who at the
same time assumed the responsibility for the whole nuclear waste programme in Sweden (SKB, 2010).
The Swedish programme to find a site for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and to demonstrate its
suitability has included three phases. Firstly, general studies between 1972−1992 covering the whole
country and various geological environments were carried out and secondly, in 1993−2001, the potential
suitability was investigated at a number of sites in the interested municipalities. Thirdly, in 2002−2009,
more detailed site investigations were conducted at chosen sites. The components of the siting work
according to the situation in 1995 are depicted in Figure 2-3. The plans for studies were presented in
respective RD&D reports.
These components are described briefly in the outcome report of the Storuman municipality feasibility
study (SKB, 1995a) in the following way.
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Figure 2-3. The three components of the siting work as presented in 1995 (SKB, 1995c (originally SKB,
1995b)).
“The purpose of the siting work is to gather all the background information that is needed to select a site
and to obtain permission to begin detailed characterisation. This work proceeds in several stages:
•

General siting studies provide the general background and general conditions. They cover the
entire country and major regions. A collective account is planned to be compiled during 1995,
but a large part of the investigation material has already been published in different technical
reports, see RD&D-Programme 92 Supplement, Appendix A/1-1/ (SKB, 1994).

•

Feasibility studies examine the prospects for a deep repository in potentially suitable and
interested municipalities. The existing and planned land-use as well as the environmental
factors and the societal aspects are clarified relatively thoroughly in the feasibility studies.
Judgements of siting factors for safety and technology are based on general knowledge and
data. The feasibility study provides a basis for judging if and where areas with good potential
exist in the municipality. Geoscientific conditions, transport aspects and impact on local
business and industry and the local community are analysed and described.

•

Site investigations are planned at a later stage for at least two sites in the country. They will be
located in areas judged to be of particular interest on the basis of the feasibility studies and the
general siting studies. A site investigation entails more extensive studies, including bedrock
investigations in boreholes, and is estimated to take about three years. The safety-related and
technical siting factors are clarified as far as possible. Some supplementary investigations of
local land-use and environmental factors are also conducted.”
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Prior to setting up the actual siting process described above and in RD&D programmes (SKB, 1992;
SKB, 1995b), numerous studies were conducted at eight sites comprising e.g. 85 core drilled holes with
a total length of 45 km. These early investigations aimed to give support for the repository site selection
and for the evaluation of fulfilment of safety requirements and they were named as type area
investigations by SKB. There were 8 type areas and 9 other areas where investigations were made.
Also, studies carried out in two underground rock laboratories, Stripa mine and Äspö HRL, contribute to
the overall background knowledge and information about rock properties and conditions therein (SKB,
2010).
Site selection phases
Siting of the repository can be described as three main phases (SKB, 2010, English abstract) described
in the following.
Acquiring knowledge – 1972−1992 including the following actions
•
•
•
•
•

Geological studies were conducted all over the country and in different geological environments.
A large number of candidate areas for investigations were identified with the aid of aerial photos
and geological maps. The next step was field visits and simple geological mapping.
Performing more comprehensive investigations of a few sites that were judged to have good
potential for meeting the requirements of a safe repository.
Development of better and adapted investigation methods.
Conducting investigations at type areas in eight sites.
Determining the properties that the rock must have to meet the requirement on safe disposal.

Feasibility studies – 1993−2001
The approach for the site selection in Sweden was based on voluntarism. This was to respect the local
population and authority aiming at developing a consensus for the decision making on the siting of the
disposal facility. The feasibility studies played an important role in the siting process in combining the
geoscientific factors and the acceptance of the public.
SKB conducted feasibility studies in eight municipalities. The purpose of the feasibility studies was to
determine whether premises existed for further siting studies for a repository in the municipality in
question, at the same time as the municipality and its inhabitants were given an opportunity to form an
opinion, without commitments, on the repository project and their possible further participation.
A principal task was to identify areas with bedrock that could potentially be suitable for hosting a
repository. No drilling was done at this point. Technical, environmental and societal conditions were also
studied (SKB, 2010). The aim was also to choose municipalities for site investigations, i.e. to clarify as
far as possible the safety-related and technical siting factors.
Prior to the site investigation phase, SKB formulated guiding requirements and preferences for the host
rock (Andersson et al., 2000; see Geoscientific factors for site selection below).
A thorough documentation of the geoscientific research and feasibility studies made by SKB during the
first two phases has been compiled in the form of a “documentation guide” by Milnes (2002). The
documentation covers the period 1976–2000 and contains approximately 850 citations, of which about
half are technical reports published by SKB and its forerunners.
Site investigations – 2002−2009
In 2002, after a comprehensive evaluation of material from research, investigations and feasibility
studies as well as the go-ahead from concerned municipalities and the Government, SKB commenced
site investigations in Östhammar (Forsmark) and in Oskarshamn (Simpevarp and Laxemar).
The investigations were concluded in 2008 and, on 3rd June 2009, SKB’s Board of Directors decided to
select Forsmark as the site for the repository for spent nuclear fuel (SKB, 2010).
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Geoscientific factors for site selection
The geoscientific factors of the site hosting a repository that affect performance and long-term safety
have been summarised by Andersson et al. (2000). The properties and conditions of various disciplines
have been presented in two categories: requirements and preferences. The disciplines and subjects
handled in the report are:
•

Geology
o
Geological conditions that influence the function of the deep repository
o
Topography
o
Soils
o
Rock types
o
Structural geology – plastic shear zones
o
Structural geology – fracture zones and fractures
o
Summary of suitability indicators – geology

•

Rock mechanics
o
Influence on the function of the deep repository
o
Initial rock stresses
o
Mechanical properties of intact rock
o
Fractures and fracture zones
o
Mechanical properties of the rock mass as a whole
o
Coefficient of thermal expansion
o
Future loads
o
Summary of suitability indicators – rock mechanics

•

Temperature
o
Thermal properties that influence the function of the deep repository
o
Parameters that describe heat transport
o
Ambient temperatures
o
Summary of suitability indicators – temperature

•

Hydrogeology
o
Influence on the function of the deep repository
o
Permeability
o
Porosity and storage coefficients
o
Properties of the groundwater
o
Near-surface ecosystems
o
Boundary conditions and supporting data
o
Summary of suitability indicators – hydrogeology

•

Chemistry – groundwater composition
o
Influence on the function of the deep repository
o
Indications of occurrence of dissolved oxygen
o
pH
o
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
o
Organic substances and other components in the groundwater
o
Summary of suitability indicators – chemistry
o
Transport properties of the rock
o
Influence on the function of the deep repository
o
Flow parameters on deposition hole scale
o
Properties of flow paths
o
Properties of the rock matrix along flow paths
o
Summary of suitability indicators – transport properties of the rock

A good overview of the concerned functions, conditions of respective disciplines, preferences, function
analyses and concerned parameters, and possible references are given as tables in the appendices of
the report by Andersson et al. (2000).
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The account of the geoscientific factors above presents the increased understanding with time
compared with a similar account presented earlier for the Finnish case (see Section 2.3.1). The Swedish
account recognises the parameters found important in terms of long-term safety of disposal.

2.4 Site selection process for deep borehole – an example
The site selection process for a deep borehole repository is similar to the process for deep geological
repositories. Therefore, many aspects discussed in Section 2.3 need to be considered here as well. The
general process consists of four steps (Costin, 1997):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify potential sites
Identify a subset of sites suitable for characterisation
Recommend site(s) for characterisation
Recommend site (after characterisation) for development of a repository

During these processes, different site selection aspects need to be considered, but those will not be
discussed in detail in this report. Also, the guidelines for the site selection are different from country to
country. In his report, Costin (1997) refers to 10 CFR 960, where the guidelines for the siting decisions
in the United States are specified.
During the site selection for the deep borehole concept, the general site investigation measures need
to be carried out as in other radioactive waste repositories. The main difference is that a greater depth
needs to be considered and, therefore, deeper geological investigations are required. Siting guidelines
for deep borehole disposal facilities are described by Freeze et al. (2014). The siting is broken down
into three main factors:
•
•
•

technical factors,
logistical factors and
socio-political factors.

Freeze et al. (2014) also provide the detailed parameters that are included in the different factors. For
example, a crystalline basement is a prerequisite for the repository site. Other authors (e.g. Arnold et
al., 2013) also provide guidelines for potential deep borehole repository sites. The process itself is not
described in detail yet, since no deep borehole repository operation has been carried out to date. Still,
deep geological repositories can be used as precursors.
During the site selection process, a geological model of the underground needs to be established, similar
to prework carried out before drilling operations all around the world. This includes seismic
investigations, offset well analysis and, later, exploration boreholes of different depths.
Site characterisation will also provide additional information, which is necessary to fully integrate and
design the borehole and the whole disposal facility. With more information, more detailed and extensive
planning is possible. Compared to deep geological repositories, the deep borehole concept is more
flexible and can be adapted to different conditions more easily, which makes the site selection process
slightly less important. Still, extensive knowledge about the formation and geology as well as potential
disturbances on the surface is necessary and required.

2.5 Site selection process for landfill repository – implemented example from
Sweden
Management of VLLW in Sweden is not the responsibility of SKB, as it is for LILW and HLW, but the
companies producing nuclear power in Sweden. Landfill-type near-surface disposal sites for VLLW have
been implemented in Sweden at nuclear power plant sites including Ringhals (Ringhals AB, RAB),
Forsmark (Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB, FKA) and Oskarshamn (Oskarshamn Kraftgrupp, OKG) in addition
to a historical research waste site in Studsvik run by AB Svafo (Aronsson, 2019), see Table 2-2.
According to Aronsson (2019) the exact locations at the NPP site in Ringhals were selected with the
aim to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain mechanical stability of the repository,
minimise risk of slides (slip of planes),
avoid generating a water-filled repository (“bath tubbing” effect),
minimise the generation of contaminated leaching water,
enable monitoring of leachate waters,
provide natural barrier material with the ability to delay radioactivity, heavy metals and oxidising
substances,
allow easy maintenance and repair of the repository, e.g., top seal can be modified, if needed,
and
allow retrievability of the waste.

Table 2-2. Landfill repository sites and conditions in Sweden according to Aronsson (2019).
Landfill site

Site conditions

Ringhals

Coastal area at an NPP site. Above ground, built over a rock surface planed
with concrete.

Forsmark

Coastal area at an NPP site. Above ground, built over a 2˗3 m thick layer of till.

Oskarshamn

Coastal area at an NPP site. Above ground, built over a concrete slab. There
is some fill material placed between the concrete slab and the underlying
bedrock.

Studsvik

Controlled industrial area. Below ground surface, ground moraine

Ringhals site
The licensing of the Ringhals site has taken place in three phases in 1991, 2004 and 2007. Each licence
allowed disposal of 10,000 m3 of waste with a gamma nuclide limit of 100 GBq and a surface dose rate
of < 0.5 mSv/h. In 1991 and 2004, the maximum concentration allowed was 300 kBq, and, in 2007,
nuclide-specific concentrations were applied. A new licence application phase was initiated in 2016.
The Ringhals site has been built on a natural rock surface, excavated first and evened out with casted
concrete fill to create an even surface. Over this surface a drainage layer was built consisting of coarse
gravel. A cross-section of the facility is shown in Figure 2-4. The natural barrier consists of the local
bedrock (igneous granitic rocks, Sveconorwegian orogen) and the infiltration bed consist of natural sand,
gravel, shells and organic material (Aronsson, 2019). Monitoring of the site takes place twice a year
following the quantity of radioactive substances in the groundwater from groundwater sampling points
located in the area as well as pH, Eh, heavy metals and organic materials. In addition, radiation at the
area is monitored with dosimeters (Vattenfall, 2016).
Vattenfall applied for a licence for extension of the repository in 2016 (Vattenfall, 2016). The laws used
in the application refer to “Miljöbalken, 1998:808” (environment laws) and “Kärntekniklagen, 1984:3”
(Act on Nuclear Activities) in Sweden. After that, the application has been handled in the environmental
court in Sweden (Mark- och miljödomstolen vid Vänersborg tingsrätt) and by the SSM (Swedish
Radiation Safety Authority). In 2018, SSM requested more information concerning the radiological
consequences for people and the environment, evolution of the barriers (sealing layer) considering the
large amount of organic waste deposited in the repository and the long-performance and safety functions
of the selected engineered barriers (MKG, 2020; SSM, 2020). Vattenfall cancelled the application in
2020. The plan of Vattenfall is to present a new strategy in 2021 on how to dispose of both operational
and decommissioning VLLW in future in a landfill-type near-surface disposal facility (MKG, 2020).
It is currently unknown how the site properties are taken into account in further plans for a near-surface
disposal facility in Ringhals. A thin layer of sediments (natural barrier material) on top of the rock surface
might be one factor that should be considered in further development of the system.
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Figure 2-4. Cross-section of the Ringhals facility (Aronsson, 2019).
Forsmark site
The Forsmark landfill-type near-surface disposal facility is located on the Forsmark nuclear power plant
site on an island called Svalören located on the coast of the Baltic Sea, approximately 140 km north of
Stockholm. The first unit was built in the late 1980s. According to the inspection report by the Swedish
Radiation Protection Institute SSI (Bergman et al., 1987), the site was originally selected to avoid
transports that would take place outside the controlled NPP area, and the topography of the site was
estimated to be suitable. It was assumed that in case of leaked radionuclides, they would eventually
follow the groundwater into the Baltic Sea. This was due to the relatively permeable natural barrier
(sediments) and close vicinity of the site to the sea (~250 m). The velocity of the groundwater flow was
estimated to be 25 m/year and the groundwater was estimated to reach the sea in 10 years. However,
due to physical and chemical processes taking place (e.g. sorption), the transport time of radionuclides
was estimated to be much slower (~100 times slower). In addition, the quantity of leaked radionuclides
was estimated to be small.
According to Bergman et al. (1987), the site was, at the time, 3 m higher than the prevailing sea level,
and, in the case of the highest estimated sea level, the site would still be 1.8 m above the sea level. The
annual precipitation at the site was 413 mm/year, and the weather was often windy (an effect on
evaporation and sea-level fluctuations at the coastline).
The foundation of the repository was built above the prevailing groundwater table with compacted till
with a thickness of 3 m (Bergman et al., 1987). The waste deposited consisted of waste compacted in
pallets and wrapped in plastic. The cover layer consisted of a 1-m-thick low-permeability clay layer and
a coarse-grained mineral layer on top of this, which would drain most of the water away from the waste.
After 1987, the repository has been extended various times with new licences. However, the location
and characteristics of the site and the till foundation layer have remained more or less the same.
Oskarshamn site
OKG started to use a landfill-type near-surface disposal facility for VLLW in 1986 (Lindbom et al., 2000).
Since then, disposal has taken place in various campaigns. The waste consists mainly of operational
waste, such as paper, plastic, fabric, wood and scrap metal. The licence is limited to a total of 100 GBq
(maximum 1/1000 alpha emission), a maximum surface dose of a waste package 0.5 mSv/h and
average activity concentration of max 300 kBq/kg for a unit (container) with radionuclides with half-life
more than 5 years (Lindbom et al., 2000). It has been estimated that, within 50–100 years, the
radioactivity of the waste is on a level when it can be considered as non-radioactive industrial waste
(Lindbom et al., 2000).
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Site selection was performed inside the controlled NPP area in Oskarshamn (Lindbom et al., 2000), and
a site close to the old disposal site at the industrial area was selected. Alternative areas close to the
Baltic were rejected because of their potential effect on the landscape and environment at the shore.
In 2000 (Lindbom et al., 2000), the Oskarshamn site had the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precipitation of 650–700 mm, of which 18 % is snow.
Wind and direction of wind can result in an increase of sea level.
Thin overburden of sediments over relatively fractured bedrock.
Vegetation typical for a coast environment in Sweden.
Risk of sea-water intrusion in the future.
The natural barrier materials are partly old fill materials and underlying bedrock.

The design of the repository is the following (Lindbom et al., 2000):
•
•
•
•

•
•

The foundation structure of the repository is a casted concrete plate with an inclination of 3 %
and a system for collecting drainage water. The drainage water has been monitored for
radiation.
The space between the waste pallets is filled with sand or other coarse material.
Fill material is placed on top of the waste to form a suitable shape and inclinations for the cover
layer.
The cover has a composite sealing layer consisting of a bentonite mat (Geosynthetic Clay Liner,
GCL, > 5 kg bentonite per 1 m2 to ensure self-sealing capacity) and an overlying HDPE (High
Density PolyEten) geomembrane with the target to restrict infiltration of rainwater into the
repository to < 5 L/m2 per year. The expected hydraulic conductivity for the structure is < 1x1010 m/s. The bentonite mat should be able to tolerate inclination of 1:2.5 and overload of 25 kPa.
On top of the sealing layer there is a 0.5 m thick drainage layer of coarse material.
The top layer has a total thickness of at least 1.5 m, consisting of fill material and soil, with grass
to provide resistance for surface erosion.
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3

Regulations

3.1 General
International regulations and standards were discussed in Ikonen et al. (2020, Section 2.2.1). The
international guidance, although being quite comprehensive, cannot alone form a complete set of
regulations regarding radioactive waste management on national levels. In order to take into account
national preferences and conditions, national regulations are needed, in concordance with the
international ones. International regulations and standards are quoted in later sections of this report,
where safety concepts, safety functions and target properties are discussed. The main requirements for
safe disposal of radioactive waste from “Disposal of Radioactive Waste, Specific Safety Requirements,
No. SSR-5” (IAEA, 2011a) are, however, listed below.
•

Requirement 5 on passive means for the safety of the disposal facility: “The operator shall
evaluate the site and shall design, construct, operate and close the disposal facility in such a
way that safety is ensured by passive means to the fullest extent possible and the need for
actions to be taken after closure of the facility is minimized”.

•

Requirement 7 on multiple safety functions: “The host environment shall be selected, the
engineered barriers of the disposal facility shall be designed and the facility shall be operated
to ensure that safety is provided by means of multiple safety functions. Containment and
isolation of the waste shall be provided by means of a number of physical barriers of the disposal
system. The performance of these physical barriers shall be achieved by means of diverse
physical capability of the individual barriers and controls together with that of the overall disposal
system to perform as assumed in the safety case shall be demonstrated. The overall
performance of the disposal system shall not be unduly dependent on a single safety function.”

•

Requirement 8 on containment of radioactive waste: “The engineered barriers, including the
waste form and packaging, shall be designed, and the host environment shall be selected, so
as to provide containment of the radionuclides associated with the waste. Containment shall be
provided until radioactive decay has significantly reduced the hazard posed by the waste. In
addition, in the case of heat generating waste, containment shall be provided while the waste is
still producing heat energy in amounts that could adversely affect the performance of the
disposal system.”

•

Requirement 9 on isolation of radioactive waste: “The disposal facility shall be sited, designed
and operated to provide features that are aimed at isolation of the radioactive waste from people
and from the accessible biosphere. The features shall aim to provide isolation for several
hundreds of years for short lived waste and at least several thousand years for intermediate and
high-level waste. In so doing, consideration shall be given to both the natural evolution of the
disposal system and events causing disturbance of the facility.”

According to Norway’s Pollution Control Act (Act of 13 March 1981 No. 6 Concerning Protection Against
Pollution and Concerning Waste), “waste shall be managed in such a way as to minimize damage and
nuisance” (§ 2). “Special waste means waste that cannot appropriately be treated together with other
household waste or industrial waste because of its size, and hazardous waste, i.e. waste that may cause
serious pollution or involve a risk of injury to people and animals” (§ 27a). General requirements for
waste treatment and disposal plants are given in § 29. Management of special waste is briefly discussed
in § 31 and management of industrial waste in § 32. Radioactive waste is not discussed specifically,
although radiation is defined as pollution (§ 6).
Regulation No. 1394 of 1 November 2010 on the application of the Pollution Control Act to radioactive
pollution and radioactive waste discusses radioactive waste specifically. § 5 of the regulation states that
radioactive waste shall be handled in accordance with the Regulation 1 June 2004 No. 930 on the
recycling and treatment of waste, Chapter 16. Appendix 1 to the regulation of 1 January 2011 sets
threshold values for how much radioactivity waste must contain in order to be classified as radioactive
waste. The threshold values make it possible to define how much radioactivity waste must contain in
order for the radioactivity content to affect how the waste must be handled.
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The purpose of Chapter 16 of the Regulation 1 June 2004 No. 930 on the recycling and treatment of
waste is to ensure that radioactive waste is managed in such a way that it does not create pollution or
harm to humans or animals, or danger of this, and to contribute to an appropriate and sound system for
handling radioactive waste (§ 1). § 16-4, first paragraph states that radioactive waste must be handled
properly. § 16-5 states that anyone who handles radioactive waste must have a permit to do so. § 1611 and § 16-12 stipulate that the export and import of radioactive waste requires permission from the
DSA (Norwegian Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority) and that such permission can only be granted
on certain conditions, including an assessment of eligibility. § 16-13 states that the DSA or the authority
authorised by the Ministry of Climate and the Environment supervises radioactive waste.
Act no. 28 of 12 May 1972 concerning Nuclear Energy Activities discusses nuclear installations,
although the disposal of nuclear waste is not mentioned explicitly. Nuclear installations are defined as
including facilities for storage of nuclear substances and other facilities in which there are nuclear fuel
or radioactive products (§ 1 e).
Act no. 36 of 12 May 2000 on Radiation Protection and Use of Radiation applies to the waste disposal
of radiation sources (§ 2). It is stated that all “waste disposal of radiation sources shall be performed
properly to ensure that risks to those performing any such activity, to other persons or to the environment
do not arise” (§ 5). Regulation on radiation protection and the use of radiation (16 December 2016) sets,
e.g., limits on how much radiation people can be exposed to in various contexts. According to § 14,
“enterprises that dispose of radiation sources subject to approval or notification pursuant to § 9, § 10
and § 13 shall report this to the Directorate for Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety. Radioactive
radiation sources that are discarded and cannot be returned to the country of origin shall be disposed
of in Norway and handled in accordance with Regulation 1 June 2004 no. 930 on the recycling and
treatment of waste chapter 16.”
The Planning and Building Act (Act of 27 June 2008 on planning and construction case processing)
determines how the country's areas are to be used and regulated. The underlying regulations on impact
assessments are relevant for the disposal of radioactive waste. The purpose of the regulation is to
ensure that consideration for the environment and society is taken into account during the preparation
of plans and measures as well as when a decision is made as to whether and on what terms plans or
measures can be implemented (§ 1).
General terms for assessment of applications on license after nuclear energy act (StrålevernHefte
2018:33) state that “The holder shall identify all structures, systems and components as are important
for safety and classify them on the basis of their safety function and safety significance” (paragraph
18.1).
Since Norway’s regulations currently do not include any specific requirements for the properties of
nuclear waste disposal sites, two regulatory documents from Finland are used in this report to support
the development of target properties for the disposal sites and host formations for the four different types
of repositories (intermediate depth, DGR, deep borehole and landfill repository). These are STUK
regulation Y/4/2018 (STUK, 2018a) and YVL Guide D.5 (STUK, 2018b), both issued by Finland’s
Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK). They are in line with international guidance from, e.g.
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), although they
apply specifically to crystalline bedrock in terms of host formations for deep geological repositories.
Regulation Y/4/2018
STUK regulation Y/4/2018 (STUK, 2018a) applies to safety of disposal of nuclear waste. The regulation
entered into force on December 10th, 2018. The following sections of the regulation are relevant for the
disposal site and for locating the repository within the site.
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Section 12 Siting of a nuclear facility:
“1. The impact of local conditions on operational safety and the feasibility to implement the arrangements
for security and emergency arrangements shall be considered when selecting the site of a nuclear
facility. The site shall be such that the detriments and threats posed by the operation of the facility to its
vicinity remain very low.”
Section 30 Long-term safety of the disposal of nuclear waste:
“1. The long-term safety of disposal shall be based on long-term safety functions achieved through
mutually complementary barriers so that the degradation of one or more long-term safety function or a
foreseeable change in the bedrock or climate will not jeopardise the long-term safety.”
Section 31 Disposal site:
“1. The characteristics of the rock at the disposal site shall, as a whole, be favourable to the isolation of
the radioactive substances from the living environment. Any area with a feature that is substantially
adverse to long-term safety shall not be selected as the disposal site.
2. The planned disposal site shall contain sufficiently large, intact rock volumes that facilitate the
construction of the waste emplacement rooms. For the purposes of disposal facility design and acquiring
data required for safety assessments, the characteristics of the rock at the site shall be characterised
through investigations from ground surface and at the intended disposal depth, if necessary.
3. No significant or exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources shall be present at the disposal
site or its vicinity.
4. The siting, excavation, construction and closure of underground rooms shall be implemented so that
the characteristics of the rock deemed important in terms of long-term safety are retained, as far as
possible.
5. The depth of the waste emplacement rooms shall be selected appropriately as regards the waste
type and local geological conditions. The aim shall be that impacts on the long-term safety of aboveground events, activities and environmental changes will remain minor and that intrusion into the waste
emplacement rooms will be difficult.
6. If nuclear waste referred to in the Nuclear Energy Act is disposed of in a facility constructed in the
ground 3, the disposal shall be planned and implemented according to the requirements of this regulation
while taking into account the limited activity of the waste. Only very low-level waste, the total activity of
which does not exceed the limits laid down in section 6(1) of the Nuclear Energy Decree, can be placed
in a facility constructed in the ground.”
YVL Guide D.5
The detailed long-term safety requirements for spent nuclear fuel disposal are given in STUK’s YVL
Guide D.5 (STUK, 2018b). The following sections discuss the role of the natural barrier and selecting
suitable rock volumes for disposal.
4.2 Barriers and safety functions:
“407. The bedrock surrounding the emplacement rooms functions as a natural barrier.
408. At least the following shall be considered when defining the long-term safety functions provided by
means of the natural barrier:
a. the stability and water tightness of the rock;
b. low groundwater flow;
c. favourable groundwater chemistry;
d. the retardation of radioactive materials in the rock; and e. protection against natural phenomena and
human actions.

3

Note that “ground” means here overburden, i.e. the loose deposits above the solid crystalline bedrock.
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409. Performance targets shall be specified for each long-term safety function. In doing so, account
shall be taken of the factors affecting the disposal conditions during each assessment period as well as
their combined effects.”
“411. The design shall aim to provide a disposal concept where changes in the bedrock do not
significantly impair the long-term safety functions.”
4.3 Disposal site and repository:
“411b. In connection with the siting and positioning of the disposal facility it shall be verified that the rock
volumes at the disposal depth in the selected site are large and cohesive enough and have other
characteristics favourable to the long-term safety of emplacement rooms and waste package placement.
412. The bedrock of the disposal site shall, to a sufficient extent, possess natural barrier characteristics
that support long-term safety functions as specified in para. 408. Factors indicating the unsuitability of a
disposal site include at least the following:
a. the proximity of exploitable natural resources;
b. abnormally high rock stresses with regard to the strength of the rock;
c. exceptionally high seismic or tectonic activity; and
d. exceptionally adverse groundwater characteristics, such as the lack of reducing buffering capacity
and high concentrations of substances that may impair the long-term safety functions.
413. The characteristics of the bedrock shall be favourable in view of the performance of the engineered
barriers. Such conditions in the bedrock that are of importance in terms of long-term safety shall be
sufficiently stable.
414. The locations of the emplacement rooms shall be favourable with respect to the groundwater flow
paths at the disposal site.
415. The disposal depth and the positioning of the emplacement rooms shall be made giving priority to
long-term safety, taking into account the geological structures of the bedrock as well as the hydraulic
conductivity, groundwater chemistry and mechanical stability of the rock.”
5.2.2 Construction, operation and closure of the disposal facility:
“507a. The siting of a disposal facility and its rooms shall be based on the suitability classification of the
rock. The suitability of the rock surrounding the emplacement rooms shall be assessed prior to
construction, and compliance with the requirements shall be proven after the construction.
507b. The rock suitability classification shall take into account the structures and characteristics of
bedrock that are important to the long-term safety.”
“508. Emplacement rooms and other underground spaces shall be constructed, operated and closed so
that the rock characteristics important to long-term safety remain sufficient.
508a. The ingress of substances detrimental to long-term safety into the emplacement rooms shall be
limited as much as practically possible, and their concentration within the emplacement rooms shall be
monitored.”
“509. The layout of the disposal facility shall be so designed that the activities, insofar as they affect the
safety of the disposal, taking place in different parts of the disposal facility are appropriately separated.”

3.2 Intermediate depth repository regulations
The regulations discussed in Section 3.1 apply to all radioactive waste, thereby also the intermediate
and low-level waste to be disposed of in the intermediate depth repository. Below, only sections with
specific relevance to the intermediate depth repository are presented.
YVL Guide D.5 (STUK, 2018b, paragraph 101) states that “low and intermediate level waste arising from
the operation of nuclear power plants and other nuclear facilities are to be processed and disposed of
in bedrock repositories constructed at an intermediate depth. The low and intermediate level waste
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arising from the decommissioning of nuclear power plants and other nuclear facilities are also envisaged
to be disposed of in repositories constructed at an intermediate depth.”
As to preventing the release of radioactive substances into the bedrock surrounding the underground
emplacement rooms, Y/4/2018 (STUK, 2018a, Section 32) states that this is required for a duration of
time that is sufficient in relation to the half-life of the radioactive elements contained within the waste.
For short-lived waste, this period shall be at least several hundreds of years.
According to YVL Guide D.5 (STUK, 2018b, paragraph 416), “the repositories for low and intermediate
level waste shall be located at the depth of some tens of metres at a minimum. The disposal depth
selected shall be justified.”
Predisposal management of low and intesrmediate level nuclear waste and decommissioning of a
nuclear facility is handled in YVL Guide D.4 (STUK, 2019). Disposal of LILW is discussed generally, but
for specific requirements pertaining to disposal, reference is made to YVL Guide D.5.

3.3 DGR regulations
The regulations discussed in Section 3.1 apply to all radioactive waste, thereby also to the high-level
waste to be disposed of in the deep geological repository. Below, only sections with specific relevance
to the DGR are presented. In Finland, the equivalent for the DGR is the spent nuclear fuel repository
(there are currently no other high-level wastes in Finland than spent nuclear fuel).
YVL Guide D.5 (STUK, 2018b, paragraph 101) states that “the spent nuclear fuel originating from
Finnish nuclear power plants is intended to be encapsulated and disposed of in repositories constructed
deep inside the bedrock.” Paragraph 107 states that the rock construction is addressed in Guide YVL
D.7 “Release barriers of spent nuclear fuel disposal facility” (STUK, 2018c).
As to preventing the release of radioactive substances into the bedrock surrounding the underground
emplacement rooms, Y/4/2018 (STUK, 2018a, Section 32) states that this is required for a duration of
time that is sufficient in relation to the half-life of the radioactive elements contained within the waste.
For long-lived waste, this period shall be at least several thousands of years.
According to YVL Guide D.5 (STUK, 2018b, paragraph 416), “the repository for spent nuclear fuel shall
be located at the depth of several hundreds of meters so as to adequately mitigate the impacts of aboveground natural phenomena, such as glaciation, and human actions. (...) The disposal depth selected
shall be justified.”
Suitability assessment of bedrock for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel is handled in Section 8.2.2 of
Guide YVL D.7 (STUK, 2018c):
“805. When designing and constructing rock tunnels for a disposal facility, the licensee shall define and
classify the fractures, zones and properties of the surrounding bedrock that may have significance for
long-term safety.
806. In the assessment of the suitability of the bedrock, at least the following possibly significant factors
for long-term safety shall be taken into account:
a. geological discontinuity zones and fractures and sufficient distances to these;
b. water-conducting zones and fractures in the rock and the estimated hydrogeological disturbance
during construction;
c.

properties of bedrock groundwater and disturbance to planned and implemented emplacement
rooms caused by construction;

d. rock mechanical and thermal properties and any changes to them caused by the construction
of rock tunnels; and
e. other special requirements set for installing engineered barriers and achieving long-term
performance targets.
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807. The assessment of the applicability of the rock shall be based on different mutually complementary
investigations.
808. The applicability of the bedrock to disposal use shall be assessed in phases, taking into account
the safety significance. The assessment of applicability shall be started before the excavation of the
facilities, and the assessment shall be specified as the construction progresses.
809. The assessment methods and procedures for the applicability of bedrock shall be developed based
on the safety case and gained experiences.
810. Rock suitability analyses with input data shall be available for design and construction in a timely
manner.
811. The licensee shall inspect and approve the bedrock models prepared for the assessment of
applicability before they are used as input data for the design and construction of rock tunnels.”
Rock engineering design for a spent nuclear fuel disposal facility is discussed in Section 8.2.2 of Guide
YVL D.7 (STUK, 2018c), stating, for example, the following:
“812. The design of the construction and use of rock tunnels for the disposal facility shall aim at
maintaining rock characteristics favourable to long-term safety. For this purpose, rock construction
methods and materials that restrict disturbance or changes caused by construction in the bedrock
surrounding the disposal facility shall be used in tunneling as well as practically possible.
813. The rock tunnels in the disposal facility shall be positioned in rock volumes that meet the suitability
criteria of bedrock. Changing the positioning of the facilities shall be prepared for if the quality of the
bedrock proves unfavourable based on research, models or suitability analysis.
814. Disposal operations at the disposal facility and the transport of excavated rock, backfilling materials
and heavy machinery shall be appropriately separated. Rock collapses, deformations or displacements
shall be prevented by appropriate rock construction methods and by keeping excavation work sufficiently
far away from facilities in disposal use.
815. Reinforcement and grouting of rock shall be done so that the amounts of substances detrimental
to the performance of release barriers that enter the waste emplacement rooms are as small as
practically possible.”
“818. The suitability analysis of a rock tunnels to be constructed shall be made before the approval of
implementation design documents and the start of the implementation of the facility in question.”
The use of materials in a spent nuclear fuel disposal facility is regulated in Section 8.4 of Guide YVL D.7
and monitoring in Sections 8.7 and 10.5 (STUK, 2018c).

3.4 Deep borehole regulations
The regulations discussed in Section 3.1 apply to all radioactive waste, thereby also to the high-level
waste to be disposed of in deep boreholes. Below, only sections with specific relevance to deep borehole
disposal (DBD) are presented. The phrase from the YVL Guide (STUK, 2018b, paragraph 101), “the
spent nuclear fuel originating from Finnish nuclear power plants is intended to be encapsulated and
disposed of in repositories constructed deep inside the bedrock.”, can be applied not only to KBS-3-type
repositories, but also to other geological repositories. Even though the mentioned guide was written to
be valid for DGR (see Section 3.3), the aspects can be transferred to deep borehole repositories as well
and can be used as general regulations for disposal in deep boreholes.
German regulations related to geological repositories, similar to the other countries, do not provide
regulations specifically to DBD. Several documents regulate the disposal of radioactive waste in
geological environment, but those documents are not formulated with regard to deep boreholes. There
are, of course, regulations that deal with drilling (and construction, excavation, etc.), but those are not
specifically related to disposing of radioactive material underground.
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The above provided general boundary conditions can be used as a basis, but additional adjustments
and adaptations for the DBD are required.

3.5 Landfill repository regulations
The guidelines and regulations applied on the landfill repository are based on the available Norwegian
regulations concerning radioactive waste and hazardous waste landfills. In addition, international
guidelines for disposal of radioactive waste and near-surface repositories are applied, if not defined
differently by the Norwegian legislation. This section focuses on requirements and guidelines concerning
the target properties for the site.
3.5.1 Norwegian regulations
The decommissioning waste that may be deposited in the landfill repository would be classified as nonradioactive waste, applying the clearance levels specified in Regulation No. 1394 of 1 November 2010
on the application of the Pollution Control Act to radioactive pollution and radioactive waste, Annex 1.
Disposal of very low-level radioactive waste is also an option. Very low-level waste, according to the
Norwegian categorisation, may be considered to be radioactive waste with activity levels in the range
between what is considered as being radioactive waste (Annex Ia) and radioactive waste intended for
disposal in a radioactive waste repository (Annex Ib) (DSA, 2020, Section B.4). Very low-level waste
can be handled by facilities that have a permit to handle hazardous waste (Regulation 1 June 2004 No.
930 on the recycling and treatment of waste, § 16-5, second paragraph).
Currently, the Norwegian regulation does not allow deposition of non-hazardous and hazardous waste
into the same landfill (FOR-2004-06-01-930, § 9-6: “Only hazardous waste and waste that fulfils the
criteria laid down by the competent authority for the landfilling of hazardous waste is permitted to be
disposed at landfills for hazardous waste.”).
Norwegian regulations on hazardous waste are applied to the landfill repository design assumed in this
report. This is done both because some of the non-radioactive waste may be classified as hazardous
(although non-radioactive) waste and in order to enable disposal of very low-level waste. Regulations
concerning hazardous waste landfills are listed in Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004 No. 930, § 9,
Appendix 1 (translation from Norwegian by author):
•

“A landfill must be situated and designed so as to meet the necessary conditions for preventing
pollution of the soil, groundwater or surface water and ensuring efficient collection of leachate as
and when required. Protection of soil, groundwater and surface water is to be achieved by the
combination of a geological barrier and a bottom liner during the operational/active phase and
by the combination of a geological barrier and a bottom liner during the operational/active phase
and by the combination of a geological barrier and a top liner during the passive phase/post
closure.” (Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004 No. 930, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 3.1).

•

“Base of a landfill shall have a hydraulic conductivity (K) of 1x10-9 m/s and thickness of 5 m for
hazardous waste landfills and 1 m for non-hazardous waste landfills.” (Norwegian Waste Act,
June 2004 No. 930, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 3.2.) Note that this requirement is the same in
Finland for hazardous waste landfills (SYKE, 2002; 2008).

•

"Where the geological barrier does not naturally meet the above conditions, it can be completed
artificially and reinforced by other means giving equivalent protection. An artificially established
geological barrier should be no less than 0.5 metres thick." (Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004
No. 930, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 3.2). Note that this requirement is the same in Finland for
hazardous waste landfills (SYKE, 2002; 2008).

•

"The emplacement of waste on the site shall take place in such a way as to ensure stability of
the mass of waste and associated structures, particularly in respect of avoidance of slippages."
(Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004 No. 930, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 6).
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•

“Where an artificial barrier is established, it must be ensured that settlement that may cause
damage to the barrier is prevented.” (Norwegian Waste Act, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 6).

•

“Appropriate measures shall be taken, with respect to the characteristics of the landfill and the
meteorological conditions, in order to: a) control water from precipitations entering into the
landfill body, b) prevent surface water and/or groundwater from entering into the landfilled
waste, c) collect contaminated water and leachate, d) treat contaminated water and leachate
collected from the landfill if it is necessary to achieve the required discharge quality.” (Norwegian
Waste Act, June 2004 No. 930, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 2).

•

"On sites for hazardous waste and non-hazardous waste, an artificial sealing membrane and a
drainage layer with a minimum thickness of 0.5 m shall be set up in addition to the geological
barrier specified in paragraph 3.2 so as to ensure that leachate accumulation at the base of the
landfill is kept to a minimum. Requirements can be set for a surface sealing if this is considered
necessary to prevent leachate formation." (Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004 No. 930, § 9,
Appendix 1, paragraph 3.3).

•

“Appropriate measures shall be taken in order to control the accumulation and migration of
landfill gas. Landfill gas shall be collected from all landfills receiving biodegradable waste and
the landfill gas must be treated. If the gas collected cannot be used to produce energy, it must
be flared. The collection, treatment and use of landfill gas shall be carried on in a manner that
does not pose a risk to the environment or to human health.” (Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004
No. 930, § 9, Appendix 1, paragraph 4).

3.5.2 International requirements and guidelines concerning near-surface disposal, site and
siting
Since the Finnish STUK YVL Guides do not discuss landfill disposal in detail, international requirements
are discussed here more extensively. Generic requirements for safe disposal of radioactive waste from
SSR-5 (IAEA, 2011a) are given above in Section 3.1. How these generic requirements are applied in
near-surface disposal are further defined in the IAEA Specific Safety Guide SSG-29 “Near Surface
Disposal of Radioactive Waste” (IAEA, 2014). In general, the safety objective linked to radiation
protection of a repository in the post-closure period, is to “site, design, construct, operate and close a
disposal facility so that protection after its closure is optimised, social and economic factors being taken
into account” (IAEA, 2014). With respect to near-surface disposal facilities, long-term safety is ensured
by (IAEA, 2014, 2011a):
•

“The capability of the features of the disposal facility to contain the waste and isolate it from the
acceptable biosphere;

•

The capability of the features of the site to contribute to the containment and isolation of the
waste;

•

The limitations placed on the radiological inventory, mainly with regard to long lived
radionuclides, that can be disposed in the facility;

•

The measures for surveillance and control of the disposal facility and its immediate surroundings
that are applied to prevent or restrict any human activities that could disturb the facility barriers
and lead to increased exposure.”

Containment (see Requirement 8 of SSR-5 above in Section 3.1) in a near-surface repository means
(IAEA, 2014):
•

The facility should be sited and designed to prevent or to minimise the release of radionuclides
(IAEA, 2014, paragraph 4.19).

•

Near surface disposal is considered only for waste containing mainly short-lived radionuclides
and with limited amount of long-lived radionuclides (IAEA, 2014, paragraph 1.6).
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For near-surface disposal, isolation (Requirement 9 of SSR-5) means:
•

“Retaining the waste and keeping its associated hazard away from the biosphere in a suitably
located and appropriately designed disposal facility, with appropriate control in the post-closure
period to prevent disturbance of the facility (e.g. prevention of inadvertent human access to the
waste). The location and design of the facility should also take into account the potential impacts
of external events.” (IAEA, 2014, paragraph 4.28)

•

The siting should take account of potential hazards to the repository, including processes such
as erosion, landslides and seismic activity as well as natural resources including, for example,
mineral and groundwater resources (see Appendix 2 of the SSG-29).

For near-surface disposal, requirement for multiple safety functions (Requirement 7 of SSR-5) means:
•

Multiple safety functions, barriers and system features ensure defence in depth meaning that
the safety is not dependent on a single element of the disposal system (cf. IAEA, 2014,
paragraph 4.35).

•

In accordance with the application of a graded approach, the ability of a disposal system to
provide containment and isolation of the waste is required to be commensurate with the hazard
potential of the waste (IAEA, 2014, paragraph 4.35).

For near-surface disposal, requirement on passive means for the safety of the disposal facility
(Requirement 5 of SSR-5) means:
•

This requires surveillance and control of passive safety features (see also Requirement 10 of
SSR-5, IAEA, 2011a, 2014).
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4

Requirements management

4.1 Examples of requirements management systems
Developing a requirements management system is an essential task in any nuclear waste disposal
project. A robust, hierarchical system for requirements allows changes to requirements (or designs) to
be appropriately managed and ensures that the up-to-date requirements are used in design and during
repository operations or in safety assessments. As examples, requirements management systems used
by Posiva Oy and SKB are briefly presented below to illustrate the appropriate requirement level for host
rock target properties.
Posiva Oy’s requirements management system VAHA is an information system designed by Posiva to
manage the requirements related to the geological disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The main scope of
the system is in the safety of disposal. VAHA was planned to include requirements and their references.
The requirements are cross-checked against the technical solutions to comply with them. The idea of
VAHA was to show the relation between high-level safety concepts and the actual technical design
specifications.
The VAHA database is organised into five levels:
•

Level 1 consists of stakeholder requirements. These are the requirements arising from laws,
regulatory requirements, decisions-in-principle and from other stakeholders, such as Posiva’s
owners.

•

Level 2 consists of system requirements as defined by Posiva based on requirements listed at
Level 1. Level 2 requirements define the engineered barrier system (EBS) components and the
safety functions of the EBS and host rock.

•

Level 3 consists of subsystem requirements, which are specific requirements for the individual
barriers. Level 3 includes the performance targets for the EBS and the host rock, applying to
the long-term performance of the barriers.

•

Level 4 consists of design requirements, which further clarify and provide more details of the
requirements specified at Level 3, with the focus on those properties of the barriers that can be
verified during the operational phase.

•

Level 5 consists of design specifications. These are the detailed specifications to be used in
design, construction and manufacturing (Posiva, 2012a, Section 1.11; McEwen et al., 2012,
Section 3).

In terms of the disposal site (in Posiva’s case, Olkiluoto), Level 1 includes regulations applying to site
selection and the properties of the disposal site in general, as well as some regulations on the properties
of the host rock volumes to be selected for disposal. At Level 2 (L2), Posiva has defined host rock as
the natural barrier. The most recent published safety functions of the host rock are set out in PosivaSKB (2017a), which presents the consensus on requirements among Posiva in Finland and SKB in
Sweden, although in the respective national requirement systems some country and site-specific
modifications are expected.
Level 3 presents the performance targets for the host rock, also termed target properties. These were
initially presented in Posiva (2012a) and have been updated based on the above-mentioned
collaboration between Posiva and SKB (Posiva-SKB, 2017a). Performance targets apply to the longterm performance of the barriers (in this case, the host rock), and the evaluation of their fulfilment
requires modelling, which, however, considers present-day measurement results as the starting point
for evolution modelling. In Posiva’s TURVA-2012 safety case, the fulfilment of performance targets
during the one-million-year assessment time frame was evaluated in Performance Assessment (Posiva,
2013a). Performance targets are intended to be defined so that their fulfilment indicates that the related
safety function is also met.
Levels 4 and 5 apply to the state of the barriers at the time of manufacture or installation, and, in the
case of the host rock, this refers to the design and as-built state of the underground openings. The L4
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requirements and L5 specifications are rather detailed and both site-specific and design-specific, and
they do not apply as such to a generic disposal site.
The five levels of requirements provide a practical means to relate all types of requirements with each
other in a logical system. The highest-level regulations and the general safety functions can be used to
derive lower-level, detailed requirements and specifications to consider in the design and construction
phase. The requirements at higher levels can be used to guide the site investigation work. At Posiva,
the host rock target properties have been considered when defining so-called rock suitability criteria
(McEwen et al., 2012), which are used to classify the host rock to suitable and less suitable volumes.
In SKB’s requirement terminology, used, for example, in the SR-Site safety assessment (SKB, 2011)
and in the context of SKB’s LILW repositories (SKB, 2015; 2019), safety functions are equivalent to
Posiva’s safety functions and safety function indicator criteria correspond to Posiva’s performance
targets. A safety function is defined qualitatively as a role through which a repository component
contributes to safety. A safety function related to the geosphere is, e.g., to “provide chemically
favourable conditions”. In order to quantitatively evaluate safety, it is desirable to relate or express the
safety functions to measurable or calculable quantities, often in the form of barrier conditions. For the
geosphere’s function of providing chemically favourable conditions, “groundwater pH” is one suitable
quantity to use in order to evaluate the extent to which this safety function is fulfilled. Groundwater pH
is a safety function indicator defined for the mentioned geosphere safety function (SKB, 2011, Sections
8.2 and 8.3.4).
To determine whether a safety function is maintained or not, it is desirable to have quantitative criteria
against which the safety function indicators can be evaluated over the time period covered by the safety
assessment. The situation is however different from safety evaluations of many other technical or
industrial systems in an important sense: The performance of the repository system or parts thereof do
not, in general, change in discrete steps. The repository system will evolve continuously. There are thus
many safety function indicators on which no limit for acceptable performance can be given. The
groundwater concentrations of canister-corroding agents or agents detrimental to the buffer are
examples of this kind of factors related to containment. Usually, they enter in more complex analyses
where a number of parameters together determine, e.g., the corrosion rate of the canister (SKB, 2011,
Section 8.2). An example of a safety function indicator criterion is “groundwater pH < 11” (SKB, 2011,
Table 8-1).
In the collaboration between Posiva and SKB on requirement harmonisation (Posiva-SKB, 2017a), the
Posiva terminology is used. Host rock requirements include, for example (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Sections
8.2.5):
•

Safety functions (corresponding to VAHA Level 2): favourable hydrogeological conditions to limit
the transport of solutes

•

Performance targets (corresponding to VAHA Level 3 and linked to the above-mentioned safety
function):
o

transport resistance in fractures intersecting the deposition hole > 10,000 year/m,

o

flow rate in fractures intersecting the deposition holes (per one metre of fracture width) <
1 L/m per year.

The requirements in Posiva-SKB (2017a) apply both to Olkiluoto and to Forsmark and are, thereby, not
exactly site-specific. However, during the site selection phase there were several options for sites in
both countries and the same requirements might not have been consistent with all of them. Therefore,
even if several requirements are consistent with both the Olkiluoto site and the Forsmark site, they
should not be considered generic requirements for any possible site.
Host rock safety functions (Level 2) and performance targets (Level 3) are the levels considered in this
report when defining safety functions and target properties for the Norwegian National Facility site. Even
though the Norwegian programme is at an earlier stage than Posiva’s and SKB’s, it is beneficial to
consider the same requirement levels at this early stage, so that no substantial changes are needed
later. Lower levels (L4 and L5) are site and design-specific and refer to rock properties that are generally
measured from underground openings, which is why they are not applicable to a generic site with no
existing underground research facilities.
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4.2 Strategy proposed in this work
The goal of this report is to define target properties for the host rock at the National Facility site. It is
proposed to use a similar hierarchy of requirements as has been used by Posiva (Section 4.1) and to
consider that target properties are roughly equivalent to Posiva’s performance targets (VAHA Level 3).
In order to ensure the completeness of the target properties and the consideration of all relevant longterm safety issues, safety functions (Posiva’s Level 2) are also defined.
In this report, the term ‘safety functions’ corresponds to STUK’s term ‘long-term safety functions’, which
is defined as “functions achieved by the characteristics or processes of engineered and natural barriers
that are intended to isolate the nuclear waste from the bedrock and the biosphere or to impede the
migration of radionuclides” (STUK, 2018b, Definitions). Operational safety is out of the scope of this
report and, therefore, all safety functions discussed in this report are long-term safety functions. Also,
only host rock safety functions are presented in this report, not any EBS safety functions.
The term target property is defined in this report as a target for the long-term performance of the host
rock, which specifies further the related host rock safety function. A target property corresponds roughly
to the term performance target used by STUK (2018a, paragraph 409 and Definitions) but applies here
only to the natural barrier (host rock) and may be more qualitative than a performance target. In this
report, a generic site is assumed, and, thereby, it may not be possible to define detailed, quantitative
performance targets for the host rock, as that would require site-specific knowledge, and thus the term
target property is considered more appropriate in this context than performance target. Similarly to
performance targets, target properties are just targets, not absolute requirements.
What is important to note is that both the safety functions and target properties refer to the long-term
(post-closure) performance of the host rock (cf. Section 4.1). Therefore, they are generally not directly
measurable during the pre-operational and operational phases but require modelling to assess their
fulfilment in the long term. There may be some exceptions if, for example, a target property is something
that is not expected to change during the assessment time frame, not even due to disturbances caused
by construction (as an example, occurrence of valuable deposits). The assessment time frame depends
on the repository and waste types, and it is discussed separately in the chapters dedicated to the four
different repositories (Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9). Performance assessment modelling is discussed in
Posiva (2013a, 2013f).
To define the next level of requirements (Posiva’s Level 4, design requirements) would require sitespecific data. In terms of the National Facility, which is currently assumed to be located at a generic site
in Norway, it is only possible to define certain site evaluation factors. These do not correspond exactly
to any VAHA level, since Posiva’s VAHA system was developed after the site (Olkiluoto) had been
selected. The site evaluation factors proposed in this report are present-day properties or conditions,
and their fulfilment indicates the fulfilment of the target properties but does not ensure it. It is emphasised
that the evaluation whether target properties are met requires modelling using detailed site data. Site
evaluation factors are not exclusion criteria, i.e., it is possible that a site will be safe even if its properties
are not according to all site evaluation factors. These factors allow, however, different sites to be
compared and the design to be accommodated to the site characteristics.
The strategy to defining requirements presented above is best suited to the disposal of HLW (spent fuel)
and LILW. In the case of the landfill repository, the time scales of interest differ from those of radioactive
waste, where the radioactive decay allows the time frame of the hazard to be determined, and it may be
as much as hundreds of thousands of years. For the landfill repository, no such time frame can be
defined. In the landfill repository design assumed in this report, the IAEA requirement for containment
and isolation for several hundreds of years (IAEA, 2014, paragraph 4.7) is, however, considered.
Furthermore, Norwegian legislation already includes specific regulatory requirements for the disposal of
hazardous (non-radioactive) waste. These are, therefore, used as far as possible as target properties,
and since they apply to present-day properties and design issues, no separate site evaluation factors
are necessary to define.
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5

Geology and long-term evolution of the National Facility site

5.1 Overall geology and lithology in Norway
In Southern Norway, the bedrock geology comprises the remnants of the Gothian mountain chain
(1700–1500 Ma) and the Sveconorwegian mountain chain (about 1130–900 Ma). The Caledonian
orogeny formed later, about 400 million years ago, when rock was thrust from the northwest to the
southeast. These Caledonian formations now cover the older rocks along the western part of Norway.
Younger Norwegian rocks are volcanic and sedimentary deposits formed in a Permian rift structure in
the Oslo region and sedimentary rocks of Devonian age located on the Fosen Peninsula and coastal
area of central Norway (Roberts & Myrvang, 2004). The bedrock map of Norway is shown in Figure 5-1
below.

Figure 5-1. Bedrock geology in Norway. More detailed information can be viewed and downloaded at
NGU’s website, with more themes and scales (Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse (NGU),
https://geo.ngu.no/kart/berggrunn_mobil/).
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Figure 5-1 and other figures in this report presenting Norway only include the mainland Norway and
islands in proximity of the mainland. Geographically, Norway also includes several other islands, of
which the largest are Svalbard and Jan Mayen (Figure 5-2). In this report the presumption is that, as
they both are under specific environmental regulations and the logistics would be demanding, these
locations will not be considered as candidates for the National Facility. In addition, Norway’s Antarctic
and Subantarctic dependencies are excluded from consideration as possible sites. Therefore, this report
excludes these locations from any considerations.

Figure 5-2. Visualisation of Svalbard and Jan Mayen Island (screen capture from Google maps).
The bedrock of Norway is mainly crystalline rocks, but slate, sandstone and limestone are also
abundant, and the lowest areas have marine deposits (e.g. Ramberg et al., 2008). Granitoids and
gneisses are common rock types in Norway, but, due to a versatile history, there are several other rock
types present as well. Mafic rocks are abundant and even mantle-derived peridotites are found in some
parts. In addition to igneous and metamorphic rocks (granitoids, gneisses, etc.), there is a large range
of meta-sedimentary and volcanic (magmatic) rock types (Ihlen et al., 2013). Norwegian Geological
Survey databases for bedrock can be used for studying the bedrock properties in regional (Bedrock
N250) and local scale (Bedrock N50, http://geo.ngu.no/kart/berggrunn_mobil/?lang=eng).
Major parts of the sediments prevailing in Norway over the bedrock derive from the previous
(Weichselian) glaciation, similar to Sweden and Finland (Olsen et al., 2013). A simplified Quaternary
geological map of Norway is shown in Figure 5-3. From the perspective of thickness of the sediment
layer, Norway is roughly divided into two types of areas (see Figure 5-3a). In the thin overburden areas,
the thickness of the overburden is typically less than 1 m (Olsen et al., 2013). In the areas where glacial
till is the dominant sediment type (covering approximately 25 % of Norway), the average thickness of
the sediment layer is 6 metres. Regional and local databases for Norwegian Quaternary sediments
(Database Sediments and Database Possibility of Marine Clay) can be found at:
http://geo.ngu.no/kart/losmasse_mobil/. The sedimentary rocks at the continental shelf area are
excluded from further consideration in this report as they are not a suitable host rock for the National
Facility in either geological or geographical terms.
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.
Figure 5-3. Simplified quaternary geological map of Norway (Olsen et al., 2013). Figure 5-3a presents
a simplified version of Figure 5-3b.

5.2 Valuable resources in Norway
Of metals, Norway has mined and produced concentrates of, e.g., iron, silver, copper, cobalt, nickel,
lead, zinc, titanium, chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, niobium and gold. For the energy sector, Norway
has coal mining at Svalbard and oil drilling at sea. For industrial use, rocks such as carbonates
(limestone, dolomite and marble), feldspar, anorthosite, nepheline syenite, graphite, quartz and
quartzite, olivine, talc, titanium, apatite, vanadium and magnetite are listed by NGU. A map illustrating
the present mine locations in Norway is in Figure 5-4. In addition to ore-bearing rock types, other rock
types may be of interest for extraction of industrial minerals or as utility stone (Andersson et al., 2000,
Section 4.4.1).
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Figure 5-4. Known mineral deposits in Norway. Map modified from print from NGU webpages
(http://geo.ngu.no/kart/mineralressurser_mobil/?lang=eng, 5.2.2021).
Norwegian groundwater areas on regional and local scale can be found in the national database for
groundwater GRANADA (for more information on groundwater, see Section 5.5).
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5.3 Rock mechanics and seismicity in Norway
Crystalline rocks are subjected to stresses in their regimes, and deformation has in many locations
produced structures and lineations in rocks that need to be considered in construction. A collection of
in-situ stress data shows that, in most parts of Norway, the major horizontal stress is greater than the
vertical stress (Simonsen, 2018). Figure 5-5 summarises information on stress and formation pressure
(fluid pressure) as a function of depth. The main origin for the intra-plate seismicity in Norway and on
the Norwegian continental shelf is an ongoing matter of discussion (Maystrenko et al., 2020), and
several reasons for the high horizontal stresses have been proposed. Sources for tectonic stress in
Norway can be the ridge push by Mid-Atlantic plate spreading (Simonsen, 2018). Unloading due to
deglaciation and post-glacial uplift affect the stresses on regional scale. According to Bungum et al.
(2010), the tectonics and seismicity in Norway are affected by diverging plates at the Atlantic mid-ocean
ridge, post-glacial rebound and possibly also other effects, such as extensive erosion. Mainland Norway
is not close to major fault lines or active volcanoes. Norway has volcanic activity only on islands, far
from the mainland.

Figure 5-5. (a) Vertical stress measurements compared to the theoretical curve for lithostatic stress
(ρgz) in Norwegian mines down to 1 km depth (crystalline rocks). (b) Pressure data from crystalline
rocks worldwide and North Sea sedimentary rocks. Note that the pressure data are for formation
pressures, meaning fluid pressures. (From Fossen, 2016, via Fischer et al., 2020.)
In general, several rock types may be suitable for repositories. However, the potential influence of
fractures and faults, and the state of stress, on the mechanical properties of various rock types must be
taken into account (cf. Frengstad et al., 2010). For reasons of stability and occupational safety, low
levels of stress are generally preferred at underground construction sites. The horizontal stress field is
anisotropic in many Norwegian locations. This means that one component, i.e. the principal horizontal
stress, dominates the stress field. High horizontal stresses normal to the tunnel axis have created severe
technical problems in the past. This kind of situation concentrates the stress in the roof and floor areas
of the tunnel, causing shear failure of the rock (spalling or rock burst). However, there is substantial
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knowhow in large underground constructions in Norway, namely from tunnels under mountains.
Countermeasures for high horizontal stress are rock support and facility layout.
Rock stresses in Norway generally increase with depth, but the rock strength does not. Mechanical
stability is usually more complex near the rock surface (< 50 m), where rock mass is typically more
fractured and sometimes weathered. The topography in Norway affects the stress ﬁelds on local scale
in areas with mountains and fjords or valleys. At greater depths or close to the surface on mountainous
areas, the stresses in relation to rock strength can start to cause stability problems (Simonsen, 2018).
One country-specific issue in constructions in Norway is the existence of deep-weathering formations.
The subtropical weathering that took place in Mesozoic has caused formation of clay minerals such as
smectite and kaolin in deep fractures and fracture zones, and these can be challenging in construction.
The clay-filled fractures can cause instability in underground constructions (Olesen et al., 2007). Clayrelated tunnel stability problems diminish with depth, but, as the presence of clay decreases, water
leakages tend to become higher (Figure 5-6). The understanding of deep weathering on mainland
Norway as well as offshore has been increased with several investigations, and all known reports of
deep weathering in Norway have been reviewed and registered in a GIS database by NGU (Olesen et
al., 2012).

Figure 5-6. Deep weathering and its effects on stability and water leakage in underground constructions.
Illustration by NGU (https://www.miningnordics.com/companies/geological-survey-of-norway-ngu).
Seismic monitoring in Norway is carried out by the independent research foundation NORSAR and the
University of Bergen. According to information shared by NORSAR in the jordskjelv.no website, minor
earthquakes, 2–3.8 on the Richter scale, occur regularly. Large earthquakes (magnitude > 5) are rare
and occur mostly on the Norwegian shelf, while onshore a larger event occurs approximately once in
100 years. The latest large earthquake on the mainland occurred near Mosjøen in Nordland in 1984
with a magnitude of 5.4 on the Richter scale. One earthquake of magnitude 6.8 on the Richter scale did
occur in 2018 but near Jan Mayen Island far in the Atlantic Ocean. The neotectonic map of Norway is
illustrated in Figure 5-7. Seismic events usually occur in existing zones that form the easiest way for the
pressures to release. Such areas are, for example, the Oslo Rift and shore areas of Western and SouthWestern Norway.
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Figure 5-7. Neotectonic map. Norway and adjacent areas (Keiding et al., 2018).
In Fennoscandia, the seismic activity is low and is concentrated offshore near the coastline of Southern
and Middle Norway and a few onshore regions (Figure 5-7). Onshore activity has lower activity and
magnitudes (Ojala et al., 2004). Post-glacial faults are old fault zones that were reactivated during the
previous deglaciation, and in Norway they have only been observed in the northernmost parts. Historical
reports and the evaluation of ancient landslides from Lidar data witness the occurrence of larger
earthquakes in the past, which occurred also inland in Norway. However, the recent seismicity in
Norway, as illustrated in Figure 5-7, shows that the majority of neotectonic earthquakes in Norway are
focused along the coastline of Norway, in the Oslo rift area, as discussed above, as well as in Finnmark.
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5.4 Thermal conditions in Norway
Due to numerous influencing factors, the geothermal depth gradient varies in Norway. Different
gradients are to be expected in the area of the Caledonides, the Basement of Norway and the Oslo Rift
zone (cf. Glaas et al., 2018).
Measured rock temperatures from boreholes in Norway are presented in Maystrenko et al. (2021)
(Figure 5-8). From this diagram, at surface temperatures of around 2 to 8 °C, gradients of 12.7 K/km to
27.2 K/km can be derived. It is noted that 27 K/km has not been observed on mainland Norway but in
the Svalbard archipelago. Pusch et al. (2012) indicate a gradient of 16 K/km for Swedish bedrock for
comparison and a gradient of 27.7 K/km was determined in the KTB boreholes. As a result, a range of
around 12 K/km to around 27 K/km can be used as a basis for the geothermal gradient. At a depth of
3.5 km and assuming a surface temperature of 5 °C, these values result in bottomhole temperatures of
around 50 and 100 °C. NGU has a database that includes thermal conductivity, which can be found
through their internet site: https://www.ngu.no/.

Figure 5-8. Measured temperatures in Norwegian boreholes according to Maystrenko et al. (2021).
Modelling results for NW Europe indicate a maximum permafrost depth of 300 m (Veen, 2015; Kitover
et al., 2013). In Sweden, a maximum permafrost depth for the Forsmark site has been estimated to be
approximately 300–400 m (Hartikainen et al., 2010; Brandefelt et al., 2013). Similar permafrost depths
can be expected also in Norway. Permafrost may develop in any part of Norway during cold climate
periods. Its maximum depth depends on several factors: e.g. the duration and surface temperature of
cold periods and the presence of ice or snow cover, water bodies or vegetation (e.g. Kjellström et al.,
2009, Section 3.3.4; Hartikainen, 2013, Section 1; Claesson Liljedahl et al., 2016, Section 6.1). The
maximum permafrost depth can be estimated by climate modelling and thermal properties of overburden
and rock.
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5.5 Hydrogeological and chemical conditions in Norway
Groundwater flow in Norwegian bedrock occurs, in practice, exclusively in fractures and fracture
networks in the mountains (Bergstrøm et al., 2010). Most of the Norwegian groundwater investigations
and data concentrate on quality and quantity of aquifers and wells. For the siting of nuclear waste
repositories, the hydraulic conductivity of the overall rock mass and occurrence and transmissivities of
individual fractures are also of high importance. Limited research has been published in Norway on
finding rock volumes with low hydraulic conductivities and fracture frequencies. In a study by Banks et
al. (2010), when comparing well data from crystalline rocks of Finland, Sweden and Norway at rather
shallow depths, the conclusion was that the median yield is similar in all locations, irrespective of the
varying climate, tectonic setting, Quaternary history and lithology. In each lithology there was, however,
“…a huge range in well yield, from effectively ‘dry’ (nominally 10 L/h or less) to > 10,000 L/h” (Banks et
al., 2010). It appears that having similar, silicate-based matrices, geomechanical properties and having
been subject to similar recent tectonic stress fields and post-glacial stress-releases produce similarities
in median yields. To be noted is, as also Banks et al. (2010) mention, that the yield in boreholes in
crystalline bedrock is typically dominated by inflow from just a few fractures. The inflow from individual
fractures usually decreases with depth, in most part because of being subjected to higher ambient stress
field (see, however, discussion on the effect of clay fillings in Section 5.3). From well data, Banks et al.
(2010) concluded that, in Fennoscandian crystalline rock, a well of approximately 70–80 m depth has a
median transmissivity of 0.56 ± 0.30 m2/d (6.4 ± 3.4 x 10-6 m2/s) and hydraulic conductivity of around
1.1 (± 0.6) x 10-7 m/s. As this represents an entire well, not separating the fractures, it can be concluded
that by increasing the depth to approximately 100 m, bedrock will most probably contain fractures of
lower transmissivities and the average hydraulic conductivity will be lower. However, due to substantial
differences within the rock mass, only on-site investigations can verify the suitability of a site.
Information on the composition of groundwater from central Norway are summarised by Sæther et al.
(1995). Norwegian groundwater areas on regional and local scale can be found in GRANADA, the
national database for groundwater (https://geo.ngu.no/kart/granada_mobil/) provided by the Geological
Survey of Norway.

5.6 Expected long-term evolution
The Norwegian National Facility should be able to contain and isolate the radioactive wastes from the
living environment for as long as the wastes present a hazard for living organisms. In performance and
safety assessments, several different time periods are considered, each characterised with specific
climate conditions and features, events and processes affecting the repository evolution (see, e.g.
Posiva, 2012e; SKB, 2011). Understanding these processes and the related loads, conditions and
interactions forms an essential starting point for the definition of requirements for the components of the
disposal system.
The main changes occurring in the operation and closure phases of the disposal facility are related to
the impacts of the excavation, inflow of water towards open underground spaces and introduction of the
radiogenic heat from the spent nuclear fuel in either the DGR or the deep borehole. The excavation can
cause damage to the adjacent rock, and this damage is potentially enhanced due to an increase in
temperature caused by the thermal load of the spent fuel canisters. Reactivation of existing fractures in
the changed stress conditions is possible. The in-situ stresses are lower at the depths considered for
the intermediate depth repository than in a deeper repository for HLW, reducing the risk of stressinduced damage. On the other hand, the waste halls at intermediate depth are large, which may produce
additional stability issues. Mechanical stability during the operational phase of the intermediate depth
repository is discussed in Section 6.3.3.
The thermal load of LILW is low, and, therefore, high temperatures are not a risk to the performance of
the barriers in the intermediate depth repository. In a safety assessment, the temperature must,
however, be taken into consideration as information for analysing the local hydrology and the changes
in waste and barriers (SKB, 2008, Section 3.4). High temperatures caused by individual large
components can be avoided by positioning of the activated components. An essential factor is the
cooling time before closure of the emplacement locations of the components. The thermal load can also
be controlled by setting waste acceptance criteria that consider it.
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During construction and operation of underground facilities, changes in the hydraulic gradient, due to
the presence of open underground spaces, enhance the groundwater flow rate and change the flow
pattern at the facility site and can therefore lead to changes in groundwater composition due to mixing
of different types of waters. After closure and saturation of the facility, the groundwater flow will gradually
return towards the natural conditions driven by the gradients due to topography and potential density
variation in the groundwater. The disturbances in groundwater composition caused by the construction
are likely to even out over time as well.
The main driver for evolution and performance of the barriers in the longer term is the evolution of the
climatic conditions (especially temperature and precipitation). The current climate conditions can be
assumed to last thousands to tens of thousands of years (see, e.g. Lord et al., 2015; Ganopolski et al.,
2016; Thölix et al., 2019). Crustal uplift is still ongoing due to the isostatic loading of the Late Weichselian
Scandinavian ice sheet, although, in Norway, the modern isostatic movements are affected by a
significant tectonic component (Nesje & Dahl, 1992). In Norway, the current uplift rates are very low,
around 2−5 mm per year (e.g. SKB, 2020, Figure 3‑31). The climate conditions, e.g. temperature and
precipitation, also affect the surface and near-surface groundwater flows and, further, the deeper
groundwater flow and composition.
After the current climatic conditions (with continued warming at least in the beginning) have prevailed
for a long time, colder climate with permafrost conditions and ice sheet advance is expected to occur
followed by retreat of the ice sheets. The advance and retreat of the glaciations is associated with sealevel changes. The occurrence and duration of permafrost and glacial periods in the future are uncertain.
These changes in climate may affect the temperature in the rock, the isostatic load, rock stresses and
groundwater flow and composition. During permafrost or a cold-based ice sheet, groundwater flow is
reduced because of very low hydraulic gradients, although pressure differences between frozen and
unfrozen areas do exist. Potentially impermeable frozen bedrock and soil cover tend to restrain and
redirect ﬂow paths (Ruskeeniemi et al., 2018). Also, the gradually increasing isostatic pressure during
the ice sheet growth may compress or close fractures, which may further reduce flow. In the case of a
warm-based ice sheet, flow rates increase. Especially at the ice margin, hydraulic gradients can be high
due to the high pressure under the ice and lower pressure in front of the ice margin. Consequently, flow
rates at the facility site are increased and will affect transport paths and groundwater composition.
Changes in groundwater composition are possible as a result of infiltration of oxygen-rich, glacial melt
waters, upconing of deep groundwaters during ice-sheet retreat and, at costal sites, infiltration of
seawater with varying salinity during a submerged period following the ice sheet retreat. A specific issue
related to the glaciations is the possibility that the associated changes in the rock stresses can trigger
earthquakes and cause reactivation of fault zones and existing fractures. As a result, hydraulic
properties of the fractures may also change.
Given the long timescales involved, several glacial-interglacial cycles as experienced in the past over
the Quaternary must be considered when defining target properties for the DGR or deep borehole
repository. For the first 100,000 years or so, it is a fair possibility that there is no glaciation at all, taking
account of the CO2 emissions and their effect on climate (Lord et al., 2015). On the other hand, modelling
shows a small possibility for an ice sheet covering parts of Norway as early as 10,000 years from now
(Thölix et al., 2019, Figure 28; see also Lord et al., 2019, Ch. 6). Radiotoxicity of LILW will have decayed
to insignificant levels by the time of the next glaciation.
During subsequent glacial cycles, similar processes to the ones discussed above are assumed to
repeat. In the past, Scandinavia has experienced several interglacial-glacial cycles, but the deep
bedrock conditions have remained relatively stable. This can be assumed to be the case also in the
future, although the presence of the repository can change the natural evolution of the site, e.g. by
enhancing the flows and causing changes in the groundwater chemistry.
Regional average bedrock erosion rates caused by glaciations have been estimated by various authors
for some locations in Sweden and Finland and the estimates vary between 0.4 to 8 metres per one
glacial cycle (Posiva, 2012c, Table 7-1). However, in Norway, areas with a high topographic relief have
a higher potential for significant erosion of the bedrock. Therefore, the future erosion rate may need to
be determined with site-specific modelling and investigations before a site can be accepted. In addition,
the site will need to be evaluated based on possible accumulation of sedimentary layer on it due to
possible erosion of close-by mountains, if there are such next to the site.
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Where it is expected that extreme climatic conditions (e.g. glaciation) will affect a site, they should be
assessed as part of the normal scenario in the safety assessment. There may, however, be some
unlikely sequences or more extreme climatic states that, because of their potential impact on postclosure safety, will need to be examined as part of a variant scenario (IAEA, 2009a, Section 5.2.2).
Since climate is not predictable on a time scale of tens or hundreds of thousands of years, a single most
likely climate evolution cannot be predicted with enough confidence and detail for an analysis of longterm safety. Instead, a range of future climate developments must be considered in a safety assessment
to cover the uncertainty in future climate development (SKB, 2014, p. 5).
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6

Intermediate depth repository

6.1 Intermediate depth repository concept
6.1.1 Intermediate depth repository system
In this report, the intermediate depth repository is assumed to be designed according to the same
disposal concept as with the LILW repository in Loviisa, Finland (Nummi, 2019). The disposal system is
conceptually divided into components as shown in Figure 6-1. The division helps in defining safety
functions for each component and in modelling their evolution in performance assessment (Ikonen et
al., 2020, Section 2.1.1). The design depth of the intermediate depth repository is 100 metres (Ikonen
et al., 2020, Section 6.1.1). The estimated operational time is 100 years, and any long-term safety
functions are intended to be fulfilled for tens of thousands of years (see Section 6.2.1).

Figure 6-1. Conceptual representation of components of the disposal system for the intermediate depth
repository. The waste hall on the left illustrates LLW (incl. VLLW) disposed in the LLW hall(s) and the
one on the top right ILW packages surrounded by concrete barriers inside a backfilled waste cavern.
The lowest repository illustrates the DGR. Modified based on Ikonen et al. (2020, Figure 2-1 modified
from Posiva (2017) and Nummi (2019)).
The barriers and other components of the intermediate depth repository are as follows (Ikonen et al.,
2020, Section 2.2.1, based on Nummi (2019, Section 3.2)):
•

Low-level (and very low-level) waste packages: waste disposed in the LLW halls without
additional engineered barriers. Wastes mainly consist of contaminated materials, and the waste
containers are assumed to be steel drums. Some wastes can also be disposed without a
container.
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•

Intermediate-level waste packages: intermediate-level waste and its containers, which are
disposed of in the ILW hall. Intermediate-level waste includes mainly operational waste,
activated materials and some solidified liquid waste. Decommissioning waste is packaged in
concrete containers.

•

Concrete barriers: concrete basin around the intermediate-level waste packages.

•

Waste halls: halls excavated in the bedrock hosting the waste.

•

Closure: Structures designed to separate the repository from the surface environment (and the
DGR) and provide mechanical support for the concrete barriers. Closure includes concrete plugs
and backfilling in the waste halls and other openings of the disposal facility.

•

Host rock: Bedrock surrounding the repository serving as a natural barrier.

The facilities on the intermediate depth repository level and above (Figure 6-2) form openings that are
needed for LLW and ILW disposal. The openings, the necessary systems and the underground facility
production are described in Chapter 6 of Ikonen et al. (2020).

Figure 6-2. According to the preliminary plan, there will be eight LLW (incl. VLLW) halls (1) and one ILW
hall (2) along the access tunnel and its side tunnel (3). Control and maintenance rooms (4) are located
at the personnel shaft connection and parking hall (5) at the front of the inlet air shaft connection (6) and
exhaust air shaft connection (7). There are also electrical rooms (8) and a sedimentation pool with a
pumping station (9) at this intermediate depth repository level. The length of the straight basic access
tunnel section is roughly 170 metres and LLW hall 110 metres. Figure by AINS (Ikonen et al., 2020,
Figure 6-1).
The first stage in excavating any tunnel is drilling of pilot holes. The bedrock is examined from these
holes, so the grouting, excavation and supporting plans can be adapted to match the bedrock conditions.
For the waste halls, the pilot hole investigations have a more significant role than with the other tunnels
because, according to these investigations, a decision may be made to shorten the waste hall from the
original design length if the bedrock characteristics are not favourable for disposal. The reason can be,
for example, a hydraulically conductive structure that intersects the waste hall, which then cannot be
used for disposal. Nor can disposal be made at the proximity of the structure, and, if the structure
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continues along the hall for a long section, it may be sensible to stop the excavation (Ikonen et al., 2020,
Section 6.1.7).
Backfilling with crushed rock is planned to be used in the ILW hall, which contains engineered barriers
that need to be protected from mechanical impacts and has a large span, thus being more susceptible
to rock damage. The possible void between the ILW packages is filled with concrete. LLW halls will
probably be backfilled with crushed rock too, but it is not obligatory. Plugs of reinforced concrete are
positioned at the entrances of the waste halls (Ikonen et al., 2020, Section 6.2.3, based on Nummi,
2019, Section 3.7).
6.1.2 Safety concept for intermediate depth repository
A safety concept is a conceptual description of how high-level long-term safety principles are applied to
achieve safe disposal of radioactive waste (Posiva, 2017). The main high-level principles in disposal are
containment and isolation (IAEA, 2011a; IAEA, 2012a). According to the IAEA (2011a), a disposal facility
is designed to contain the radionuclides associated with the radioactive waste and to isolate them from
the accessible biosphere. The disposal facility is also designed to retard the dispersion of radionuclides
in the geosphere and biosphere. The various elements of the disposal system, including physical
components and control procedures, contribute to performing safety functions in different ways over
different time scales (IAEA, 2011a).
The host environment shall be selected, the engineered barriers of the disposal facility shall be
designed, and the facility shall be operated to ensure that safety is provided by means of multiple safety
functions (IAEA, 2011a). Based on the above-mentioned design concepts for safety (according to the
IAEA, 2011a) and the safety concept proposed in Posiva (2017) for the repository for low and
intermediate level waste from Posiva’s encapsulation plant, the safety concept for the intermediate depth
repository for operational waste is defined to include the following features:
•

Containment is achieved by the characteristics of the waste form and the packaging and by the
characteristics of other engineered components of the disposal system and the host
environment and geological formation.

•

Isolation from the surface environment is achieved by locating the intermediate depth repository
at a depth of several tens of metres at least, in a rock mass with low hydraulic conductivity.

•

Retardation of radionuclide migration from the intermediate depth repository and in the
geosphere is achieved by avoiding transmissive deformation zones when locating the
underground disposal facility, by the properties of the engineered components in the disposal
facility and by retention of radionuclides in the geosphere.

Nummi (2019) presents a safety concept for the LILW repository in Loviisa, based on (i) limited release
from the waste (containment), (ii) slow transport (retardation) and (iii) isolation from the surface
environment. An example of more detailed safety features assigned to components is shown in Table
6-1. The safety feature is associated with the safety concept. Together the safety features form the basis
for the long-term safety of the disposal.
The multibarrier system ensures that the radionuclide releases from the waste into the surface
environment are effectively limited and retarded, even if a single or even several safety features do not
fulfil their intended purposes. Likewise, the engineered barriers and the waste itself are protected from
natural impacts or human actions by other engineered barriers and the bedrock (Nummi, 2019, Section
4.3). The depth of the Loviisa LILW repository is approximately 110 m (Nummi, 2019, Ch. 12).
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Safety features

Low-level waste
packages

The activity content in the low-level waste is small compared to the
overall activity in the repository.

✔

Intermediatelevel waste
packages

Slow corrosion of activated metals limits radionuclide releases.

✔

Solidification product limits and retards radionuclide release by
slow leaching, low dissolution and sorption.

✔

Concrete
barriers

Waste caverns

Closure

Concrete containers limit and retard radionuclide transport by slow
diffusion and sorption.

✔

Reactor pressure vessels and steam generators confine the reactor
internals

✔

Concrete barriers protect the intermediate-level waste packages by
providing alkaline conditions and reducing mechanical impacts.

✔

Concrete barriers limit and retard radionuclide transport by
sorption, slow diffusion and limited groundwater flow.

✔

Radionuclide releases are retarded by the dilution in the waste
caverns.

✔

Waste caverns are located away from the major fracture zones and
the amount of groundwater flowing through them is low.

✔

Backfill protects concrete barriers against mechanical stress.

✔

Closure limits the groundwater flow through the waste caverns.

✔

Backfill retards radionuclide transport by sorption.

✔

Closure reduces the likelihood of inadvertent human intrusion.
Bedrock

Surface
environment

Isolation from
the surface
environment

Component

Slow transport

Limited release
from the waste

Table 6-1. An example of safety features assigned to different components of the LILW disposal system
in Loviisa and to which part of the safety concept the specific safety feature contributes. Waste cavern
is a synonym for waste hall (modified from Ikonen et al., 2020, Table 2-1, based on Nummi, 2019, Table
4-1).

✔

Bedrock limits the groundwater flow in order to limit the
radionuclide transport and protect concrete barriers.

✔

Bedrock allows sufficient gas transport, which prevents accelerated
groundwater flow.

✔

Bedrock remains stable during the temperate period.

✔

Bedrock type and groundwater composition are favourable for
radionuclide sorption.

✔

✔

Repository currently resides in brackish groundwater which
reduces the likelihood of drilled wells reaching the repository depth.

✔

Bedrock reduces the impacts of natural phenomena and future
human actions as well as the likelihood of inadvertent human
intrusion.

✔

Bedrock does not contain significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources attracting future human activities.

✔

Surface environment is similar to other coastal areas and does not
attract any future human actions that could considerably impact the
repository.

✔
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Safety functions refer to the roles of the barriers in guaranteeing the safety of the disposal. Figure 6-3
further illustrates the safety concept of LILW disposal, based on the safety case of the Loviisa LILW
repository (Nummi, 2019). Safety functions for the intermediate depth repository in Norway’s National
Facility are presented in Section 6.2.

Figure 6-3. Conceptual representation of the safety functions assigned to different components of the
LILW repository in Loviisa. The location of the arrows indicates the component to which the safety
function is assigned, unless otherwise indicated in parentheses. For LLW (and VLLW) packages and
bedrock, no safety functions have been assigned in the Loviisa safety case, but there are safety
functions for the waste caverns regarding their location in favourable hydrogeological conditions and at
a depth of more than 100 m (from Nummi, 2019, Figure 4-2, Table 4-2).
6.1.3 Support to long-term safety provided by the intermediate depth repository site
Since the site selection for repositories for operational LILW from the Finnish power plants (cf. Section
2.2) was carried out without explicit regulations on disposal site suitability, rock mass properties that
were considered favourable for spent fuel disposal were assumed to be favourable also for LILW
disposal. No specific site evaluation factors were, therefore, developed. The general site evaluation
factors that were considered for the DGR in Finland (Section 2.3.1) are relevant also for the intermediate
depth repository (e.g., topography, bedrock stability, etc., see Section 2.3.1).
McEwen & Äikäs (2000) discuss the groundwater flow regime. For the purposes of site selection, the
regional flow characteristics, hydraulic gradients, formation of groundwater and its discharge areas are
assessed on the basis of bedrock topography. The regional topography variations in Finland are
assumed to reflect the presence of fracture zones in the bedrock beneath the overburden. This is
important with respect to the stability of the bedrock and to the flow rates and volumes of groundwater.
The suitability of bedrock for disposal has been later studied by, e.g., Äikäs et al. (2000), Hagros (2006)
and McEwen et al. (2012). Nummi et al. (2012) discussed the role of host rock specifically in LILW
disposal.
Groundwater flow takes place in fractures, and the largest flow rates are concentrated on fracture zones
that are often more or less planar structures cross-cutting the bedrock. High flow rates are not favourable
for the stability of the wastes and the engineered barriers – and can also lead to fast transport of
radionuclides away from the repository – so, in order to protect the waste and the engineered barriers,
the repository needs to be located away from major, hydraulically conductive fracture zones. Avoiding
deformation zones is important to ensure stable mechanical conditions for the repository. The generally
gentle and low topography is usually favourable in terms of slow groundwater movement.
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The chemical composition of the groundwater is a key factor for the performance of the engineered
barrier system. Geochemical environments are important for all types of repositories because, for
example, solutes in groundwater (e.g. chloride and sulphate) can react with the engineered barriers and
degrade the repository performance (IAEA, 2009a, Section 5.4). The bedrock type and groundwater
composition also affect radionuclide retention properties (cf. Table 6-1).
Even if high groundwater flow rates near the repository are avoided successfully, there are factors that
affect differently on different nuclides. The main factors are the flow-related transport resistance of the
potential release path(s) and the sorption of a nuclide on rock pore surfaces. Some nuclides, mainly
those occurring as neutral and anionic species, have negligible sorption (e.g. C-14 organic, Cl-36 and
I-129). For weakly sorbing nuclides the emphasis is on the engineered barriers to ensure long-term
safety. However, the flow-related transport resistance is a key feature for limiting and retarding transport
of nuclides in the bedrock both for strongly and weakly sorbing ones. The hydrogeological features of
the host rock of the intermediate depth repository are discussed in detail in Section 6.2.4.
Frengstad et al. (2010) considered geological criteria for localities for consideration as an interim storage
solution when conducting a survey for 10 example sites for an ILW repository. The criteria as
reformulated sentences included the following topics:
1.
2.

Suitable rock type should not include many fractures or fracture zones.
Gabbro / amphibolites can be starting point rock types because of their interlocking mineral
growth that makes it resilient. Because of its properties, cracks can close.
3. For placing the facility, the rock formation should be a ridge large enough to accommodate the
required facility with its required tilt. This should be considered with topography. There is
generally less cracking in depth due to increased stresses and cracks are filled with minerals.
4. Avoid deep weathering that normally goes down to approx. 100–150 metres.
5. Avoid clay-filled drops.
6. Avoid having watercourses and lakes above the facility.
7. Avoid having businesses or other buildings above the facility.
8. Avoid special protective restrictions above.
9. Avoid areas with a lot of radon.
10. Can be an advantage to have some loose material (sediments) covering on top.
From the above, Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 5 can be considered in the present work, as they have a connection
to long-term safety. Criterion 3 was set with an assumption that the facility would be constructed similarly
to the present KLDRA Himdalen, in ridge formation and as an upwards directed tunnel. Because this is
not the present assumption in this work, this criterion is not relevant for now. Criterion 6 relates more to
construction and operation at site but also has a safety aspect in that lakes and water routes most often
form in depressions, often due to fracture zones or otherwise eroded rock type. As such, it is similar to
Criterion 1. Criteria 7 and 8 are related to non-geological siting criteria, which are out of the scope of
this report. Criterion 9 relates to occupational safety. Criterion 10 concerns to some extent long-term
safety, because certain sedimentary layers can act as flow-retarding layers between surface
environment and bedrock. In early evolution after closure, this could slow transport of radionuclides or,
the other way around, conduction of dilute surface water deeper into the bedrock.
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6.2 Safety functions and target properties for long-term safety
6.2.1 Basis for defining safety functions and target properties
The terms safety functions and target properties are defined in Section 4.2.
The starting point for formulating safety functions for the host rock at a LILW disposal site is paragraph
408 in YVL D.5 (STUK, 2018a):
“408. At least the following shall be considered when defining the long-term safety functions provided
by means of the natural barrier:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the stability and water tightness of the rock;
low groundwater flow;
favourable groundwater chemistry;
the retardation of radioactive materials in the rock; and
protection against natural phenomena and human actions.”

Furthermore, safety functions should either:
•
•

confine, limit or retard the release and transport of radionuclides or
protect other barriers and support them in meeting their safety functions (Nummi, 2019, Section
4.4).

The connection between the safety concept presented in Section 6.1.2 and the items from D.5,
paragraph 408, listed above can be presented in the following way:
•
•
•

containment is supported by items a to c,
isolation from the surface environment is mainly supported by item e,
retardation of radionuclide migration is explicitly mentioned in item d but is also supported by
items a, b and c.

Due to the similarities of the disposal concepts of the Norwegian intermediate depth repository and the
Loviisa LILW repository in Finland, the safety functions formulated in Nummi (2019, Table 4-2) for the
Loviisa waste caverns are considered in the following sections. It should be noted that these safety
functions do not, alone, cover all safety functions that need to be considered in this report. This is
because they were defined for the Hästholmen site in Loviisa, the properties of which are well known,
whereas the approach in this report is more generic, and aspects that are not relevant at the Hästholmen
site may be relevant at other sites. The same conclusion applies also to SKB’s SFR repository for LILW
at Forsmark, the safety functions of which (see SKB, 2008, Sections 5.2, 5.3; SKB, 2015, Section 5.4.4)
have also been considered when writing this report, and the set of safety functions is wider than in
Nummi (2019).
The time frames relevant for the safety of low- and intermediate-level nuclear wastes are significantly
shorter than for high-level wastes. According to Section 32 of STUK’s regulation Y/4/2018 (STUK,
2018b), the engineered barriers shall effectively prevent the release of radioactive substances into the
bedrock for a duration of time that is sufficient in relation to the half-life of the radioactive elements
contained within the waste. For short-lived waste, this period shall be at least several hundreds of years,
and for long-lived waste, at least several thousands of years (STUK, 2018b, Section 32). STUK also
states that a safety assessment shall cover the period of time following the closure of the facility which
is required for the purposes of ensuring the safety of disposal (STUK, 2018b, Section 4). In the safety
case for the Loviisa LILW repository in Finland, an assessment period of 100,000 years was assumed,
based on considerations such as normalised release rates of long-lived nuclides (Nummi, 2019, Section
2.2). The same assessment time frame was covered by the SR-PSU safety assessment for SKB’s SFR
repository for LILW; after 100,000 years, less than 0.1 % of the radiotoxicity remains (SKB, 2015,
Section 2.3.1). As to the compliance times for the target properties (cf. STUK, 2018a, paragraph A03e),
the aim is that they are fulfilled for tens of thousands of years. This is because there will be noteworthy
radioactivity for tens of thousands of years in operational and decommissioning LILW (cf. Nummi, 2019,
Figure 2-1).
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In the following, safety functions (and associated target properties) are proposed related to:
•
•
•
•

isolation from surface environment and human actions,
mechanical conditions,
hydrogeological conditions, and
chemical conditions.

This list is in line with YVL D.5, paragraph 408, and the safety functions and target properties are justified
in the following sections.
The safety functions are numbered using the acronym IDR (intermediate depth repository), as an
identifier for repository type, and running numbers, i.e. safety function IDR-1, safety function IDR-2, etc.
Target properties start with the code of the related safety function and are distinguished with small
letters, i.e. target property IDR-1a, target property IDR-1b, target property IDR-2a, etc.
These safety functions are related to bedrock conditions around the intermediate depth repository.
Conditions on the ground surface (e.g. possible landslides and rock falls) are discussed as necessary,
and more in Chapter 10. They will need to be taken into account together with the actual host rock target
properties when evaluating the suitability of the eventual National Facility site.
6.2.2 Isolation from the living environment
Safety function
According to Guide YVL D.5, protection against natural phenomena and human actions shall be
considered when defining safety functions provided by means of the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a,
paragraph 408), as stated also in Section 6.2.1 above. Furthermore, STUK regulation Y/4/2018 states
that “the characteristics of the rock at the disposal site shall, as a whole, be favourable to the isolation
of the radioactive substances from the living environment” (STUK, 2018b, Section 31). Accordingly, the
following safety function for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Safety function IDR-1: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide
isolation from the surface environment and human actions.
Isolation is the placing of radioactive waste beyond human use and interference (IAEA, 2009a, Section
1.1).
Lack of exploitable resources
Whether isolation may be expected to be upheld depends, at least partly, on the properties of the
bedrock at the site. The likelihood of human intrusion (i.e. disturbance of the waste by human activities)
should be reduced by choosing a site with low resource potential (IAEA, 2009a, Section 5.2.2). Such
resources might result in exploration and mining activities at the disposal site and, thereby, jeopardise
the isolation. Occurrence of valuable resources in Norway is discussed in Section 5.2.
STUK regulation Y/4/2018 states that “no significant or exceptional deposits of exploitable natural
resources shall be present at the disposal site or its vicinity” (STUK, 2018b, Section 31(3)), and YVL
D.5 concludes that the proximity of exploitable natural resources indicates the unsuitability of a disposal
site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 412). Human activities that reach depths greater than 30 m include drilling
(e.g. for water), exploration and mining activities, geothermal heat extraction or the storage of oil, gas
or carbon dioxide (IAEA, 2012a, paragraph 6.52). Therefore, in the selection of the location for the
intermediate depth repository, the following information is needed to evaluate how actual and potential
human activities might affect the disposal system:
•

Records of past and present drilling and mining operations in the vicinity of the site (IAEA,
2011b, App. I, paragraph I.40).

•

Information about occurrences of energy and mineral resources in the area around the site. In
the assessment of a repository host rock, valuable or potentially valuable alternative uses of the
host rock, such as for resource exploitation, should be considered. For example, the possible
presence of valuable mineral deposits should be taken into account to minimise the potential for
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human intrusion into the geological disposal system. Preference should be given to sites located
in areas that minimise the likelihood that the host rock would be exploited for such uses (IAEA,
2011b, App. I, paragraph I.37).
•

Evaluation of actual and potential future use of the surface water and groundwater at the site
(IAEA, 2011b, App. I, paragraph I.37). Note that if the repository resides in brackish
groundwater, the likelihood of drilled wells reaching the repository depth is reduced (Nummi,
2019, Table 4-1).

•

Location of existing and planned surface water bodies (IAEA, 2011b, App. I, paragraph I.37).

•

Valuable or potentially valuable alternative uses of the host rock, such as for construction of
storage cavities, should also be considered (IAEA, 2011b, paragraph I.37).

Accordingly, the following target properties for the intermediate depth repository host rock are defined:
Target property IDR-1a: The intermediate depth repository site should not contain significant or
exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources.
Target property IDR-1b: The intermediate depth repository site should not contain exceptionally high
geothermal energy potential.
Target property IDR-1c: The intermediate depth repository site should not include significant
groundwater resources.
Distance from the living environment and ground surface
Isolation may be achieved by disposal at a suitable depth below the surface (IAEA, 2009a, Section 1.1).
According to STUK regulation Y/4/2018, “the depth of the waste emplacement rooms shall be selected
appropriately as regards the waste type and local geological conditions. The aim shall be that impacts
on the long-term safety of above-ground events, activities and environmental changes will remain minor
and that intrusion into the waste emplacement rooms will be difficult” (STUK, 2018b, Section 31(5)).
According to YVL D.5, “low and intermediate level waste arising from the operation of nuclear power
plants and other nuclear facilities are to be processed and disposed of in bedrock repositories
constructed at an intermediate depth. The low and intermediate level waste arising from the
decommissioning of nuclear power plants and other nuclear facilities are also envisaged to be disposed
of in repositories constructed at an intermediate depth” (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 101). More
specifically, “the repositories for low and intermediate level waste shall be located at the depth of some
tens of metres at a minimum” (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 416). According to the IAEA, a depth of 30−50
m may be enough to ensure that unintentional human intrusion is not to be anticipated (IAEA, 2007a,
Section 4.1.4; IAEA, 2012a, paragraph 6.52). Disposal into repositories constructed 50−100 m down
into bedrock was considered the safest method by the power companies managing the operational
wastes from the current Finnish reactors (Gardemeister & Rouhiainen, 1984).
The likelihood of unintentional human intrusion is greater for a repository located at a depth of
approximately 50−100 metres as compared with a HLW repository located at a depth of, for example,
400 metres. On the other hand, the activity of LILW is much lower than that of HLW, which justifies the
shallower depth but does not render the issues related to isolation irrelevant. The bedrock needs to
reduce the impacts of natural phenomena and future human actions as well as the likelihood of
inadvertent human intrusion (Nummi, 2019, Table 4-1). It should be added that, even if the site has
common rock types with no economically significant minerals or other natural resources, drilling may
still be performed due to various reasons. For example, extraction of drinking water and geothermal
energy may be reasons for drilling.
Accordingly, the following target properties for the intermediate depth repository host rock are defined:
Target property IDR-1d: The intermediate depth repository should be located at a depth of at least
several tens of metres below the ground surface.
It should be pointed out that target property IDR-1d is not the only requirement to be taken into account
when selecting the disposal depth. Issues related to mechanical conditions (Section 6.2.3) may limit the
use of large depths due to increasing in-situ stresses, and the hydrogeological (Section 6.2.4) and
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hydrogeochemical (Section 6.2.5) conditions are also expected to vary with depth. In addition to longterm safety, factors related to construction (Section 6.3) will also need to be considered. The actual
construction depth for the repository, considering all these factors, is expected to be defined later as a
lower-level requirement (design requirement, see Section 4.1).
Interface between the surface environment and the repository
Interference of the living environment with the repository can be considered also as a risk generated by
natural events occurring at site. To be able to operate the facility over the long operational phase in a
safe manner and to ensure that the repository is closed as intended at the end of operations, requires
that no natural phenomena can flood or cover the facility unintentionally. Especially with the warming
climate, the sea level may rise during the operational phase. In addition to this, the topography of the
site should ensure that landslides, mudslides or flooding cannot occur into the repository. In addition to
being a risk for repository operations, they may also disturb the site after repository closure, destroying
any markers left to warn and, thereby, protect the future generations.
The site can have pre-existing drillholes for, e.g. wells or geoscientific investigation reasons. These as
such do not exclude a site, but their geometry and possible effects on the repository need to be
considered.
Accordingly, the following target property for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Target property IDR-1e: The surface conditions at the site should favour long-term isolation.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
As explained in Section 4.2, the target properties apply to long-term conditions and performance, and
the aim is that the target properties are upheld for as long as the waste presents a radiological hazard.
Nonetheless, the fulfilment of most of the target properties listed above can be established directly in
the site selection stage. This is because, e.g., it would be extremely unlikely for new valuable minerals
or major aquifers to appear at the site during the next 100,000 years (see Section 6.2.1 for the
assessment time frame for LILW disposal). They are, therefore, usable as site evaluation factors directly.
The information needed to evaluate the risk of human activities disturbing the disposal system is listed
above under “Lack of exploitable resources”.
The target property IDR-1d is not a site evaluation factor as such but calls for determining the local
erosion rate expected during the next 100,000 years. If, for example, the maximum expected erosion
depth at the site in the next 100,000 years (considering also possible glaciations, etc.) is 5 m, a disposal
depth of 100 m (as used in the design by Ikonen et al., 2020) would ensure that there will be at least a
cover of 95 m above the intermediate depth repository horizon, and the target property would, thereby,
be met for the whole assessment time frame. It is advisable to disregard sites with very high erosion
rates from further considerations, even though, in principle, a high erosion rate could be compensated
by constructing the repository at a greater depth.
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 6-2. Since the
target properties refer to long-term conditions, relevant site conditions that should be studied in the site
selection phase are also proposed. The first two target properties and site evaluation factors are
identical, as explained above.
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Table 6-2. Intermediate depth repository safety function (IDR-1) and target properties related to isolation
from the living environment. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

IDR-1: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide isolation from the surface
environment and human actions.
IDR-1a: The intermediate depth repository site
should not contain significant or exceptional
deposits of exploitable natural resources.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
contain significant or exceptional deposits of exploitable
natural resources.

IDR-1b: The intermediate depth repository site
should not contain exceptionally high
geothermal energy potential.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
contain exceptionally high geothermal energy potential.

IDR-1c: The intermediate depth repository site
should not include significant groundwater
resources.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
include significant groundwater resources.

IDR-1d: The intermediate depth repository
should be located at a depth of at least several
tens of metres below the ground surface.

• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
construct at a minimum depth of 100 m below the
current ground surface.
• Sites with exceptionally high erosion rates should be
avoided.

IDR-1e: The surface conditions at the site
should favour long-term isolation.

• A safety distance should be determined for any
drillholes existing at the site.
• Landslides should not cover the site during the
operational phase.
• The ground surface should be higher than an expected
flooding level during the operational phase.

6.2.3 Rock mechanics
Safety function
According to YVL D.5, the stability of the rock needs to be considered when defining the safety functions
for the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 408; see also Section 6.2.1 above). Furthermore, YVL
D.5 states that abnormally high rock stresses with regard to the strength of the rock and exceptionally
high seismic or tectonic activity indicate the unsuitability of a disposal site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph
412). Accordingly, the following safety function for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Safety function IDR-2: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide
mechanically stable conditions.
Rock mechanics properties
The disposal site should be located in a geological and geographical setting where geodynamic
processes or events will not be likely to lead to unacceptable releases of radionuclides (IAEA, 2011b,
App. I, paragraph I.26).
Rock stability and fracture system behaviour should be included in the safety analysis of a repository in
crystalline rock (Peltonen, 1984). Factors that impact the stability of the geosphere should be assessed.
The information necessary to support any evaluations includes, for example, presence of faults in the
geological setting (e.g. their location, length, depth and information on the age of latest movement); insitu regional stress field; estimates of the characteristics and maximum intensity of earthquakes that
would be possible at the site on the basis of its seismotectonic context (IAEA, 2011b, App. I, paragraph
I.27).
The overall geology of Norway is discussed in Section 5.1 and the rock mechanics properties in Section
5.3. A key rock mechanical issue for the locating of the intermediate depth repository is the presence
and characteristics of major fracture zones. It has been identified also in Finland, where deep weathering
is not an issue, that LILW caverns need to be located away from major fracture zones (e.g. Nummi,
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2019, Table 4-1). It is important to avoid deformation zones at any crystalline site, but the possibility of
rock mass with a poor mechanical quality even outside such zones cannot be ruled out. According to
the IAEA (2011b), the mechanical properties of the host rock should be favourable for the safe
construction, operation and closure of the disposal facility and for ensuring the long-term stability of the
geological barrier surrounding the disposal facility. Depending on the potential for gas generation by the
disposal system, the gas transport properties of the geological barrier should also be considered in
assessing its suitability for disposal (IAEA, 2011b, paragraph I.23; SKB, 2008, p. 45; Nummi, 2019,
Table 4-1).
Accordingly, the following target properties for the intermediate depth repository host rock are defined:
Target property IDR-2a: The intermediate depth repository host rock should have favourable
mechanical properties to ensure the long-term stability of the rock surrounding the repository.
In practice, this mean that the host rock volume in which the repository halls will be constructed should
not have major intersecting fracture zones. Furthermore, the host rock should be sufficiently stable so
that any rock engineering methods needed to support the intermediate depth repository will not
jeopardise the long-term safety.
Shear displacements
The potential hazard due to seismic events should be reduced to acceptable levels by choosing a site
where the probability of disruption from a significant seismic event is suitably low (IAEA, 2009a, Section
5.2.2). The design of the disposal facility should take into account tectonic stability and seismic activity
of the site that could adversely affect the proposed disposal system (IAEA, 2014, paragraph II.17). The
seismicity and tectonic movements in Norway are discussed in Section 5.3. The exact location of the
intermediate depth repository within the disposal site is of major importance. Shear displacements
cannot be ruled out if the waste halls are intersected by major deformation zones. Ridge-push is a major
source for seismicity in Norway and the combination of ridge-push and post-glacial rebound, connected
to generally high topography in Norway, can easily reactivate existing faults.
It should be noted that the host rock around the repository should be mechanically stable also to hold
its strength over the long term because newly formed fractures can become transport routes. With this,
mechanical stability is connected to hydraulic properties of the bedrock. As for rock engineering, any
cavern can be supported with engineering methods, but it should be considered if the location is
unsuitable due to other constraints, especially because of transport properties. In rock support,
extensive measures should not be needed, and interaction between chemical substances with waste
needs to be assessed.
Target property IDR-2b: The intermediate depth repository should not be disrupted by seismic events.
This can be avoided by making sure that the disposal site is not located in a region known for high
seismic activity. Also, the waste halls of the intermediate depth repository should not intersect faults that
could possibly host large movements in a seismic event.
It may be beneficial to avoid the areas where an early ice sheet is possible (Thölix et al., 2019, Figure
28). Even if no ice sheet were to develop anywhere in Norway in the next 100,000 years, these areas
may experience early permafrost. Avoiding sites where permafrost currently occurs, or where the risk
of early permafrost development is high, supports the mechanical stability of the disposal system, as
freezing may be detrimental to the engineered barriers in the repository. The activity of the LILW
decreases rather fast compared with, e.g., spent fuel, which is why it is not considered necessary to
construct the intermediate depth repository below the greatest possible permafrost depth expected to
occur in the context of the next glacial period.
Target property IDR-2c: The intermediate depth repository site should not contain a significant risk for
early permafrost development.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
Target properties IDR-2a and IDR-2b entail the need to avoid major deformation zones, an issue that
extends from site selection to the adaptation of the repository location. It is proposed to include the need
to avoid deformation zones – both from the general stability point of view and in relation to disruptive
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seismic events – as site evaluation factors. The exact criteria for the deformation zones to be avoided
depend on site-specific aspects; for example, for target property IDR-2b, the seismic activity of the area
needs to be accounted for. Locating the National Facility in old crystalline rocks would rule out some
seismically active areas but not necessarily all of them, which is why avoidance of regions known for
their high seismic activity needs to be included as a site evaluation factor. Even after a site has been
selected for the National Facility, seismic studies need to be carried out to ensure the site’s suitability in
terms of earthquake risk.
The fulfilment of target property IDR-2a depends on also the strength of the rock mass outside
deformation zones, the magnitude and direction of in-situ stresses and the deformation properties of the
rock mass (cf. Hagros, 2006, App. 1). The occurrence and distribution of rock types, that is, the site
lithology, is directly related to thermal and mechanical properties (SKB, 2019, Section 4.6.2). More
detailed issues related to mechanical stability (e.g. strength/stress ratio, rock mass parameters relevant
for stability) are discussed in Section 6.3.3 with a focus on the operational phase. Low and intermediate
level wastes will not cause a significant thermal load (as spent fuel would), and thus no major postclosure stability problems are likely if the stability is acceptable during the operational phase.
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3. Intermediate depth repository safety function (IDR-2) and target properties related to rock
mechanics. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

IDR-2: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide mechanically stable
conditions.
IDR-2a: The intermediate depth repository host
rock should have favourable mechanical
properties to ensure the long-term stability of
the rock surrounding the repository.

• Host rock volume in which the repository cavern will be
constructed should not have major intersecting fracture
zones.
• The host rock should be sufficiently stable so that any
rock engineering methods needed to support the
intermediate depth repository will not jeopardise the
long-term safety.

IDR-2b: The intermediate depth repository
should not be disrupted by seismic events.

• The intermediate depth repository should not be located
in a region known for high seismic activity.
• The waste halls of the intermediate depth repository
should not intersect faults that could possibly host large
movements in a seismic event.

IDR-2c: The intermediate depth repository site
should not contain a significant risk for early
permafrost development.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
contain a significant risk for early permafrost
development.
• Current permafrost areas should be avoided.

6.2.4 Hydrogeology and solute transport
Safety function
According to YVL D.5, overall water tightness 4 of the rock, low groundwater flow and the retardation of
radioactive materials in the rock need to be considered when defining the safety functions for the natural
barrier (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 408). Accordingly, the following safety function for the intermediate
depth repository host rock is defined:
Safety function IDR-3: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide
favourable hydrogeological conditions with limited transport of solutes.

4

In practice, this means low hydraulic conductivity.
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Favourable hydrogeological conditions refer to low groundwater flow in the host rock. Low flow in
bedrock is a safety function also in SKB’s SFR repository for short-lived low and intermediate level waste
(SKB, 2015, Section 5.4.4), as well as in SKB’s SFL repository for long-lived LILW (SKB, 2019, Section
5.2). The bedrock should limit the groundwater flow in order to limit the radionuclide transport and to
protect concrete barriers (Nummi, 2019, Table 4-1). In Posiva’s safety assessment 2012 for the LILW
repository for operational waste from the encapsulation plant, host rock safety functions included that
the rock should provide favourable and predictable hydrogeological conditions for the engineered
barriers, limit transport and retard the migration of harmful substances to the biosphere that could be
released from the LILW hall (Nummi et al., 2012, Section 3.2).
Average hydraulic conductivity
Geological formations of very low permeability offer the potential for long-term waste isolation (IAEA,
2007a, Section 4.2.2). The hydraulic conductivity of the rock has a large impact on the flow through the
repository vaults (Abarca et al., 2020, Section 4.3). If a particular barrier performs a safety function
limiting water flow, then the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier may be a suitable quantity to use in
order to evaluate the extent to which the safety function is fulfilled (IAEA, 2012a, paragraph 6.35).
Closure of the facility by low-conductivity structures, such as plugs and seals, plays an important role in
limiting groundwater flows for relatively long periods of time, at least several hundreds or even
thousands of years.
The hydrogeological conditions in Norway are discussed in Section 5.5. It was concluded that at the
depth of approximately 100 m, the average hydraulic conductivity in the bedrock will probably be lower
than 10˗7 m/s. However, only on-site investigations can verify the suitability of a site. Based on this
generic conclusion, there is reason to presume that several locations in Norwegian Precambrian
crystalline bedrock (and possibly other regimes) can contain suitable bedrock volumes for an
intermediate depth repository.
At the LILW repository site in Loviisa, bedrock hydraulic conductivities less than 10−8 m/s were judged
to be small (IVO, 1982, p. 44). Similar conclusions were made at SKB’s low and intermediate level waste
repository site (SKB, 2013, p. 300, 303). Hydraulic conductivity in bedrock (along with hydraulic gradient)
is a safety function indicator also in the safety concept for the extension of SKB’s repository for shortlived waste (SKB, 2015, Section 5.4.4), as well as in SKB’s repository for long-lived LILW (SKB, 2019,
Section 5.2). In Russia, ILW and HLW are to be disposed in Archean gneiss with a hydraulic conductivity
of 0.0009–0.002 m/day (approximately 1…2∙10−8 m/s) in an area of descending, i.e. downwards
oriented, groundwater flow (Laverov et al., 2016).
At a large scale, groundwater flow conditions can be handled by average criteria, e.g., in terms of
hydraulic conductivity of the (fractured) rock mass, but, for transport of radionuclides, a much more
detailed description based on discrete fractures is necessary. Total flow rate through the disposal facility
after closure and resaturation by groundwater can be assessed based on an average hydraulic
conductivity by numerical modelling or even by simple analytic estimates. Flow rate through a nearly
spherical opening having a radius of 10 m in a rock with hydraulic conductivity of 10-8 m/s and gradient
of 1 % is about 3 m3/year. The turnover time, i.e. volume (of the opening) divided by flow rate, in the
corresponding volume would be 1400 years. The turnover time is one characteristic feature that, in
general, describes well the transport behaviour of releases into and out from an object assumed to be
well-mixed. Longer turnover time means extended residence time for the radionuclides in an
emplacement room and more dilution for the nuclides released to the far field.
Accordingly, the following target property for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Target property IDR-3a: The average hydraulic conductivity in the intermediate depth repository host
rock should be less than 10−8 m/s (this limit applies when the hydraulic gradient at the site in undisturbed
conditions is 0.01 or less).
The example calculation presented above gives an overall estimate of the magnitude of the flow rate.
In cases of e.g. higher hydraulic gradients, the hydraulic conductivity should be correspondingly lower.
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Fracture transmissivity
The issue of avoiding major deformation zones, discussed in Sections 5.3 and 6.2.3, is important also
from the hydrogeological point of view. In the safety assessment for Posiva’s LILW repository, no large
water conducting fractures or fault zones were allowed to intersect the LILW hall. In the assessment,
the hall was not assumed to be intersected with a fracture having a higher transmissivity than 1·10−7
m2/s. This value was based on fracture intensities and their expected transmissivities (Nummi et al.,
2012, Sections 3.3 and 7.3.6).
To assess migration of radionuclides, the averaged quantity of hydraulic conductivity is not sufficient.
Eventually, a more detailed description in terms of discrete fractures will be necessary. On that scale,
flow rates vary greatly, and transport properties depend non-linearly on flow rates. The highest flow
rates provide the least retention in radionuclide transport. To ensure that sufficient retention of
radionuclides takes place, the characteristics of the transport routes conducting water from the
repository to the surface environment have to be assessed.
The concept of flow-related transport resistance, denoted as F or WL/q, can be used to determine the
target values for the transmissivities. The flow-related transport resistance is simply the product of width
over which the flow rate is determined (could be a channel width or just a unit width) and the length of
the transport path divided by the flow rate. On the other hand, the flow rate is the product of
transmissivity, gradient and width. In this way, the WL/q can be given as L/(T∙i), where L is the transport
path length, T the path transmissivity and i the hydraulic gradient. As an example, for L = 50 m, i = 0.01
and T = 1∙10-7 m2/s (= 3.155 m2/year), WL/q has the value of 1585 years/m (i.e. roughly 1500 years/m).
This result can be compared with the spent fuel repository host rock performance target transport
resistance in fractures intersecting the deposition hole > 10,000 year/m set by Posiva and SKB (PosivaSKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5) in their requirements harmonisation work (see Section 4.1), where transport
resistance refers to the F parameter. Since F = 2*WL/Q, the limit value F = 10,000 years/m corresponds
to WL/Q = 5000 years/m. Because low and intermediate level waste poses a smaller radiological hazard
than spent nuclear fuel, the result obtained above (about 1500 years/m) is considered sufficient in this
context. The transmissivity value of 1∙10-7 m2/s used in this example is, therefore, considered a suitable
criterion for highest transmissivity of a fracture or fracture zone intersecting waste halls of the
intermediate depth repository. This conclusion is valid when the hydraulic gradient is no more than 0.01
(see the example above) and the low transmissive part of the transport path length, which usually
contributes most to the total WL/Q of a transport route, is not much less than 50 m. A hydraulic gradient
of 0.01 or lower is proposed as a site evaluation factor to support the validity of this calculation. A generic
transport path length of 50 m has been used in several studies (e.g. Poteri & Laitinen, 1999) and also
in the safety analysis for Olkiluoto’s VLJ Repository for operational power plant waste (Vieno &
Nordman, 1991, p. 46).
Accordingly, the following target property for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Target property IDR-3b: The highest transmissivity of a fracture intersecting the waste halls of the
intermediate depth repository should be less than 10−7 m2/s (this limit applies when the hydraulic
gradient at the site in undisturbed conditions is 0.01 or less).
Groundwater flow regime
The hydrogeology of the selected site is likely to be crucial to post-closure safety because, in normal
circumstances, the most likely pathway for the radioactivity in the repository to reach the biosphere in
the long term is by advection with groundwater flow. Compared with surface or near-surface facilities,
deeper repositories generally have a more suitable hydrogeological setting and properties (cf. IAEA,
2009a, Section 5.2.2). Repository depth is considered explicitly in target property IDR-1d (Section 6.2.2),
which is considered to be in line with the assumption of a transport path length of 50 m or more discussed
above. YVL D.5 states that the locations of the emplacement rooms shall be favourable with respect to
the groundwater flow paths at the disposal site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 414).
The driving force for groundwater flow in the bedrock is the hydraulic head gradient in the groundwater
(Rämä, 2012, Section 3.1). Hydraulic gradient, which affects the rate and direction of groundwater flow
is rather small under conditions normally found in low-topography areas. The directions of groundwater
flow should be considered when locating the intermediate depth repository at the disposal site. Attention
should be paid to, for example, local recharge and discharge areas. In case topography would be
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steeper, possibly in mountainous terrain, groundwater gradients and transmissivities would be
constraining factors.
Accordingly, the following target property for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Target property IDR-3c: The intermediate depth repository location should be in such groundwater
regime that groundwater discharge does not take place through the repository or in its immediate vicinity.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
Hydraulic properties in the rock mass may change with time, but the evaluation of this would require
site-specific information. Transmissivity of fractures may increase, for example, due to seismic events.
The safety function and target properties presented in the previous section, thereby, support the stability
of hydrogeological conditions, although do not ensure it. Without any site-specific data, it is preliminarily
assumed here that the values presented in the hydrogeological target properties can be used also in
the site evaluation factors. As the limit values for hydraulic conductivity and fracture transmissivity
depend on the hydraulic gradient, and they have been calculated for the hydraulic gradient of 0.01, this
value needs also to be included as a site evaluation factor. Higher hydraulic gradients would call for
lower hydraulic conductivities and transmissivities.
Topography affects the hydraulic gradient, which, in turn, influences the flow rates. Hydraulic
conductivity in the rock mass varies significantly, and, locally, values higher than 10−8 m/s are likely to
be measured even in good-quality rock mass if the investigated volume is as large as is needed for the
intermediate depth repository. The target value of 10−8 m/s is, however, an average value that can be
used to estimate flow rates through the repository and, thereby, also turnover times. The flow rates
through the waste halls will need to be determined in a safety assessment (cf. Nummi, 2019, Table 42). The location and local connectivity of fractures around the individual waste halls are important for
the flow rates (Abarca et al., 2020, Section 4.3).
In SKB’s safety assessment SR-PSU, the hydraulic conductivity in the bedrock surrounding the SFR
repository was assumed to be constant throughout the assessment period of 100,000 years. The
hydraulic conductivity in the main scenario was based on site investigations as described in Section
4.7.1 of SKB (2015), including fracture mapping surveys and hydraulic tests in boreholes. The hydraulic
gradient in the surrounding rock was, however, assumed to increase significantly during the first 3000
years after closure due to crustal uplift (SKB, 2015, Section 7.4.6). This is because the SFR site is on
the coast and partly under the sea, with currently very low hydraulic gradients, which will increase
significantly as the area rises higher from the sea level. Crustal uplift changes – at coastal sites – the
distance to the shoreline and brings the former sea bottom as a part of the topography instead of the
planar sea surface. In connection with uplift also some tilting may take place. Shoreline changes can
take place also by sea level changes. The crustal uplift and sea level change have a combined effect.
At non-coastal sites, the effect of crustal uplift would not be as high. The consideration of these issues
is, however, important, as they may affect the fulfilment of target property IDR-3c, in the case that crustal
uplift or other natural processes change the groundwater flow regime and the distance between the
repository and the discharge locations.
The groundwater system should be sufficiently well understood to provide confidence that any
radionuclides migrating from the repository would be retarded due to limited connectivity or would be
dispersed in the geosphere, resulting in sufficiently long travel times that reduce their concentration in
the surface environment (IAEA, 2011b, paragraph I.28). The site confirmation stage may require detailed
information on the hydrogeological characteristics of the site selected. The type of data should, in
general, express quantitatively the following characteristics: (i) the location and extent of and the
interrelationship between the important hydrogeological units in the region, (ii) average flow rates and
prevailing directions of the groundwater flow, (iii) recharge and discharge of the major hydrogeological
units and (iv) regional and local water tables and their seasonal fluctuations. The aim should be on
defining travel times of radionuclides along the likely flow paths from the waste to the biosphere (IAEA,
2014, paragraph II.9). The advective travel times as such are usually quite short, but retention processes
can retard the radionuclide migration significantly.
In summary, groundwater flow is dependent on both the hydraulic gradient and the fracture
transmissivity, as well as on the connectivity of the fracture network. Relevant information on flow rates
can be acquired in hydrological investigations from surface and further during construction and operation
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of the facility. The important quantities to be measured are flow rates and hydraulic heads. Higher flow
rates into accessible underground openings can be interpreted to corresponding flow rates occurring
after closure and resaturation. Transmissivity measurements are discussed in Tammisto et al. (2019)
and Aalto et al. (2019).
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4. Intermediate depth repository safety function (IDR-3) and target properties related to
hydrogeology and solute transport. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

IDR-3: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide favourable hydrogeological
conditions with limited transport of solutes.
IDR-3a: The average hydraulic conductivity in
the intermediate depth repository host rock
should be less than 10−8 m/s (this limit applies
when the hydraulic gradient at the site in
undisturbed conditions is 0.01 or less).

• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
locate in rock mass with an average hydraulic
conductivity of less than 10−8 m/s.
• The natural (undisturbed) hydraulic gradient at the
disposal site should be 0.01 or less.

IDR-3b: The highest transmissivity of a fracture
intersecting the waste halls of the intermediate
depth repository should be less than 10−7 m2/s
(this limit applies when the hydraulic gradient at
the site in undisturbed conditions is 0.01 or
less).

• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
locate so that it does not intersect fractures with a
transmissivity of 10−7 m2/s or more.
• The natural (undisturbed) hydraulic gradient at the
disposal site should be 0.01 or less.

IDR-3c: The intermediate depth repository
location should be in such groundwater regime
that groundwater discharge does not take place
through the repository or in its immediate
vicinity.

• The intermediate depth repository location should be in
such groundwater regime that groundwater discharge
does not take place through the repository or in its
immediate vicinity.

6.2.5 Chemical conditions
Safety function
According to YVL D.5, favourable groundwater chemistry needs to be considered when defining the
safety functions for the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 408; see also Sections 6.1.3 and 6.2.1
of this report). Furthermore, such conditions in the bedrock that are of importance in terms of long-term
safety shall be sufficiently stable (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 413). Accordingly, the following safety
function for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Safety function IDR-4: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide
chemically favourable and stable conditions.
Reducing and otherwise favourable conditions for LILW
YVL D.5 states that exceptionally adverse groundwater characteristics, such as the lack of reducing
buffering capacity and high concentrations of substances that may impair the safety functions, indicate
unsuitability of a disposal site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 412). Chemical properties of the host rock – in
particular, of the groundwater – may contribute to containment and isolation of the waste by several
processes: providing slow corrosion rates, slow dissolution of the waste matrix, low radionuclide leach
rates, low radionuclide solubility and high sorption (cf. IAEA, 2012a, paragraph 6.32).
Some of the radionuclides in LILW are redox-sensitive, and pH and Eh are the master parameters
governing the chemical behaviour of redox-sensitive radionuclides (Bruno et al., 2018, Section 3.2.6;
Section 4.3.4). For some radionuclides, sorption is much weaker under oxidising conditions. A low redox
potential in the engineered barriers is expected to be maintained by the presence of iron and organic
material. Sorption of uranium, plutonium, neptunium and technetium would decrease considerably under
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oxidising conditions (SKB, 2008, p. 94). Redox potential is a safety function indicator in the safety
concept for the extension of SKB’s repository for short-lived waste, connected to the safety function
good retention, which is controlled by reducing conditions at repository depth (SKB, 2015, Section 5.4.4).
From the long-term safety point of view, factors such as activity inventories, release rates from various
waste types, transport properties of nuclides belonging to various elemental groups and nuclide-specific
radiotoxicity need to be considered. The release and transport factors depend on the hydraulic and
hydrogeochemical conditions in the repository and its host rock. An overview of potential nuclide-specific
hazards, i.e. long-term safety significance, can be given as a nuclide-wise product of activity inventory
and radiotoxicity. SKB has presented two views on significance in their assessment (SKB, 2015, Figures
1-5 and 1-6) in terms of percentage contributions to the total activity or radiotoxicity, respectively. The
ten nuclides having highest activities are Ni-63, Cs-137, Nb-93m (from Mo-93), Am-241, Co-60, Ni-59,
C-14-in inorganic form, Sr-90, H-3 and C-14 in organic form. When the radiotoxicity is taken into account,
the ten most significant nuclides are Am-241, Cs-137, Sr-90, Ni-63, Co-60, Pu-238, Pu-240, Pu-239, C14 in inorganic form, Nb-93m (from Mo-93), Cm-244, Th-229, Pu-241 and Ac-227. The actinides, which
are alpha active, are emphasised in the latter list due to their high radiotoxicity. However, together with
other metallic elements, they are also typically strongly sorbing in the EBS and rock, which reduces their
release and transport from the repository to the surface environment and, thus, the associated risk.
Typically, the low-sorbing and relatively long-lived nuclides are the highest contributors to radiological
impacts. Such nuclides are usually Mo-93, C-14 in organic form, Cl-36 and I-129 (SKB, 2015, Nummi,
2019).
The pH of groundwater cannot be given any upper limit values, since Norway’s intermediate depth
repository will include concrete structures (Section 6.1), which will have a significant elevating effect on
the pH. A high pH will retard and limit the corrosion of metal components in the repository. As to sorption
of radionuclides, the greatest potential for sorption exists in the repository parts that contain cement. In
general, cations sorb best at higher pH values, while the opposite applies to anions. In natural waters,
however, where organic ligands and carbonates occur, it is not certain that sorption increases with pH,
since these ligands bind cations and, thereby, reduce their sorption, and complexation also increases
with pH (SKB, 2008, p. 93-94). The microbial degradation of biodegradable operating waste is another
factor complicating the prediction of future pH. Metabolic products of microbes in cellulose-containing
waste have been shown to be able to lower the pH of cementitious water to neutral level (Small et al.,
2017). This is not a feature of the host rock but a process taking place in the emplacement rooms and
affecting the groundwater chemistry.
Accordingly, the following target property for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Target property IDR-4a: The groundwater in the intermediate depth repository host rock should have
reducing conditions after the initially entrapped oxygen in the near field is consumed (to have a stable
waste form, to avoid metal corrosion and to limit the solubility of radionuclides).
Conditions favouring concrete longevity
In addition to the waste, another important component of the intermediate depth repository is the
concrete basin enclosing the intermediate-level waste (Section 6.1). Concrete degradation includes
various chemical and mechanical processes, through which concrete eventually degrades and
ultimately loses its mechanical strength. The degradation of the concrete barriers decreases their ability
to limit and retard radionuclide transport. The main chemical degradation mechanism identified at the
Loviisa LILW repository is concrete leaching. The groundwater composition is not very aggressive at
Loviisa, and thus other degradation processes (sulphate attack, ettringite formation, carbonation,
magnesium ingress) impact the concrete at a considerably lower rate than concrete leaching. Leaching
of concrete occurs in many phases but can be simplified to only include leaching of portlandite (CH),
after which leaching of C-S-H-gels (C-S-H = calcium-silicate-hydrate) is initiated. In the process, the pH
in the concrete gradually decreases. The concentration of leachable substances in the water adjacent
to the concrete barrier has an impact on further leaching (Nummi, 2019, Section 5.5.6).
In SKB’s SFR repository for short-lived low and intermediate level waste, it was observed that special
attention needs to be devoted to whether the cement-rich environment causes so many hydroxide ions
(OH–) to be released that reactions with calcite and possible other carbonates can give rise to the
precipitation of secondary minerals in rock fractures. Microbial activity can alter the chemical
environment and could also clog various voids, but this activity is too low for this process to require
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detailed study. Groundwater composition also includes colloids and dissolved gases. Composition may
change due to advection, mixing and diffusion. Chemical processes that affect water composition are
dissolution/precipitation, sorption and ion exchange reactions. Sorption probably has a negligible effect
on the content of the water’s main components but is important for controlling the concentration of
substances occurring in small quantities, such as radionuclides and complexing agents. The
composition of the water in the rock will be determined to a great extent by the groundwater flow
boundary conditions, i.e. the composition of the groundwater flowing into the repository area, which in
turn is dependent on the “natural” composition of the groundwater and its variation and the changes in
this composition caused by the repository (SKB, 2008, Section 3.3.2).
The classification of the chemical composition of groundwater (Table 6-5) with respect to pH, sulphate,
carbon dioxide, ammonium and magnesium, is partly based on the classification of chemically
aggressive environments, as described in the instructions for the preservation of concrete structures
(Finnish Concrete Association, 2016). The classification was originally developed to estimate
constructability, not long-term safety, but in the case of repository barriers made of concrete, the issue
is relevant for long-term safety as well. According to the constructability classification scheme developed
by Äikäs et al. (1999, 2000; see Section 6.3.1 for more details), the constructability is defined as normal
if tunnelling can be carried out by conventional hard rock tunnelling methods. The constructability is
defined as demanding in conditions where more sophisticated and expensive construction methods and
materials would be required. Constructability can be defined as very demanding where much more
sophisticated and expensive construction methods and materials would be needed. Very strongly
aggressive environments can be classified as very demanding (Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 3.3) and in
such environments, long-term safety may be jeopardised if the design of concrete structures cannot
compensate for the potential aggressive components of the groundwater. To add safety margin and to
ensure long-term safety, the target properties are determined based on normal constructability values.
Table 6-5. Constructability classes on the basis of groundwater chemistry (based on Äikäs et al., 2000,
Table 3.3-6; see also Leinonen, 1997); the limit values for the “very demanding” class have been
updated based on chemical stress class XA3 according to Finnish Concrete Association (2016, Table
2.2).
Chemical composition of
groundwater/Class

Normal

Demanding

Very demanding

pH value

> 5.5

5.5 – 4.5

< 4.5

Sulphate (SO4 ) [mg/L]

< 600

600 – 3000

> 3000

CO2, (free) [mg/L]

< 30

30 – 60/100

> 100

2–

Ammonium (NH4
Magnesium
Chloride

+)

[mg/L]

< 30

30 – 60

> 60

(Mg2+)

[mg/L]

< 300

300 – 1500/3000

> 3000

< 1000

1000 – 4000

> 4000

(Cl–)

[mg/L]

The classification of constructability with regard to chloride content of the groundwater is based on the
critical limit values that have been determined for concrete (Leinonen, 1997). The probability of chloride
corrosion can be assumed to be high when the chloride content lies in the very demanding class (Äikäs
et al., 2000, Section 3.3). Chloride is important for the corrosion of reinforcement bars.
Accordingly, the following target property for the intermediate depth repository host rock is defined:
Target property IDR-4b: The groundwater in the intermediate depth repository host rock should not be
aggressive towards concrete structures and, therefore, should have the following ranges of composition:
pH > 5.5, SO42− < 600 mg/L, free CO2 < 30 mg/L, NH4+ < 30 mg/L, Mg2+ < 300 mg/L and Cl− < 1000 mg/L,
unless the unfavourable composition can be compensated for by the design of the engineered barriers.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
Favourable hydrogeochemical conditions in the host rock are, in the first place, achieved by proper site
selection. Further, groundwater composition is affected by the construction and operation of the disposal
facility and the engineered and residual materials in the underground openings. To assess whether
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favourable hydrogeochemical conditions prevail at the site, the properties of the groundwater considered
as target properties need to be known. These properties are assessed as part of the site characterisation
and monitoring during the construction, and their future evolution is modelled to assess the impact of
the disposal facility construction and operation and the natural evolution at the site. For example, in
SKB’s safety assessment SR-PSU, hydrochemical sampling was carried out in fifteen borehole sections
in five cored boreholes and three percussion boreholes (SKB, 2015, Section 4.8). It is not enough that
the target properties are met in the site evaluation phase when undisturbed conditions prevail, but they
have to be met during the whole assessment time frame, and, thereby, modelling of their evolution is
needed in addition to establishing present-day values.
The following should be evaluated in the consideration of the likely chemical interactions within the
disposal system:
•

corrosive action of groundwater on the engineered barriers,

•

processes or conditions influencing the solubility and the sorption of radionuclides,

•

composition of the groundwater, including pH and Eh,

•

processes or conditions involving the presence of natural colloids and organic materials, and

•

potential gas generation in the repository system (IAEA, 2011b, paragraph I.35; IAEA, 2014,
paragraph II.11).

The information necessary to estimate the migration of radionuclides to the biosphere should include a
description of the hydrogeochemical conditions at the site, the surrounding geological and
hydrogeological units, and the potential paths of groundwater flow. This information should include:
•

the mineralogical and geochemical composition of the geological unit and groundwater flow
system and

•

groundwater chemistry (IAEA, 2011b, paragraph I.34; IAEA, 2014, paragraph II.12).

This information is unlikely to be available at the area survey stage for the selection of candidate sites.
However, it should be collected as part of the investigation programme carried out during the site
characterisation and site confirmation stages (IAEA, 2014, paragraph II.13).
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 6-6. Without site-specific knowledge that would allow the
evolution of the hydrochemical conditions to be modelled, the same limit values are considered at this
point in both the target properties and the site evaluation factors. In addition to the present-day values
of the chemical parameters, site evaluation factors also need to consider that the hydrochemical stability
is not permanently disrupted due to repository operations, e.g. by using materials that affect negatively
the hydrochemistry or by intersecting hydrogeological structures that could supply oxygen-rich waters
to the repository depth.
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Table 6-6. Intermediate depth repository safety function (IDR-4) and target properties related to
chemical conditions. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

IDR-4: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide chemically favourable and
stable conditions.
IDR-4a: The groundwater in the intermediate
depth repository host rock should have
reducing conditions after the initially entrapped
oxygen in the near field is consumed (to have a
stable waste form, to avoid metal corrosion and
to limit the solubility of radionuclides).

• The groundwater in the intermediate depth repository
host rock should have reducing conditions in natural
(undisturbed) conditions.
• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
construct without intersecting a transmissive fracture
zone that could transport oxygen-rich water into the
repository.

IDR-4b: The groundwater in the intermediate
depth repository host rock should not be
aggressive towards concrete structures and,
therefore, should have the following ranges of
composition: pH > 5.5, SO42− < 600 mg/L, free
CO2 < 30 mg/L, NH4+ < 30 mg/L, Mg2+ < 300
mg/L and Cl− < 1000 mg/L, unless the
unfavourable composition can be compensated
for by the design of the engineered barriers

• The groundwater in the intermediate depth repository
host rock should have the following ranges of
composition in natural (undisturbed) conditions: pH >
5.5, SO42− < 600 mg/L, free CO2 < 30 mg/L, NH4+ < 30
mg/L, Mg2+ < 300 mg/L and Cl− < 1000 mg/L, unless the
unfavourable composition can be compensated for by
the design of the engineered barriers.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.

6.3 Design and construction related considerations
The selection of the depth, placement and layout of the intermediate depth repository is affected by
issues such as the constructability of the bedrock, restrictions for the bedrock (and land) use, the 100year lifespan of the repository, operational safety (e.g. constraints for the anticipated operational
occurrences, postulated accidents, design extension conditions, severe accidents), expandability and
requirements for closure. These issues need to be considered along with the issues related to the longterm safety of the intermediate depth repository as discussed in Section 6.2.
The required operation time of the intermediate depth repository (about 100 years) is by far the longest
time for any repository type considered in this report, and, thereby, it controls the overall operation time
of the whole disposal facility. The lifespan for the various structures in the repository can vary. For
openings where a structure can be monitored and is easily replaceable or reparable, the structure
lifespan can be the normal 50 years. For openings where a structure cannot be reliably monitored or is
difficult to replace or repair, or if the operational safety requirements of the openings are high (e.g. in
the ILW hall), the structure lifespan shall be equivalent to the whole facility lifespan (100 years). The
nature and purpose of specific openings also affect the quality of the rock volumes that can be accepted
for them.
6.3.1 Constructability and dimensioning
The constructability is influenced by several properties of the host rock, such as its lithology, the extent
of fracturing, its hydrogeological properties and rock engineering characteristics and also by the
magnitude and orientation of the in-situ stresses and the chemistry of the groundwater. These properties
are partly important also for long-term safety (Section 6.2.3). The constructability at a site under
investigation can be evaluated when the properties of the host rock are assessed against common rock
engineering judgements associated with underground construction. These judgements are partly based
on measurements of in-situ stresses and the properties of the bedrock, but an important aspect is also
the practical experience, which has been gained during underground excavation in conditions and rock
types similar to the potential disposal site (Äikäs et al., 2000, Abstract; Ranasooriya, 2009).
As briefly mentioned in Section 6.2.5, the constructability can be divided to different classes. Following
a classification scheme developed for analysing the constructability of potential spent nuclear fuel
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disposal sites in Finland (e.g. Äikäs et al., 1999; 2000), the constructability is defined as normal if
tunnelling can be carried out by conventional hard rock tunnelling methods, using standard materials
(for example, normal cement for rock grouting and normal steel (not acid proof) for reinforcements) and
assuming a normal level of operational efficiency. The constructability is defined as demanding in
conditions where more sophisticated and expensive construction methods and materials would be
required (for example, for the repository halls, several control probe holes and grouting fan rounds for
the same excavation round and usage of silica grouts and/or zinc coated rock bolts). The rate of
tunnelling would in this situation be considerably reduced, compared with the rate associated with rocks
in the normal class, or considerable effort would have to be placed on aspects of operational safety.
Constructability can be defined as very demanding where much more sophisticated and expensive
construction methods and materials would be needed. In this case, the rate of tunnelling would be very
much lower or even more effort would have to be placed on operational safety (Äikäs et al., 2000,
Chapter 6). In such conditions, e.g. freezing of rock mass and stainless steel bolts could be used. More
demanding construction techniques can also lead to more use of grouting materials and to a greater
disturbance to the favourable properties of the host rock.
In the depth range planned for the intermediate depth repository (approx. 100 m), a site should be
possible to find with no bedrock properties that would prevent the construction of an intermediate depth
repository by using conventional or, if necessary, more sophisticated hard rock engineering methods. If
the target properties and site evaluation factors proposed in Section 6.2 are met, the intact rock at the
100-m depth is likely to be in the normal class of constructability, and the constructability of the fracture
zones is likely to be demanding (cf. Äikäs et al., 1999, Section 5; Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 5; see also
Posiva, 2013c, Section 9.2.3; Siren et al., 2015a). It should be noted that in the selection of the disposal
site, also the HLW repository (DGR or deep borehole) needs to be taken into account if the National
Facility is to include all waste types at one site. In particular, mechanical stability may cause problems
for a deep repository even if it was not a problem at the 100-m depth. Mechanical stability is discussed
in more detail in Section 6.3.3.
During construction, grouting is used to control the groundwater inflow to the underground openings in
order to limit waste package corrosion, to improve construction conditions (e.g. by limiting any radon
gas releases) and to minimise hydraulic disturbances and the environmental impact due to groundwater
table drawdown. Groundwater inflow management is discussed in Section 6.3.4.
As the chemistry of the groundwater can vary in different parts and depths of the potential site (e.g.
chloride content can increase with depth), the constructability of the bedrock at depths of approximately
100 m is likely to be classified as normal at inland sites and as demanding at coastal sites. In practice,
this means that better corrosion protection than normal will be required for underground components at
coastal sites. Chemical conditions are discussed in Section 6.2.5 in terms of long-term safety and in
Section 6.3.5 in terms of constructability.
In engineering, there are rarely criteria about whether something is “suitable” or “not suitable”, instead
it is a question of what actions will be taken (tunnel orientation and shape, rock support, grouting, lining,
etc.) and whether they are cost effective (Posiva, 2013b, Section 4.1). Constructability or operational
safety aspects will not prevent the construction of underground openings: more demanding properties
in some rock volumes will just call for more time and resources. Thus, Sections 6.3.2−6.3.5 present the
excavation, mechanical stability, groundwater management and groundwater chemistry properties that
would be beneficial to determine during site investigations for later optimisation considerations. If the
bedrock is found suitable from the long-term safety point of view, the underground openings that are
needed can be constructed.
In the case of waste inventory growing and the operational time prolonging from the assumed duration
(approx. 100 years), the intermediate depth repository can be further extended to host the increased
amount of waste. When studying the potential rock volumes in the first place, large enough volumes
also for the potential facility extensions should be identified. This would mean an extension of transport
tunnels at the intermediate depth level and excavation of more waste halls. An example from Finland of
an extension plan for the Fennovoima intermediate depth repository from one reactor unit’s operational
waste to decommissioning waste as well is shown in Figure 6-4. It is beneficial to take this reservation
into account in advance when designing the facility for the first waste inventory. For example, design
and excavation of a short niche in a proper location helps later to continue the expansion excavation
without unnecessary disturbance to the operating waste halls. When dimensioning the access tunnel,
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the dimensions of the large decommissioning component transfers (such as test reactor pressure
vessels) should also be considered in the very first designs.

Figure 6-4. Preliminary extension layout (by AINS Group) for the decommissioning waste for the
Fennovoima intermediate depth repository. For one commercial reactor unit the operating waste
facilities are indicated in orange and the decommissioning waste facilities to be excavated in later stage
in grey (Fennovoima, 2015, Figure 5B-1).
The potential area for the surface structures and buildings of the intermediate depth repository may be
restricted by power lines, roadways, buildings, plan restrictions, etc. The potential underground area for
the intermediate depth repository is dependent on the allowed surface area for the access tunnel portal
and the shaft access. If later expansion needs are significant, even more shafts might be needed and
the area for the surface structures would need to be expanded. An example of an extension plan for the
Finnish Olkiluoto VLJ (operational power plant waste) repository for LILW from two reactor units to four
units is shown in Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5. A sketch of the expansion layout for TVO’s intermediate depth repository (Tuunanen &
Viitanen, 2014). Expansion reactor pressure vessel shafts are shown in red and other expansion
repository silos are along the light grey tunnels.
At the potential disposal depths (several tens of metres at least below the ground surface, see Section
6.2.2), the rock volumes with suitable characteristics (solid and sufficiently sparsely fractured volumes)
to host the intermediate depth repository need to be identified. Also, an access tunnel and a shaft route
to that rock volume needs to be identified in a way that the number of major fracture zone penetrations
is minimised. For example, in Loviisa in Finland, a horizontal waste hall concept was chosen to be used
to avoid an intersection between the waste halls and two major sub-horizontal fracture zones in close
proximity, see Figure 6-6 (intersecting a shallow fracture zone with access routes cannot be avoided,
however). At Olkiluoto, the use of vertical waste silo concept was chosen, because they were able to be
positioned in a narrow tonalite formation, whilst avoiding a sub-vertical fracture zone and fractured mica
gneiss (Ahokas & Äikäs, 1991). In all investigation stages, the drill hole locations and underground
openings need to be co-ordinated so that they do not intersect and restrict too much the layout
adaptation of the facility and potential future expansions.
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Figure 6-6. A simplified cross-section of the groundwater zones and the bedrock structures on the
Hästholmen Island in the vicinity of the Loviisa LILW repository. The repository is situated between the
two major sub-horizontal fracture zones shown in the picture (Anttila, 1988).
6.3.2 Excavation
The excavation properties of rock affecting the construction of the intermediate depth repository that
should be considered are drillability, blasting properties and crushing properties of the rock. The drilling
rate in a weak rock is high. Although in strongly weathered rock the drilling rate may be high, drill holes
may collapse and drills may jam. On the other hand, fracture zones may cause a decrease of the drilling
rate during tunnelling. Drilling rate can be assessed with, for example, Drilling Rate Index (DRI) and
Cerchar Abrasion Index (CAI). When blasting in a strongly schistose rock and if the direction of the
tunnel is close to the strike of the schistosity, loosening of the rock at the tunnel profile takes place
preferentially along the plane of the schistosity. This may cause overbreak to occur, resulting in
roughness to the tunnel profile, which may cause exceeding the excavation tolerances. The main
parameters affecting the crushing properties of a rock are the orientation of minerals, its strength and
its stiffness (Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 4.7).
Drillability, blasting properties and crushing properties are discussed in more detail in Äikäs et al. (2000,
Section 4.7; see also Hagros, 2006, Section 2.3.4 and App. 1). These properties depend to a great
extent on the rock type. During site investigations, the site-specific rock type properties need to be
assessed (introduced in Section 6.3.3) to optimise the facility so that these aspects are accounted for.
Blasting properties are also discussed in Posiva (2013b, Section 6.1) and excavation in general in
Posiva (2013b, Section 5.2).
Rock damage can be excavation-induced, stress-induced or thermally induced. Damages can, in many
cases, be affected by combinations of these causes. Rock damage due to excavation work means that,
in spite of the selected excavation method, mechanical disturbances in the rock surrounding the
excavated underground openings form. Some of these disturbances (e.g. stress changes) can be partly
reversible, but there will always be an excavation damaged zone (EDZ), where irreversible alterations
occur (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.3.5), e.g. formation of new fractures and/or spalling. The damaged
rock around the underground openings, and specifically, below the tunnel/hall floor, may affect the flow
routes and rates (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5). Rock mechanics properties need to be studied to
assess the potential for rock damage and to optimise the intermediate depth repository production
accounting for this aspect.
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6.3.3 Mechanical stability
Occupational and operational safety of underground openings is regulated in all countries (in Norway,
e.g. Regulation of 1 July 2002 on handling explosive substances). Underground excavation in the
context of nuclear waste repositories is considered e.g. in the Finnish regulations, where STUK states
in Guide YVL D.5 that hazards to be considered shall include also different types of rock slides (YVL
D.5, 515b, STUK, 2018a). This means that loose blocks need to be removed or supported so that
occupational and operational safety is not jeopardised. Regulations on mechanical conditions affecting
long-term safety are not repeated here, instead they are discussed in Sections 3.1 and 6.2.3.
The need for rock support in a rock mass depends mainly on the extent of fracturing, rock strength,
weathering of the rock, hydrogeological conditions and on the in-situ stresses (Äikäs et al., 2000, Section
4.7.4). Quite often the estimates for preliminary rock support (bolts, nets, shotcrete, lining etc.) are done
on the basis of the Q-value (e.g. Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 4.8; Ranasooriya, 2009; Nordbäck &
Engström, 2016, Section 3.8) and the hydrogeological conditions. The Q-value is determined by the
intensity and nature of the fracturing, weathering and the in-situ stresses and, to a lesser extent, by the
rock’s hydrogeological properties. Groundwater leakages (discussed further in Section 6.3.4) may
complicate rock support installation work significantly, but this can be handled, at least partly, by
grouting. The large span (hall width) of the intermediate depth repository is also a factor with potential
negative effect on mechanical stability.
The relation of the rock stress and rock strength has an impact on mechanical stability of openings, and
a reliable method for determining the stresses is needed (Hakala et al., 2013). As discussed in Section
5.3, rock stresses in Norway usually increase with depth and rock strength does not. In mountainous
areas, in general, the stresses in relation to rock strength can cause stability problems close to the
surface (< 50 m) or at greater depths. Technical solutions exist for such stability problems, although
their use will increase the costs of construction. In the depth range of 50−150 m typical for an
intermediate depth repository, the exact depth of the repository is not expected to be crucial from the
point of view of strength/stress ratio.
The following site-specific properties affecting mechanical stability need to be assessed to optimise the
intermediate depth repository design and construction:
•

Lithological properties
o Mineral composition and distribution of rock types (different rock types have different
properties: mechanical, thermal etc.; some rock types may be decided to be excluded
altogether due to unfavourable properties)
o Type and intensity of foliation (rock properties are different depending on the foliation angle
and intensity)
o Grain size (larger grain size means lower strength properties)
o Degree of weathering (weathering decreases the rock strength)
o Strength and deformation properties (essential for mechanical stability and to estimate
displacements around the excavated openings)
o Thermal properties (affect the thermal expansion and thermally induced rock stresses)

•

Fracture properties
o Fracture sizes and orientations (may have effect on tunnel/hall orientation)
o Fracture frequency (may cause a need to support unstable key blocks)
o Trace lengths and orientations (data helping to determine key blocks)
o Frictional properties (define the stability of key blocks)
o Fracture aperture (defines the need and plan for rock grouting)
o Fracture fillings (may lower the friction properties, also essential if swelling type fillings exist
which decrease the stability)

•

Structural rock types
o Intact, fractured and loose rock (weakness zones, which need to be either avoided or
supported for long-term stability)
o Hydraulically conductive rock mass (estimated hydraulic conductivity is so high that
grouting is required)
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•

In-situ stresses
o Principal stresses and orientation (essential for mechanical stability to estimate secondary
stresses around the excavated rooms)

•

NGI classification (Q-value)
o empirical method where mapped or estimated Q-value determines the quality of the rock
mass and allows to estimate the required support of an underground excavation.

These properties have been dealt with in detail in Äikäs et al. (2000, Sections 4.1-4.2, 4.4-4.5 and 4.8);
see also Hagros (2006, Section 2.3.4) and Posiva (2013b).
6.3.4 Groundwater inflows
The excavation of open underground spaces for the intermediate depth repository temporarily increases
the groundwater flow rate and can lower the groundwater table at the site and its surroundings. Thereby,
there will also be some changes in the groundwater composition (Section 6.2.5) due to mixing of different
water types. Disturbances caused by the construction and operation of the facility may include e.g. a
change in salinity due to enhanced groundwater flows. During construction, grouting is used to control
the inflow to the underground openings and to limit the hydraulic disturbances at the site as well as to
minimise the environmental impact due to groundwater table drawdown. Due to the long operation
period, the waste packages need to be protected from dripping seepage water. Good rock grouting
results are helpful in the above-mentioned protection and also reduce radon gas release from the water
leaking into the underground openings. The remaining inflow above the waste packages can be led to
the drainage systems with water proofing geomembrane, see Figure 6-7. It is beneficial to estimate the
inflows and the needed amounts for reinforcement and grouting for scheduling and cost purposes at
each potential disposal site, even though the estimates will be rough before detailed site investigations.

Figure 6-7. Waste packages are protected from dripping seepage water with water proofing
geomembrane in the Loviisa intermediate depth repository for power plant waste (Posiva, 2013c/Ari
Haimi).
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The following site-specific hydrogeological properties affecting the groundwater inflow management
need to be assessed to optimise the intermediate depth repository construction and design:
•

Transmissivities of deterministic hydrogeological zones (defines the need for rock grouting);
deterministic zones are explicitly modelled, as opposed to stochastic modelling

•

Hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass outside these zones (defines the need for rock grouting)

•

Transmissivities of individual fractures (defines the need for rock grouting)

•

Hydraulic apertures of fractures and other grouting properties (defines the recipe for rock
grouting: cement type, silica, etc.)

•

Groundwater inflows (defines the need for rock grouting)

•

Groundwater pressure (defines the procedure for grouting work).

These properties have been dealt with in detail in Äikäs et al. (2000, Section 4.3), Hagros (2006,
Sections 2.3.4 and 4.3.4) and Posiva (2013b, Sections 3.6, 5.4 and 8.5).
Typical hydraulic conductivity at the depth of 0−50 m varies from moderate to large in crystalline bedrock
in Nordic countries, which indicates a need for systematic grouting for access tunnel and shaft with
special attention when penetrating fracture zones. Also, at the repository level, grouting will probably be
needed in waste halls to limit waste package and technical systems corrosion. However, only sitespecific investigations can confirm the grouting need.
6.3.5 Chemical composition of groundwater
As discussed in Section 6.2.5, groundwater chemistry is important for long-term safety. Groundwater
chemical properties also need to be evaluated to optimise the construction costs related to material
selection and ventilation alternatives according to material durability and radon content in different
environments, respectively.
The chemical aggressiveness of groundwater towards concrete structures is discussed above in Section
6.2.5 (see also Table 6-5; note that in Table 6-5, radon is not included because it is only relevant for
occupational safety, as discussed below, not for the long-term safety of the repository). Concrete and
cement are used in construction (in addition to engineered barriers) and the presence of aggressive
groundwater may, therefore, also affect construction costs.
The presence of radon is a potential issue for operational safety. Dissolved radon (Rn-222) is formed in
groundwaters of granitic bedrock. It is formed in the radioactive decay chain of U-238. The ventilation
coefficient of a tunnel can be controlled so that the tunnel air does not exceed acceptable radon levels.
Norway’s Regulation no. 36 of 12 May 2000 on radiation protection refers to a limit of 200 Bq/m3 for
buildings and premises where the owner does not live or stay. The ventilation coefficient of a tunnel can
be reduced temporarily in the areas where no people are working and raised again when working in the
area is needed. In case of high content of radon in the underground openings, the workers’ radiation
doses should be monitored, and suitable medical checks carried out. In all, radon can be measured
regularly and handled with proper ventilation, but it would be beneficial to determine the radon content
during site investigations.
The site-specific properties of groundwater chemistry that need to be assessed for the evaluation of the
construction costs for the intermediate depth repository are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pH values (low pH does not protect the reinforcement steel in concrete from corrosion),
sulphate content (sulphate deteriorates concrete structures),
free carbon dioxide (promotes carbonation and causes degradation of concrete structures),
ammonium content (deteriorates concrete structures),
magnesium content (deteriorates concrete structures),
chloride content (causes steel corrosion), and
radon content (affects the ventilation coefficient and need for grouting).
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These properties have been discussed in detail in Äikäs et al. (2000, Section 4.6) and Calvo et al. (2010).
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7

DGR

7.1 DGR concept
7.1.1 DGR system
The deep geological repository (DGR) system assumed in this report is based on the KBS-3 method
with canisters being emplaced in vertical deposition holes drilled into the floors of deposition tunnel
(KBS-3V alternative; Figure 7-1). The canisters are surrounded by bentonite clay buffer, and the
deposition tunnels are filled with a clay backfill material. The DGR is assumed to be located deep in
crystalline bedrock in the same disposal facility as the intermediate depth repository (Figure 6-1). The
design depth of the DGR is 400 metres (Ikonen et al., 2020, Section 7.1.1). The estimated operational
time is three years, and any long-term safety functions are intended to be fulfilled for hundreds of
thousands of years (see Section 7.2.1).
The KBS-system was originally developed in Sweden. The KBS-3 method and safety analysis for the
disposal of spent nuclear fuel was published in 1983 (SKBF/KBS, 1983a). The earlier plans for disposal,
KBS-1 and KBS-2, were published in 1977 and 1978. The current design of KBS-3 differs markedly in
details from the 1983 version. The main principles and components, as well as their functions, are,
however, the same (Nikula et al., 2012).
The barriers of the KBS-3V system are:
•
•
•
•
•

canister,
buffer,
deposition tunnel backfill,
closure,
host rock.

Figure 7-1. Illustrative example of a KBS-3V disposal facility (Posiva, 2017, Figure 1-1).
The spent fuel rods are placed in a cast iron insert, which is enclosed in a copper canister to form a
durable and tight waste package system. Following the approach used in Ikonen et al. (2020, Section
2.2.2), both Loviisa (LO) and Olkiluoto (OL) types of canisters shown in Figure 7-2 are assumed to be
used in the DGR. The canister is designed to keep the spent nuclear fuel fully contained and isolated
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from the surrounding environment for several hundred thousand years. The cast iron gives mechanical
strength and the copper overpack gives corrosion resistance. Additional information and details of the
canister design and production in Finland is available in Posiva’s Canister Production Line report (Raiko
et al., 2012) and in the background reports referenced therein (Posiva, 2012b, Section 6.1).

Figure 7-2. The KBS-3 canister structure with cast iron insert portraying two different canister sizes:
Loviisa 1–2 (VVER-440) on the left and Olkiluoto 1–2 (BWR) on the right. Both versions of the canister
have the same outer diameter of 1.050 m. The heights are 3.6 m and 4.8 m (Ikonen et al., 2020, Figure
2-10; based on Posiva, 2012b, Figure 6-1).
The buffer is composed of compacted bentonite blocks, which will be emplaced in a deposition hole to
surround the canister in all directions. In addition, the buffer includes pellet-filled gaps between the
bentonite blocks and the rock surface and between bentonite blocks and canister surface. The initial
geometry is determined by the dimensions of the canister and the buffer thickness required to achieve
its safety functions (Posiva, 2012b, Section 7.2.1). Posiva’s current reference bentonite type is MX-80,
which is the commercial name of a Wyoming (US) high grade sodium bentonite with a montmorillonite
content of 75−90 % (Posiva, 2012b, Section 7.3.1).
In Posiva’s reference design assumed in the TURVA-2012 safety case, the deposition tunnel backfill is
composed of the following clay-based components: pre-compacted blocks, foundation layer and pellets.
The material used for the backfill components is swelling clay. The backfill fills the space in the
deposition tunnels after the emplacement of the buffer (Posiva, 2012b, Sections 8.1 and 8.2).
The deposition tunnel is closed by a plug, which allows ongoing operation in the central tunnels before
closing these adjacent spaces. Posiva’s deposition tunnel plug design consists of a concrete dome,
bentonite sealing layer and a sand filter (Posiva, 2012b, Sections 8.1 and 8.4.2).
Closure of the disposal facility includes all backfilling and plugging materials planned to close the
underground openings outside the deposition tunnel plug. The closure covers also the filling of any deep
investigation holes. In principle, two types of components are used: backfill materials and plugs. Their
designs may vary according to different purposes and different properties of the surrounding rock in
each location (Posiva, 2012b, Sections 9 and 9.1). Since closure is used in the whole disposal facility,
it is a barrier common to all repositories in the same disposal facility – in this case, the DGR and the
intermediate depth repository.
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More details on the disposal system based on the KBS-3V alternative are given in Posiva’s reports
(considering the Olkiluoto site in Finland), for example in Posiva (2012b).
The facilities on the DGR level (Figure 7-3) form openings that are needed for HLW disposal. The
openings, the necessary systems and the DGR production are described in detail in Chapter 7 of Ikonen
et al. (2020).

Figure 7-3. Facilities at the DGR level, with deposition holes for spent fuel canisters and demonstration
holes shown in pink. Auxiliary rooms include the reloading hall (1), parking hall (2), safety centre (3),
inlet air (4) and exhaust air (5) shaft connections with ventilation equipment, electrical rooms (6), the
sedimentation pool with the pumping station (7), all along the U-shaped transfer tunnel (10). Deposition
tunnels (8) and demonstration tunnels (9) are also along the transfer tunnel. Figure by AINS (Ikonen et
al., 2020, Figure 7-1).
7.1.2 Safety concept for DGR
The long-term safety principles set out for the KBS-3 method are based on the use of a multi-barrier
disposal system consisting of engineered barriers and host rock as a natural barrier. The role of the
engineered barriers is to provide the primary containment against the release of radionuclides (Posiva,
2012e, Section 2.2.1). According to the IAEA Safety Glossary, containment refers to “methods or
physical structures designed to prevent or control the release and the dispersion of radioactive
substances” (IAEA, 2018). The host rock should provide favourable conditions for the long-term
performance of the engineered barriers but also limit and retard the transport of radionuclides. The multibarrier system as a whole should be able to protect the living environment even if one of the barriers
turns out to be deficient (Posiva, 2012e, Section 2.2.1).
The safety concept for KBS-3 (Figure 7-4) is a conceptual description of how these principles are applied
together to achieve safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel in the present-day and future conditions of the
disposal site (Posiva, 2012e, Section 2.2.1).
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SAFE DISPOSAL

FAVOURABLE, PREDICTABLE BEDROCK
AND GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS
SUFFICIENT DEPTH

PROVEN TECHNICAL QUALITY
OF THE EBS

Slow diffusive
transport in the buffer

Slow release from the
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radionuclides
Slow transport in the
geosphere

FAVOURABLE NEAR-FIELD
CONDITIONS FOR THE
CANISTER

LONG-TERM ISOLATION AND CONTAINMENT

WELL-CHARACTERISED MATERIAL
PROPERTIES

ROBUST SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 7-4. Outline of the safety concept for a KBS-3 type repository for spent fuel in a crystalline bedrock
(adapted from Posiva (2003)). The safety concept is based on a robust system design. Orange pillars
and blocks indicate the primary safety features and properties of the disposal system. Green pillars and
blocks indicate the secondary safety features that may become important in the event of a radionuclide
release from a canister (Posiva, 2012e, Figure 2-3).
Containment of the radionuclide inventory associated with the spent nuclear fuel is provided first and
foremost by encapsulating the fuel in sealed (gas-tight and water-tight) copper-iron canisters. The other
EBS components (buffer, backfill and closure) provide favourable near-field conditions for the canisters
to remain intact and, in the event of canister failure, slow down or limit releases of radionuclides from
the canister. The containment of radionuclides is ensured by the proven technical quality of the EBS.
Other elements of the safety concept include sufficient depth for the repository, favourable and
predictable bedrock and groundwater conditions and well-characterised material properties of both the
bedrock and the EBS (the key safety features of the system in Figure 7-4). A robust system design
ensures that single deficiencies in the design or implementation of the design, or uncertainties in future
conditions, do not lead to significant weakening of the overall safe functioning of the repository system
(Posiva, 2012e, Section 2.2.1). Sufficient depth is needed to ensure isolation from the living
environment. According to the IAEA Safety Glossary, isolation refers to “the physical separation and
retention of radioactive waste away from people and from the environment” (IAEA, 2018).
If any initially defective canisters are present or subsequent breaches occur in the canisters, the
consequences of radionuclide releases for humans and other biota inhabiting the surface environment
will be mitigated by the slow release from the spent nuclear fuel matrix, slow diffusive transport in the
buffer and backfill, and slow radionuclide transport in the geosphere. Together, the engineered barriers
and the rock provide for retention and retardation of radionuclides (Posiva, 2012e, Section 2.2.1).
Retardation means that the time taken for the radionuclide to be transported from the repository to the
biosphere is delayed so that hazardous substances can decay considerably before the radionuclides
reach man or the environment (SKI, 2000). Radioactive decay during transport decreases activity
releases into the environment. Components of retention and retardation are depicted in Figure 7-4 as
secondary features of the safety concept (green pillars) since they become important only in the event
of canister failure (Posiva, 2012e, Section 2.2.1).
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7.1.3 Support to long-term safety provided by the DGR site
Initially, the engineered barriers of the KBS-3 system were chosen based on the properties of crystalline
bedrock (including groundwater) in Fennoscandia. The canister material, copper, has been selected
based on its stability in chemically reducing groundwater conditions. Therefore, if the KBS-3 system is
to be used for Norway’s DGR, the disposal site needs to be selected so that the groundwater at depth
is reducing. The selection of the exact disposal depth needs to take this factor into account, along with
other hydrogeochemical properties. As mentioned in Section 3.3, a disposal depth of several hundreds
of metres at least is considered suitable (STUK, 2018b, paragraph 416). Reducing conditions imply that
there is not enough oxygen to corrode the copper canister. Other corroding agents include, for example,
sulphide as such and chloride in specific conditions (King et al., 2012), and thus low sulphide
concentrations and high enough pH values in the groundwater favour the longevity of the canister.
The buffer material, bentonite clay, has been selected due to its ability to swell during saturation, upon
which it forms hydraulically a low-conductivity barrier around the canister, limiting both the advective
and diffusive transport of corroding substances from the groundwater through the buffer and thus
protecting the canister from corrosion. Saturation requires a supply of water from the host rock or the
backfill, although artificial wetting of the buffer is also possible (Ikonen et al., 2018, Section 2.2.3). The
buffer also protects the canister mechanically by yielding to minor rock movements. Thereby, only large
rock shear movements are a risk for canister integrity. The performance of bentonite is affected by
temperature and hydrogeochemical conditions, and these will be considered when defining target
properties for the rock, in addition to the host rock characteristics that are favourable for the canister.
For example, the buffer temperature needs to remain below 100 °C to prevent mineral transformations
that are detrimental to buffer performance (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 5.2.6). Near-field temperatures
are affected by the thermal properties of the rock and the repository layout, as well as the heat output
of the canisters and the properties of the buffer. The tunnel backfill material is also planned to be
bentonite-based, so host rock properties favourable for the buffer are also likely to be favourable for the
tunnel backfill.
Even though the saturation and swelling of the clay barriers requires water, it is favourable to avoid
fractures and fracture zones with high transmissivities, as these pose a risk of erosion of the clay barrier
materials. High flow rates in fractures also enhance the transport of corroding substances in the
groundwater towards the canisters and can also lead to fast transport of radionuclides away from any
failed canisters. The largest flow rates are focused on fracture zones (e.g. Pentti et al., 2019, Section
5.3.3), which are often more or less planar structures cross-cutting the bedrock. To protect the
engineered barriers and to limit the release of radionuclides, the DGR needs to be located away from
major, hydraulically conductive fracture zones. Avoiding deformation zones is also important in order to
ensure stable mechanical conditions for the engineered barriers. A gentle and relatively flat topography
(low hydraulic gradients) is also favourable in terms of slow groundwater movement, which supports
stable hydrogeochemistry, although this is dependent also on climatic changes (Section 5.6).
Information on the performance of canister, buffer and backfill from the TURVA-2012 safety case
(Posiva, 2012e) and from Posiva-SKB (2017a) is considered when defining target properties for the host
rock in this report, so that the natural barrier can be expected to be favourable for the performance of
the engineered barriers, as outlined above. The issues presented above are handled in more detail in
Section 7.2.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the site selection process − when applying the geoscientific factors and
aiming at the fulfilment of the regulatory guidance − will produce investigation areas and sites which
have largely similar properties. The performance of the canister and other engineered barriers in a KBS3 repository is, however, largely dependent on the near-field properties of the host rock. These are site
specific, and there may occur significant differences between different sites. These are possible to
explore only by detailed investigations and bring forward with the help of a systematic approach, such
as setting requirements and defining target properties for the host rock to describe its suitability.
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7.2 Safety functions and target properties for long-term safety
7.2.1 Basis for defining safety functions and target properties
The terms safety functions and target properties are used in this chapter in the same way as defined in
Section 4.2.
The starting point for formulating safety functions for the host rock at a HLW disposal site is paragraph
408 in YVL D.5 (STUK, 2018a):
“408. At least the following shall be considered when defining the long-term safety functions provided
by means of the natural barrier:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the stability and water tightness of the rock;
low groundwater flow;
favourable groundwater chemistry;
the retardation of radioactive materials in the rock; and
protection against natural phenomena and human actions.”

All of these aspects are included in the host rock safety functions defined in Posiva-SKB (2017a) for
Olkiluoto and Forsmark (see Section 4.1), and, additionally, they consider thermal conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Isolation from surface environment (Section 8.2.1 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a)
Favourable thermal conditions (Section 8.2.2 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a)
Mechanically stable conditions (Section 8.2.3 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a)
Chemically favourable conditions (Section 8.2.4 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a)
Favourable hydrogeological conditions to limit the transport of solutes (Section 8.2.5 of PosivaSKB, 2017a)

These safety functions are thus taken as a starting point in this report, and they are discussed in the
following sections from the point of view of a generic site for the Norwegian National Facility, with focus
on the performance of the DGR.
The DGR should be able to contain and isolate the high-level waste (assumed here to be spent nuclear
fuel) from the living environment for hundreds of thousands of years. Typically, a time period considered
in safety cases for spent nuclear fuel repositories is one million years. In performance and safety
assessment, several different time periods are considered, each characterised with specific climate
conditions and features, events and processes affecting the repository evolution (see, e.g., Posiva,
2012e and SKB, 2011).
The safety functions are numbered using the acronym DGR and running numbers, i.e. safety function
DGR-1, safety function DGR-2, etc. Target properties start with the code of the related safety function
and are distinguished with small letters, i.e. target property DGR-1a, target property DGR-1b, target
property DGR-2a, etc.
These safety functions are related to bedrock conditions around the DGR. Conditions on the ground
surface (e.g. possible landslides and rock falls) are discussed in Chapter 10 and will need to be taken
into account when evaluating the suitability of the eventual National Facility site, along with the target
properties for the intermediate depth repository (Section 6.2) and the target properties presented in this
section for the DGR host rock.
7.2.2 Isolation from the living environment
Safety function
According to STUK’s Guide YVL D.5, protection against natural phenomena and human actions shall
be considered when defining safety functions provided by means of the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a,
paragraph 408; see above Section 7.2.1). Furthermore, STUK regulation Y/4/2018 states that “the
characteristics of the rock at the disposal site shall, as a whole, be favourable to the isolation of the
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radioactive substances from the living environment” (STUK, 2018b, Section 31(1)). Accordingly, the
following safety function for the DGR host rock is defined:
Safety function DGR-1: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide isolation from the surface
environment and human actions.
This is in line with the safety function isolation from surface environment defined in Posiva-SKB (2017a,
Section 8.2.1), which concludes that the general aim of isolation is to protect the humans, plants and
animals that in the future may live on and utilise the repository site from exposure to radiation. This
safety function also arises from the need to reduce the impacts of human activities at the site on the
repository and the likelihood of the humans unintentionally intruding into the repository. Further, isolation
from the surface environment contributes to maintaining the favourable and stable host rock conditions
by reducing the influence of the changing conditions at the ground surface caused e.g. by climate
evolution (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.1). These issues are discussed in more detail below.
Lack of exploitable resources
Posiva-SKB (2017a) considers two specific sites that have already been selected in the Finnish and
Swedish site selection programmes (Olkiluoto and Forsmark, respectively), so it does not discuss in
detail the site selection aspects of isolation. STUK regulation Y/4/2018 states that “no significant or
exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources shall be present at the disposal site or its vicinity”
(STUK, 2018b, Section 31(3)), and YVL D.5 concludes that the proximity of exploitable natural resources
indicates the unsuitability of a disposal site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 412). Therefore, in the site
selection phase, the following factors that are relevant to isolation need to be considered (see Section
5.2 for the occurrence of valuable resources in Norway):
•

Occurrence of mineral resources: Since it is not possible to know which minerals may be
considered valuable in the future, a site with common rock types and minerals is preferable (cf.
McEwen & Äikäs, 2000, p. 24).

•

Suitability for geothermal energy extraction: According to the IAEA (2011b, paragraph I.37),
geothermal energy potential should be taken into account to minimise the potential for human
intrusion into the geological disposal system. However, nearly any bedrock block can be used
for geothermal heat extraction as temperatures are always elevated the deeper it is drilled.
Therefore, there is no exact limit for geothermal properties of the site. However, if identified sites
with exceptionally high geothermal energy potential are excluded, the risk of human intrusion
due to this reason is not exceptionally high.

•

Occurrence of significant groundwater resources: for example, “available groundwater
resources as low as possible in the effective containment zone” is a geoscientific assessment
criterion proposed by German Commission on the Storage of High-Level Radioactive Waste
(2016, Section A 4.3.2). In Posiva’s site selection programme, an area was considered fairly
suitable for further investigations if there were no significant groundwater resources in the area
(McEwen & Äikäs, 2000, p. 38).

•

IAEA (2011b, paragraph I.37) also states that valuable or potentially valuable alternative uses
of the host rock, such as for construction of storage cavities, should be considered.

Accordingly, the following target properties for the DGR host rock are defined:
Target property DGR-1a: The DGR site should not contain significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources.
Target property DGR-1b: The DGR site should not contain exceptionally high geothermal energy
potential.
Target property DGR-1c: The DGR site should not include significant groundwater resources.
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Distance from the living environment and ground surface
In addition to the site-scale factors discussed above, isolation is provided at a specific site by means of
sufficient disposal depth (see detailed discussion in Sections 8.2.1 and 8.3.1 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a).
STUK regulation Y/4/2018 states that “the depth of the waste emplacement rooms shall be selected
appropriately as regards the waste type and local geological conditions. The aim shall be that impacts
on the long-term safety of above-ground events, activities and environmental changes will remain minor
and that intrusion into the waste emplacement rooms will be difficult” (STUK, 2018b, Section 31(5)). Not
only does the deep location reduce the risk of human intrusion to the repository, but it also provides
protection of the plants and animals (incl. humans) on the ground surface from the radiological hazard.
Furthermore, a greater disposal depth protects the repository from changing conditions at the ground
surface, e.g. climate changes, glaciations, permafrost (see Section 5.6). YVL D.5 states that “the
disposal depth and the positioning of the emplacement rooms shall be made giving priority to long-term
safety, taking into account the geological structures of the bedrock as well as the hydraulic conductivity,
groundwater chemistry and mechanical stability of the rock. The repository for spent nuclear fuel shall
be located at the depth of several hundreds of metres so as to adequately mitigate the impacts of aboveground natural phenomena, such as glaciation, and human actions” (STUK, 2014, paragraph 415, 416).
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-1d: The DGR depth should be several hundreds of metres below the ground
surface.
Interface between the surface environment and the repository
As with the intermediate depth repository, also for DGR the interference of living environment with the
repository can be considered as a risk generated by natural events occurring at site. To be able to
operate the facility over the long operational phase in a safe manner and to ensure that the repository
is closed as intended at the end of operations, requires that no natural phenomena can flood or cover
the facility unintentionally. Especially with warming climate the sea level will rise during the operational
phase. In addition to this, the topography of the site should ensure that landslides, mudslides, or flooding
cannot occur into the disposal facility. In addition to being a risk for repository operations, they may also
disturb the site after repository closure, destroying any markers left to warn and, thereby, protect the
future generations.
The site can have pre-existing drillholes for, e.g. wells or geoscientific investigation reasons. These as
such do not exclude a site, but their geometry and possible effects on the repository need to be
considered. It may be possible to utilise them in site characterisation or other investigations over the
operational phase, but if they are discovered to interfere with the site hydrogeochemistry or hydrology,
for example, to a large extent mix the groundwater regimes at different depths, they need to be closed.
Closure of such pre-existing drillholes can be done with current techniques and materials, including use
of e.g. concrete and bentonite clay and possibly plugs (e.g. of steel or copper).
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-1e: The surface conditions at the site should favour long-term isolation.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
Even though the target properties apply to long-term performance (see Section 4.2), the fulfilment of
several of these target properties can be established directly in the site selection stage. This is because
it would be very unlikely for, e.g., new valuable minerals or major aquifers to appear at the site during
the next one million years (see Sections 5.6 and 7.2.1 for assessment time frames for spent nuclear fuel
disposal). They are, therefore, usable as site evaluation factors directly (see also Section 6.2.2 for a list
of information needed to evaluate how actual and potential human activities might affect the disposal
system). The fourth target property (DGR-1d) is not a site evaluation factor as such but calls for
determining the local erosion rate expected during the next one million years. If, for example, the
maximum expected erosion at the site in the next one million years (considering also glaciations, etc.)
is 50 m, a disposal depth of 400 m (as used in the design by Ikonen et al., 2020) would ensure that there
will be at least a cover of 350 m above the DGR horizon, and the target property would, thereby, be met
for the whole assessment time frame. It is advisable to disregard sites with very high erosion rates from
further considerations, even though, in principle, a high erosion rate could be compensated by
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constructing the repository at a greater depth, unless other factors (e.g., too high stresses or
unfavourable groundwater chemistry) prevent this.
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 7-1. Since the
target properties refer to long-term conditions, relevant site conditions that should be studied in the site
selection phase are also proposed.
Table 7-1. DGR safety function (DGR-1) and target properties related to isolation from the living
environment. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DGR-1: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide isolation from the surface environment and human
actions.
DGR-1a: The DGR site should not contain
significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources.

• The DGR site should not contain significant or
exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources.

DGR-1b: The DGR site should not contain
exceptionally high geothermal energy potential.

• The DGR site should not contain exceptionally high
geothermal energy potential.

DGR-1c: The DGR site should not include
significant groundwater resources.

• The DGR site should not include significant
groundwater resources.

DGR-1d: The DGR depth should be several
hundreds of metres below the ground surface.

• The DGR should be possible to construct at a minimum
depth of 400 m below the current ground surface.
• Sites with exceptionally high erosion rates should be
avoided.

DGR-1e: The surface conditions at the site
should favour long-term isolation.

• A safety distance should be determined for any
drillholes existing at the site.
• Landslides should not cover the site during the
operational phase.
• The ground surface should be higher than an expected
flooding level during the operational phase.

7.2.3 Thermal conditions
Safety function
Thermal properties of the rock affect the near-field temperatures and thereby the performance of the
buffer (see Section 7.1.3). Favourable thermal conditions are defined as a safety function for the host
rock in the Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 8.2.2) report, as mentioned in Section 7.2.1 above.
Accordingly, the following safety function for the DGR host rock is defined:
Safety function DGR-2: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide favourable thermal
conditions.
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Maximum temperature
Increased temperatures from the heat produced during decay of the disposed spent nuclear fuel may
impact the performance of the engineered barriers. With respect to the transformation of the minerals
of the swelling clay materials, the temperature in the buffer shall stay below 100 °C; see Posiva-SKB
(2017a, Section 5.2.6). The highest occurring temperature in the buffer will depend on the decay heat
power of the spent nuclear fuel in a canister, canister length, the thermal properties of the buffer and
host rock and the distances between deposition holes and tunnels (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.2).
Favourable thermal properties of the buffer and host rock (in particular, a sufficiently high thermal
conductivity of bentonite as well as suitable specific heat capacity and thermal diffusivity of the rock)
support the low enough temperature at the canister-buffer interface, transfer of heat away from the
canisters and low temperatures all over. Mineralogical composition of rock affects its thermal diffusivity
and specific heat capacity and, therefore, some rock types are more favourable in this respect than
others – although poorer thermal properties can be compensated by increasing the canister spacing
(see e.g. Ikonen et al., 2018) up to a certain limit. It has been shown by Ikonen et al. (2018, Ch. 6) that
higher thermal conductivity of rock, such as e.g. quartz-rich one, lowers the maximum temperature of
bentonite in the described repository system compared with reference properties.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, Norway has volcanic activity only on islands. These are unsuitable for
repository sites not only due to elevated temperature but because of bedrock instability in volcanic
regions.
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-2a: The thermal conductivity of the DGR host rock should be sufficient to remove
heat produced by the spent nuclear fuel (canister) so buffer temperature will remain < 100 °C.
The thermal properties of the host rock need to be known and taken into account when setting the
canister spacing in the repository and the maximum heat power per canister. The potential for
geothermal energy extraction is considered in target property DGR-1a (Section 7.2.2), and areas with a
high geothermal potential are thus already excluded.
Minimum temperature
In the case of permafrost reaching the repository depth during the long-term evolution of the site,
freezing of the EBS materials might occur. Freezing of the swelling clay materials in the buffer would
cause an increase in pressure, which could damage the canister or rock. It has been shown that the
buffer does not freeze at temperatures above −2.5 °C (Birgersson et al., 2010). With respect to the
temperatures acceptable for the buffer, the temperature in the deposition hole must stay above −2.5 °C
(Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Sections 5.2.5 and 8.2.2). The freezing limit of −2.5 °C is based on Birgersson et
al. (2010), who studied a range of buffer materials, and it is a conservative value, since the observed
freezing temperatures were below −5 °C with a typical swelling pressure of 7 MPa (Birgersson et al.,
2010, Section 6). For conservativeness, only non-saline conditions were considered, as saline
conditions lead to a lower freezing point of bentonite (Birgersson et al., 2010, Section 5). Thus, the
results are also applicable to sites with fresh groundwater. The testing by Schatz & Martikainen (2010)
shows that the freezing point of bentonite porewater is more likely to be between −5 and −10 °C for MX80 bentonite, but the value of −2.5 °C is considered a suitable target for a generic site, with no knowledge
of the hydrochemical or other relevant conditions or of the exact buffer properties.
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-2b: The DGR depth should ensure that the temperature in the buffer remains
constantly above buffer freezing temperature (−2.5 °C).
Summary and implications for site evaluation
As mentioned in Section 5.4, permafrost may develop in any part of Norway, but whether it reaches the
DGR depth depends on, e.g., the duration and surface temperature of cold periods and the presence of
ice or snow cover, water bodies or vegetation. Areas where permafrost currently exists should in any
case be avoided.
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The ambient temperature at the disposal depth, which can be determined at the site selection stage,
has an effect on the maximum and minimum temperatures reached during the repository evolution but
cannot alone ensure the fulfilment of the above-mentioned target properties. The fulfilment of target
property DGR-2a can be, in principle, ensured by limiting the thermal load of the canisters or setting a
large enough distance between the individual canisters.
The fulfilment of target property DGR-2b can be achieved by locating the repository so deep that
permafrost cannot reach it, but it is beneficial to select a site taking account of the following factors:
•

the thermal diffusivity or volumetric heat capacity of the rock mass at disposal depth should not
be exceptionally low (related to DGR-2a),

•

the ambient temperature at disposal depth should not be exceptionally high (related to DGR2a), and

•

the disposal site should not be located in an area with a particularly high risk for permafrost
reaching the depth of hundreds of metres (related to DGR-2b).

The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2. DGR safety function (DGR-2) and target properties related to thermal conditions. Preliminary
site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DGR-2: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide favourable thermal conditions.
DGR-2a: The thermal conductivity of the
DGR host rock should be sufficient to remove
heat produced by the spent nuclear fuel
(canister) so buffer temperature will remain <
100 °C.

• The thermal diffusivity or volumetric heat capacity of the
rock mass at disposal depth should not be exceptionally
low.
• The ambient temperature at disposal depth should not be
exceptionally high.
• Considering the thermal properties of the host rock and
other thermal parameters, the canisters should be
possible to be located at a sufficient spacing that ensures
that the target property will be met.

DGR-2b: The DGR depth should ensure that
the temperature in the buffer remains
constantly above buffer freezing temperature
(−2.5 °C).

• The disposal site should not be located in an area with a
particularly high risk for permafrost reaching the depth of
hundreds of metres.
• Current permafrost areas should be avoided.
• The depth of the DGR should be defined according to the
expected long-term evolution of the site to ensure that the
temperature in the buffer remains constantly above buffer
freezing temperature (−2.5 °C).

A summary of measured thermal properties of rocks at Olkiluoto has been presented by Kukkonen
(2015). Figures in the report show ranges of the properties for various rock types. Exceptionally low or
high values can be considered to be values at the bounds of the measured distributions.
Regarding the ambient temperatures, the geothermal gradients discussed in Section 5.4 of the present
report can be used to evaluate potential disposal depth temperature values. Having a lower ambient
temperature at disposal depth gives more margin to temperature rise due to waste decay heat but
enhances the possibility to reach freezing temperatures during a permafrost period and vice versa.
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7.2.4 Rock mechanics
Safety function
According to YVL D.5, the stability of the rock shall be considered when defining safety functions
provided by means of the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 408; see Section 7.2.1 above).
Furthermore, YVL D.5 states that abnormally high rock stresses with regard to the strength of the rock
and exceptionally high seismic or tectonic activity indicate the unsuitability of a disposal site (STUK,
2018a, paragraph 412). Accordingly, the following safety function for the DGR host rock is defined:
Safety function DGR-3: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide mechanically stable
conditions.
This is in line with the safety function mechanically stable conditions defined in Posiva-SKB (2017a,
Section 8.2.3), stating that the host rock shall provide mechanically stable conditions, so that the canister
will not break under mechanical loads over a long period of time.
Hydrostatic pressure and glacial load
The hydrostatic (groundwater) pressure at the repository depth and the increase in the hydrostatic
pressure due to the presence of a future ice sheet at the site, in addition to the swelling pressure of the
buffer, contribute to the isostatic load on the canisters. In Posiva’s and SKB’s design, the canister shall
withstand an isostatic load of 50 MPa (see Section 4.2.2 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a), which sets the upper
limit for the hydrostatic pressure (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.3). Assuming a maximum buffer
swelling pressure of 10 MPa (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.3) allows the maximum hydrostatic
pressure to be 40 MPa, which includes both the groundwater pressure (approximately 4−5 MPa at the
depth of 400−500 m) and the pressure increase from a future ice sheet (35−36 MPa at most,
corresponding to an ice sheet thickness of slightly less than 4 km). Based on the Saalian glacial cycle,
the maximum ice sheet thickness expected in Scandinavia in the next glaciations is approximately 4 km
(Colleoni & Liakka, 2020, Section 4.1).
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-3a: The groundwater pressure at the DGR depth, including the load from an ice
sheet during glaciation, should be such that isostatic load on canisters is less than 50 MPa.
This target property is in line with the canister design used by Posiva and SKB but does not restrict the
maximum buffer swelling pressure directly. As is obvious from the discussion above, a maximum
swelling pressure higher than 10 MPa would necessitate a lower hydrostatic pressure.
Shear displacements
Another issue that is relevant for mechanical stability is shear displacements caused by earthquakes.
These may have a greater effect on site selection than the issue of hydrostatic pressure, as there are
zones that are seismically more active than the rest of the Norwegian bedrock (see Section 5.3).
Seismic activity is a geoscientific exclusion criterion proposed by German Commission on the Storage
of High-Level Radioactive Waste (2016, Section A 4.3.1), but following the requirement formulation of
Posiva-SKB (2017a), it is proposed here to base the target property on the actual shear displacements
that may occur in the deposition holes (see also discussion below on the significance of major
deformation zones). Low seismic activity and lack of indications of post-glacial faulting (Ojala et al.,
2004; 2019; Mikko et al., 2015) are, however, good indicators that the risk of shear failure of canisters
can be kept low. For post-glacial faults in Norway, see Figure 1 of Ojala et al. (2004).
To limit the probability of damaging shear displacements in the deposition holes, the most important
consideration is to avoid major deformation zones when locating the DGR, because large earthquakes
take place in major deformation zones. Secondary movements can occur in smaller fracture zones or
individual large fractures in the vicinity of such major deformation zones, which is why it is also important
to avoid such smaller-scale features when locating individual deposition holes (Figure 7-5). Posiva’s
preliminary plans to avoid these fractures are described in McEwen et al. (2012, Sections 5.2.3 and 6.4).
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Figure 7-5. An example of how the locations of deposition holes may need to be adjusted due to a
fracture posing a risk for canister shear failure. Edited from Hagros et al. (2005, Figure 4-35).
Shear displacements in fractures intersecting the deposition holes shall be limited to avoid shear failures
of the canisters. The shear load on the canister depends on the displacement, shear rate and shear
plane orientation, and on the shear properties of the buffer. The shear properties of the buffer are
discussed in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Sections 5.2.4 and 5.3.3). The ability of the canister to withstand shear
loads due to rock displacements is discussed in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.1). An
analysis of the canister-buffer system has shown that the canister can withstand a shear displacement
of 5 cm if the shear velocity does not exceed 1 m/s (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.3). For more
discussion, see Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 8.2.3).
There are uncertainties related to shear displacements in fractures intersecting the canister in
association with earthquakes. Uncertainties may be related to stress conditions, strain rate, impact of
the location of the hypocentre and heterogeneous properties of the zones. However, based on the
correlation of the shear displacements and fracture sizes and on analyses carried out by e.g. Fälth et
al. (2010), means have been found for avoiding fractures where shear displacements of over 5 cm could
occur. In practice, this means rejecting deposition hole locations intersected by fractures exceeding a
defined size limit (see Section 8.3 of Posiva-SKB, 2017a). This is mainly an issue for later stages, as at
the site selection stage there is usually not sufficient information on single fractures at the scale of
deposition hole distances.
Accordingly, the following target properties for the DGR host rock are defined:
Target property DGR-3b: Shear movements at deposition holes should be < 5 cm, with a maximum
velocity of 1 m/s.
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Rock mechanics properties
The rock mechanics properties in Norway are discussed in Section 5.3. The sites considered in PosivaSKB (2017a), i.e. Olkiluoto and Forsmark, consist of rock mass with good mechanical properties outside
discrete deformation zones. Avoidance of deformation zones is important in any crystalline site, but the
possibility of mechanically low-quality rock mass even outside such zones cannot be ruled out.
According to the IAEA (2011b), the mechanical properties of the host rock should be favourable for the
safe construction, operation and closure of the disposal facility and for ensuring the long-term stability
of the geological barrier surrounding the disposal facility. For heat generating waste, the thermal and
thermo-mechanical properties of the host rock also need to be considered. Depending on the potential
for gas generation by the disposal system, the gas transport properties of the geological barrier should
also be considered in assessing its suitability for disposal (IAEA, 2011b, paragraph I.23).
The rock’s strength, fracture geometry and initial stresses shall not be such that large stability problems
arise around tunnels or deposition holes within the deposition area. This should be checked by means
of a mechanical analysis, where the input values comprise the geometry of the tunnels, the strength and
deformation properties of the intact rock, the geometry of the fracture system and the initial rock stresses
(Andersson et al., 2000, Section 10.1.1; see also Siren et al., 2015a, b). To ensure mechanical stability,
the strength/stress ratio needs to be high enough, and this may affect the choice of disposal depth,
because the major horizontal stress generally increases with depth (Hagros, 2006, Sections 2.3.3 and
4.3.2). In addition, aspects of rock engineering discussed in Section 4.2.3, apply also with the DGR.
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-3c: The DGR host rock should have good mechanical properties to ensure the
long-term stability of the rock surrounding the repository.
The fulfilment of this target property is supported by ensuring that the volume in which the repository will
be constructed does not have major intersecting fracture zones. Also, it is important that the host rock
is sufficiently stable so that any rock engineering methods needed to support the DGR will not jeopardise
the long-term safety.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
Target properties DGR-3a and DGR-3b (based on Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.3) are dependent
on the canister and buffer design and are subject to changes if the design will differ from that assumed
in this report for the DGR, which is the same that is used by Posiva and SKB (e.g. Raiko et al., 2012).
Thus, if these target properties are not met, it does not necessarily mean that the site is unsuitable but
that the EBS design needs to be adapted to the site conditions. To estimate the fulfilment of target
property DGR-3a, the key site evaluation factor would be the expected maximum thickness of ice sheets
in the next one million years. An ice sheet thickness of 4 km or more would not automatically render the
site unsuitable but would have implications for the EBS design. If such sites can be avoided, this will
naturally simplify the design process.
To estimate the fulfilment of target property DGR-3b, the seismic activity at the site should be considered
(cf. Figure 5-7), as well as the occurrence of major fracture zones capable of hosting large earthquakes.
Such zones should not intersect nor be close to the DGR. If large individual fractures are frequent at the
disposal depth, this could make the locating of deposition holes difficult, but the length of individual
fractures at great depths (Hagros, 2006, Section 4.3.7) is hard to determine from surface-based
investigations. At the DGR construction stage, it may be possible to locate the deposition holes so that
they do not intersect any potentially long fractures. According to Fälth et al. (2019, Section 7.1, 8; cf.
Hökmark et al., 2019, Section 8.3.1), the fracture diameter would have to be more than 300 m to be able
to host a secondary displacement of 5 cm or more.
Stable geological conditions (DGR-3b, DGR-3c) are needed to ensure the mechanical stability of the
canister and to provide favourable conditions for the other engineered barriers as well. When
requirements for the host rock were first formulated in Sweden (Andersson et al., 2000), it was
concluded that locating the repository in deep crystalline basement generally satisfies the preference
for geological stability. To make sure the deep repository is sited in particularly stable areas in the rock,
the repository should be positioned so that the deposition tunnels avoid major deformation zones in the
rock as much as possible. The deformation zones indicate that alterations or movements have taken
place at some time in the area’s geological evolutionary history, and they will be the probable locations
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of any rock movements in the future. The zones usually have reduced strength and increased
permeability (Andersson et al., 2000, Section 4.1.1). To estimate the fulfilment of target property DGR3c, factors such as magnitude and orientation of in-situ stresses, strength and deformation properties
of the rock mass, as well as contacts, dykes and plastic shear zones should be considered (cf. Hagros,
2006, App. 1). The critical limit value for the strength/stress ratio is likely to be specific to site and rock
type (Johansson & Rautakorpi, 2000; Hagros, 2006, Section 4.3.2, App. 2), but the lack of abnormally
high rock stresses with regard to the strength of the rock is a generic site evaluation factor.
The issue of avoiding deformation zones extends from site selection (cf. Section 2.3.1) to the adaptation
of the repository at various scales all the way to the positioning of deposition holes avoiding individual
fractures with a large area and thus with potential for shear movements. At Posiva, this issue is included
in the Rock Suitability Classification (RSC) method (McEwen et al., 2012); see also Sections 4.3.1 and
4.4.1 of Hagros (2006).
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 7-3.
Table 7-3. DGR safety function (DGR-3) and target properties related to rock mechanics. Preliminary
site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DGR-3: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide mechanically stable conditions.
DGR-3a: The groundwater pressure at the
DGR depth, including the load from an ice
sheet during glaciation, should be such that
isostatic load on canisters is less than 50 MPa.

• Sites where modelling indicates an ice sheet thickness
> 4 km at any time during the next one million years
should be avoided (or the canister and buffer design
changed).

DGR-3b: Shear movements at deposition holes
should be < 5 cm, with a maximum velocity of 1
m/s.

• The DGR should not be located in a region known for
high seismic activity.
• The deposition holes should not intersect faults that
could possibly host large movements in a seismic event.

DGR-3c: The DGR host rock should have good
mechanical properties to ensure the long-term
stability of the rock surrounding the repository.

• The DGR host rock volume in which the repository will
be constructed should not have major intersecting
fracture zones.
• The host rock should be sufficiently stable so that any
rock engineering methods needed to support the DGR
will not jeopardise the long-term safety.

7.2.5 Hydrogeology and solute transport
Safety function
According to YVL D.5, water tightness 5 of the rock, low groundwater flow and the retardation of
radioactive materials in the rock shall be considered when defining safety functions provided by means
of the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 408; see above Section 7.2.1). Accordingly, the following
safety function for the DGR host rock is defined:
Safety function DGR-4: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide favourable hydrogeological
conditions with limited transport of solutes.
This is in line with the safety function favourable hydrogeological conditions to limit the transport of
solutes defined in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 8.2.5).

5

In practice, this means low hydraulic conductivity.
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Post-closure flow rates
Favourable hydrogeological conditions with limited transport of solutes are required to support the
performance of the engineered barrier system and to limit radionuclide transport in the case of release
from a failed canister. Limitation of the flow rate around the deposition holes also contributes to limiting
changes in the groundwater chemistry in the vicinity of the deposition holes and restricts the mass
transfer between the groundwater and the buffer. Thereby, the risk of erosion and alteration of buffer is
reduced and transfer of corroding agents to the canister remains limited. Further, low groundwater flow
rates in the vicinity of the deposition holes limit the transport of radionuclides in the case of radionuclide
release (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5).
The post-closure flow rates (or the corresponding Darcy fluxes defined as the volumetric flow rate per
unit area, L/m2 per year) are addressed through discrete fracture network (DFN) based groundwater
flow modelling. Earlier safety assessments by both Posiva and SKB have shown that flow rates in the
fractures (per unit width of fracture) lower than 1 L/m per year can be considered as still acceptable
because such flow rate values over a transport path length of 10 m would correspond to the flow-related
transport resistance of 10,000 years/m (discussed below). Therefore, the number of deposition holes
having such a post-closure flow rate, or exceptionally even higher, should be as low as possible. A few
deposition holes having somewhat higher values would, however, not lead to violation of the release,
dose or risk criteria for the repository as a whole (reformulated from Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5).
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-4a: The fractures intersecting the deposition holes should have a flow rate per
unit width of fracture < 1 L/m per year.
Transport resistance
High transport resistance along the transport routes limits and retards the transport of radionuclides in
the case of canister failure. The transport resistance for the transport paths from a single deposition hole
in the post-closure period is addressed through discrete fracture network (DFN) based groundwater flow
modelling. The earlier SKB and Posiva safety assessments have shown that transport resistances
higher than 10,000 years/m can affect transport of sorbing radionuclides significantly (Posiva-SKB,
2017a, Section 8.2.5). Transport resistance refers here to the flow-related transport resistance F, which
is 2*WL/Q (where W is the average width of the transport path, L is the length of the path and Q is the
flow rate). It should also be noted that if a flow path section having a low flow rate in a fracture
intersecting the deposition hole is short, the transport resistance in this specific fracture is low. In fact,
the target property should be applied to a total flow path formed by several connected fractures, i.e. to
flow paths formed as a chain of fractures where one fracture intersects the deposition hole.
Non-flow related retention properties of the near-field rock also affect the transport of radionuclides in
the case of a release. The non-flow related retention properties (solubility, speciation, sorption, porosity
and diffusivity) of many radionuclides are affected by the chemical environment, including salinity, pH,
dissolved carbonate content, and redox conditions (these are considered in Section 7.2.6). The nonflow related retention properties need to be known for the assessment of post-closure safety, see also
discussion in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 2.2.3). However, the flow-related transport resistance
discussed above is typically more significant for geosphere retention than the non-flow related retention
properties. The transport resistance practically determines geosphere retention for the non-sorbing
nuclides. In the case of sorbing nuclides, high transport resistance contributes significantly to the
geosphere retention. However, high values of sorption coefficients (Kd) are also important for the
retention of radionuclides with long half-lives, since higher Kd-values significantly contribute to reducing
the activity release from the geosphere to the biosphere (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5).
Retardation by matrix diffusion is dependent on the properties (porosity and diffusivity; see Voutilainen
et al., 2018; Poteri et al., 2018a) of the rock matrix adjacent to the migration path. Matrix diffusion is also
sensitive to the overall flow rate along the tested flow path (Poteri et al., 2018b, Ch. 5). Sorption of the
radionuclides on the mineral surfaces of the rock matrix and on the fracture coatings takes place mainly
by cation exchange or by surface complexation. Thus, the mineral composition, cation exchange
capacity and surface area, as well as the chemical conditions, affect the degree of sorption (McEwen et
al., 2012, Section 8.3). In rocks of granitic composition, biotite has the best sorption capacity (Lindberg,
2001; Hakanen et al., 2014). In general, mica and clay minerals have a high cation exchange capacity
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(CEC) and high surface area, compared with the low CEC and low surface area of feldspar minerals
and quartz (McEwen et al., 2012, Section 8.3). There can be variation between different sites in the
sorption capacity of the rock types and fracture minerals. This is, thereby, an issue to consider, although
it would not give rise to any exclusion criteria between the sites.
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-4b: Flow paths formed as a chain of fractures where a fracture intersects the
deposition hole should have a flow-related transport resistance > 10,000 years/m.
Groundwater flow regime
In addition to the transport resistance in the immediate vicinity of the deposition holes, the overall
groundwater flow paths from the repository to the surface environment should be considered. This was
not a specific topic in Posiva-SKB (2017a), because e.g. at the Olkiluoto Island the groundwater flow
direction is mostly downwards, with groundwater flow eventually turning horizontal at a great depth and
upwards outside the island perimeter (Löfman, 1999, Section 5.1; Löfman & Karvonen, 2012, App. B−D;
Hartley et al., 2013, App. K) and the groundwater flow routes from the repository to the biosphere are,
therefore, long. It has been recommended by Nordic nuclear safety authorities that a disposal site should
have a long groundwater transit time from the repository to the biosphere (Nordic, 1993, p. 38).
According to YVL D.5, the locations of the emplacement rooms shall be favourable with respect to the
groundwater flow paths at the disposal site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 414). Although the positioning of
the repository in a favourable location with respect to the groundwater flow regime should be a target, it
cannot be given any exact quantitative criteria, nor would that even be necessary. This is because nonsorbing nuclides such as I-129 often dominate in the dose calculations, and their releases are not
significantly limited by the rock (SKB, 1999a, p. 329). The transmissivity of the fractures intersecting the
canister locations is thus probably much more important than the average hydraulic conductivity of the
far-field rock mass, because near-field conditions affect containment, in addition to retardation (Hagros,
2006, Section 4.3.4).
In Sweden, areas with an unsuitably high hydraulic gradient (much greater than 1 %) were screened
out. Hydraulic gradient of 1 % or less is a site evaluation factor for the Norwegian National Facility site
(Table 6-4), but as hydraulic properties are connected to each other, safe location should be considered
with all hydraulic parameters in mind. However, an overarching requirement for hydraulic gradient can
be considered for first screening of the possible sites. Hydraulic gradient is a consequence of variation
in groundwater table. Potential water density differences have an effect. If the groundwater table is not
known very well, it can be assumed to be in some relation to ground topography (e.g. at 50 % of the
local altitude). Measured values are acquired by piezometers.
Accordingly, the following target property for the DGR host rock is defined:
Target property DGR-4c: The DGR location should be in such groundwater regime that groundwater
discharge does not take place through the repository or in its immediate vicinity.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
As explained in Section 6.2.4, hydraulic properties in the rock mass may change with time and these
changes cannot be evaluated accurately without site-specific information. This is, therefore, at this point
not possible to define quantitative site evaluation factors that would correspond to the above-mentioned
target properties.
The assessment of the post-closure flow rate in fractures and the transport resistance in the vicinity of
the deposition holes requires data and modelling. For the assessment, a model of the fracture network
describing the fracturing, hydraulic properties of the fractures and their connectivity is needed (cf.
Öhman et al., 2020). The temperature increase caused by the spent nuclear fuel and the changing
boundary conditions (related, e.g., to crustal uplift, which can alter the groundwater gradient) also affect
the flow rates (cf. Posiva, 2013a, Section 6.1.4). Future climatic changes (e.g. glaciations) will also have
an effect. Most important for the flow conditions around a deposition hole are the fractures intersecting
the deposition hole and the connections of these fractures to fault zones having a high conductivity. So,
in the repository design, the deposition holes are placed so that such fractures do not intersect the
deposition holes. There is a partial correlation between the initial inflow rate to a deposition hole and the
subsequent post-closure flow rate around the hole (Posiva, 2013a, Section 5.1.4), and avoiding
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deposition holes with high inflows helps to limit the post-closure flow rate and to maximise the transport
resistance. The target properties proposed above would not be fulfilled if groundwater flow rates were
significant at the DGR depth. Therefore, they are considered sufficient also from the site evaluation point
of view. They will also guide the positioning of the repository and, in particular, of the deposition holes
within a site, so that transmissive deformation zones and fractures will be avoided in order for the target
properties to be fulfilled. It is not possible at this stage to give a limit value to the present-day
groundwater flow rates at the DGR depth, as the modelling results will depend on other factors as well
(see above). It is beneficial from the long-term safety point of view to locate the repository nearer to a
recharge area and avoid areas having direct, short or high-flow-rate connections to a discharge area.
Flow directions downwards at the repository location are preferable.
Hydraulic gradient influences the flow rates at the deposition holes and low hydraulic gradients limit the
maximum groundwater flow rates past the canisters (McCombie et al., 1991; Hagros, 2006, App. 1).
Thereby, at sites with a high hydraulic gradient, the transmissivities of fractures intersecting the
deposition holes need to be correspondingly lower, in order to fulfil the flow rate limit in target property
DGR-4a. In Norway, as a mountainous country, the role of gradient is more significant than in flattertopography countries such as Finland, where hydraulic gradients have considerably smaller variations
and, in particular, a significantly smaller variation than fracture transmissivities (Tammisto et al., 2019;
Aalto et al., 2019).
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4. DGR safety function (DGR-4) and target properties related to hydrogeology and solute
transport. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DGR-4: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide favourable hydrogeological conditions with limited
transport of solutes.
DGR-4a: The fractures intersecting the
deposition holes should have a flow rate per
unit width of fracture < 1 L/m per year.

• The site should have low groundwater flow rates at the
DGR depth.
• It should be possible to place the deposition holes so
that they do not intersect fractures connected to fault
zones with high transmissivity.

DGR-4b: Flow paths formed as a chain of
fractures where a fracture intersects the
deposition hole should have a flow-related
transport resistance > 10,000 years/m.

• The site should have low groundwater flow rates at the
DGR depth.
• It should be possible to place the deposition holes so
that they do not intersect fractures connected to fault
zones with high transmissivity.

DGR-4c: The DGR location should be in such
groundwater regime that groundwater
discharge does not take place through the
repository or in its immediate vicinity.

• The DGR location should be in such groundwater
regime that groundwater discharge does not take place
through the repository or in its immediate vicinity.

7.2.6 Chemical conditions
Safety function
According to YVL D.5, favourable groundwater chemistry shall be considered when defining safety
functions provided by means of the natural barrier (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 408). YVL D.5 also states
that exceptionally adverse groundwater characteristics, such as the lack of reducing buffering capacity
and high concentrations of substances that may impair the safety functions, indicate unsuitability of a
disposal site (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 412). Furthermore, such conditions in the bedrock that are of
importance in terms of long-term safety shall be sufficiently stable (STUK, 2018a, paragraph 413).
Accordingly, the following safety function for the DGR host rock is defined:
Safety function DGR-5: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide chemically favourable and
stable conditions.
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This is in line with the safety function chemically favourable conditions defined in Posiva-SKB (2017a,
Section 8.2.4). Chemically favourable conditions are required for the performance of the engineered
barrier system and for limiting the release of radionuclides from the spent fuel and retarding radionuclide
transport in case of canister failure (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, p. 90). The prevalence of hydrogeochemically
stable conditions need also to be established at any new disposal site.
Favourable conditions for the canister
Favourable groundwater composition contributes to an environment where the risk of canister corrosion
is low. The groundwater reacts with the buffer and possibly also with the backfill before coming into
contact with the canister. However, the groundwater should have favourable properties with respect to
canister corrosion to account for, e.g., cases where the buffer performance might be reduced. The
various corrosion processes and the chemical conditions that impact them are discussed in Posiva-SKB
(2017a, Section 4.2.1) and in King et al. (2012) and the following is concluded:
•
•
•
•

Anoxic conditions are required to avoid general corrosion.
High enough pH and low enough chloride concentration are required to avoid chloride-induced
corrosion.
Low concentrations (see text below) of nitrogen compounds (NO2−, NH4+) and acetate limit
stress corrosion cracking in aerobic conditions, which may occur soon after canister
emplacement.
A low concentration of sulphide reduces sulphide-induced corrosion (Posiva-SKB, 2017a,
Section 8.2.4).

Based on these considerations, Posiva-SKB (2017a) defined the following performance targets: (a)
anoxic conditions after the initially entrapped oxygen in the near field is consumed; (b) pH > 4 and
concentration of Cl− < 2 mol/L; (c) concentration of NO2− < 10−3 mol/L, low concentration of NH4+ and
acetate; and (d) concentration of HS− < 3 mg/L, higher short-term transients can be accepted (PosivaSKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.4). It was not defined in more detail what is meant by “short-term transients”,
but this is probably due to the fact that it is the overall integrated sulphide load on the canister that is
important for copper corrosion, and this is what needs to be modelled. During and immediately after the
repository operations, the groundwater will be in a disturbed state, but for the longevity of the canisters,
the following period of hundreds of thousands of years is more important than the relatively short-term
disturbed state (the length of which would depend on the site conditions). For ammonium and acetate,
it was not possible to define any limit values even for a specific site (Olkiluoto or Forsmark).
More detailed discussion on corrosion processes and the chemical properties of the groundwater
relevant for limiting canister corrosion can be found in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Sections 4.2.1 and 8.2.4),
Salonen et al. (2020), King et al. (2020) and Lilja et al. (2020) with focus on the Olkiluoto and Forsmark
sites, and in Hagros (2006, Section 4.3.3 and App. 1) for a more general discussion.
Accordingly, the following target properties for the DGR host rock are defined:
Target property DGR-5a: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have anoxic conditions after
the initially entrapped oxygen in the near field is consumed (to avoid canister corrosion, to have a stable
fuel matrix, and to limit the solubility of radionuclides).
Target property DGR-5b: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a pH > 4 and a
concentration of Cl− < 2 mol/L (to avoid canister corrosion).
Target property DGR-5c: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a concentration of NO2−
< 10−3 mol/L and low 6 concentrations of NH4+ and acetate (to avoid stress corrosion cracking in the
canister).

Terms such as “low” in the target properties mean that the parameter values need to be studied in site
investigations and the related long-term processes (such as canister corrosion) need to be modelled. If
the overall conditions favour long-term safety (e.g. preclude stress corrosion cracking of the copper
canister), then the target property is considered to be fulfilled. In case the safety is dependent on the
interplay between several parameters, it is not possible to define absolute limit values.

6
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Target property DGR-5d: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a concentration of HS−
< 3 mg/L (to avoid canister corrosion); higher short-term concentrations can be accepted.
These target properties and limit values are based on Posiva-SKB (2017, Section 8.2.4).
Favourable conditions for the buffer and backfill
Favourable groundwater composition contributes to the performance of the buffer and backfill. The
various effects of the chemical conditions that impact the buffer and backfill are discussed in PosivaSKB (2017a, Section 8.3.4) and the following is concluded:
•
•
•

Groundwater salinity should not be so high that the swelling capacity of the buffer and backfill
materials is impaired.
Major montmorillonite transformation processes should be limited, and thus the concentrations
of potassium and, possibly, iron in the groundwater need to be limited and pH needs to be within
a favourable range.
Chemical erosion of clay barriers does not occur if the groundwater has sufficient ionic strength
(Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.4). The term “chemical erosion” refers to the loss of clay
material under low ionic strength conditions (Posiva-SKB, 2017b, Section 6.6).

Based on these considerations, Posiva-SKB (2017a) defined the following performance targets: (a)
salinity; TDS < 35 g/L, short-term transients up to 70 g/L accepted; (b) concentration of K+ < 0.1 mol/L;
(c) total charge equivalent of cations ∑q[Mq+] > 8 × 10−3 mol/L, where q = charge number of ion and
[Mq+] = molar concentration of cation; and (d) pH 5–11 (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.4). Note that
this pH target (5–11) is more restrictive than what was given above in terms of canister corrosion (pH >
4) and, therefore, is more relevant, but both targets should be kept for reasons of traceability, because
they are based on completely different things and one or both of them may change due to design
changes or new information on the related processes.
More detailed discussion on the chemical properties of the groundwater relevant for buffer and backfill
performance can be found in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 8.2.4) with focus on the Olkiluoto and
Forsmark sites, and in Hagros (2006, Section 4.3.3 and App. 1) for a more general discussion. The most
significant differences between the sites considered in the site selection process in Finland between
1986−2000 were related to groundwater chemistry. Some candidate site represented conditions with
low ionic strength of the groundwater (Kivetty, Romuvaara), whereas Olkiluoto and Loviisa have
brackish conditions at the disposal depth (approx. 400 m). These differences contribute to the estimation
of the favourable properties in terms of engineered barrier performance.
In Switzerland, chemical properties of the groundwater that have been considered to favour good
performance of the engineered barriers include, for example, a near-neutral pH and a low to moderate
salinity. No quantitative limit values were set, but, in the Kristallin-I safety assessment, the pH value
used was 7.7 and the ionic strength had a molality of either 0.021 mol/kg(water) or 0.0103 mol/kg(water)
depending on the area (Nagra, 1994, p. 367).
Accordingly, the following target properties for the DGR host rock are defined:
Target property DGR-5e: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a salinity of TDS < 35
g/L (to maintain the swelling pressure of buffer and backfill); short-term concentrations up to 70 g/L can
be accepted.
Target property DGR-5f: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a total charge equivalent
of cations ∑q[Mq+] > 8×10−3 mol/L (to limit chemical erosion), where q = charge number of ion and [Mq+]
= molar concentration of a cation.
Target property DGR-5g: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a pH 5−10 (to limit
montmorillonite dissolution); initially a higher pH (up to 11) is allowed locally.
Target property DGR-5h: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a concentration of K+ <
0.1 mol/L (to limit illitisation of buffer and backfill).
Target property DGR-5i: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have a low Fetot concentration
(to limit chloritisation of buffer and backfill).
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These target properties and limit values are based on Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 8.2.4), except for
DGR-5i, which is based on Section 6.3.2.4 of Posiva (2012a), and DGR-5g, which is based on Section
8.2.4 of Posiva-SKB (2017a) and Section 6.3.2.3 of Posiva (2012a).
Low release rate of radionuclides and limited radionuclide transport
The following chemical properties of the groundwater are of relevance for limiting the release rate and
transport of radionuclides:
•
•
•

Anoxic conditions at repository depth contribute to the stability of the fuel matrix (see PosivaSKB, 2017a, Section 3.6.2) and to retarding the transport of radionuclides.
Sufficient ionic strength of groundwater suppresses the formation and stability of colloids (may
contribute to relatively fast transport of radionuclides through the rock).
Low organic content limits the formation of organic complexes, thus favouring the retardation of
the radionuclides. The organic complexes increase solubility and decrease sorption, especially
of trivalent actinides and lanthanides (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.4).

Based on these considerations, Posiva-SKB (2017a) defined the following performance targets: (a)
anoxic conditions; (b) low organic content of the groundwater; and (c) high ionic strength (Posiva-SKB,
2017a, Section 8.2.4).
Anoxic conditions are considered already in target property DGR-5a. Sufficient ionic strength of
groundwater suppresses the formation and stability of colloids. Colloids may contribute to relatively fast
transport of radionuclides through the rock. According to Posiva (2012a, Figure 3-16), destabilisation of
natural inorganic colloids is expected in ionic strengths above 0.1 mol/L. Compared with the natural
colloids in the water, colloid formation at the buffer/rock interface in connection of chemical erosion is a
more significant source of colloids. Chemical erosion requires an even lower ionic strength of the water
to occur. A charge equivalent concentration of cations above 8×10−3 mol/L will prevent such erosion,
see discussion above (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.4).
Low organic content limits the formation of organic complexes, thus favouring the retardation of the
radionuclides. The organic complexes increase solubility and decrease sorption, especially of trivalent
actinides and lanthanides. No quantitative limit for the organic contents in groundwater can be given,
since the main source of organics is expected to be the materials used for the buffer and the backfill
(Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.4).
The key factor for colloid stability is the ionic strength and the content of divalent cations (cf. target
property DGR-5f). In general, it has been observed that increasing ionic strength decreases colloid
generation (Shelton et al., 2018, Section 5.1.3).
More detailed discussion on the chemical properties of the groundwater relevant for limiting radionuclide
release and transport can be found in Posiva-SKB (2017a, Section 8.2.4) with focus on the Olkiluoto
and Forsmark sites, and in Hagros (2006, Section 4.3.3 and App. 1) for a more general discussion.
Accordingly, the following target properties for the DGR host rock are defined:
Target property DGR-5j: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have low organic content (to
limit formation of organic complexes).
Target property DGR-5k: The groundwater in the DGR host rock should have high ionic strength (to
limit colloid-facilitated radionuclide transport).
Other issues
The stability of hydrogeochemical conditions is widely considered important with regard to the
assessment of the performance of the engineered barriers and the radionuclide release and transport
analyses. The groundwater composition at the site reflects the hydrogeological history of the site, and
the stable groundwater conditions at depth can be argued based on the understanding of the
hydrogeochemical evolution of the site. At a site with stable groundwater conditions, any interactions
between fracture groundwater, porewater in rock matrix and rock minerals are slow. Also, the impacts
of advance and retreat of glaciations on groundwater composition at potential repository depth remain
limited. The most significant factors indicating the chemical stability of groundwater are its salinity, redox
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conditions and pH value (Posiva, 2010, Section 3.1.2.4). Reducing conditions and neutral or slightly
alkaline pH immediately in the shallow groundwater near the ground surface indicate a strong buffering
capacity of the rock mass and soil against acidic and oxygenated surface waters, and elevated salinity
deeper in the rock is mostly related to long groundwater residence times. Buffering capacity is required
to ensure that there are no large changes from the initial geochemical state such that compliance with
target properties might be lost (Chapman et al., 2015, Part I, Section 1.4.5). The groundwater chemistry
at the site needs to be sufficiently stable, so that potential harmful changes, caused e.g. by construction,
can be expected to be limited and reversible.
Target properties for salinity (and concentration of cations), redox conditions and pH value are already
presented above and considered to be in line with the requirement for hydrogeochemical stability.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The target properties defined in this section are in line with the long-term hydrogeochemical conditions
that are favourable for the performance of the engineered barriers of the EBS design by Posiva (2012b),
which is assumed also in this report, and limit the radionuclide release and transport. Thus, if the design
is subject to change, also a revision of the requirements may be needed. With a similar EBS design and
similar spent fuel, the same chemical properties of the host rock can be expected to be relevant at any
crystalline site. These target properties are set also considering the groundwater chemistry at Olkiluoto
and Forsmark, and, thereby, these target properties are not necessarily sufficient to fulfil the safety
function of chemically favourable conditions for a site with different hydrogeochemical conditions,
although they are considered suitable for the vast majority of sites in old crystalline bedrock in
Scandinavia. As discussed earlier, it is important to understand the processes affecting the
hydrogeochemical evolution of the site in general and especially those that affect the parameters
considered in the target properties. Along with the evolving understanding of the hydrogeochemical
conditions at the site, it needs to be assessed whether there are any further processes at the site that
can affect the safety function of favourable and stable chemical conditions and might thus give rise to
an additional target property or at least give guidance on the parameters that need to be characterised
in order to assess the target properties proposed above.
Hydrogeochemical parameters that were not included as performance targets in Posiva-SKB (2017a)
but were concluded by Hagros (2006, App. 1) to have influence on long-term safety are the following:
•

SO42−: Mainly relevant only after reduced to sulphide, which is thus the parameter to consider
in the (long-term) target property (DGR-5d), but should be characterised and monitored at a
potential disposal site and considered in the hydrogeochemical modelling to evaluate the longterm sulphide levels. There are uncertainties regarding the reduction rates of sulphate to
sulphide and conditions for this to take place, and, therefore, it is beneficial to consider sulphate
concentrations as a potential source for sulphide. The viability of sulphate-reducing bacteria is
limited by the bentonite buffer (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 5.2.2).

•

HCO3−/CO32−: May cause pitting in copper (Saario et al., 1999; Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section
4.2.1; Briggs et al., 2020) and has an effect on fuel dissolution and radionuclide transport
(Andersson et al., 1998, Sections 6.3.3 and 6.4; Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5) but is not
present in any significant amount at the selected disposal depth at either Olkiluoto or Forsmark
and thus no limit value has been defined by Posiva or SKB. In light of more recent information
obtained under simulated disposal conditions, it is apparent that copper will not undergo pitting
in the classical sense of the term but will instead undergo general corrosion with some
unevenness or surface roughening (King et al., 2012, Section 5.3). In Cl−/HCO3− mixtures,
HCO3− promotes passivation, whereas Cl− promotes pitting (King et al., 2012, Section 5.3.2).

•

NO3−: Andersson et al. (1998, Section 6.3.1) assumed nitrate to cause stress corrosion cracking
in copper, but based on current knowledge, stress corrosion cracking of pure coppers is caused
by ammonia, acetate, nitrite and sulphide ions (King et al., 2012, Section 6.1). Nitrate may be
reduced to nitrite, but as a long-term target property, DGR-5c (which covers nitrite) is sufficient.
As a nutrient, NO3− stimulates bacterial growth and thereby may influence canister corrosion
(Andersson et al., 1998, Section 6.3.1; Tuomi et al., 2020, Section 10.6), but bacteria are mainly
relevant due to the microbial production of sulphide, and the long-term sulphide levels are
considered by the target property DGR-5d.
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•

HPO42−: As a nutrient, stimulates bacterial growth and thereby may affect canister corrosion
(Andersson et al., 1998, Section 6.3.1), but the microbial production of sulphide is covered by
DGR-5d.

•

DOC (dissolved organic carbon): May influence the corrosion of copper by contributing to
bacterial production of sulphide (Andersson et al., 1998, Section 6.3.1) – although may also
contribute to reducing conditions (e.g. Chapman et al., 2015, Part I, Section 1.1.6). Elevated
DOC levels may indicate microbial acetate production. The availability of DOC may, however,
be limited at great depths (Tuomi et al., 2020, Section 10.4). DOC is considered to be covered
by DGR-5j and DGR-5d.

•

H2, CH4: May influence the corrosion of copper by contributing to bacterial production of sulphide
(Andersson et al., 1998, Section 6.3.1; Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 4.2.1). H2 is an effective
energy source for microbes, but its availability may limit sulphate reduction (Tuomi et al., 2020,
Section 10.6). Also, observations at Olkiluoto do not support that CH4 is being used to fuel
sulphate reduction to a large extent (Tuomi et al., 2020, Section 10.4). The situation may be
different at other sites. The sulphide issue is, however, covered by DGR-5d.

•

F−, N2, CO2, Ar, He, humic and fulvic acids, Mn2+, SiO32−, Al3+: May have some influence on
long-term safety, e.g. radionuclide transport (Hagros, 2006, App. 1, and references therein) but
are currently not considered to have an effect on the selection of suitable host rock volumes
(assuming that the repository depth is in any case several hundreds of metres). These are,
however, relevant for site understanding and for the evaluation of long-term hydrogeochemical
evolution, and therefore should be considered in site investigations. See also Wingefors (1995),
Andersson et al. (1998, Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4), SKB (1999b, Section 4.6.1), Posiva (2012d,
Sections 5.2.6 and 8.3.7) and Tuomi et al. (2020).

There is overwhelming evidence from analyses of groundwater in crystalline rock that the groundwater
does not contain dissolved oxygen at potential repository depths. Investigations have been conducted
in Sweden, Finland, Canada and Greenland (see e.g. Laaksoharju et al., 1993, 1998; Claesson Liljedahl
et al., 2016, Section 3.3.2). As there is no site-specific data from Norway due to site not being selected
yet, the lack of oxygen needs to be included as a target property, as it may constrain the repository
depth. Similarly, the pH of the groundwater is generally not a site-selection issue, because measurement
data from deep groundwaters in Sweden and Finland show that the pH below a depth of 100 m is
between 6 and 10 as a rule. However, higher values also occur, e.g. at Stripa (Andersson et al., 2000,
Sections 8.2.1 and 8.3.3) and in Finland, where values slightly above pH 10 have been measured in the
groundwaters of the Juuka serpentinite at a depth of approximately 500 m (Blomqvist, 1999, Table 1).
Therefore, pH needs to be included as a target property. In addition, pH requirement gives feedback to
the use of cementitious construction materials that may affect the positioning of the DGR.
The groundwater salinity must be considered when selecting the buffer and backfill material. Another
aspect is that high groundwater salinity at, for example, coastal sites would mean that deep groundwater
would be less likely to be used as a source of drinking water (McEwen & Äikäs, 2000, p. 181). The
avoidance of areas with significant groundwater resources is however, already considered in Section
7.2.2.
The safety function and the target properties proposed above apply to the groundwater composition in
the rock surrounding the deposition holes and deposition tunnels during the assessment time frame of
one million years. Site selection is a key factor determining the groundwater chemistry conditions in the
DGR host rock. At a given site, the selection of the DGR depth and placement of the deposition tunnels
and holes is also of importance. Further, the groundwater composition is affected by the construction
and operation of the disposal facility and the presence of engineered and residual materials in the
underground openings. To assess whether favourable hydrogeochemical conditions prevail at the site,
the properties of the groundwater considered as target properties need to be known. These properties
are assessed as part of the site characterisation and monitoring, and their future evolution is modelled
to assess the impact of the facility construction and operation and of the natural changes, e.g. climate
evolution. As mentioned in Chapter 1, several combinations of present-day values and future evolutions
may result in the fulfilment of target properties. For a generic site, it is assumed here that the fulfilment
of the target property values in the present-day (undisturbed conditions) indicates their fulfilment also in
the long term.
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The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 7-5. In addition to limit values that correspond to those in
the target properties, it is also estimated which hydrochemical parameters are the most sensitive to the
use of materials in the disposal facility and to hydrochemical disturbances caused by the inflows to the
disposal facility while it is open. Repository depth also has an effect on the fulfilment of some target
properties, as the groundwater chemistry varies with depth. For clarity, the target properties are not
arranged by the identifying letter but according to the proposed site evaluation factors. When a site has
been selected, the factors that affect the various hydrochemical parameters need to be revisited.
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Table 7-5. DGR safety function (DGR-5) and target properties related to chemical conditions.
Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DGR-5: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide chemically favourable and stable conditions.
DGR-5h: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a concentration of K+ < 0.1
mol/L (to limit illitisation of buffer and backfill).
DGR-5i: The groundwater in the DGR host rock
should have a low Fetot concentration (to limit
chloritisation of buffer and backfill).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.

DGR-5d: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a concentration of HS− < 3
mg/L (to avoid canister corrosion); higher shortterm concentrations can be accepted.

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances

DGR-5c: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a concentration of NO2− <
10−3 mol/L and low concentrations of NH4+ and
acetate (to avoid stress corrosion cracking in
the canister).
DGR-5g: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a pH 5−10 (to limit
montmorillonite dissolution); initially a higher
pH (up to 11) is allowed locally.
DGR-5j: The groundwater in the DGR host rock
should have low organic content (to limit
formation of organic complexes).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances

DGR-5a: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have anoxic conditions after the
initially entrapped oxygen in the near field is
consumed (to avoid canister corrosion, to have
a stable fuel matrix, and to limit the solubility of
radionuclides).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The DGR should be possible to locate at a depth where
groundwater chemistry is favourable.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.

DGR-5e: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a salinity of TDS < 35 g/L (to
maintain the swelling pressure of buffer and
backfill); short-term concentrations up to 70 g/L
can be accepted.
DGR-5f: The groundwater in the DGR host rock
should have a total charge equivalent of
cations ∑q[Mq+] > 8×10−3 mol/L (to limit
chemical erosion), where q = charge number of
ion and [Mq+] = molar concentration of a
cation.
DGR-5k: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have high ionic strength (to limit
colloid-facilitated radionuclide transport).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The DGR should be possible to locate at a depth where
groundwater chemistry is favourable.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances

DGR-5b: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a pH > 4 and a concentration
of Cl− < 2 mol/L (to avoid canister corrosion).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The DGR should be possible to locate at a depth where
groundwater chemistry is favourable.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances
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7.3 Design and construction related considerations
The selection of the depth, placement and layout of the DGR is affected by issues such as the
constructability of the bedrock, restrictions for the bedrock and land use, the lifespan of the repository
(less than ten years), operational safety (e.g. constraints for the anticipated operational occurrences,
postulated accidents, design extension conditions, severe accidents), expandability and requirements
for closure. These issues need to be considered along with to the issues related to the long-term safety
of the DGR as discussed in Section 7.2. Because of the relatively short lifespan of the facility, the lifespan
for the various structures within the repository can be assumed to be the same.
7.3.1 Constructability and dimensioning
The constructability is influenced by several properties of the host rock, such as its lithology, the extent
of fracturing, its hydrogeological properties and rock engineering characteristics and also by the
magnitude and orientation of the in-situ stresses and the chemistry of the groundwater. These properties
are partly important also for long-term safety (Sections 7.2.4, 7.2.5 and 7.2.6). The constructability at an
investigation site can be evaluated when all of the above-mentioned properties of the host rock are
assessed against common rock engineering judgements associated with underground construction.
These judgements are partly based on measurements of in-situ stresses and other properties of the
bedrock, but an important aspect is also the practical experience, which has been gained during
underground excavation in conditions and rock types similar to the potential disposal site (Äikäs et al.,
2000, Abstract; Ranasooriya, 2009).
Following a classification scheme developed for analysing the constructability of potential spent nuclear
fuel disposal sites in Finland (e.g. Äikäs et al., 1999, 2000), the constructability is defined as normal if
tunnelling can be carried out by conventional hard rock tunnelling methods, using standard materials
(for example, normal cement for rock grouting and normal steel for reinforcements) and assuming a
normal level of operational efficiency. The constructability is defined as demanding in conditions where
more sophisticated, time demanding and expensive construction methods and materials would be
required (for example, for the DGR disposal level, several control probe holes and grouting fan rounds
for the same excavation round). The rate of tunnelling would in this situation be considerably reduced,
compared with the rate associated with rocks in the normal class, or considerable effort would have to
be placed on aspects of operational safety. Constructability can be defined as very demanding where
much more sophisticated and expensive construction methods and materials would be needed. In this
case, the rate of tunnelling would be very much lower or even more effort would have to be placed on
operational safety (Äikäs et al., 2000, Chapter 6). In such conditions, e.g. freezing of rock mass could
be used. More demanding construction techniques can also lead to more use of grouting materials and
to a greater disturbance to the favourable properties of the host rock.
In the depth range planned for the DGR (see Section 7.1.3), a site should be possible to find with no
such bedrock properties that would prevent the construction of the DGR by using conventional or
somewhat more sophisticated hard rock engineering methods. The intact rock at the DGR depth may
be either in the normal or demanding class of constructability, and the constructability of the fracture
zones is likely to be either demanding or very demanding (cf. Äikäs et al., 1999, Section 5; Äikäs et al.,
2000, Section 5; see also Posiva, 2013d, Section 9.2.3; Siren et al., 2015a). One key factor affecting
the constructability at the depth of hundreds of metres is the increasing in-situ stresses, which result in
lower strength/stress ratio. This is discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.
During construction, grouting is used to control the groundwater inflow to the underground openings in
order to improve construction conditions (e.g. by limiting any radon gas releases) and to minimise
hydraulic disturbances and the environmental impact due to groundwater table drawdown. Groundwater
inflow management is discussed in Section 7.3.4.
As the chemistry of the groundwater can vary in different parts and depths of the potential site (e.g.
chloride content can increase with depth), the constructability of the bedrock can be classified as
demanding at greater depths at least at coastal sites. In practice, this means that better corrosion
protection than normal will be required for underground components at coastal sites. Chemical
conditions are discussed in Section 7.2.6 in terms of long-term safety and in Section 7.3.5 in terms of
constructability.
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In engineering, there are rarely criteria about whether something is “suitable” or “not suitable”, instead
it is a question of what actions have to be taken (tunnel orientation and shape, rock support, grouting,
lining etc.) and whether they are cost effective (Posiva, 2013e, Section 4.1). Constructability or
operational safety aspects will not prevent the construction of underground openings: more demanding
properties in some rock volumes will just call for more time and resources. Thus, Sections 7.3.2−7.3.5
present the excavation, mechanical stability, groundwater management and groundwater chemistry
properties that would be beneficial to determine during site investigations for later optimisation
considerations. If the bedrock is found suitable from the long-term safety point of view, the underground
openings that are needed can be constructed.
In the case of waste inventory growing and the operational time prolonging from the assumed duration
(a few years), the DGR can be further extended to host the increased amount of waste. When studying
the potential rock volumes in the first place, large enough volumes also for the potential facility
extensions should be identified. For the overall disposal facility, this would mean an extension of
transport tunnels at the DGR depth level and excavation of more deposition tunnels and holes. It is
beneficial to take this reservation into account in advance when designing the facility for the first waste
inventory. For example, design and excavation of a short niche in a proper location helps later to
continue the expansion excavation without unnecessary disturbance to other operations.
As to the area needed for the surface structures and buildings for the DGR, the same issues as
presented in the context of the intermediate depth repository (Section 6.3.1) apply. The potential
underground area for the DGR is dependent on the allowed surface area for the access tunnel portal
and the shaft access. If later expansion needs are significant, even more shafts might be needed and
the area for the surface structures need to be grown.
7.3.2 Excavation
The excavation properties of rock affecting the construction of the DGR that should be considered are
drillability, blasting properties and crushing properties of the rock. These are discussed in Section 6.3.2
and the same discussion applies also to the DGR.
The EDZ is usually smaller in mechanically excavated openings than in openings excavated with the
drill and blast method. The damaged rock around the underground openings, and specifically, below the
tunnel floor and around the deposition holes, may affect the flow routes and rates (flow around
deposition holes is discussed in Section 7.2.5). The flow through the damaged zone is, however,
controlled by the water supplied by the natural fractures (Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5). Rock
mechanics properties need to be studied to assess the potential for rock damage and to optimise the
DGR production accounting for this aspect. The EDZ may be different in different rock types (Kiuru et
al., 2019).
7.3.3 Mechanical stability
Occupational and operational safety of underground openings is regulated in all countries (in Norway,
e.g. Regulation of 1 July 2002 on handling explosive substances). Underground excavation in the
context of nuclear waste repositories is considered e.g. in the Finnish regulations, where STUK states
in Guide YVL D.5 that hazards to be considered shall include also different types of rock slides (YVL
D.5, 515b, STUK, 2018a). This means that loose blocks need to be removed or supported so that
occupational and operational safety is not jeopardised. Regulations on mechanical conditions affecting
long-term safety are not repeated here, instead they are discussed in Sections 3.1, 3.3 and 7.2.4.
Occupational safety in spent nuclear fuel repositories is considered also in Guide YVL D.7 stating e.g.
that “rock surfaces that need to be covered immediately for occupational safety reasons may be
documented in accordance with a procedure separately defined by the licensee” (STUK, 2018c,
paragraph 804). Also, “rock collapses, deformations or displacements shall be prevented by appropriate
rock construction methods and by keeping excavation work sufficiently far away from facilities in disposal
use” (STUK, 2018c, paragraph 814).
The need for rock support in a rock mass depends mainly on the extent of fracturing, rock strength,
weathering of the rock, hydrogeological conditions and on the in-situ stresses (Äikäs et al., 2000, Section
4.7.4). Also, the thermally induced stress (cf. Section 7.2.3), which is not a site property, affects the
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structures, e.g. in the shafts’ upper part due to the heat load from the ventilation air. Quite often the
estimates for preliminary rock support (bolts, nets, shotcrete, lining etc.) are done on the basis of the Qvalue (e.g. Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 4.8; Ranasooriya, 2009; Nordbäck & Engström, 2016, Section
3.8) and the hydrogeological conditions. The Q-value is determined by the intensity and nature of the
fracturing, weathering and the in-situ stresses and, to a lesser extent, by the rock’s hydrogeological
properties. Groundwater leakages (discussed further in Section 7.3.4) may complicate rock support
installation work significantly, but this can be handled, at least partly, by grouting. The same type of
technical challenges are expected to be met in the DGR with a shorter span (tunnel width) but a greater
depth as in the shallower intermediate depth repository with a wider span, as discussed in Section 6.3.3.
The list of rock properties to be determined for an evaluation of mechanical stability presented in Section
6.3.3 applies also for the DGR construction. The main differences between the mechanical stability of a
DGR and an intermediate depth (around 100 m) repository is that the in-situ stresses are probably higher
at greater depths and the stability situation is likely to be affected by the thermal load of the high-level
waste canisters. On the other hand, the number of canisters is low in the Norwegian facility and the
operational time so short (a few years), that the effect of the thermal load on operational safety may be
expected to be rather small from the point of view of stability issues, although the lifetime of the whole
facility is much longer due to the intermediate depth repository. The effect on long-term safety is
discussed separately in Section 7.2.4.
Technical solutions exist for potential stability problems, although their use will increase the costs of
construction. It should be possible to find a site in Norway where the rock strength/stress ratio is
favourable for mechanical stability of the DGR. It is still probable that because of the depth and the level
of operational safety, systematic rock support will be installed in all underground openings at the DGR
level.
7.3.4 Groundwater inflows
The excavation of open underground spaces for the DGR temporarily increases the groundwater flow
rate and can lower the groundwater table at the site and its surroundings. Thereby, there will also be
some changes in the groundwater composition (Section 6.2.5) due to mixing of different water types.
Disturbances caused by the construction and operation of the facility may include, e.g., a change in
salinity due to enhanced groundwater flows and introduction of oxygen at the DGR depth (Posiva-SKB,
2017a, Section 8.2.4; see also Lamminmäki et al., 2017, Section 4.4). During construction, grouting is
used to control the inflow to the underground openings and to limit the hydraulic disturbances at the site
as well as to minimise the environmental impact due to lowering of the groundwater table.
The grouting materials may, on the other hand, affect the groundwater chemistry (see Sections 7.2.6
and 7.3.5 in this report and Posiva-SKB, 2017a, Section 8.2.5). The construction materials are mainly
regulated due to requirements of durability and long-term safety, but their extent of use is naturally a
site property-related issue. For this reason, it is beneficial to estimate the needed amounts for
reinforcement (bolt) grouts and especially sealing grouts for groundwater control at the potential site,
even though the estimates will be rough before detailed investigations. Good rock grouting results help
in the above-mentioned protection and also reduce radon gas release from the water leaking into the
underground openings.
The same site-specific hydrogeological properties affecting the groundwater inflow management as
were listed in Section 6.3.4 need to be determined also in the DGR. Even though the set of parameters
is the same, the results are likely to be different, for example, the hydrostatic pressure will be higher at
the depth of 400 m compared with 100 m, and the hydraulic apertures and transmissivities may be
smaller due to higher stresses. Very small hydraulic apertures cause additional challenges to the
grouting work (cf. Hatakka et al., 2018).
It should also be noted that grouting is generally not considered to improve the hydraulic properties in
the long term. This is because grouting materials are likely to degrade over long timescales.
Groundwater inflow management, therefore, benefits mainly the hydrogeological conditions in the
operational phase, and thereby limits the hydrogeochemical disturbances, as discussed above. At the
DGR depth, grouting is expected to be needed.
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7.3.5 Chemical composition of groundwater
As discussed in Section 7.2.6, groundwater chemistry is important for the long-term safety of the DGR.
Groundwater chemical properties also need to be evaluated to optimise the construction costs related
to material selection and ventilation alternatives according to material durability and radon content in
different environments, respectively.
The Finnish constructability classification of the chemical composition of the groundwater (Table 7-6)
with respect to pH, sulphate, carbon dioxide, ammonium and magnesium, is partly based on the
classification of chemically aggressive environments. Accordingly, non-aggressive and weakly
aggressive environments can be placed into the normal class of constructability. Moderately aggressive
environments can be classified as demanding and strongly or very strongly aggressive environments as
very demanding (Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 3.3). The other chemical parameters in Table 7-6 except
for radon may also impact long-term safety (see Section 7.2.6), but the values favourable for
preservation of concrete structures do not necessarily coincide with the values favourable for long-term
safety, which always has a higher priority than construction costs.
Table 7-6. Constructability classes on the basis of groundwater chemistry (Äikäs et al., 2000, Table 3.36; see also Leinonen, 1997).
Chemical composition of
groundwater/Class

Normal

Demanding

Very demanding

pH

> 5.5

5.5 — 4.5

< 4.5

Sulphate (mg/L)

< 600

600 — 3000

> 3000

CO2, free (mg/L)

< 30

30 — 60

> 60

Ammonium (mg/L)

< 30

30 — 60

> 60

Magnesium (mg/L)

< 300

300 — 1500

> 1500

Chloride (mg/L)

< 1000

1000 — 4000

> 4000

Radon (Bq/L)

< 500

500 — 2000

> 2000

The classification of constructability with regard to the chloride content of the groundwater is based on
the critical limit values that have been determined for concrete (Leinonen, 1997). The probability of
chloride corrosion can be assumed to be vanishingly small, when the chloride content corresponding to
the normal class is considered. The probability of corrosion can be assumed to be moderate when the
chloride content lies in the demanding class and high when the chloride content lies in the very
demanding class (Äikäs et al., 2000, Section 3.3).
The presence of radon is a potential issue for operational safety. Dissolved radon (Rn-222) is formed in
groundwaters of granitic bedrock. It is formed in the radioactive decay chain of U-238 from its parent
nuclide Ra-226. The ventilation coefficient of a tunnel can be controlled so that the tunnel air does not
exceed acceptable radon levels. Norway’s Regulation no. 36 of 12 May 2000 on radiation protection
refers to a limit of 200 Bq/m3 for buildings and premises where the owner does not live or stay. The
ventilation coefficient of a tunnel can be reduced temporarily in the areas where no people are working
and raised again when working in the area is needed. In case of high content of radon in the underground
openings, the workers’ radiation doses should be monitored and suitable medical checks carried out. In
all, radon can be measured regularly and handled with proper ventilation, but it would be beneficial to
determine the radon content during site investigations.
The site-specific properties of the groundwater chemistry that need to be assessed for the intermediate
depth repository (Section 6.3.5) are also relevant for the DGR.
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8

Deep borehole

8.1 Deep borehole concept
8.1.1 Deep borehole repository system
The overall goal of radioactive waste disposal is to isolate the radionuclides from people and the
environment. To achieve this, a combination of engineered and natural barriers is used according to the
multi-barrier concept. A natural barrier that is as thick and low-permeable as possible offers numerous
advantages with regard to the long-term isolation of radionuclides. For this reason, different procedures
have been developed for the disposal of radioactive waste in deep rock formations. One example is the
DGR concept described in Chapter 7. It requires the creation of large cavities that need to be constructed
in a stable manner due to the implementation of mining activities and the deployment of personnel. The
occupational health and safety prerequisites for the safe operation of a DGR must be created. This is
associated with greater difficulties with increasing depth, because the pressure and temperature that
increase with depth must be taken into account. To further increase the distance of the waste packages
to the biosphere, concepts have been developed to dispose of the radioactive waste in boreholes drilled
from drifts of a DGR. Another option is not to construct shafts, ramps and underground drift systems
and to drill the emplacement boreholes directly from the Earth’s surface. This concept is called the deep
borehole disposal (DBD) concept. In this way, depths of disposal areas of several kilometres can be
achieved. Currently, boreholes are being considered down to a depth of around 5 km. Characteristic for
the concept is, therefore, the technical procedure used to create the cavity in which the radioactive
waste is placed. This technique, the drilling process, results in a cylindrical cavity of relatively small
diameter but which can be several kilometres long. The method also means that the borehole trajectory
can be adapted to the geological framework conditions. The borehole does not necessarily have to be
vertical, but also an inclined borehole is possible, and it can also merge into a horizontal section.
The small diameter of boreholes compared with a mine shaft has very great advantages in terms of
closing the pathways to the biosphere. However, this small diameter and the technical limitation of the
borehole length also mean that smaller volumes of radioactive waste can be disposed of in a borehole.
With large amounts of waste, the number of boreholes and thus the number of flow paths to the ground
surface increases. This fact leads to the conclusion that DBD has advantages for small amounts of
waste and the DGR concept for large amounts.
The borehole disposal concept described in this report is based on the general idea of disposing
canisters in deep boreholes. The idea of disposing the waste in the underground is used in all kinds of
deep geological repositories. The overall goal is to isolate the radioactive waste from people and the
environment. To achieve this, a combination of engineered and natural barriers is used. For the borehole
concept, one or several boreholes are drilled to a depth of several kilometres. Once the borehole
construction is completed, waste containers containing the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) or high-level waste
(HLW) are emplaced in the lower part of the borehole. Finally, the upper part of the borehole is sealed.
A generic concept of the borehole disposal developed for the Norwegian radioactive waste is shown in
Figure 8-1.
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Figure 8-1. Concept picture of deep borehole disposal in Norway.
Depending on the amount of waste, one or several boreholes will be required, which also affects the
required surface area. Greater waste amounts require more boreholes. The current concept for Norway
relies on a single deep borehole where the existing high-level waste is disposed of. Compared with other
repository types, the long-term footprint will be low; almost all surface facilities will be removed after
borehole closure. As partly mentioned before, the disposal facility lifecycle can be subdivided into three
steps:
1.
2.
3.

drilling of the borehole and construction of the surface facilities
disposal of the radioactive waste canisters into the borehole
sealing of the borehole and dismantling of the surface structures

The developed disposal concept for the radioactive waste in Norway considers a canister design similar
to the BSK-R design. The BSK-R (Brennstabkokille-retrievable) canister is specially designed for the
disposal of radioactive waste in boreholes. Special about this design is the longitudinal conical shape,
which makes the emplacement in the hole easier. In addition, the canister has a handling device (“hook”)
on the top of the canister, which aids the emplacement and potential retrieval of the canister. A basic
technical drawing of the canister is shown in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Design concept of the BSK-R (Bracke et al., 2016).
This canister provides the basis for the borehole dimensions. Based on the outer diameter of the
canister, the required borehole diameter can be defined. With a maximum outer diameter of 520 mm, a
final inner casing diameter of 600 mm is required for emplacing the canister. Depending on the borehole
trajectory, i.e. the radius of curvature of the borehole, slightly larger borehole diameters may also be
required. Additional to the borehole diameter, the required number of canisters and, therefore, required
length of the disposal zone can be calculated. Already at this point, a first decision regarding the design
and concept plan needs to be made. Two options for the general casing setup are possible, either an
open hole completion or a cased hole solution (see Figure 8-3). This will impact the upper borehole
diameter. The figure below shows the casing scheme for the cased disposal zone solution. In the open
hole completion, the final casing string is not required, therefore the final borehole diameter can be
reduced. Figure 8-4 shows a generic casing scheme and cased hole completion.

Figure 8-3. Open hole and cased hole completion (Pegasus Vertex, Inc., 2021).
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Figure 8-4. Potential casing design for deep emplacement boreholes in Norway.
There are several additional questions to be discussed during the development of a deep borehole
repository. The main decision and discussion points and their connections are displayed in the scheme
in Figure 8-5. Each of the topics in this decision tree needs to be evaluated and provides advantages
and disadvantages. The concept needs to be adapted to perfectly cover the inventory and the geological
circumstances. The scheme also shows the challenge to provide a rough estimate for the depth of the
borehole without further information about the geology. Borehole depths down to 3500 metres are
considered feasible. The depth depends on the geological conditions and the waste inventory, and partly
on drilling technology. The basic strategy should be to drill the borehole as deep or as long as required,
but not deeper. Too great depths or lengths complicate the drilling and completion of the borehole, the
emplacement of the waste packages and are also disadvantageous if a retrieval of the packages has to
be considered. The result is a longer project time and increased costs.
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Figure 8-5. Decision tree/aspects to be considered during deep borehole repository development.
8.1.2 Safety concept for deep borehole
Similar to the safety concept of the DGR, the safety concept of deep borehole disposal consists of
multiple safety features. According to the U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board (2021), the
concept of DBD has the potential to provide very robust waste isolation. Calculations have shown that
the estimated peak dose from a borehole is more than a billion times below the current regulatory limits
for geological repositories in the United States (Brady et al., 2009). In the deep borehole concept, the
main barrier and isolation function is provided by the formation and the distance between the
environment and the disposal zone. Additionally, the engineered barrier system provided by sealing and
plugging measures is important for the efficiency of the repository. The canisters are used mainly as a
tool to safely dispose the waste into the borehole. Any shielding and barrier functions of the canisters
provide additional secondary safety.
In deep geological repositories, the formation can be seen as a secondary safety feature. Mined DGR
concepts in crystalline formations (e.g. KBS-3) consider the waste canisters as the main barrier, while
the formation and other engineered barriers provide additional protection. The KBS-3 concept includes
an engineered buffer around the waste canisters, which provides additional protection for the canister.
For repository concepts in clay and salt formations, the engineered barriers are sealing structures for
shafts and tunnels.
Deep borehole disposal of radioactive waste has been investigated in Germany (Rosenzweig et al.,
2019). German safety regulations list the following requirements (BMU, 2019):
•

7

The radioactive waste must be safely emplaced and confined in the repository system with the
objective to keep the radionuclides contained and away from the biosphere over the period of
time for which the long-term safety of the repository is to be demonstrated 7.

In Germany the period is set to be one million years by law (BMU, 2019).
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•
•

•

•

The repository system shall provide passive and maintenance-free containment consisting of
different robust barriers with different safety functions.
The substantial barriers for the safe containment of the radioactive waste are
1) One or several containment-effective rock zones (CRZ) in combination with the technical
and geotechnical seals (engineered barriers) required for the sealing.
2) In case the host rock is crystalline rock, if no containment-effective rock zones can be
designated, technical and geotechnical barriers in a geological environment suitable for
their function.
The safe containment must be done in such a way that the radionuclides from the radioactive
waste remain at the location they are emplaced originally as far as possible. For the expected
development, it shall be demonstrated that
1) In total, a maximum share of 10-4 and
2) In a year, a maximum share of 10-9
of the total mass of the emplaced radionuclides and their decay products may discharge from
the area of the barriers.
For deviating developments, it must be demonstrated that the repository system maintains its
functionality during the detection period to a sufficient extent.

These requirements are valid for Germany and are not necessarily transferable to Norway or any other
country. They are presented as an example of safety requirements in other countries.
An overview of the different parts of the safety components and barrier systems is provided in Figure
8-6 and Figure 8-7. The existing safety concept of the whole DBD system consists of four safety
components (Figure 8-7):
•

geological barrier in the form of the formations and upper layers,

•

engineered barrier in the form of the sealing and plugging of the borehole,

•

engineered barrier in the form of encapsulation of the waste in containers, and

•

local separation by bringing a great distance between the surface/environment and the
radioactive waste.

Figure 8-6 shows the different parts of the safety concept of borehole disposal. Especially the local
separation can differ due to different borehole depths. The geology plays an important role. In some
cases, with unfavourable formations, the borehole needs to be deeper; therefore, a greater local
separation is given. This does not necessarily mean that the repository is safer or provides a better
barrier. Understanding this underlines the connection between the geological barrier and the local
separation. Considering the same formations and the same quality of the borehole and engineered
barriers, a deeper borehole and as a result a greater distance between the surface environment and the
waste will provide a safer disposal of the waste.
Finsterle et al. (2020) attach greater importance to the plugging and sealing of the borehole. Based on
their research, the zonal isolation provided by the great depth may be compromised mainly by the
borehole itself. Just as the access tunnel in a mined repository, the borehole could provide a direct fastflow path for radionuclides. They consider the backfilling measures and the sealing of the access hole
to be essential engineered safety components of the repository system. In an upcoming report (2021),
the topic of sealing and plugging of the borehole after disposal of the waste will be described in detail.
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Figure 8-6. Generalised scheme of the deep borehole disposal (DBD) concept (Freeze et al., 2019).
The last but not least important part of the safety concept is the waste container. Regarding this, a lot
of research and development work has been done previously. A summary of the most important aspects
is discussed in the report by Fischer et al. (2020). Different authors set different requirements for the
waste canisters. This resulted in many different designs, of which some are more complex than others.
Hoag (2006), for example, based his canister design on standard oilfield casings, while other canisters
consist of several layers of different materials and additional buffer materials. Not only the design and
material of the canisters vary tremendously, but also the required safety functions differ according to the
regulations and safety concepts of different repository designs. The safety function of the canister, in
the modified KBS-3 concept in Germany, is described as follows: “The container should ensure the
containment of the radionuclides during the entire detection period” (Jobmann & Burlaka, 2019). In this
case, a DGR is considered, which has different safety aspects than most DBD concepts. The upcoming
work looks into the details of borehole canister design and encapsulation process.
The DBD concept follows the specific aims described by the IAEA (2009b, 2011a) for the disposal of
radioactive waste, where the required aspects of any disposal facility are:
(a) to contain the waste,
(b) to isolate the waste from the accessible biosphere and to substantially reduce the likelihood of,
and all possible consequences of, inadvertent human intrusion (according to the IAEA Glossary
(IAEA, 2007b)) into the waste,
(c) to inhibit, reduce and delay the migration of radionuclides at any time from the waste to the
accessible biosphere, and
(d) to ensure that the amounts of radionuclides reaching the accessible biosphere due to any
migration from the disposal facility are such that possible radiological consequences are
acceptably low at all times.
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Figure 8-7. Display of the different barrier systems for the DBD concept.
Examples for long-term safety systems are provided by the IAEA (2009b). In this regulatory document,
safety regulations are provided for the disposal of radioactive waste in boreholes in general. Even
though mainly shallower boreholes (up to a few hundred metres depth) are described, the aspects can
be extrapolated to deeper boreholes as well. Two examples mentioned in the document fall under the
topic of engineered barriers, the waste canisters and the backfill between canister and borehole casing.
The third example tackles the local separation, as it is described in Figure 8-7, as well as the geological
barrier. Disposing the waste in a very deep geological formation far away from the surface makes the
DBD concept unique and ensures that radionuclide migration towards the biosphere would take an
extremely long time.
8.1.3 Support to long-term safety provided by the deep borehole site
The intermediate depth repository, the deep geological repository and the deep borehole repository do
not differ significantly when it comes to the long-term safety aspects provided by the repositories
themselves. All three repository types have the same idea of disposing the radioactive waste in the
subsurface, where it is isolated from the environment and biosphere. The main difference of the different
options is the depth of the disposal zone, the borehole disposal repository having the greatest depth.
The geological circumstances set the basis for the long-term safety of the borehole disposal operation.
Beneficial geological conditions are essential. Several aspects need to be considered in detail during
the site selection. A list of different aspects to look at during the site selection is presented by various
authors (e.g. Arnold et al., 2010). The most important aspects are:
•
•

The disposal zone needs to be well below the groundwater level.
The disposal zone needs to be in a stable formation with a low permeability (preferably
crystalline basement).
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•
•
•

The repository should not be located in tectonically active areas, which means that the tectonic
stability of the disposal site needs to be ascertained.
The geochemical environment should not cause significant rapid corrosion of the canisters.
Volcanically active areas need to be avoided.

These aspects are mainly site selection aspects, and they are supportive, or even necessary, for the
long-term safety of the repository. A beneficial geology would support the engineered barriers with time.
An example of a favourable formation would be a swelling formation, which creeps up on the sealed
and plugged borehole and by this may reduce the potential flow rates.
Different documents provide detailed information regarding the geological, hydrogeological and
geophysical factors relevant for DBD. These aspects support the effectiveness of the repository and can
be seen as required parameters as well as long-term safety relevant factors. Some reports and papers
provide detailed guidelines and factors for deep borehole repository concepts, as summarised in the
following (Arnold et al., 2013):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depth to the crystalline basement  less than 2000 m favourable (note that in Norway this
condition is always fulfilled)
Crystalline basement lithology  felsic intrusive rocks preferred 8
Basement structural complexity  faults, shear zones, and tectonic complexes unfavourable
Horizontal stress  small differential in horizontal stresses favourable
Tectonic uplift  low uplift rate favourable
Geothermal heat flux  low heat flux favourable
Topographic relief and hydraulic gradient  low regional topographic relief favourable
Quaternary faults and volcanism  Quaternary-age faulting and volcanism unfavourable
Mineral resources potential  higher potential for mineral resources in crystalline basement
generally unfavourable

Generally, in the DBD concept, a deeper borehole will, in itself, support the long-term safety. Important
for this is an excellent plugging and sealing job of the borehole. In combination with the other aspects
mentioned before, the long-term safety of a deep borehole repository can be secured. However, the
network of different parameters that impact the long-term safety needs to be pointed out. A deep
borehole is not worth a lot if the sealing job is not done properly or the geology is unfavourable. On the
other hand, a relatively shallow borehole may be sufficient in case the other aspects provide a good
barrier already. The interaction of the different parameters needs to be considered. It is not possible to
view the different parts of the safety concept individually but only as a whole.

8.2 Safety functions and target properties for long-term safety
8.2.1 Basis for defining safety functions and target properties
In Section 4.2, a general definition of safety functions and target properties is provided. The definitions
are also valid for the deep borehole concept.
Safety functions in terms of long-term safety are, thereby, functions achieved by the characteristics of
barriers to isolate the nuclear waste from the living environment. In detail, the mentioned barriers are of
either natural kind or human built, i.e. so-called engineered barriers. The main tasks of these barriers
are to isolate the disposed waste from the living environment and hinder the migration of radionuclides
(STUK, 2018b, Definitions). Additional information about safety functions can be found in Lommerzheim
et al. (2018), where the safety functions are subdivided in different categories:
•
•

chemical and physical safety functions,
safety functions of the technical components,

Plutonic rocks, and large felsic igneous intrusive rocks in particular, tend to be more homogeneous
than metamorphic rocks or volcanic igneous units. The relative homogeneity of felsic plutonic rocks
may contribute to the isolation of radioactive waste by presenting fewer heterogeneous features that
could serve as preferential pathways for contaminant migration (Arnold et al., 2013, p. 14, 138).
8
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•
•
•

safety functions of the waste packages for spent fuel,
safety functions of repository design, and
safety functions of the backfill.

Safety functions of the engineered barriers are not a topic for this report. The safety functions of the host
rock are basically aspects which limit the fluid flow and provide retention of the radionuclides and
stabilisation of the host rock. The IAEA (2011a) provides some basic regulations on the requirements
of the host environment for any type of repository.
The term target property is also defined earlier in this report (Section 4.2). Target properties are typically
directly linked to the safety functions of the host rock and can be seen as tools to ensure that the safety
functions can be met.
The requirements provided by the national authorities differ from country to country. Therefore, different
safety functions and target properties may be valid in different countries. While in Germany a repository
is required to have no release of radionuclides, the Finnish requirements allow a limited release.
For the DBD concept, most aspects regarding the site selection and the characteristics of the host
formation are either discussed in the Borehole Concept Description report (Fischer et al., 2020) or are
mentioned in Section 8.1.3. The host formation is the main safety factor in the DBD concept.
Germany provides the following safety requirements for the DBD concept (Bracke et al., 2017):
•
•
•
•
•

The disposal of vitrified waste containers and spent fuel should be technically feasible. Other
waste is not considered here.
The concept should provide a multi-barrier concept.
The retrieval of waste should be possible. (Note that in Norway retrieval of waste is not explicitly
required.)
The concept should also allow monitoring during the operational and post-closure phases.
The appropriate lithology should be available and relatively easy to characterise.

These criteria can be significantly different in other countries. An important aspect is the retrievability of
the waste. In Norway, this aspect is not taken into account in the concept design.
8.2.2 Isolation from the living environment
Safety function
The general discussion on isolation in Section 7.2.2 applies also here, and the following safety function
is considered:
Safety function DBD-1: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide isolation from the surface
environment and human actions.
Lack of exploitable resources
The first safety function provides isolation from the surface environment and human actions. From the
point of view of exploitable resources (see Section 7.2.2), the following target properties for deep
borehole disposal are defined:
Target property DBD-1a: The DBD site should not contain significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources.
Target property DBD-1b: The DBD site should not contain significant groundwater resources.
Distance from the living environment and ground surface
The requirements that isolation sets on the minimum disposal depth are discussed in Section 7.2.2.
When determining the exact depth of the deep borehole repository, several considerations apply. The
effect of chemical conditions on the exact depth are discussed in Section 8.2.7. Since the chemical
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conditions vary based on the site, no limit values can be defined based on the chemical conditions, but
they need to be taken into account at a specific site.
As discussed in Section 8.1, the safety concept of the deep borehole is based on a great depth of this
disposal zone. A large depth supports isolation from the surface environment and human actions. The
depth considered are clearly larger than those considered for a DGR. Accordingly, the following target
property for deep borehole disposal is defined:
Target property DBD-1c: The disposal zone should be more than a thousand metres below the ground
surface.
Summary
As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the target properties related to significant natural resources can be used
as such as site evaluation factors. The construction depth of the repository, however, needs to take into
account the possible erosion rates at the site, so that the disposal zone will be at a minimum depth of
one thousand metres even at the end of the assessment time frame after one million years. Setting a
target construction depth to 1500 m is assumed to ensure that the target property will be upheld on
almost any site that would be acceptable from the point of view of all other target properties. However,
after a site has been selected and its future erosion rates have been estimated, it is possible to reduce
the construction depth, particularly if more suitable geology can be found above 1500 m than below it.
The limit of 1500 m is, therefore, very preliminary at this point. Ultimately the safety of deep borehole
disposal needs to be evaluated in a full safety case using site-specific data.
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 8-1. Since the
target properties refer to long-term conditions, relevant site conditions that should be studied in the site
selection phase are also proposed.
Table 8-1. DBD safety function (DBD-1) and target properties related to isolation from the living
environment. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DBD-1: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide isolation from the surface environment and human
actions.
DBD-1a: The DBD site should not contain
significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources.

• The DBD site should not contain significant or
exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources.

DBD-1b: The DBD site should not contain
significant groundwater resources.

• The DBD site should not include significant groundwater
resources.

DBD-1c: The disposal zone should be more
than a thousand metres below the ground
surface.

• The disposal zone should be possible to locate at a
minimum depth of 1500 m below the current ground
surface.

8.2.3 Containment
Safety function
As discussed in Section 8.1.2, the main barrier in the DBD concept is provided by the geological
formation and the distance between the environment and the disposal zone. This is different from the
DGR concept, where the main containment-providing barrier is the copper canister, supported by the
bentonite buffer. While in DGR the main purpose of the host rock is to support the canister and buffer,
in DBD the containment provided by the host rock itself is of higher importance. Therefore, the following
safety function is defined:
Safety function DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
Further discussion on containment is in Section 8.1.
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Containment in general
Similar to the DGR, the host rock acts as a natural barrier for the radionuclides and a shield between
the environment and the disposal area. Important for the efficiency of this safety function is how intact
and undisturbed the formation is. A long-term containment of the radioactive waste can be secured in a
formation that does not provide preferential flow paths for fluids to the surface environment.
Conditions in the deep host rock (> 1 km, see Section 8.2.2) can be assumed to be generally favourable
for containment. In-situ stresses increase with depth, which tends to close any fractures. To ensure
favourable conditions for containment, it is important that no major fractures or faults intersect the DBD
host rock. In any case, such fractures and faults are not allowed to form a flow path from the disposal
zone to the ground surface. Such locations must, therefore, be avoided. Along these faults, there are
potential flow paths, which are unfavourable for the long-term safety of the repository. Fractures in the
formation also provide potential pathways for radionuclides to move closer to the environment.
Due to the hydrogeological conditions in crystalline rock formations, the identification of sufficiently large
undisturbed rock zones, which can also be referred to as isolating or effective containment zone or
containment providing rock zone (CRZ), is relevant.
The rock zones have to contain the waste in such a way that the radionuclides essentially remain at the
site of emplacement and, at best, minimal defined quantities of material are able to leave. The zone or
zones are part of the repository system which, in conjunction with the technical seals (waste canister,
borehole seals), ensures containment of the waste (cf. Appel, 2015; BMU, 2010). Figure 8-8 is intended
to illustrate the CRZ concept graphically.

Figure 8-8. Illustration of the CRZ concept. Graph A shows nearly ideal site conditions. The disposal
zone of the borehole is centrally located in the effective zone. The seal zone restores the integrity of the
CRZ. The area of the CRZ is located in a safety-relevant barrier. The geological strata overlying the
isolating rock zone (crystalline rock) is here named overburden. Graph B reflects more realistic
conditions. Several CRZs are located in a rock area without a safety-relevant barrier effect. If the size
of the CRZ is too small, it may be necessary to consider several disposal and seal zones in the borehole.
For probable developments, evidence must be provided on the basis of a long-term geoscientific
prognosis verifying that the integrity of the CRZ is guaranteed throughout the reference period. It is
necessary to provide a clear spatial and temporal definition of the CRZ and to demonstrate that, with
due regard for the emplaced waste and technical barriers,
•

the formation of secondary water pathways within the CRZ, which could lead to the ingress or
escape of potentially contaminated fluids can be excluded, and that

•

groundwater that may be present in the CRZ does not participate in the hydrogeological cycle
outside of the CRZ as defined by water legislation.
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This topic has already been discussed in detail in Section 8.1.2. Hydrogeological issues are discussed
in more detail in Section 8.2.6.
Accordingly, the selection of CRZ requires a fracture classification system that takes into account, for
example, width, extent, permeability (transmissivity), gas and solution content, and fracture
interconnection (cf. Pusch et al., 2012, Section 1.2.1, geological and hydrological conditions). This
results in a requirement for the host rock that a sufficient number of samples required for the
determination of the host rock parameters can be obtained and the necessary borehole investigations
and borehole tests can be carried out. It is necessary to model the groundwater flow, to understand the
regional groundwater system, and to determine values of specific parameters that are used in the safety
assessments. In addition, it must be possible to forecast future changes in hydrogeological conditions
with reasonable certainty. This includes the influence of possible climate changes on the flow conditions
in the subsurface.
Rocks of low tectonic strain with few folds, faults and shear zones are currently considered to provide
preferential conditions for borehole disposal. The need to distinguish between fractures according to
their hydrogeological effectiveness reflect the findings of Sausse & Genter (2005). They presented an
approach to understanding types of fracture permeability in the Soultz-sous-Forets granite, Upper Rhine
Graben. It was shown that a limited number of natural fractures contributed to flow, whereas there are
thousands of fractures embedded within the massive granite. Two scales of fracture networks are
present: a highly connected network consisting of fractures with small apertures, which may represent
the far-field reservoir, and another network that contains isolated and wide, transmissive fractures.
In order to achieve the goal of long-term containment of radionuclides and restoration of CRZ integrity,
the following issues need also to be considered:
•

There must be areas in the host rock, or more precisely in the area of the CRZs, that guarantee
the long-term stability of the sealing materials. In this respect, the thermal and chemical longterm stability must be taken into account. For example, bitumen or asphalt can only be used in
borehole sections where microbial decomposition has no significant influence on the sealing
effect. There must be host rock areas within the stability fields of the backfilling and sealing
material components.

•

The location of the CRZs must allow proper placement of the sealing and backfilling materials.
In order to be able to check this, borehole examinations must be carried out, for example to be
able to exclude an impermissible damage of the borehole contour and to gain knowledge of the
exact volume of the borehole section and the roughness of the rock surface.

•

The placement technique must be applicable, whereby the placement of plugs, bulk materials
and flowable construction materials must be guaranteed.

•

It must be possible to test the quality of the seals and backfilling elements. Among the large
spectrum of techniques, geophysical tests are possible to check the seal integrity (absence of
cracks) and to determine their positional stability. More detailed information on the topic can be
found in Arnold et al. (2010, Section 5.4. Testing and Verification of Seals), Brady et al. (2012,
Section 4.5 Borehole and Seal Integrity) and Vaughn et al. (2012, Section 3.5, Table 5: Methods
for evaluating borehole and seal integrity).

Accordingly, the following target properties are defined:
Target property DBD-2a: The DBD host rock should not contain large fractures or faults that form a
potential flow path to the ground surface.
Target property DBD-2b: The DBD host rock should provide a rock volume large enough to act as a
containment providing rock zone (CRZ).
In the next sections, the subjects that were deemed important for DGR host rock are discussed from the
point of view of deep borehole disposal, even though the protection of engineered barriers is not
considered as important for DBD as it is for DGR. In case no relevant safety functions are identified for
DBD, it is still possible to define target properties, and these may be linked to the containment safety
function DBD-2.
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Summary
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in
Table 8-2. Note that in the subsequent sections, further target properties and site evaluation factors
related to the safety function DBD-2 are proposed.
Table 8-2. DBD safety function (DBD-2) and target properties related to containment, as defined in this
section. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
DBD-2a: The DBD host rock should not contain
large fractures or faults that form a potential
flow path to the ground surface.

• It should be possible to place the disposal zone so that
it does not intersect large fractures or faults that form a
potential flow path to the ground surface

DBD-2b: The DBD host rock should provide a
rock volume large enough to act as a
containment providing rock zone (CRZ).

• It should be possible to identify a rock volume large
enough to act as a containment providing rock zone
(CRZ), including the placement of seals.

8.2.4 Thermal conditions
Safety function
Thermal conditions in the borehole need to be considered for a number of reasons, including the
following:
•
•

•
•
•

Thermally induced stresses can lead to cracks in the borehole and the surrounding rock, which
can impair the integrity of the effective containment zone and the sealing of aquifers (e.g. Yan
et al., 2014).
Temperatures affect the properties of the materials that are placed into the borehole. There is
also an influence on the emplacement techniques. In addition, chemical material degradation
may occur in certain temperature ranges. Therefore, the materials used should be chosen so
that they will be compatible with the expected thermal conditions in the borehole.
The temperatures influence the viscosity of groundwater, the diffusion rates of substances and
thus the transport of radionuclides and possibly the corrosion rates of materials.
Even materials that are only temporarily in the borehole, such as drilling fluids, must be
sufficiently thermally stable.
The temperatures must be taken into account when selecting technical devices that include
measuring devices. The devices must work properly.

All features, events and processes possibly affected by thermal conditions are connected with providing
containment. Therefore, the safety function defined in Section 8.2.3 is relevant also here:
Safety function DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
Maximum temperature
In terms of structural engineering, the temperature is an action or load and must therefore be taken into
account in planning and construction (cf. EN 1991-1-5, ACI 305.1-14, ACI 305R-20). In order to be able
to evaluate the extent of the temperature influence, information on the rock and borehole temperature
is required. This section is intended to give an overview of the expected initial situation and processes
that influence the temperature. Finally, the desired target properties are discussed.
The temperature in the borehole is primarily dependent on the terrestrial heat flow and the heat
generated in the rock due to natural radioactivity. This initial temperature is influenced by the drilling
process and the associated flushing of the borehole. Solutions can flow through cracks in the host rock
and thus also influence the temperature in the borehole and in the surrounding rock formation. Moreover,
the materials to be introduced into the borehole, such as the casing and the building materials, influence
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the temperature and the temperature distribution. In the case of hardening materials, such as cementbased materials, the heat released during chemical reactions has a minor effect. However, in the long
term, the energy input from heat-generating radioactive waste is of particular relevance. In the following,
the temperature history of a borehole is discussed in more detail, whereby the initial rock temperature
is discussed first, then the construction phase and finally the heat generated by radioactive waste.
Heat conduction is the dominant transport process in the Earth’s crust, except for settings where
appreciable fluid flow provides a mechanism for heat advection. In addition, the temperature is
influenced by radioactive decay heat, the composition of the rock and tectonic movements, e.g. uplifts
(cf. Sonder & Chamberlain, 1992). As discussed in Section 5.4, the geothermal depth gradient varies
depending on the area. It is assumed that no disposal borehole will be drilled in the Oslo Rift zone. For
the other regions of Norway, the following values, which were derived from literature, may be relevant:
•

A geothermal gradient of 13.8 K/km and an average surface temperature of 5.5 °C can be
derived from a diagram published by Itävaara et al. (2011).

•

Marsic & Grundfelt (2013b) provide the following information on the thermal conditions in the
Outokumpu borehole (Finland):

The temperature gradient shows a distinct vertical increase from about 13–14 K/km at 50 m–1.3 km,
lower but more variable values of 10–13 K/km at 1.3–1.5 km, and about 16 K/km in the lower mica schist
unit and pegmatitic granite at 1.5–2.2 km. In the lowermost part of the hole at 2.2–2.5 km, the
temperature gradient displays lower but variable values in the range of —13–16 K/km (Kukkonen et al.,
2011).
A diagram can be used to derive an average dependence on depth and temperature from 13.7 K/km
(calculated surface temperature 5.4 °C). These values are consistent with what is generally considered
to be representative values for the Fennoscandian shield (Juhlin & Sandstedt, 1989, Ahlbom et al.,
1995).
•

The evaluation of data from the scientific well COSC-1, which was drilled in Sweden in the area
of the Caledonides, resulted in values of 20.8 K/km and 3.0 °C.

•

For the Lund borehole in southern Sweden, temperatures in the depth range from 1.9 km to
3.7 km are given (Rosberg & Erlström, 2019). The evaluation of the diagram showed a
temperature gradient of 24.4 K/km.

•

Fjällbacka is a Swedish heat pump project located in the central part of the Bohus granite massif
on the west coast of Sweden. The majority of the bedrock in this region is crystalline
Precambrian rock with a low heat flow density with temperature gradients in the range of 10–
18 K/km (Gunarathna & Goncalves da Silva, 2019).

As a result of this evaluation, the disposal borehole does not belong to the pressure/high temperature
(HP/HT) well category. High pressure/high temperature (HP/HT) wells are those where the undisturbed
bottomhole temperature at prospective reservoir depth or total depth is greater than 150 °C. An essential
fact is that these temperatures do not result in any fundamental restrictions for the implementation of a
DBD concept. It can be assumed that a safety function similar to DGR-2 (A safety function of the DGR
host rock is to provide favourable thermal conditions) described in Section 7.2.3 is not needed for the
borehole.
Temperature logs that are obtained immediately after drilling are affected due to drilling fluid circulation.
To obtain accurate rock temperatures, it is necessary for the borehole to reach stable temperatures.
This is not always achievable for practical reasons. Unfortunately, it is not clear from the literature
whether measurement results are given or corrected values that reflect the initial rock temperature.
Methods of correction have been described in, for example Horner (1951) and Waples et al. (2004). Atef
et al. (2016) compared measured and derived values. These values are shown in Table 8-3 and are
intended to give an impression of the influence of the drilling fluids on rock temperature. Moreover, the
models developed for geothermal energy can be used to estimate the influence of drilling fluids (cf.
Claesson & Javed, 2011; Ljunggren & Magnusson, 2019).
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Table 8-3. Measured bottom-hole temperatures (BHT) and corrected values according to the methods
of Horner (1951) and Waples et al. (2004).
Well no.

Depth

BHT

T (Horner)

T (Waples)

∆T (Horner)

∆T (Waples)

1

2988.56

97.77

118.33

117.2

20.6

19.4

2

3032.76

100.55

116.53

120.9

16.0

20.4

3

3824.63

104.44

130.1

126.5

25.7

22.1

4

3223.56

103.33

128.6

130.7

25.3

27.4

5

4124.55

123.88

152.6

145.44

28.7

21.6

6

3687.16

131.11

150.45

150.5

19.3

19.4

The temperature also decreases temporarily when the casing and building materials are introduced,
because they are at ambient surface temperature. However, cement-based materials, for example,
develop heat of reaction so that this effect is partially compensated for. In general, the impact of these
factors is classified as low.
Radioactive waste, particularly high-level waste such as spent fuel, generates decay heat. No
information can yet be given on the influence of radioactive waste on the rock temperature in the case
of a DBD project in Norway. However, information on the temperature development during disposal in
deep boreholes can be found in the publications by Brady et al. (2009), Finsterle et al. (2019) and Gibb
et al. (2008). Figure 8-9 is intended to give a first impression of the temperature development, taking
into account different distances from the borehole.

Figure 8-9. Temperature as a function of time and distance from the borehole for PWR spent fuel
assembly disposal according to Brady et al. (2009).
In any case, the conclusion can be drawn that the heat development of the waste has a decisive
influence on the short-term (100…1000 years) temperature development in the borehole. However,
Driscoll (2015) rightly points out that DBD has an advantage in this respect because of the large surface
area to volume ratio of single assemblies compared to the larger assembly bundles characteristic of
most mine-type repositories. This enables more efficient heat dissipation.
The fact that the waste generates heat has an impact on the choice of building materials and their
distance from the waste, and possibly the distance between the waste packages. Perhaps a limit for the
heat development of the individual waste packages or requirements for the stacking order should also
be specified. The thermal stresses (σt) to be limited can be determined in a simplified manner according
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to the following equation, with 𝛼𝛼 the thermal expansion or contraction coefficient, 𝐸𝐸 the Young’s
modulus, 𝑣𝑣 the Poisson’s ratio, and 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 the temperature difference.
𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡 =

(𝐸𝐸 ⋅ 𝛼𝛼)
⋅ 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
(1 − 𝑣𝑣)

According to this, materials that are in contact with each other should have small differences in thermal
expansion and contraction, and in Young’s modulus. High thermal conductivity is also advantageous.
However, limit values cannot currently be set.
With regard to thermal stability, the use of clay-containing materials such as bentonite in temperatures
above 100 °C is preferably excluded (cf. target property DGR-2a, Section 7.2.3). This would lead to
specifications for the emplacement depth of bentonite and the distance to the heat-generating waste.
Hydration products of cement show with increasing temperature a mobilisation of interlayer water, and
a thermal degradation. At temperatures above 105 °C, the most important reaction is the conversion of
primary calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H) to α-dicalcium silicate hydrate (α-C2SH). The formation of αC2SH causes a reduction in solid volume and is accompanied by an increase in permeability and
strength retrogression (cf. Engelhardt et al., 2014). This thermal decomposition reaction can, however,
be avoided by adding reactive additives such as silica fume. There is also a possibility to use so-called
thermal cements (cements that are designed to be used in high temperature environments, such as
geothermal wells). In terms of thermal stability, there are no restrictions for the use of steel (casing).
Other materials should be assessed as the project develops further.
An important aspect when it comes to the thermal conditions in the borehole is the behaviour of sealing
materials. The material used to construct the seal needs to withstand the temperatures of the
surrounding formation and secure a safe enclosure and sealing of the borehole. Due to this, the
temperature in the sealing zone of the borehole needs to be considered during site selection. Either the
location needs to be selected based on the favourable sealing material or the other way around. Some
materials are not long-term stable under certain temperatures, and this would impact the sealing function
negatively. In case the favourable material cannot be used under the circumstances in the formation,
other materials and sealing options need to be considered or even developed. The material used for the
sealing of the borehole needs to be chosen according to the conditions in the borehole. Here the most
important parameter is the temperature and the thermal conditions.
Accordingly, the following target property for deep borehole disposal is defined:
Target property DBD-2c: Rock temperature in the sealing zone should fit to the chemical stability
conditions of the sealing material.
Minimum temperature
Section 7.2.3 also points out that in the case of permafrost reaching the repository depth during the
long-term evolution of the site, freezing of the EBS materials might occur. Freezing of the swelling clay
materials in the buffer would cause an increase in pressure, which could damage the canister or rock.
In the case of the deep borehole, the minimum depth of which is 1000 m (Section 8.2.2) and the actual
depth may be as much as 3500 m (Section 8.1.1), permafrost very likely does not affect the disposal
zone, but it needs to be taken into account in the design of the seal zones, as the upper parts of the
borehole will probably freeze on several occasions during the evolution. The future expected maximum
permafrost depths can be estimated by climate modelling.
Summary
Not only does the formation temperature play a role, but also the sealing and plugging of the DBD facility
need to be fit to purpose and adapted according to the geochemical and mechanical conditions in the
borehole. It is, however, not the purpose of this report to define target properties for the engineered
barriers. As a site evaluation factor one should consider the above-mentioned assumption that Oslo Rift
zone will not be a site for deep borehole disposal.
The target property defined in this section and the related preliminary site evaluation factor are
summarised in Table 8-4.
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Table 8-4. DBD safety function (DBD-2) and target properties related to thermal conditions. Preliminary
site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
DBD-2c: Rock temperature in the sealing zone
should fit to the chemical stability conditions of
the sealing material.

• The deep disposal borehole should not be drilled in the
Oslo Rift zone.

8.2.5 Rock mechanics
Safety function
According to the classification scheme of rock strength that was developed by Bieniawski (1989),
crystalline rocks are hard to very hard rocks. Despite this great hardness, however, cracks can be found
at great depths. One factor in the safety concept of a deep borehole repository is an intact formation as
discussed in Section 8.1.2. Disturbed formations, fractures or faults are signs that the formation is
weakened at some point. Not in every case are these weak spots caused by excavations; in some cases
they have natural causes. Faults are in most cases results of tectonic movements.
Safety function DBD-3: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide mechanically stable
conditions.
Stress and rock stability
Rock mechanics in general describes the study of the physical characteristics and behaviour of rock.
This includes the analysis of and relationships between properties such as density, porosity,
permeability, compressive and shear strengths, and bending and crushing behaviour, as well as the
greater geological context of forces that deform strata and produce geological structures. Understanding
of how the rocks interact with each other in terms of stresses, pressures and temperatures helps to
solve problems when excavating underground mines and tunnels or drilling deep boreholes
(Schlumberger Limited, 2021).
During the drilling of deep boreholes in the hydrocarbon and geothermal industry, one of the major
problems and challenges is maintaining the wellbore stability. Every drilling operation has new aspects
that may come up, such as changing states of stress and differing rock strengths. The actual state of
stress has a key influence on fluid flow through fractured geo-reservoirs (Sahara, 2016). Therefore,
maintaining a stable borehole and minimising the impact of the borehole excavation on the surrounding
formation is one of the main goals during the construction of a deep borehole repository.
Any formation in the underground is under constant stress state. The surrounding formations are
exerting forces on any point in the underground which confines the formation. The originating stresses
are holding the formation stable. Every element at depth experiences stresses as illustrated in Figure
8-10. These three principal stresses are:
•
•
•

σ1 is the vertical stress,
σ2 is the minimum horizontal stress, and
σ3 is the maximum horizontal stress.

Usually, these three stresses are not equal. They are compressive, anisotropic and nonhomogeneous.
Also, the magnitude and the direction of the three principal stresses vary. These characteristics
determine the pressures that cause fractures to form, and the direction and extent of the fractures are
also determined by the principal stresses (petrowiki.com, 2021).
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Figure 8-10. The three principle compressive stresses (petrowiki.com, 2021).
The three principal stresses form various stress states such as:
•
•
•
•

Confining stress, caused by the weight of all the material above; the rock cannot move or
deform.
Compression is similar to the confining stress. The rock is squeezed together, which causes the
rock to fold or to fracture.
In case rocks are pulled apart due to tectonic movements (e.g. at divergent plate boundaries),
the rock may get under tension. This causes lengthening of the rock potentially until failure.
Also present at tectonic active zones are shear stresses. These types of stresses occur in case
forces are moving in parallel but in opposite directions (e.g. at transform plate boundaries).

All of these stresses have similar results. The rocks going through different stages, first the elastic
deformation, where the rocks are deforming but return to their original shape when stress is removed.
Followed by this is the plastic deformation, where the rock does not regress back to the original shape
and finally the fracture, where the rock simply breaks.
When the natural stress state is disturbed, such as when creating an opening in rock, the stresses
realign around the excavation. It makes no difference whether the excavation is caused by drilling a
borehole or by building an underground mine. In both cases, the original stresses are disturbed, and the
rock is feeling a different stress state near the opening. There are thousands of studies to understand
the behaviour of the formation around an excavation. It is proven that a weakened zone emerges around
the excavation zone, which can consist of hundreds or thousands of smaller fractures depending on the
rock type.
Some sort of disturbance of the host rock will occur during the drilling operation and this should be
carefully managed. The host formation should not contain large and (near-)vertical, i.e. deep-reaching
faults. One should avoid areas of finer blocking of the rock (high fracture density). These can in some
cases be identified from mapping or aerial photos.
Target properties for the DBD host rock are defined in an attempt to avoid formations with large deep
dipping faults. Additionally, fractures in the area are to be avoided and the drilling operation should be
carried out as carefully as possible to minimise the impact on the surrounding formation.
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Accordingly, the following target properties for deep borehole disposal are defined:
Target property DBD-3a: The DBD host rock should be stable without relevant formation movements
(no tectonically active zones, no volcanism, etc.).
Target property DBD-3b: The DBD host rock should have good mechanical properties to ensure the
long-term stability of the rock surrounding the borehole.
Note that target property DBD-2a (The DBD host rock should not contain large fractures or faults that
form a potential flow path to the ground surface), presented in Section 8.2.3, is also related to rock
mechanics based on the need to assure that the mechanical aspect in drilling, disposal operations and
sealing is considered.
Summary
The avoidance of seismically active regions applies to DBD as well and supports the fulfilment of target
property DBD-3a. The discussion in Section 7.2.4 is, therefore, relevant also here.
The safety function and target properties defined in this section, and the related preliminary site
evaluation factors, are summarised in Table 8-5.
Table 8-5. DBD safety function (DBD-3) and target properties related to rock mechanics. Preliminary
site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DBD-3: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide mechanically stable conditions.
DBD-3a: The DBD host rock should be stable
without relevant formation movements (no
tectonically active zones, no volcanism, etc.).

• The deep borehole should not be located in a region
known for high seismic activity.
• The deep borehole should not intersect faults that could
possibly host large movements in a seismic event.

DBD-3b: The DBD host rock should have good
mechanical properties to ensure the long-term
stability of the rock surrounding the borehole.

• The rock at the DBD site should have rock mechanical
conditions that allow for wellbore stability during
construction and disposal.
• There should be favourable conditions for drilling and
operation in the DBD host rock.

8.2.6 Hydrogeology and solute transport
Safety function
New safety functions were not identified for hydrology and solute transport. However, they are
connected to the previously identified safety function (Section 8.2.3):
•

Safety function DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the
waste.

Groundwater flow and solute transport
Understanding of groundwater flow and solute transport in fractured rocks is important for geological
disposal projects. There is extensive literature that deals with the hydrogeology of crystalline rocks.
Stober (1995), Stober & Bucher (2000) and Sharp (2020) provide a summary of the state of knowledge.
The investigations show that fissure networks exist in crystalline rocks that extends into great depth.
These networks can be broken down into subsections based on the number and size of the fractures
and the degree of cross-linking. In addition, a distinction must be made between closed cracks and
hydraulically active fractures. Figure 8-11 shows a hydrogeological model of a near-surface crystalline
rock area (cf. Maréchal et al., 2018). In this case, a further subdivision is made with regard to the
presence of water. The vadose zone, also termed the unsaturated zone, is the part of Earth between
the land surface and the top of the phreatic (saturated) zone, the position at which the groundwater is
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at atmospheric pressure. Hence, the vadose zone extends from the top of the ground surface to the
groundwater table. An overview of aquifers in crystalline rocks in the Nordic countries is given in the
publication of Knutsson (2008). Information on the hydrogeological situation expected in deep boreholes
is shown in Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13. According to the evaluated literature and as the figures
illustrate, fractures are to be expected over the entire length of the borehole, but their connectivity
generally decreases with depth.

Figure 8-11. Conceptual hydrogeological model of crystalline rock aquifers (Maréchal et al., 2004).
Fractures can form as a result of drilling and due to the resulting changes in the stress state. If the
lithology of the rocks is uniform, it is expected that the number of hydraulically active fractures decreases
with increasing depth. This is because the rock pressure increases more rapidly than the hydraulic
pressure of groundwater. This is a generalised assumption; changing geological, petrological and thus
hydrogeological conditions are expected especially in the Caledonides mountain range.
Containment providing rock zones were discussed at length in Section 8.2.3.In analogy to a DGR
(Section 7.2.5), a target property for the groundwater regime is defined also for the deep borehole:
Target property DBD-2d: The DBD location should be in such groundwater regime that groundwater
discharge does not take place through the borehole or in its immediate vicinity.
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Figure 8-12. Evaluation of borehole data from Finland and Sweden (Ahonen et al., 2011 and Rosberg
& Erlström, 2019). Results on the permeability of the rock and the number of fractures. EC is the
abbreviation for fluid electrical conductivity. Arrows pointing to the left indicate interpreted depths of
saline formation fluid flowing into the hole, and arrows to the right out from the hole. Arrows pointing up
and down indicate the flow direction in the hole. The ‘Fractures’ column (Ahonen et al., 2011) indicates
the interpreted fractures from sonic, galvanic and caliper logs.
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Figure 8-13. Evaluation of borehole data from France (Glaas et al., 2018). Results on the permeability
of the rock and the number of fractures and the kind of alteration minerals.
Summary
In summary, it must be possible to develop a sealing and backfilling concept on the basis of the
hydrogeological situation that ensures the safe containment of the radionuclides. It is assumed,
however, that due to the flexibility and the large variation possibilities of closure concepts, DBD in
particular can be realised even in difficult hydrogeological conditions, especially since the favourable
chemical boundary conditions in deep rock formations are advantageous for the long-term containment
of the radionuclides.
The target property defined in this section and the related preliminary site evaluation factor are
summarised in Table 8-6.
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Table 8-6. DBD safety function (DBD-2) and target properties related to hydrogeology and solute
transport. Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
DBD-2d: The DBD location should be in such
groundwater regime that groundwater
discharge does not take place through the
borehole or in its immediate vicinity.

• The DBD location should be in such groundwater
regime that groundwater discharge does not take place
through the borehole or in its immediate vicinity.

8.2.7 Chemical conditions
Safety function
New safety functions were not identified for chemical conditions. However, chemistry is connected to
the safety function identified in Section 8.2.3:
•

Safety function DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the
waste.

Depth dependence of chemical properties
From the point of view of chemistry, a particular benefit can be drawn from the depth-dependence of the
chemical framework conditions. The depth dependencies of chemical parameters are site specific. Thus,
no exact disposal depth can be specified (note, however, the minimum depth presented in Section
8.2.2), and chemical factors affecting the eventual disposal depth are summarised below.
•

•
•

•
•
•

The aim is to achieve the highest possible density of the solutions that could occur in the depths
of the seal and disposal zone. An advantage would be a large difference in density between the
solutions in the depths of the disposal zone and the rock areas that could not be influenced by
the radioactive decay heat.
Anoxic conditions should exist in the area of the seal and the disposal zone. The aim is to
achieve the lowest possible Eh values.
The seal and the disposal zone should be positioned at depths in which only a contact with
sodium chloride-dominated solutions is possible. The concentration of carbonate species should
be low due to the fact that carbonate is one of the most important inorganic ligands for many
radionuclides.
High pH values are advantageous because the solubility of many radionuclides increases when
the pH decreases. A possible limit value would be a pH value of at least 8.
Solutions at depth should not indicate mixing with surface waters. This separation implies that
the solutions are isolated from the surface environment.
The seal and disposal zone should be in a crack-free area or an area with as few cracks as
possible. Corresponding limit criteria still have to be defined. At present, it cannot be ruled out
that a sufficiently large effective containment zone cannot be found, so that several disposal
zones have to be implemented, separated by seal zones (multiple effective containment zones).

Finally, it is pointed out that living organisms can be present at different depths of disposal boreholes.
Table 8-7 shows an overview of specific species in dependence of the upper temperature limits for their
growth. Accordingly, deep rock areas have the advantage that fewer species occur due to the increased
temperature, but bacteria in particular can still occur at temperatures well above 100 °C. Marsic &
Grundfelt (2013b) describe that microbial cell densities decrease downwards in the Outokumpu
borehole (cf. Ahonen et al., 2011), but microorganisms were detected at all depth levels. The
microorganisms represent sulphate reducing bacteria and methanogenic archaea (Itävaara et al., 2011).
However, changes in bacterial communities with depth correlate with the different water types, and the
results imply that distinct ecosystems may actually have remained separate for long periods of time at
different depths (Kietäväinen et al., 2013). Bomberg et al. (2015) investigated active microbial
communities of crystalline bedrock fracture water from boreholes in Olkiluoto. Over a depth range of
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296–798 m below ground surface the microbial communities changed according to depth, salinity
gradient, and sulphate and methane concentrations. The highest bacterial diversity was observed in the
sulphate-methane mixing zone at the depth of 250–350 m.
Table 8-7. Upper temperature limit values of the living area of organisms according to Brock (1978,
1994).
Group

Upper temperature limits

Eucaryotic microorganisms
Protozoa

56 °C

Algae

55–60 °C

Fungi

60–62 °C

Procaryotes
Bacteria
Cyanobacteria (oxygen-producing photosynthetic bacteria)

70–3 °C

Other photosynthetic bacteria (do not produce oxygen)

70–73 °C

Heterotrophic bacteria (use organic nutrients)

90 °C

Archaea
Methane-producing bacteria

110 °C

Sulphur-dependent bacteria

115 °C

To ensure isolation from the surface environment, the location of the disposal zone needs careful
consideration. Based on data presented here, depth is an important parameter for the deep borehole
disposal method. As important is the quality of the bedrock at the site. The possibilities of formation of
transport routes or pathways for groundwater should be limited.
Due to the presence of fractures in crystalline rocks, an influx of water into the boreholes is to be
expected also in the great depth of the disposal zone. This fact requires that the specific chemical
framework conditions resulting from the presence of water or solutions must be taken into account in
addition to the temperature and pressure conditions. In principle, the target properties and favourable
chemical conditions described in Section 7.2.6 for a DGR apply. However, there are differences that
result from the safety concept of borehole disposal and the procedure for the borehole closure, i.e. the
long-term containment of the radionuclides, which also influences the choice of backfilling and sealing
materials. The following sections therefore first describe the specific framework conditions that can be
expected at the location of a DBD site. Then the special features of the DBD concept are discussed.
Waters (fluids) found in crystalline rocks can have a variable composition. The chemistry of shallow
groundwaters is very dilute, composed of a mixture of atmospherically recharged precipitation and gases
reacting with the existing minerals to produce dilute chemical dissolved loads. The isotopic signature of
shallow groundwaters reflects mixtures of yearly precipitation and therefore attests to a young age and
meteoric origin. However, with increasing depth, the influence of meteoric waters decreases. The
composition is increasingly influenced by interactions with the rocks and their inclusions (fluid
inclusions). In addition, the influence of sea water can often be observed. These interactions have an
influence on the concentrations of the individual components and the total content of dissolved
components. Evaluations of the hydrochemical information of the Kola, Krivoy Rog and the Tyrnauz
boreholes drilled in crystalline rocks in Russia and Ukraine illustrate this vertical zonation. An upper
zone that reaches down to 1 to 2 km is characterised by active circulation and fresh or slightly
mineralised waters. Then an interval zone follows up to a depth of 4 to 5 km, where the circulation rates
decrease, and the salt content of the waters increase. Beneath this zone, strongly mineralised, stagnant,
juvenile or metamorphogenic water is found. A similar trend is also shown in Figure 8-14, which shows
the increase of dissolved salts with increasing depth. Laaksoharju et al. (1993) studied the composition
of water samples in Finland and Sweden up to a depth of almost 1 km. In these cases the trend of
increasing salinity is not so clearly pronounced, but recognizable. Marsic & Grundfelt (2013b) state the
following facts about the hydrogeochemical conditions in the Outokumpu borehole (Finland): “Saline
gas-bearing fluids are present in the fracture zones of the bedrock. A general trend of increasing salinity
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towards the bottom was observed, although the changes are abrupt rather than gradual. Total dissolved
solids (TDS) of up to 64 g/L were measured at 2.4 km. Down 1.4 km depth, the sampled TDS values
were between 11 and 13 g/L. From 1.5 km depth, the TDS value increased from 15 g/L to ca. 50 g/L at
2.0 km depth. TDS increases from about 12 g/L in the uppermost 1.0 km to about 50 g/L at the bottom
of the borehole. The sampled water, at 967 m depth in particular, contained significant amounts of gas,
mainly CH4, N2, H2 and He.”
Further information can be found in the textbooks of Stober (1995) and Stober & Bucher (2000), as well
as the publications of Brady et al. (2012) and Pusch et al. (2012). Figure 8-15 is intended to graphically
illustrate the relationship for the Hot Dry Rock (HDR) reservoir in Fjällbacka, Sweden. Thus, an important
conclusion is that the salinity trend is common, but the depths of the water bodies vary so that sitespecific data must be obtained.

Figure 8-14. Amount of total dissolved salts (TDS) of groundwaters in crystalline rocks as a function of
depth. Results of studies in Great Britain according to Bloomfield et al. (2020).
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Figure 8-15. Schematic illustration of the well region and the HDR reservoir at Fjällbacka, Sweden,
according to Wallroth et al. (1999).
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Chemical constituents in the groundwater
As has already been mentioned, the substances dissolved in the waters come from different sources. A
distinction must be made between:
•
•
•
•

in the case of near-surface water, a surface component derived from precipitation,
a seawater component derived from modern or fossil seawater,
an imported component from ongoing magmatic or metamorphic reactions elsewhere in the
crust, and
a contribution from reactions between water and the local rock matrix, whereby components can
also originate from fluid inclusions.

Information on the composition of seawater is shown in Table 8-8. Figure 8-16 summarises elemental
concentrations of fluid inclusions in veins from a granite according to Kurosawa et al. (2010) (cf.
Kurosawa et al., 2016; Nordstrom et al., 1989; Olsen & Griffin, 1984).
Table 8-8. Composition of sea water in the North Sea according to DIN 4030.
Component

Concentration [mg/L]

Na+

11000

K+

400

Ca2+

400

Mg2+

1300

Cl–

19900

SO4

2–

2800

Without going into detail here, this also means that the ratios of the dissolved components also change.
Near-surface waters are Ca-HCO3 water. The dissolved load tends to be dominated by calcium and
sodium balanced by bicarbonate. With increasing depth, the concentrations of sodium, chloride, and
sulphate increases. According to Stober & Bucher (2000) deep water is chloride water, Ca-rich at low
temperature, Na-rich at high temperature. Pusch et al. (2012) describe that the Ca/Na ratio deeper than
2 km is expected to be at least 2, while it is estimated to be 1.5 higher up. Information on the composition
of groundwater from central Norway are summarised by Sæther et al. (1995). Gascoyne & Thomas
(1997) investigated groundwater composition in a water-bearing fracture in granitic rock at the
Underground Research Laboratory, Manitoba. The data were monitored during a period of underground
excavation of rock to determine the impact of blasting techniques and rock fracturing on the
concentration of dissolved constituents. Figure 8-17 illustrates the concentrations of ions and gases.
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Figure 8-16. Elemental concentrations in inclusions in high-salinity quartz veins from the Kofu granite in
Japan and in hydrothermal ore deposits. After Kurosawa et al. (2010).
Lucas et al. (2017) determined chemical compositions of borehole waters from the Ringelbach
catchment, which is located in the Vosges Mountains (France). This site has 150 metres deep
boreholes, facilitating the sampling of groundwater in the granitic bedrock. A dependency of the element
content on the depth of the sampling point could not be determined. For this reason, average values are
given in Table 8-9. Additional data on groundwater chemistry including pH values and redox potentials
are described by Isherwood et al. (1982) and Rydberg (1981). Metz et al. (2003) evaluated groundwaterhost rock systems with regard to the disposal of radioactive waste.
Table 8-9. Analysis values of groundwater from granitic bedrock according to Lucas et al. (2017). The
samples were taken at depths from 61 m to 140 m. The concentration of the dissolved salt ions are
given in mg/L.
pH

Na+

K+

Mg2+

Ca2+

Cl–

SO42–

7.98

4.10

3.26

10.08

18.02

2.38

1.76
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Figure 8-17. Variation in concentration of dissolved gases and anions over the period of blasts A and B
at the URL in Canada. After Gascoyne & Thomas (1997, Fig. 5).
The redox potential (Eh) is used to describe a system’s overall reducing or oxidising capacity. The redox
potential is measured in millivolts (mV) relative to a standard hydrogen electrode. In natural
environments, Eh values extend from -500 to +800 mV. In well-oxidised water, as long as oxygen
concentrations stay above ∼1 mg O2 per litre, the redox potential will be highly positive (above 300 mV).
In general, redox potentials of greater than 100 mV indicate aerobic environments, while values less
than -100 mV indicate anaerobic environments. The redox potential must be taken into account because
it influences the corrosion of metals as well as the solubility of redox-sensitive radionuclides.
According to Yamamoto et al. (2013), redox buffering is one important factor to be considered when
assessing the barrier function of potential host rocks for a deep geological repository for long-lived
radioactive waste. Yamamoto et al. (2013) stated that if such a repository is to be sited in crystalline
host rock, it must be demonstrated that waste will be emplaced deeper than the maximum depth to
which oxidising waters can penetrate from the ground surface via fractures, during the assessment
timeframe (typically 1 Ma). Some of the publications already cited deal with the important groundwater
parameters pH and redox potential (see Table 8-9). However, when evaluating this data, it is important
to consider that the samples can be affected by drilling fluid (e.g. Grenthe et al., 1992). Laaksoharju et
al. (1993) developed an approach to quality classification of deep groundwaters in Sweden and Finland.
Figure 8-18 summarises the measured values for the pH and redox potential of the water samples
depending on the depth. Gómez et al. (2006) presented a synthesis of the results on the site
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investigations on hydrogeochemical characterisation of different rock types (granite and schist) up to
500 m depth. A graphic summary of the pH and Eh values is given in Figure 8-19.

Figure 8-18. Eh and pH values of borehole groundwater samples in dependence of depth according to
Laaksoharju et al. (1993).

Figure 8-19. Eh-pH diagram of the groundwater samples from deep mines according to Gómez et al.
(2006).
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The data show a slight increase in pH values and a significant decrease in Eh values with increasing
depth. These changes have a positive influence on borehole disposal because these trends indicate a
decrease in corrosion of metals. In addition, numerous radionuclides show reduced solubility in such
chemical environments. It should also be emphasised that the age of the water generally increases with
increasing depth. As the depth increases, the solutions are less mobile.
The changes described contribute to the isolation of the radionuclides in general. Thus, it is also often
pointed out that the increasing density of the solutions limit or prevent convective flow generated by the
heat production (cf. Marsic & Grundfelt, 2013a, b). Accordingly, the properties of the groundwater in
very deep rock areas can be seen as a further natural barrier.
However, the chemo-physical boundary conditions have far-reaching effects on the construction of
safety-relevant elements of the disposal concept. Seals should be made of long-term stable materials
or materials whose properties change advantageously as a result of reactions with water or gases (e.g.
decrease in porosity and permeability). This particularly applies to the use of bentonite and cementbased materials. This is discussed further in Section 8.3.4. A conclusion, however, is that the target
properties mentioned in Section 7.2.6 for the chemical properties of groundwater cannot be transferred
or only to a limited extent to the DBD concept.
Accordingly, the following target property is defined:
Target property DBD-2e: The chemical conditions at the depth of the disposal zone should be
favourable for the engineered barriers of the DBD concept.
The target property defined in this section and the related preliminary site evaluation factor are
summarised in Table 8-10.
Table 8-10. DBD safety function (DBD-2) and target properties related to chemical conditions.
Preliminary site evaluation factors are also proposed.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
DBD-2e: The chemical conditions at the depth
of the disposal zone should be favourable for
the engineered barriers of the DBD concept.

• The chemical conditions at the depth of the disposal
zone should be favourable for the engineered barriers of
the DBD concept.

8.3 Design and construction related considerations
Several parameters affect the final design of the deep borehole repository. The main aspects to consider
are the depth and the trajectory of the borehole. Both parameters are strongly depended on the geology
at the repository site. Based on information about the formations to be penetrated, the borehole design
can be developed. The easiest possible concept considers a vertical well, since this is a simple drilling
operation. Still, aquifers and faults in the formation influence the borehole design and trajectory.
Not only aspects during the construction phase need to be thought of. In addition, the loads on the
canisters are an aspect affecting the borehole design. The first canister in a vertical borehole needs to
withstand the weight of all the additional canisters placed above. In a vertical borehole, this causes great
loads. Other trajectories will have different resulting loads.
Therefore, two main aspects influence the design of the borehole:
•
•

The geology, which affects the trajectory and depth of the borehole.
Potential loads on the canisters, which might influence the trajectory and are important for the
canister design.

Long-term safety related issues are discussed in Section 8.2 and are not repeated here, although the
design obviously needs to consider the safety functions and target properties discussed in Section 8.2.
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8.3.1 Drillability and deep borehole drilling
The selection of the depth, placement and final borehole design of the beep borehole repository is
affected by several parameters. One of the most important parameters is the geology. In this section,
different aspects regarding the construction of the borehole will be discussed. Design and construction
criteria can be summarised under the term drillability. This describes whether a borehole can be drilled
with the required diameter, depth, trajectory and quality. Several aspects have been discussed in
previous documents (see Fischer et al., 2020); therefore, just a brief overview and a few new topics will
be considered at this point.
In this context, drillability is considered to be the ability to create a borehole that meets the requirements
for the disposal of radioactive waste. These include the required directional course, the avoidance of
outbreaks, and minimisation of the excavation damaged zone around the borehole during the drilling
process and the quality of the borehole surface. As shortly discussed in Section 8.1.1, the diameter of
the borehole plays an important role for deep borehole repositories. For the disposal of radioactive waste
canisters, large diameters are required in the bottomhole section of the borehole. Since this is not a
common requirement in conventional drilling, it presents a challenge and a limiting factor. Another
aspect, which has a higher importance in common drilling practices but only plays a subordinated role
in the deep borehole repository concept is the speed of the drilling progress. The relevance of this aspect
is minor, but it will be discussed shortly.
The drillability of deep boreholes need to be looked at from different points, which are, first of all, the
technical limits and, secondly, the geological circumstances. Technical limits are basically set by the
equipment and the driller’s competence while the geological limits are mainly dictated by the geology
and formation to be penetrated. This shows that several different parameters have an impact on the
drillability of a tunnel or deep borehole. Figure 8-20 provides an illustration of the main factors influencing
the drillability in tunnel boring technology. These aspects can be adapted to deep drilling operations.
The general aspects are the same: the geological parameters, the machine parameters and the working
process influence the drillability and, therefore, the outcome of the operation.

Figure 8-20. Illustration of the term “drillability” and the main influencing parameters (Thuro, 1997).
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In conventional drilling operations in the oil, gas and geothermal industry, time is an important factor.
The longer the construction of the borehole and, thereby, the drilling takes, the greater are the costs for
the operation. The main goal in conventional hydrocarbon drilling operations is to have a fast but safe
operation. When it comes to borehole disposal, the drilling time plays a subordinated role and safe
operations and a good quality of the borehole are more important. Decent drilling rates are favourable,
since this typically results in cheaper operations, but are of minor importance. An indicator for the
effectivity, in terms of time, is usually given by the rate of penetration (ROP), which provides a value for
the drilled interval per time. The ROP is usually estimated after completion of the drilling operation by
simply dividing the drilled length by the total time needed. There are different types of the ROP, but the
basic concept is sufficient at this point. Nevertheless, there are approaches to estimate a rough value
for the ROP before the drilling operation starts. A possibility is provided by the following formula
(Calhoun et al., 2006):
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

13,33 µ · 𝑁𝑁
1
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
− � ⋅ 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵
�
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀 ⋅ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵

Table 8-11 lists factors that influence the drilling speed. Not only technical aspects, such as the rotational
speed of the drill bit and the weight on bit (WOB), are included in the formula, but also formation related
parameters are considered. By including the confined compressive strength (CCS), the formula
indicates the influence of the rock in relation to the drill bit material. This, once again, brings up the
importance of the geology. This underlines the impact of the formation characteristics on any drilling
operation.
Table 8-11. Abbreviations and explanations of units used in the formula to calculate the ROP (rate of
penetration).
Abbreviation

Explanation

Unit

ROP

rate of penetration by a bit

ft/hr

µ

bit-specific coefficient of sliding friction

N

rotational speed of drill bit

revolutions per minute (RPM)

CCS

confined compressive strength
(apparent strength of the rock to the
bit)

PSI

WOB

weight on bit

pounds

EFFM

mechanical efficiency of the bit

percent

AB

area of bit

square inches

DB

diameter of bit

inches

Drillability focusses more on the possibility of certain depths and diameters, as well as the quality of the
borehole. In these terms the geology and rock characteristics have a larger impact. The geology of
Norway is described in Section 5.1 and in more detail in the borehole disposal concept report (Fischer
et al., 2020). It is assumed that the borehole is in igneous (plutonites) or metamorphic rock (cf. Chapter
1). The igneous rocks are the result of the solidification of molten rock materials, whereas the
metamorphic rocks originate from other rocks that changed due to extreme heat and pressure. Soft rock
formations such as sand layers are not considered and not looked at in more detail in this report. Only
crystalline rocks are contemplated as potential host rocks at the moment in Norway. Drilling through
potentially existing soft shallow layers is only a modest challenge to the operations. Sedimentary rocks
have usually lower compressive strength than metamorphic and igneous rocks (Figure 8-21). The
compressive strength of certain rocks can be related to the bit wear and is usually an indicator for the
drillability.
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Figure 8-21. Rock distribution in sampling by intervals of compressive strength (Tanaino, 2005).
Rock hardness, abrasiveness, texture, structure and the breaking characteristics have an effect on the
drillability and need to be considered in the planning of the drilling programme. These factors have
impacts on the drilling technique and drilling fluids.
Rock hardness has a strong influence on the drilling progress and the drillability. Harder rocks lead to a
greater wear on the drill bit. In addition, the abrasiveness can be seen as a parameter for the drill bit
wear and depends on the mineral composition of the rock. A good indicator is the quartz (SiO2) content
of the rock. A higher quartz content is usually linked to a greater bit wear. An overview of the SiO2
content of different rocks is provided in
Table 8-12.
Table 8-12. Quartz content of different rock types.
Rock type

Quartz content [weight-%]

Amphibolite

0–5

Limestone

0–5

Mica

0 – 35

Pegmatite

15 – 30

Granite

20 – 35

Gneiss

15 – 50

Sandstone

25 – 90

Quartzite

60 – 100

In general, the classification applies that rocks with a SiO2 content of up to 20 % are described as nonabrasive. A SiO2 content of 20 to 40 % are classified as abrasive and rocks with a SiO2 content of more
than 40 % are seen as very abrasive. Since quartz is one of the most abundant minerals in the Earth’s
crust and the most important silica mineral, occurring in large amounts in igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks, it needs to be kept in mind that the drill bits need to be selected according to this
fact.
Generally, a high quartz content of the bedrock will have adverse effects on drillability. On the other
hand, high quartz content implies that the rock is a good thermal conductor, which is an important aspect
in the disposal of heat-generating waste. Therefore, disposal in areas with quartz-rich lithologies, e.g.
quartzites and quart-rich sandstones, should be assessed with regard to thermal behaviour and
drillability. Relevant information can be easily obtained from NGU’s bedrock database 9 supplemented
9

http://geo.ngu.no/kart/berggrunn_mobil/?lang=eng
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by data from the petrophysics database. It also includes geochemical analyses of more than 3000
representative short drill core samples from the bedrock in Norway.
Nonetheless, with today’s technology, almost every rock type and formation is drillable. Some operations
are more complex and require different technologies or more time than others. With the different drilling
methods, drilling fluids and experience, an option for every formation and rock can be found. Harder
formations, as discussed before, therefore do not need to be excluded during the site selection. Every
formation has beneficial and disadvantageous characteristics. Harder formations require more time and
probably also more material (e.g. drill bits) but provide a more stable borehole. In terms of drillability,
the formation plays an important role and the drilling programme needs to be adapted according to the
formation. A perfect formation would be easy and fast to drill and provide a great borehole stability.
Another aspect to be considered, but only discussed briefly at this point, is the technical drillability.
Speaking about limits in a certain industry is difficult, since almost everything is technically possible, but,
in many cases, it has not been tried and investigated in detail yet. The drilling industry has faced certain
limits and challenges within the past decades. As mentioned before, an important influencing factor on
the deep borehole repository is the borehole diameter in the disposal zone of the borehole. Usually, only
small diameter holes are required in the branches where drilling is actually necessary. This is the reason
why there are not many studies regarding large diameter boreholes. When talking about the drillability
of the considered borehole for the Norwegian repository, it needs to be investigated where the limits for
the borehole diameters are. To examine this topic, several boreholes all around the world have been
investigated and different depth versus diameter graphs are the result (see Figure 8-22 and Figure
8-23). These can help to get a principal idea of what is currently possible to be drilled.

Figure 8-22. Relationship between depth and diameter generated by actual practice (Beswick et al.,
2014).
According to the report “Deep Borehole Disposal Concept” (Fischer et al., 2020), a borehole with a final
inner diameter of 600 mm and a depth of 3500 metres is considered for the disposal of the HLW waste
inventory of Norway. The detailed borehole trajectory can vary depending on the inclination. A greater
inclination will reduce the true vertical depth (TVD) of the borehole. The important information is that at
least a 500-metre borehole length needs to be considered for the disposal zone. In addition, the depth
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is most likely to be adapted according to the geology of the repository site. The basic feasibility has been
described in detail in Fischer et al. (2020).
It needs to be kept in mind, however, that there are certain options to improve the drilling progress by
selecting different trajectories, different surface locations, different drilling techniques or materials. In
general, a borehole as it is considered in this report can be concluded to be drillable, but these many
aspects need to be kept in mind to ensure a successful operation and a satisfying result.

Figure 8-23. Relationship between depth and diameter of selected boreholes.
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8.3.2 Mechanical stability
In general, borehole stability is divided to two issues: the mechanical stability and the chemical stability.
The target during drilling operation is to maintain stable conditions during and after drilling in both
mechanical and chemical terms. One of the main issues during drilling operations is wellbore instability.
While chemical instability is mainly caused by interactions between the formation and the drilling fluid,
mechanical instabilities have various causes. The mechanical stability aspects are discussed in more
detail in the following.
The goal in operation is to maintain a mechanical equilibrium within the borehole. Otherwise, the stability
of the borehole cannot be ensured. For this, a basic understanding of the stresses in the borehole is
required. Before drilling, the formation and rocks are described to be in equilibrium and undisturbed.
Similar to the construction of a DGR, the stresses are redistributed once the excavation or drilling starts.
Since the formation is stable in its natural state, any changes will disrupt this stability. This means that
the newly emerged stresses need to be balanced out technically. Figure 8-24 shows the stress
distribution in a wellbore after drilling.

Figure 8-24. Wellbore stresses (Pašić et al., 2007).
A simple example illustrates this (Figure 8-24): The horizontal stresses are from the formation and are
also described as the formation pressure. In the natural state, the stresses are in an equilibrium. Once
parts of the formation are removed, the formation will push towards this opening, since at this position
there is no counterforce. If nothing is done against this natural behaviour, the wellbore could collapse or
breakouts of the formation might fall into the borehole void. Therefore, different actions are known to
restore the stress distribution and enlarge the radial stresses from the borehole to suit the horizontal
stress. The most common practices will be discussed later on in this section.
Three main drivers are listed below as causes for potential mechanical borehole stability problems.
•

Incorrect drilling practices, for example choice of the wrong drilling method for the formation to
be penetrated.

•

Low rock strength: the issue is related to the rock formation. The surrounding rocks might be
weak and will additionally be weakened due to the redistribution of the stresses during the
drilling operation.
Failure of rock around the hole because of high stresses: similar reasons as above can be
named here, although the rock is not necessarily weak, but the natural pressure distribution is
changed, which influences the formation stability.

•
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These three aspects set the basis for a more detailed classification. As in several other failure analyses,
a subdivision in controllable and uncontrollable factors has been applied in the context of borehole
stability problems. An overview and breakdown of causes for unstable boreholes is provided below
(Table 8-13) and described in more detail by Pašić et al. (2007).
Table 8-13. Causes of wellbore instability (Pašić et al., 2007).
Uncontrollable (natural) factors

Controllable factors

Naturally fractured or faulted formations

Bottom hole pressure (mud density)

Tectonically stressed formation

Well inclination and azimuth

High in-situ stresses

Transient pore pressures

Mobile formations

Physico/chemical rock-fluid interaction

Unconsolidated formations

Drill string vibrations

Natural over-pressured shale collapse

Erosion

Induced over-pressured shale collapse

Temperature

The uncontrollable factors in the table are mainly set by the geological environment. However, even
though these aspects are summarised under the topic of uncontrollable factors, there are options to deal
with these causes and secure safe drilling operation without significant breakouts or collapses of the
borehole. The importance of knowledge and understanding of the rock formation is emphasised. With
extensive investigations of the underground, potential formation weaknesses can be taken into account
when selecting the location or at least the drill programme can be adapted according to this knowledge.
On the other hand, there are the controllable factors. These are mainly linked to engineering and
technical aspects. With the right equipment and handling, the risk of most of these controllable factors
can be reduced significantly. In either case, the drilling mud plays an important role regarding the
mechanical stability of the borehole. Not only does the fluid help to keep the borehole stable, but drilling
fluids also perform several other functions, such as (Chen et al., 1997):
•
•
•
•
•
•

transferring rock cuttings out of the hole,
cleaning, cooling and lubricating the drill bit,
providing buoyancy to the drill string (this problem has been discussed briefly in Fischer et al.
(2020),
controlling formation fluid pressures,
preventing formation damage, and
providing borehole support and chemical stabilisation.

Since the drilling fluid can be changed relatively easy and can be adapted to the current situation, it is
the most common and important approach to secure the stability of the borehole. The drilling fluids are
adapted accordingly to the pore pressure and fracture gradient 10. The idea is to work with a drilling fluid
in the margin between the pore pressure and fracture gradient of the formation. This so-called mud
window is provided by measurements prior to drilling start and MWD (measuring while drilling) and LWD
(logging while drilling).
Figure 8-25 shows how the mud weight can be determined. However, this option to secure a stable hole
comes to a limit at some point. There is another well-known possibility, the casing pipes. Compared with
the drilling fluid or mud weight option, casing strings provide static wellbore stability. Both options affiliate
the pressures from the formation. Casings are set at the depth when the mud window gets too narrow.
In some cases, casing strings are set when the formations and rock properties and characteristics
change rapidly. In general, setting a casing is the safer option, since not even breakouts of the formation
can get into the borehole opening. Loose rocks in the borehole wall are isolated and cannot harm
anything inside the casing. Here the problem of drilling mud comes up. Even if the mud window is

Fracture gradient is the pressure value at which the formation breaks. It is the pressure that is
required to induce fractures in rock at a given depth.
10
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determined correctly and the right mud is used, washouts 11 or loose rocks might harm the drill string or
influence the operation in some other way. Washouts will have an impact on the cementing job later on,
for example. According to McLellan (1994), a washout or wall deformation is not a failure of a wellbore,
but it will affect an operation negatively all the same.

Figure 8-25. Pore pressure/fracture gradient vs. depth graph (Bruce & Bowers, 2002).
The hole breakouts or washout in the wellbore might not only influence the borehole stability during
drilling but can also impact later operations. Literature states that these fractures and breakouts at the
borehole wall could create potential flowpaths for migrating fluids and will have a non-preferential effect
on the concept of deep borehole disposal (Juhlin & Sandstedt, 1989). A high-quality borehole and
adequate sealing and plugging of the borehole are of great importance.
During the drilling operation, drilling fluids are the main tool to maintain the borehole stability. To provide
long-term stability, other actions need to be undertaken. Casing pipes provide mechanical stability of
the borehole. They counteract the formation pressure and last for decades. Casings can be seen as the
perfect counterpart for the formation stresses. In combination with the cement, which closes up potential
washouts between borehole wall and casing, the formation stress distribution can be stable for decades.
On the other hand, casings reduce the available borehole diameter for the disposal operation.
The mechanical stability in deep boreholes is a topic prior to every drilling operation. With good
exploration and site investigation work during the planning phase, the right actions to avoid serious
problems can be taken. The identification of factors affecting borehole stability will help engineers to
adapt to the situation. With the extensive knowledge and experience in the drilling industry, almost every
borehole stability issue can be solved. During the site selection phase, formations with extensive faults
or fractures in the underground should be avoided. Also, a strong and uniform formation will be beneficial
to maintain the mechanical stresses in an equilibrium during the operation.
At this point, a comment regarding the suitability of the rock needs to be made. From the mechanical
point of view, suitable rock conditions depend on the borehole size, rock strength, pore pressure, in-situ
stress states and needed support (casing and cementing) design. Therefore, target property DBD-3b
presented first in Section 8.2.5) includes a number of aspects to be considered here, too.
8.3.3 Groundwater issues
It is assumed that at least the deeper sections of the borehole will be drilled with a fluid in order to
minimise damage to the rock. The main functions of drilling fluids include keeping the drill bit cool and
cleaning during the drilling process, carrying out cuttings, suspending the cuttings while drilling is paused
and when the drilling assembly is brought in and out of the borehole, as well as providing hydrostatic
Washout is an enlarged breakout area around of the wellbore. Washouts can impact the borehole
stability, because small washouts can become larger. This might lead to breakouts of larger parts of
the formation.
11
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pressure to prevent formation fluids from entering into the borehole (Langkamp, 2014). This is ensured,
for example, by the fact that the pressure of the drilling fluid is higher than the pressure of groundwater.
A sealing effect can also be achieved by an appropriate composition of the drilling fluid. For example,
flow paths can be blocked by particles of the drilling fluid, or components of the drilling fluid can react
with the formation water, so that solids are formed that have a sealing effect. This effect is to be
expected, for example, when using silicate-based fluids (muds) in areas with saline groundwater.
An overview of drilling fluids and their properties is provided by Caenn et al. (2019). Recipes are
described, for example, by Echt et al. (2020) and Emmermann & Lauterjung (1997). Eoff & Reddy (2007)
describe a method of reducing the permeability of deep formations and to reduce water flow by using a
hydrophobically modified water-soluble polymer. The composition of drilling fluids can be changed at
short notice and adapted to the requirements. The use of agents that prevent oxygen gas from entering
the borehole should also be emphasised, which calls for the use of an oxygen scavenger, such as
sodium sulphite. The specialist literature gives an overview of a wide range of drilling fluids.
In addition, there is the possibility of specifically sealing areas with building materials (construction of
plugs). This option is of particular interest due to the later use of the borehole for the disposal of
radioactive waste. Sealed areas are then drilled through again.
The procedures described are state-of-the-art technology. Consequently, the occurrence of inflows is
not currently assessed as critical for either the construction of the borehole or its long-term function.
However, the occurrence of groundwater-bearing areas can result in a modification of the borehole
trajectory and depth, as well as the disposal and sealing concept. Accordingly, the possibilities of
directional drilling should be pointed out, which allow the borehole trajectory to be adapted to the
orientation of water-bearing areas. It also needs to be kept in mind that in deeper formations, aquifers
are not as common as in the shallower regions in which the DGR and intermediate depth repository
would be constructed. In these deep regions, typically only stagnant groundwater is present, which is
unlikely to communicate with the biosphere (Chapman, 2019).
Overall, there is a wide range of options for reacting appropriately to the occurrence of groundwater
inflows. Vuataz et al. (1990) describe a method based on the difference between the chemical
compositions of formation and drilling fluids to forecast fluid-producing zones. The method was
successfully applied in boreholes in crystalline rocks.
Due to the described aspects and the short construction time, the impact and risk of groundwater inflow
is low. After drilling, additional safety measures are brought in by the installation of casings, which isolate
the borehole from the surrounding formation.
8.3.4 Chemical composition of groundwater
Due to the presence of cracks in crystalline rocks, an influx of water into the boreholes is also to be
expected. According to the current state of knowledge, these inflows can also occur at great depths.
Information on their composition is important in planning the drilling process and the selection of the
mud fluids. In addition, the occurrence of solutions can also be decisive for the selection of the drilling
method and for the implementation of the measurement programmes required in the borehole. In
general, the in-situ conditions have a great influence on the work in the borehole.
Particularly noteworthy is the influence on the definition of the depth of safety-relevant elements in the
borehole and the specification of material requirements. This also includes specifications relating to the
chemical-mineralogical composition of the materials. The aim should always be to use materials that
are long-term stable under the framework conditions. In this regard, when using inorganic materials,
such as clay- or cement-based materials, the concentrations of dissolved salts are of particular
relevance. With regard to the use of metals (casing), not only reactive gases but also Eh and pH
conditions are decisive. Bituminous products, such as asphalt, are often mentioned as organic sealing
materials. These materials should only be used there if there is a limited or, for the required duration of
function, negligible risk of microbial decomposition. However, this conclusion does not fundamentally
rule out their use in sealing systems that consist of diverse and redundant elements. This will be
explained with a few examples. A rough assessment of the stability (the corrosion resistance) is possible
on the basis of the information in DIN 4030-1. However, it should be emphasised that the given limiting
values only apply to so-called high-pH concretes that are used in the field of civil engineering. This
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standard does not take into account the extremely long functional times required for structures used in
the area of disposal of radioactive waste. Table 8-14 shows some limit values that are used in the field
of building material technology for material selection or development. Chloride is not listed in the table
because it is not considered to be aggressive to concrete (only to steel). Chloride is physically adsorbed
onto the surface of calcium silicate hydrates or is chemically bound in the form of Friedels salt (cf. BirninYauri & Glasser, 1998; Shi et al., 2017); however, only the aluminates of the cement paste can react. In
the usual concentration range, chloride increases the electrical conductivity of solutions and then
accelerates the corrosion of metals. As a result of their ability to bind chlorides, cement-based materials
can, in addition to the influence of the pH value, delay or prevent the corrosion process.
Table 8-14 considers the harmful influence of carbon dioxide as lime dissolving carbon dioxide. In other
cases, carbonates are formed. The carbonate formation causes an increase in the strength of material
and a decrease in porosity and thus permeability.
Table 8-14. Limiting values for evaluating the degree of attack of waters on cement-bound materials
according to DIN 4030-1/EN 206 (cf. ACI, 2008).
Parameter/concentration

Degree of attack
Weak attack,
weakly aggressive

Strong attack

Very strong
attack

pH value

≤ 6.5 and ≥ 5.5

< 5.5 and ≥ 4.5

< 4.5 and ≥ 4.0

Lime dissolving carbon dioxide (CO2)
[mg/L]

≥ 15 and ≤ 40

> 40 and ≤ 100

> 100

Ammonia (NH4+) [mg/L]

≥ 15 and ≤ 30

> 30 and ≤ 60

> 60

≥ 300 and ≤ 1000

> 1000 and ≤ 3000

> 3000

≥ 200 and ≤ 600

> 600 and ≤ 3000

> 3000

Magnesium

(Mg2+)

Sulphate (SO4

2–)

[mg/L]

[mg/L]

An initial evaluation of literature data (e.g. Laaksoharju et al., 1993; Stober & Bucher, 2000) shows that
the water in crystalline rock can sometimes corrode even very strongly certain cement-based building
materials. Laaksoharju et al. (1993) list, for example, sulphate content of more than 600 mg/L. In the
case of abutments, a loss of the required strength would be possible and, in the case of seals, a loss of
tightness. Geochemical modelling is required for further evaluation of the corrosion process (e.g.
Grandia et al., 2010). In principle, it is possible to distinguish between brine sulphate and secondary
sulphate formed by oxidation of sulphides (Fritz et al., 1994).
With regard to the corrosion of metals, a distinction must be made between two phases. Oxygen is
available during the initial phase, while anoxic conditions prevail in the subsequent phase. The reason
for this is the oxidation of redox-sensitive elements that can occur in numerous minerals of crystalline
rocks. Ferrous minerals are of particular importance. For example, Wikberg (1987) explains that Eh
values are determined by equilibria in the water phase which are controlled by the minerals in the rock.
On an Eh-pH diagram, the measured values lie close to the equilibrium line of magnetite and hematite,
and the ferrous/ferric ratio in the silicate mineral solid solutions (cf. Drake et al., 2017). For the first
phase, the concept of critical chloride, which is used in the field of construction technology, can be
applied (e.g. Cao et al., 2019). Figure 8-26 shows that metal corrosion is a function of the chloride
content and the pH of the water (cf. Hilti Corporation, 2015, Fig. 15).
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Figure 8-26. Results of electrochemical investigations of steel in alkaline chloride solutions relative to
pH value. After Breit (2001) (cf. Breit, 2003; DafStb, 2015).
However, this concept does not take into account high salt concentrations. With increasing salt
concentration, an increase and then a decrease in the corrosion rate can be observed (Figure 8-27).
The decrease is due to the decrease in the solubility of oxygen in the solution and, in the case of some
salts, also to a decrease in the electrical conductivity.

Figure 8-27. Corrosion rate of steel in oxygen-saturated NaCl solution at 21.1 ° C according to Uhlig &
Revie (1985) (cf. Pollitt, 1926, Fig. 7; Sisler & Peterson, 1949).
Pourbaix diagrams, also known as potential/pH diagrams or Eh-pH diagrams, are plots of possible
thermodynamically stable phases of aqueous electrochemical systems. These diagrams are also helpful
for a quick assessment. However, the chemical range of validity and the reference temperature must be
checked.
The current conclusion that can be drawn is that metals should be protected from corrosion by an
increased pH value. In addition, the sections of the casing must be removed at least in the area of seals.
Corrosion of the casing would lead to the formation of flow paths in the long term.
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Another fact that must be taken into account for the long-term containment of the radionuclides is the
influence of microbial activity on corrosion processes. The corrosion process can be enhanced in many
ways, e.g., by changing the pH or redox potential, excretion of corrosive metabolites, direct or indirect
reduction or oxidation of corrosion products and formation of biofilms. The corroding material can be a
metal (such as steel, copper or alloys) or a non-metal, such as cement-based building materials. An
increase in the corrosion of the waste canisters would be a particular threat to the safety of radioactive
waste disposal. Therefore, numerous research projects have dealt with this topic (Pedersen, 2000).
Rajala et al. (2015) studied corrosion, inducing the potential effect of indigenous microbial community
on carbon steel coupons in anoxic groundwater from the Olkiluoto (Finland) repository site. The
microorganisms induced pitting corrosion and were found to cluster inside the corrosion pits. It is
currently difficult to assess the impact of microbial activity in a deep borehole on corrosion processes.
However, it can be assumed that DBD offers advantages compared to other repository options, because
the conditions for microbial life become less favourable with increasing temperature and pressure (cf.
Section 8.2.2), the canister has a smaller contribution to radionuclide containment, and longer seals with
a smaller diameter can be realised, which reduces the risk of seal failure.
Bentonites are mineral mixtures consisting mostly of the clay montmorillonite. This group of clay
minerals is characterised by an extremely fine grain size, which cause rapid transformation reactions if
the solutions are not in equilibrium with the clay. Conversions into non-swellable minerals are particularly
relevant. These facts must be checked carefully before bentonite is used as a sealing material. It is
currently assumed that bentonite cannot be used in the disposal zone.
Provided the chemical framework conditions are given, however, numerous tests show that the materials
described (clay, cement-based materials) are suitable as sealing material (e.g. Mohammed et al., 2016).
Bitumen is a hydrocarbon product which is received as the distillation bottom product of an oil refining
process. Also, the soluble binder product separated from natural asphalts by extraction is bitumen.
Bitumen and bituminous products (asphalt) have a long history in construction, especially in the context
of the construction of shaft seals. Bitumen or asphalt is also considered as sealing material for boreholes
in non-saline environments (e.g. Brady et al., 2012). The extensive use of bitumen as a sealing material
is based on the fact that its permeability is extremely low. The viscous bitumen is resistant to cracking
and has the ability to penetrate cracks and voids and to self-close. Bitumen is resistant to most acids,
salts, and alkalis. However, bitumen can undergo alteration due to biodegradation and oxidation (cf.
Wong et al., 2015; see Section 8.2.2). These processes must be taken into account, in particular, for
boreholes whose volume-to-surface ratio is relatively low. The use of bitumen in near-surface areas of
the borehole is currently excluded.
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9

Landfill repository

9.1 Landfill repository concept
Hazardous waste (HW), exempt waste (EW), very short-lived radioactive waste (VSLW), very low-level
radioactive waste (VLLW) and low-level radioactive waste (LLW) are suitable for disposal in nearsurface, landfill-type facilities (CCME, 2006; Bonaparte et al., 2008; EA-NIEA-SEPA, 2009; SKB, 2011;
IAEA, 2014). Moreover, such near-surface disposal represents the most common and the least
expensive way of containing and isolating these classes of waste (Chien, 2006; Pusch, 1994).
9.1.1 Landfill repository system
One of the options for disposal of non-radioactive decommissioning waste is a landfill-type repository,
which is a surface repository built above ground. The repository is designed so that it is capable of
accepting very low-level waste in case of future need, and the IAEA safety standards for near-surface
disposal apply also to this application considering a graded approach. In a landfill-type repository, the
long-term safety is based on passive engineering and natural features of the disposal system (IAEA,
2011a; IAEA, 2014). Considering that a small part of the waste is classified as hazardous, the Norwegian
regulations defined for hazardous waste landfills (Norwegian Waste Act, June 2004 No. 930, Section 9,
Appendix 1) are also applied to the landfill repository design.
The main body of the waste will consist of concrete, soil and other inert decommissioning waste that is
classified as non-radioactive, non-hazardous and non-flammable waste (Ikonen et al., 2020). A
maximum of 5 % of the total volume of the waste is considered as non-radioactive hazardous waste
(Ikonen et al., 2020). As the current Norwegian regulations do not allow deposition of non-hazardous
and hazardous waste into the same landfill (see Section 3.5.1), it is possible that the hazardous waste
will be deposited in a separate unit. However, as a starting point, the regulations for the hazardous
waste landfills is applied for both of these waste types.
The conceptual design presented in Ikonen et al. (2000) was dimensioned for 33,000–66,000 tonnes of
waste packed in 20 shipping containers. Assuming that the containers are installed in three layers on
top of each other, the width/cross-section of the repository would require ~170 m. The length depends
on the total amount of waste packages and ranges from ~200 m up to ~300 m. The corresponding area
ranges from roughly 34,000 m2 to 51,000 m2.
The natural and engineered barriers of the landfill repository concept are (Figure 9-1 and Figure 9-2)
based on data published in Ikonen et al. (2020):
•

•

Natural barriers
o

Bedrock underneath the repository as a solid part of the foundation and acting as a natural
barrier.

o

Underlying soil/sediment layer underneath the foundation layer consisting of either
naturally occurring soil or soil replacing the naturally occurring soil. Acts as a foundation
for the repository and as a natural barrier. The underlying soil is also a storage for
groundwater.

Engineered barriers
o

Foundation layer typically consists of a drainage layer, liner (e.g. geomembrane), and
mineral sealing layer. The foundation layer is designed to prevent water seepage, and it
limits the dispersion of radionuclides and other possible contaminants into the
groundwater and to the surrounding environment. The foundation layer also provides a
stable foundation for the waste layer and helps to prevent uneven settlements taking
place in the repository and potentially deteriorating barrier structures.

o

Waste form, waste packages (optional) and backfill material around the waste/waste
packages provide containment (physical and chemical) of the waste. In addition to
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ensuring chemical containment by its sorption capacity, in certain areas, backfill material
might also have the function to serve as a drainage material.
o

Cover layer typically consists of a top soil layer, drainage layer, liner (e.g. geomembrane),
gas collection layer (optional), and fill material around the waste (see Figure 9-1). The
cover layer limits the ingress of water into the repository, protects the waste and barriers
from ground frost, erosion and roots of trees. The inclination of the cover layer enhances
the surface runoff, but the inclination has to be limited to provide sufficient stability.

Figure 9-1. An example of a cross-section of a landfill-type near-surface repository.

Figure 9-2. Examples of cross-sections of the cover layer and foundation layer of the landfill-type
repository. Filter fabrics are commonly used to separate different layers. Dimensions are in millimetres
(Ikonen et al., 2020).
According to the IAEA, design of low-permeability barriers shall be done based on local external
conditions (e.g., precipitation, changes in temperature, ground frost) and design requirements (e.g.
target for the maximum allowed annual water infiltration into the repository). In order to limit the migration
of radionuclides, this can be ensured by, for example, low-permeability barriers with sorption capacity
for the radionuclides and with cement present in the waste reducing the solubility of the radionuclides
(IAEA, 2011a, 2014). In Table 9-1, the main engineered barriers and examples of their materials in the
landfill repository are presented.
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Table 9-1. The main engineered barriers and their material options in the landfill repository (for more
details, see Ikonen et al., 2020).
Structure

Cover layer

Backfill around the
waste

Foundation layer

Layer

Material options

Topsoil layer

Natural masses (e.g. glacial till) with a low
hydraulic conductivity and low frost susceptibility

Drainage layer

Material with a high hydraulic conductivity, e.g.,
crushed rock or glacial gravel (e.g. 6–32 mm)

Liner

Geosynthetics, e.g. geomembrane

Mineral sealing layer

Material with a low hydraulic conductivity (<
1*10-10 m/s), e.g. mixture of bentonite and
aggregate (e.g. 6–10 % bentonite)

Backfill material between/around
waste packages

Rock flour, crushed rock (e.g. 1–10 mm)

Drainage layer

Material with high hydraulic conductivity, e.g.
crushed rock or glacial gravel (e.g. 6–32 mm)

Liner

Geosynthetics, e.g. geomembrane

Mineral sealing layer

Material with a low hydraulic conductivity (<
1*10-10 m/s), e.g. mixture of bentonite and
aggregate (e.g. 6–10 % bentonite)

Underlying soil/sediment layer

Site-specific, can be either a naturally occurring
soil or a substitutive soil. Vertical cut-off walls
are installed on demand.

In addition to the engineered and natural barriers, multiple subsystems are included in production of the
landfill repository (Ikonen et al., 2020), such as:
•

clearance system/facility for the waste clearance with equipment and handling systems,

•

temporary storage area for waste packages,

•

transfer systems for transfer and installation of waste packages,

•

monitoring systems,

•

drainage system/systems,

•

system for collecting and handling leachate water,

•

storage of raw materials for the landfill repository: temporary piling area, silos for different
aggregate fractions,

•

systems for handling and manufacturing barrier materials, e.g. sieves, silos and transfer
systems for raw materials,

•

systems for installing barrier materials, e.g. systems for unloading the materials to the site,
compaction rollers and plates,

•

systems for quality control, inspection of installed masses, inspection of density of the installed
layers etc., and

•

documentation system.

9.1.2 Alternative design options
In addition to a landfill-type repository design built on the existing ground surface, there are other options
for near-surface disposal that involve shallow excavation into the ground surface. The main options are
trenches or drifts used mainly for disposal of VLLW and vault-type engineered structures favoured for
disposal of LLW or even LILW (Keto et al., 2020). An example of a trench type disposal facility for VLLW
is the Morvillies repository in France, where the repository was excavated into a 15–25-metre-thick clay
formation but remained above the prevailing groundwater table. The waste is isolated from the
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environment primarily by means of waste packages and impermeable geomembranes. The Morvillies
repository is illustrated in Figure 9-3. Further description of the site is given in Tison (2009) and in Keto
et al. (2020). Considering the thickness of the sediment overburden in Norway, this design could not be
utilised as it is without significant modifications, in order to ensure the isolation of the waste from the
groundwater.

Figure 9-3. Illustrations of the VLLW repository in Morvilliers, France (Andra, 2017; Andra Solutions,
2017).
An example of a vault-type engineered structure excavated partly underground is the Dounreay
repository located in Scotland in relatively similar geological conditions to those found in Norway. In this
type of design, the waste is placed in concrete vaults with a temporary roof in place during the
operational period (see Figure 9-4). During the closure phase, the temporary roof is replaced by an
engineered cap (Figure 9-5). The migration of radionuclides into the groundwater is limited by the
metallic waste packages, concrete grout filling around the waste packages, the concrete vaults
themselves and by permeable materials placed around the vault, which encourage groundwater to flow
around the structure. In addition, surface water flow is controlled by inclinations and drainage systems.
A more detailed description of the site is given in Usher & Rossiter (2019) and in Keto et al. (2020).

Figure 9-4. Overview of Dounreay vaults for LLW (Usher & Rossiter, 2019).
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Figure 9-5. Overall principles of the design of the Dounreay repository (Usher & Rossiter, 2019).
It should be noted that the requirements presented in Section 3.5.1 are specific for landfills in Norway
and can be applied directly only to a landfill-type repository. The international requirements and
guidelines presented in Section 3.5.2 are applicable for all near-surface repositories. The focus of the
following sections is on the landfill-type, near-surface repository, but the requirements generally apply
to other near-surface repository designs as well.
9.1.3 Safety concept for landfill repository
The fundamental safety objective of the landfill repository is to protect people and the environment from
any harmful effects of the disposed waste. In order to achieve this objective, the disposal method should
contain and isolate the waste from the accessible biosphere to the extent necessary (IAEA, 2011a).
Containment and isolation are the main safety functions of the disposal system ensuring the passive
post-closure safety. These main safety functions are provided by a system of engineered and natural
barriers with multiple complementary and compatible lower-level safety functions preventing the release
of harmful substances or retarding their migration into the biosphere to an acceptably low level set by
applicable regulatory limits (IAEA, 2014; IAEA, 2011a: requirement 8).
Based on guidance by the IAEA (2011a; 2014) discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.5.2, the following can
be concluded about containment:
•

The time frame of containment is related to the potential for a release of radionuclides from the
waste to the biosphere.

•

Absolute containment of long-lived radionuclides is not possible, but the containment should be
provided for an appropriate period of time to allow complete decay of short-lived radionuclides,
before they reach the environment.

•

Containment is provided by physical and chemical means, e.g., by containers, barriers, limiting
the solubility of the radionuclides (e.g. high pH from cement), sorption of radionuclides and
limiting ingress of water into the repository.

•

Containment shall be provided by various means compatible with each other including
engineered barriers and natural barriers (site and its characteristics).
As to isolation in the landfill repository, the following can be concluded:

•

The isolation capacity should be ensured mainly by passive means for a time period of several
hundreds of years.

•

The isolation capacity should be provided mainly by passive means (durable engineered
barriers, restrictions on the land-use and making human intrusion more difficult, in some cases
increased depth up to few tens of metres).

•

Active measures during the active institutional control period can include monitoring and
surveillance of human intrusion. Surveillance and control shall cease after a pre-determined
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time frame after which the passive institutional control period begins. At the passive institutional
period, the area can be marked and the future generations are informed on the history of the
site through archiving of information.
Regarding multiple safety functions, the following can be concluded based on the IAEA (2014):
•

Graded approach is applied meaning that the ability of the system to provide containment and
isolation of the waste is “required to be commensurate with the hazard potential of the waste”.
The performance of the disposal system shall be evaluated taking into account the evolution of
the waste (radioactive decay in time) as well as the degradation of the barriers in time. Note
that, considering that in the Norwegian case the waste is cleared and non-radioactive, a graded
approach can be applied keeping in mind that some of the waste may be classified as hazardous
waste.

•

The disposal system should use a combination of natural and engineered barriers with identified
safety functions. The contribution of the natural barriers to the safety of the system depends on
the characteristics of the site. In the event of release of radionuclides in the biosphere the
consequences should be reduced by maintaining low flow rates through the repository (low
permeability of the engineered and natural barriers) and by retardation and precipitation capacity
of the barriers and host environment. In addition, the materials used in engineered barriers
should not deteriorate the safety functions of other barriers.

Containment of waste implies that the disposal facility should be sited and designed to prevent or to
minimise the release of hazardous substances; isolation means keeping the waste and its associated
hazard apart from the accessible biosphere including taking into account the potential impacts of
external events (IAEA, 2014).
The overall approach to the provision of waste containment and isolation, and of safety, is developed in
a safety concept (IAEA, 2012b). The safety concept should convey high-level statements that provide
the overall context of the approach by which the safety objective of the disposal system is achieved (EA,
2009). The safety concept describes the primary safety principles as well as the basic choices for the
site, engineered structures and waste, which take into account the primary safety principles and
boundary conditions (Cool et al., 2013). The characteristics of the waste, site and engineered structures
should all contribute to environmental safety.
Cool et al. (2013) present a safety concept for a surface disposal facility based on the following primary
safety principles:
•

limitation of water flow through the system,

•

limitation of contaminant releases from waste packages,

•

limitation of advection and diffusion of contaminants from the system,

•

delay and attenuation of contaminant migration by retention, and

•

reduction of the likelihood of human or animal intrusion and of their possible consequences.

The safety concept thus addresses key aspects of the IAEA’s Specific Safety Requirements on the
disposal of wastes (IAEA, 2011a). Conceptually, the best possible engineered system in the most
favourable natural environment is sought (CCME, 2006). The overall system containment will be realised
through a combination of engineered (i.e., waste packages, backfill, cover and foundation structures)
and natural barriers (geological surface layers within which the facility is situated or around the facility)
by physical or chemical means (IAEA, 2014). The isolation capability of the landfill repository will be
ensured through active means (monitoring and surveillance) up to a few hundred years and passive
means (i.e., the durable physical barriers around the waste) throughout (IAEA, 2014).
9.1.4 Support to long-term safety provided by the landfill repository site.
An engineered hazardous waste landfill facility needs to be in a location with appropriate environmental
conditions (CCME, 2006). Containment and isolation can be provided through features of the local
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environment which serve in some way to prevent the release of hazardous substances from the waste
and/or to restrict the migration of contaminants from the facility to the accessible environment (IAEA,
2014). An ideal site will have a stable geological base, it will be in an area that has little environmental
sensitivity and it will be hydrogeologically appropriate. The selection of a natural setting that can
effectively control contaminant migration for many years can be a significant component of the
engineered hazardous waste landfill facility (CCME, 2006). Site characteristics (both physical and
chemical) are evaluated as part of the design process to ensure that the disposal system design is
compatible with the site characteristics, and that the construction, operation and closure of the disposal
facility can be accomplished in a safe manner (IAEA, 2001). Examples of technical factors that may
need to be considered include proximity to population centres, site stability, topography, seismicity,
earthquakes, volcanic activity, weather and climate, vegetation, climate change, flooding, proximity to
rivers, lakes and the coast processes, erosion, the potential for water abstraction and mineral and oil
and gas extraction, site hydrology and geochemistry, the ease of waste transport, potential radionuclide
release and transport pathways, land ownership and possible future site uses (IAEA, 2012b).
The detailed landfill repository design will, ultimately, be fully site specific (IAEA, 2001). The important
site characteristics to consider are described in more detail in the following section.

9.2 Safety functions and target properties for long-term safety
9.2.1 Basis for defining safety functions and target properties
The principal aims of the landfill repository are to contain and isolate the emplaced waste (see Section
9.1.3). The capabilities of the landfill repository to contribute to the containment and isolation of the
waste are cast in terms of safety functions (for definition, see Section 4.2). As stated in Requirement 7
of SSR-5 (IAEA, 2011a): “The host environment shall be selected, the engineered barriers of the
disposal facility shall be designed, and the facility shall be operated to ensure that safety is provided by
means of multiple safety functions. Containment and isolation of the waste shall be provided by means
of a number of physical barriers of the disposal system. The performance of these physical barriers shall
be achieved by means of diverse physical and chemical processes together with various operational
controls. The capability of the individual barriers and controls together with that of the overall disposal
system to perform as assumed in the safety case shall be demonstrated. The overall performance of
the disposal system shall not be unduly dependent on a single safety function.”
The proposed landfill-type repository concept for the Norwegian National Facility involves placing the
waste in engineered structures above ground (Ikonen et al., 2020). Therefore, both the bedrock beneath
the site and the surficial materials on top of the bedrock up to the ground surface comprise the natural
barrier system of the host environment. The following site-specific characteristics may influence
repository performance with respect to containment and isolation and should be taken into account when
defining safety functions (IAEA, 2014):
•

geology (see Section 9.2.2),

•

hydrogeology (see Section 9.2.3),

•

geochemistry (see Section 9.2.4),

•

tectonics and seismicity (see Section 9.2.5),

•

surface processes (see Section 9.2.6),

•

meteorology (see Section 9.2.7), and

•

human activity (see Section 9.2.8).

Safety functions and associated target properties of the natural barrier system are proposed with respect
to these characteristics in Sections 9.2.2 to 9.2.8. The terms safety function and target property were
defined in Section 4.2. Note that, in the case of the landfill repository, the target properties come directly
from regulations and usually refer to the construction conditions at the site instead of long-term
performance directly. They are, therefore, usually applicable already in the site evaluation and
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operational phases. Separate site evaluation factors are thus not proposed for the landfill repository in
this report.
The proposed safety functions are designated with the acronym LR (Landfill Repository), as an identifier
for repository type, and sequential numbers, i.e., safety function LR-1, safety function LR-2, etc.
Corresponding target properties include the code of the related safety function and are further
distinguished with lowercase letters, i.e., target property LR-1a, target property LR-1b, target property
LR-2a, etc. All of the proposed safety functions and target properties discussed below are related to the
host environment and natural barrier at the landfill repository site, although it is noted that the Norwegian
regulations require artificial layers to be added if the natural overburden at the site is thinner than 5 m,
in which case these layers would be considered together with the original natural barrier. Viable sites
should display evidence of favourable natural containment and isolation characteristics.
The post-closure period for the landfill repository begins when waste emplacement operations are
concluded and the cap over the facility has been constructed (IAEA, 2014). It is usually assumed that a
period of active institutional control to prevent human and animal intrusion will follow.
9.2.2 Geology
General
The overall geology of Norway is presented in Section 5.1. From the landfill repository point of view, the
rock types and their mineralogical, chemical and physical characteristics can have an effect on the
following factors:
•

Transportation of contaminants and radionuclides to the surrounding environment via hydraulic
connections within the rock (e.g. fracturing, fracture zones or stratigraphic characteristics of the
rock) (Blessent et al., 2011). Hydrogeology is discussed in more detail in Section 9.2.3.

•

Mineralogy and chemistry will have an effect on the solubility and sorption of contaminants and
radionuclides within the host rock (Andersson et al., 1983; Kulmala & Hakanen, 1992). Note that
also fracture minerals (e.g. smectites) will have an effect on this process. Geochemistry is
discussed in more detail in Section 9.2.4.

•

Effect of the prevailing rock types on the bearing capacity and settlements of the foundation
structure of the landfill.

Sedimentology / Quaternary deposits
As mentioned in Section 5.1, in Norway, the average thickness of the sediment layer is 6 metres in the
areas where glacial till is the dominant sediment type (and generally less than 1 m elsewhere). This
means that considering the Norwegian legislation on landfills regarding natural barrier thickness (see
Section 3.5), only at these areas would the thickness of the natural barrier layers be sufficient and
elsewhere engineered barriers would be required. However, locally the thickness, type and
characteristics of the sediments will vary.
In general, the following aspects concerning sediment types and their characteristics need to be taken
into account in the design:
•

Fluvial and glaciofluvial deposits (often referred to as eskers) have high permeability and are
generally associated with typically important groundwater resources (Fetter, 2001) and should,
therefore, be avoided. Tills are more suitable due to their relatively low permeability. Clays and
silts also have a low permeability, but their suitability depends on the local homogeneity and
bearing capacity/mechanical stability of the sediment layer/layers (uneven settlements are to be
avoided).

•

Potential to retard contaminants and radionuclides (sorption capacity).

•

Bearing capacity/mechanical stability; for example, tills are suitable with a good bearing
capacity. Clay and peat areas may have stability issues, and in peat areas the groundwater
table is typically very close to the surface. An especially unpredictable sediment type in Norway
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is the so-called quick clay deposit, which has been formed in saline marine environment but has
been uplifted above sea level due to post-glacial land uplift (NGU, 2015). Due to slow dissolution
of the electrically charged salt particles within the clay to groundwater, the decreased salt
content has led to increased instability of the clay (NGU, 2015). These and other marine clay
areas are, therefore, typically not preferred options for hosting a landfill, but the stability needs
to be evaluated locally case by case.
•

Variation in sediment thicknesses and bearing capacity. Uneven thicknesses and differences in
bearing capacity may lead to uneven settlements within a landfill.

•

Topography of the site and surrounding areas. Topography of the site will have an effect on
groundwater accumulation and discharge on a local and regional scale (Fetter, 2001).
Topography, especially in Norway, will have an effect on the stability of the sediment layer
(friction angle of the material in comparison to inclination of the slope; NGU, 2015). The
topography of the surrounding environment is also important in assessing the flooding risk of
the area.

Safety functions and target properties
The geology of the disposal site should contribute to the isolation of waste and the limitation of release
of hazardous substances to the biosphere (IAEA, 2014). In general, there should be a sufficiently long
travel time for contaminants from an engineered hazardous waste landfill facility to any groundwater
resource (CCME, 2006).
According to the guidance by the Environmental Protection Authority, for a contaminated waste landfill,
a thickness of > 2 m should separate the base of the constructed liner and the closest aquifer or
unconfined groundwater surface, which is significant as either a groundwater resource or migration
pathway (AUEPA, 2019). The base of a landfill shall have a thickness of 5 m for hazardous waste
landfills and 1 m for non-hazardous waste landfills (Norwegian Waste Act of June 2004 No. 930, § 9;
SYKE, 2002; 2008). Where the geological barrier does not naturally meet the above conditions, it can
be completed artificially and reinforced by other means giving equivalent protection. An artificially
established geological barrier should be no less than 0.5 metres thick (Norwegian Waste Act of June
2004 No. 930, § 9).
Safety function LR-1: A safety function of the landfill repository site geology is to contribute to the
isolation of waste and the limitation of release of hazardous substances to the biosphere.
Target property LR-1a: For a contaminated waste landfill, a thickness of > 2 m should separate
the base of the constructed liner and the closest aquifer or unconfined groundwater surface, which
is significant as either a groundwater resource or migration pathway.
Target property LR-1b: The base of a landfill should have a thickness of ≥ 5 m for hazardous
waste landfills and ≥ 1 m for non-hazardous waste landfills.
Target property LR-1c: Where the geological barrier does not naturally meet the above
conditions, it can be completed artificially and reinforced by other means giving equivalent
protection. An artificially established geological barrier should be no less than 0.5 m thick.
Target property LR-1d: The prevailing natural barrier (soil/sediments, bedrock) should have a
low permeability, sufficient sorption capacity (for the hazardous substances within the repository)
and limited hydraulic connections to limit migration of radionuclides into the groundwater and the
surrounding environment.
The geology of the disposal site should contribute to the stability of the disposal system and should
provide sufficient volume and favourable properties for disposal (IAEA, 2014). In general, the landfill
repository should not be located in areas susceptible to ground movements or uneven settlements that
may adversely impact on the integrity of the landfill and engineering systems such as the liners, leachate
collection system, landfill gas collection system and final cover (AUEPA, 2019).
Areas associated with karst terrain or former mining operations should be avoided as they are
susceptible to collapse of voids or settlement of low strength zones. Areas with excessive differential or
total settlement from uncontrolled fill, collapse of low-density soils or consolidation of compressible soils
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should be avoided (AUEPA, 2019). Areas near active geotechnical features, such as sink holes, should
be avoided (CCME, 2006).
Safety function LR-2: A safety function of the landfill repository site geology is to contribute to the
stability of the disposal system and should provide sufficient volume and favourable properties for
disposal.
Target property LR-2a: The landfill repository site should not be associated with karst terrain or
former mining operations as they are susceptible to collapse of voids or settlement of low strength
zones.
Target property LR-2b: The landfill repository site should not have excessive differential or total
settlement from uncontrolled fill, collapse of low-density soils or consolidation of compressible
soils.
Target property LR-2c: The landfill repository site should not be near active geotechnical
features, such as sink holes.
In Norway, especially the presence of quick clay formations shall be taken into account (see above the
section under the heading Sedimentology) with respect to LR-2c. The safety distance to such a feature
depends on the local geology and topography of the site but should be in the order of kilometres rather
than hundreds of metres.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety functions and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2. Landfill repository safety functions (LR-1, LR-2) and target properties related to geology.
Safety functions
LR-1: A safety function of the
landfill repository site geology
is to contribute to the isolation
of waste and the limitation of
release of hazardous
substances to the biosphere.

Target properties
LR-1a: For a contaminated waste landfill, a thickness of > 2 m should
separate the base of the constructed liner and the closest aquifer or
unconfined groundwater surface, which is significant as either a groundwater
resource or migration pathway.
LR-1b: The base of a landfill should have a thickness of ≥ 5 m for hazardous
waste landfills and ≥ 1 m for non-hazardous waste landfills.
LR-1c: Where the geological barrier does not naturally meet the above
conditions, it can be completed artificially and reinforced by other means
giving equivalent protection. An artificially established geological barrier
should be no less than 0.5 m thick.
LR-1d: The prevailing natural barrier (soil/sediments, bedrock) should have a
low permeability, sufficient sorption capacity (for the hazardous substances
within the repository) and limited hydraulic connections to limit migration of
radionuclides into the groundwater and the surrounding environment.

LR-2: A safety function of the
landfill repository site geology
is to contribute to the stability
of the disposal system and
should provide sufficient
volume and favourable
properties for disposal.

LR-2a: The landfill repository site should not be associated with karst terrain
or former mining operations as they are susceptible to collapse of voids or
settlement of low strength zones.
LR-2b: The landfill repository site should not have excessive differential or
total settlement from uncontrolled fill, collapse of low-density soils or
consolidation of compressible soils.
LR-2c: The landfill repository site should not be near active geotechnical
features, such as sink holes.

According to the IAEA (2014), preference should be given to sites with a uniform and predictable
geology, which can be readily characterised through geological investigative techniques.
In the area survey stage, the geological information should include identification of the approximate
geological structure and stratigraphy, possibly with the depth, thickness and lateral extent of the surface
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formation and surrounding units. In the site characterisation stage, information to be collected should
include:
•

stratigraphy, lithology and mineralogy (e.g. mineral deposits),

•

geological structure characteristics, and

•

geotechnical characteristics.

In the site confirmation stage, extensive geological investigations should be undertaken to characterise
fully the geology to the level needed for detailed safety assessment, modelling and final facility design.
9.2.3 Hydrogeology
As stated earlier, there should generally be a sufficiently long travel time for hazardous substances from
the landfill repository to any unstable landform or any groundwater resource (CCME, 2006). The
hydrogeological characteristics of the host site should include low groundwater flow rates and long flow
paths in order to restrict the migration of hazardous substances (cf. IAEA, 2014).
Safety function LR-3: A safety function of the landfill repository site hydrogeology is to provide low
groundwater flow rates and long flow paths in order to restrict the migration of hazardous substances.
Target property LR-3a: Base of a landfill should have a hydraulic conductivity of ≤ 1x10-9 m/s
and thickness of ≥ 5 m for hazardous waste landfills and ≥ 1 m for non-hazardous waste landfills.
Where the geological barrier does not naturally meet these conditions, it can be completed artificially
and reinforced by other means giving equivalent protection. An artificially established geological barrier
should be no less than 0.5 metres thick (Norwegian Waste Act of June 2004 No. 930, § 9).
Target property LR-3b: An artificially established geological barrier should have a hydraulic
conductivity of ≤ 1x10-10 m/s and a thickness of ≥ 0.5 m.
Target property LR3c: Distance of the landfill repository site to the closest water bodies
(streams, rivers, lakes, brooks) should be sufficient (≥ 300 m, depending on the hydrogeological
characteristics of the site) to avoid flooding of the site and to limit dispersion of hazardous
substances into these water bodies.
Target property LR-3d: The landfill repository site shall have limited hydraulic connectivity to the
surrounding environment.
Hydraulic connectivity is limited mainly by the low permeability and thickness of the geological barrier
(see target property LR-3a above), direction of the groundwater flow and distance to locations where
groundwater discharge takes place. In case the discharge is to a river, sea or lake, the distance should
be at least several hundreds of metres, but the exact minimum distance shall be defined based on the
hydrogeological characteristics of the site. According to International Finance Corporation World Bank
Group (2007), no private or public drinking, irrigation, or livestock water supply wells located
downgradient of the landfill boundaries should be within 500 metres from the site perimeter, unless
alternative water supply sources are readily and economically available and their development is
acceptable to regulatory authorities and local communities. The location of drinking water wells in the
hydrogeological unit shall be mapped and the risk of wells for being contaminated shall not be used and
the water quality at the wells shall be monitored.
Target property LR-3e: Location of the landfill repository should be favourable with respect to
water bodies and prevailing topography.
Target property LR-3f: The landfill repository should not be located at an area important for
groundwater supply.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 9-3.
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Table 9-3. Landfill repository safety function (LR-3) and target properties related to hydrogeology.
Safety function
LR-3: A safety function of the
landfill repository site
hydrogeology is to provide low
groundwater flow rates and
long flow paths in order to
restrict the migration of
hazardous substances.

Target properties
LR-3a: Base of a landfill should have a hydraulic conductivity of ≤ 1x10˗9 m/s
and thickness of ≥ 5 m for hazardous waste landfills and ≥ 1 m for nonhazardous waste landfills.
LR-3b: An artificially established geological barrier should have a hydraulic
conductivity of ≤ 1x10˗10 m/s and a thickness of ≥ 0.5 m.
LR3c: Distance of the landfill repository site to the closest water bodies
(streams, rivers, lakes, brooks) should be sufficient (≥ 300 m, depending on
the hydrogeological characteristics of the site) to avoid flooding of the site
and to limit dispersion of hazardous substances into these water bodies.
LR-3d: The landfill repository site shall have limited hydraulic connectivity to
the surrounding environment.
LR-3e: Location of the landfill repository should be favourable with respect to
water bodies and prevailing topography.
LR-3f: The landfill repository should not be located at an area important for
groundwater supply.

As discussed in the previous section, the characteristics of the soil types/sediments, bedrock and the
topography in a local and regional scale will have an effect on the hydrogeology of the site. According
to the IAEA (2014), the following factors shall be taken into account in the hydrogeology of the site:
•

hydraulic conductivity of the surficial material and underlying bedrock,

•

groundwater areas and directions of flow,

•

the location and extent of and the interrelationship between the important hydrogeological units
in the region,

•

average flow rates and prevailing directions of the groundwater flow,

•

information on recharge and discharge of the major hydrogeological units, and

•

information on regional and local water tables and their seasonal fluctuations.

The site confirmation stage may require detailed information on the hydrogeological characteristics of
the selected site. The type of data should, in general, express quantitatively the characteristics indicated
above, with the aim of defining travel times of radionuclides along the likely flow paths from the waste
to the biosphere. Norwegian groundwater areas on regional and local scales can be found in the national
database GRANADA (see Section 5.5).
9.2.4 Geochemistry
In the landfill repository, rain or flood waters can potentially infiltrate through the cover layers of the
repository to the underlying waste. Interaction of this water with the emplaced waste may lead to
contaminant extraction and transport. The resulting leachate could propagate through the foundation
layers and then reach the groundwater or surrounding environment.
Individual constituents in waste leachate may have markedly different mobilities. In addition, geological
materials provide many geochemical mechanisms for the attenuation of waste leachate constituents;
however, a mechanism that strongly inhibits the migration of one constituent in a leachate may have
little or no effect on the attenuation of other constituents. Although the chemical composition of waste
leachates varies widely and the interactions with geological materials are complicated, the leachates
can be considered in terms of their basic constituents. It should be recognised that the particular
combination of leachate and site is unique (Cartwright et al., 1981). In consideration of the likely
chemical interactions within the disposal system, the following should be evaluated (IAEA, 2014):
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•

corrosive action of infiltrating water on the engineered barriers,

•

processes or conditions influencing the solubility and the sorption of hazardous substances,

•

Eh and pH of the infiltrating water, and

•

processes or conditions involving the presence of colloids and organic materials.

The geochemistry of groundwater and the geological media should contribute to limiting the release of
hazardous substances from the disposal facility and should not significantly reduce the longevity of
engineered barriers (IAEA, 2014). Preference should be given to sites where geochemical conditions
promote exchange, sorption and precipitation and co-precipitation of hazardous substances that could
be released from the disposal system and inhibit the formation of chemical compounds of hazardous
substances that migrate readily (IAEA, 2014).
Safety function LR-4: A safety function of the geochemistry of groundwater and the geological media
at the landfill repository site is to contribute to limiting the release of hazardous substances from the
landfill repository and not to significantly reduce the longevity of engineered barriers.
Target property LR-4a: The geochemical conditions should promote exchange, sorption and
precipitation and co-precipitation of hazardous substances that could be released from the landfill
repository and inhibit the formation of chemical compounds of hazardous substances that migrate
readily.
Target property LR-4b: The geochemical conditions at the landfill repository site should not
adversely affect the integrity of the landfill and engineering systems such as liners, leachate
collection system, landfill gas collection system and final cover.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 9-4.
Table 9-4. Landfill repository safety function (LR-4) and target properties related to geochemistry.
Safety function
LR-4: A safety function of the
geochemistry of groundwater
and the geological media at
the landfill repository site is to
contribute to limiting the
release of hazardous
substances from the landfill
repository and not to
significantly reduce the
longevity of engineered
barriers.

Target properties
LR-4a: The geochemical conditions should promote exchange, sorption and
precipitation and co-precipitation of hazardous substances that could be
released from the landfill repository and inhibit the formation of chemical
compounds of hazardous substances that migrate readily.
LR-4b: The geochemical conditions at the landfill repository site should not
adversely affect the integrity of the landfill and engineering systems such as
liners, leachate collection system, landfill gas collection system and final
cover.

According to the IAEA (2014), the information necessary to estimate the potential for migration of
hazardous substances to the biosphere should include a description of the geochemical and
hydrochemical conditions at the site, the surrounding geological and hydrogeological units, and the
paths of potential groundwater flow. This information should include:
•

mineralogical and petrographical composition of the groundwater flow system and its
geochemical properties, and

•

groundwater chemistry.

This information is unlikely to be available at the area survey stage for the selection of candidate sites.
However, it should be collected as part of the investigation programme carried out during the site
characterisation and site confirmation stages.
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9.2.5 Tectonics and seismicity
The seismic conditions of a candidate site must be considered and the impact of earthquakes on the
performance of the selected design of the landfill be predicted. Areas of low tectonic and seismic activity
should be selected in the regional analysis and preference should be given to areas or sites where the
potential for adverse tectonic, volcanic or seismic events is sufficiently low that it would not affect the
ability of the disposal system to meet safety requirements (IAEA, 2014, paragraph II.14).
The tectonic and seismic characteristics of Norway are discussed in Section 5.3. Areas with recent or
historic evidence of active faulting, tectonic processes or igneous activities should be avoided. Also,
areas with histories of earthquakes of such magnitude and intensity that, if they recurred, could
adversely affect isolation of the waste should be avoided. Furthermore, areas with the potential for
natural events such as subsidence or volcanic activity that could change the regional hydrogeological
system as well as areas with evidence of soil liquefaction in seismic loads should be avoided (IAEA,
2014). According to CCME (2006), areas near faults, especially those that have had significant
geotechnical activity, should be avoided.
According to EN-1998-1:2004 Eurocode 8: Design of structures for earthquake resistance - Part 1:
General rules, seismic actions and rules for buildings, Section 3.1.1 (3), “The construction site and the
nature of the supporting ground should normally be free from risks of ground rupture, slope instability
and permanent settlements caused by liquefaction or densification in the event of an earthquake. The
possibility of occurrence of such phenomena shall be investigated in accordance with EN 1998-5:2004,
Section 4.”
Safety function LR-5: A safety function of the landfill repository site is tectonic and seismic stability
such that the isolation capability of the landfill repository will not be endangered.
Target property LR-5a: The landfill repository site should not have recent or historic evidence of
active faulting, tectonic processes or igneous activities.
Target property LR-5b: The landfill repository site should not have a history of earthquakes of
such magnitude and intensity that, if they recurred, could adversely affect isolation of the waste.
Target property LR-5c: The landfill repository site should not have potential for natural events
such as subsidence or volcanic activity that could change the regional hydrogeological system.
Target property LR-5d: The landfill repository site should not have evidence of soil liquefaction
in seismic loads.
Target property LR-5e: The landfill repository site should be free from risks of ground rupture,
slope instability and permanent settlements caused by liquefaction or densification in the event
of an earthquake.
Target property LR-5f: The landfill repository site should not be near faults, especially those that
have had significant geotechnical activity.
Concerning LR-5f, for example, signs of post-glacial faulting can be interpreted as proof for a potentially
active fault. A safety distance with respect to such a feature should be defined based on the potential
severity of the feature on operational or long-term safety of the repository. According to International
Finance Corporation World Bank Group (2007), no fault lines or significantly fractured geological
structure should be present within 500 metres of the perimeter of the proposed landfill cell development
which would allow unpredictable movement of gas or leachate.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 9-5.
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Table 9-5. Landfill repository safety function (LR-5) and target properties related to tectonics and
seismicity.
Safety function
LR-5: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is
tectonic and seismic stability
such that the isolation
capability of the landfill
repository will not be
endangered.

Target properties
LR-5a: The landfill repository site should not have recent or historic evidence
of active faulting, tectonic processes or igneous activities.
LR-5b: The landfill repository site should not have a history of earthquakes of
such magnitude and intensity that, if they recurred, could adversely affect
isolation of the waste.
LR-5c: The landfill repository site should not have potential for natural events
such as subsidence or volcanic activity that could change the regional
hydrogeological system.
LR-5d: The landfill repository site should not have evidence of soil
liquefaction in seismic loads.
LR-5e: The landfill repository site should be free from risks of ground rupture,
slope instability and permanent settlements caused by liquefaction or
densification in the event of an earthquake.
LR-5f: The landfill repository site should not be near faults, especially those
that have had significant geotechnical activity.

According to the IAEA (2014), the distance to sites from areas with high seismicity, or from known or
suspected capable faults, may be used as a screening factor at the area survey stage for the selection
of candidate sites. The design of the disposal facility should take into account tectonic stability and
seismic activity of the site that could adversely affect the proposed disposal system. The following
information should be analysed at the site confirmation stage:
•

historical seismicity at the site,

•

occurrence of quaternary and other faults at the site and the age of latest (re-)activation,

•

evidence of active tectonic processes, such as volcanism, and

•

estimates of the maximum potential earthquake within the geological setting.

9.2.6 Surface processes
Unlike deep or intermediate-depth facilities, the landfill repository cannot rely on depth of disposal to
provide isolation capability. The location of the landfill repository at the surface makes it susceptible to
processes and events that could degrade its containment and isolation capacity over periods of time up
to only several hundreds of years.
An engineered hazardous waste landfill facility should be isolated from all surface water features, so
that the contaminant travel time is based primarily on groundwater migration; the travel time of
contaminated groundwater at the engineered hazardous waste landfill facility to any surface water
feature should be reasonably long (CCME, 2006).
Surface processes such as flooding of the disposal site, landslides or erosion should not occur with such
frequency or intensity that they could affect the ability of the disposal system to meet requirements. The
disposal site should be generally well drained and free of areas of flooding or frequent ponding.
Accumulation of water in upstream drainage areas due to precipitation or snowmelt and the failure of
water control structures, channel obstruction or landslides should be minimal so as to decrease the
amount of runoff that could erode or inundate the facility. The disposal site should be in an area with
topographical and hydrological features that preclude the potential for flooding (IAEA, 2014).
Areas that should be avoided include (CCME, 2006):
•

areas that may be subject to tsunamis,

•

areas that may be subject to tidal flooding,
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•

areas within a defined portion of a dynamic beach,

•

areas near lands subject to slope failure,

•

areas near active erosional features such as bluffs, banks, dunes and escarpments,

•

areas near critical surface water and groundwater recharge areas, surface water intakes, highly
vulnerable aquifers or wellhead protection areas or zones, and

•

areas subject to geotechnical activity due to unmanaged permafrost.

Safety function LR-6: A safety function of the landfill repository site is to provide stable surface
conditions so that surface processes such as flooding of the disposal site, landslides or erosion cannot
disrupt the disposal system.
Target property LR-6a: The landfill repository site should be generally well drained and free of
areas of flooding or frequent ponding.
Target property LR-6b: Accumulation of water in upstream drainage areas due to precipitation
or snowmelt and the failure of water control structures, channel obstruction or landslides should
be minimal so as to decrease the amount of runoff that could erode or inundate the facility.
Target property LR-6c: The landfill repository site should be in an area with topographical and
hydrological features that preclude the potential for flooding.
Target property LR-6d: The landfill repository site should not be subject to tsunamis.
Target property LR-6e: The landfill repository site should not be subject to tidal flooding.
Target property LR-6f: The landfill repository site should not be within a defined portion of a
dynamic beach.
Target property LR-6g: The landfill repository site should not be near lands subject to slope
failure.
Target property LR-6h: The landfill repository site should not be near active erosional features
such as bluffs, banks, dunes and escarpments.
Target property LR-6i: The landfill repository site should not be near critical surface water and
groundwater recharge areas, surface water intakes, highly vulnerable aquifers or wellhead
protection areas or zones.
Target property LR-6j: The landfill repository site should not be subject to geotechnical activity
due to unmanaged permafrost.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 9-6.
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Table 9-6. Landfill repository safety function (LR-6) and target properties related to surface processes.
Safety function
LR-6: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is to
provide stable surface
conditions so that surface
processes such as flooding of
the disposal site, landslides or
erosion cannot disrupt the
disposal system.

Target properties
LR-6a: The landfill repository site should be generally well drained and free of
areas of flooding or frequent ponding.
LR-6b: Accumulation of water in upstream drainage areas due to precipitation
or snowmelt and the failure of water control structures, channel obstruction or
landslides should be minimal so as to decrease the amount of runoff that
could erode or inundate the facility.
LR-6c: The landfill repository site should be in an area with topographical and
hydrological features that preclude the potential for flooding.
LR-6d: The landfill repository site should not be subject to tsunamis.
LR-6e: The landfill repository site should not be subject to tidal flooding.
LR-6f: The landfill repository site should not be within a defined portion of a
dynamic beach.
LR-6g: The landfill repository site should not be near lands subject to slope
failure.
LR-6h: The landfill repository site should not be near active erosional features
such as bluffs, banks, dunes and escarpments.
LR-6i: The landfill repository site should not be near critical surface water and
groundwater recharge areas, surface water intakes, highly vulnerable
aquifers or wellhead protection areas or zones.
LR-6j: The landfill repository site should not be subject to geotechnical activity
due to unmanaged permafrost.

According to the IAEA (2014), in the area survey stage, areas and sites subject to flooding should be
evaluated. Potential sites can be screened on the basis of the severity of effects of flooding. Surface
geological processes such as erosion, landslides or weathering should be evaluated in regard to their
frequency and capacity to affect the safety of the disposal system. In the site characterisation and site
confirmation stages, information should be collected concerning:
•

topography of the site, showing actual drainage features,

•

location of existing and planned surface water bodies,

•

definition of areas of landslides and other potentially unstable slopes, and of materials of low
bearing strength or high liquefaction potential,

•

definition of areas containing poorly drained materials,

•

data on the flood history of the region, and

•

upstream drainage areas.

9.2.7 Meteorology
The meteorology of the site area should be characterised such that the effects of unexpected, extreme
meteorological conditions can be adequately considered in the design and licensing of the disposal
facility; the potential for extreme meteorological events should be evaluated and potential sites may be
screened on the basis of the severity of the effects of such events (IAEA, 2014). It should be recognised
that wetting/drying and freezing/thawing processes are key issues for engineered barriers in landfill
design.
The expected precipitation at the landfill repository site should not be excessive (CCME, 2006). Areas
where the average precipitation in any month is greater than the combined capacity of
evapotranspiration and groundwater storage (unless the effects of precipitation are controlled during
wet months so that the landfill performance is equivalent to that achieved under acceptable levels of
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precipitation) should be avoided (CCME, 2006). Also, areas where the average annual precipitation is
greater than the average annual evapotranspiration through the cover of the closed facility should be
avoided (CCME, 2006).
Safety function LR-7: A safety function of the landfill repository site is to provide favourable
meteorological conditions with acceptable precipitation.
Target property LR-7a: The landfill repository site should not be in an area where the average
precipitation in any month is greater than the combined capacity of evapotranspiration and
groundwater storage (unless the effects of precipitation are controlled during wet months so that
the landfill performance is equivalent to that achieved under acceptable levels of precipitation).
Target property LR-7b: The landfill repository site should not be in an area where the average
annual precipitation is greater than the average annual evapotranspiration through the cover of
the closed facility.
In practice, the design of the landfill, engineered barriers and the drainage systems will need to take into
account the expected annual precipitation of the site.
Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety function and target properties defined in this section are summarised in Table 9-7.
Table 9-7. Landfill repository safety function (LR-7) and target properties related to meteorology.
Safety function
LR-7: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is to
provide favourable
meteorological conditions with
acceptable precipitation.

Target properties
LR-7a: The landfill repository site should not be in an area where the average
precipitation in any month is greater than the combined capacity of
evapotranspiration and groundwater storage (unless the effects of
precipitation are controlled during wet months so that the landfill performance
is equivalent to that achieved under acceptable levels of precipitation).
LR-7b: The landfill repository site should not be in an area where the average
annual precipitation is greater than the average annual evapotranspiration
through the cover of the closed facility.

According to the IAEA (2014), in the site selection process, conditions to consider should be:
•

precipitation (rain and snow),

•

temperature,

•

dispersion conditions for potential atmospheric releases of hazardous material, and

•

potential for extreme weather phenomena, such as tropical and extratropical cyclones and
hurricanes, tornadoes, severe winter storms and sandstorms.

In the area survey stage, data on extreme weather conditions that may adversely affect facility safety
should be mapped on a national or regional scale.
In the site characterisation and site confirmation stages, information should be obtained on the
meteorological conditions, as determined from the closest recording station(s), in order to predict
potential effects of extreme precipitation on the hydrological and hydrogeological systems at the site,
and to evaluate the harmful substance releases to the environment during operation of the disposal
facility. The types of information should include:
•

characteristics of wind and atmospheric dispersion,

•

precipitation characteristics, and

•

extreme weather phenomena.
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9.2.8 Human activities
As the landfill repository is explicitly located in the biosphere where human activities take place, the
possibility of human interaction or intrusion is decidedly non-negligible. Consideration should be given
to existing conditions or potential changes to site conditions from progressive landfill development that
may impact the stability including topography, surcharge loads, drainage and surface water (AUEPA,
2019). Jurisdictions of authority may have specific numerical criteria for separation distances and should
be consulted regarding their specific requirements (CCME, 2006).
The site should be located so that activities carried out by present, or future, generations at or near the
site will not be likely to affect the isolation capability of the disposal system (IAEA, 2014). Areas near
groundwater and surface water sources identified for future water supply needs should be avoided. The
separation between the landfill repository and populated areas should consider atmospheric, surface
and groundwater times of travel. The site should not be near designated populated or public areas.
Areas that are not at a reasonable distance from a public road that facilitates roadside drainage to
surface water courses should be avoided (CCME, 2006).
Safety function LR-8: A safety function of the landfill repository site is to provide isolation so that
activities carried out by present, or future, generations at or near the site will not be likely to disrupt the
disposal system.
Target property LR-8a: The landfill repository site should not be near groundwater and surface
water sources identified for future water supply needs.
Safety function LR-9: The separation between the landfill repository and populated areas should
consider atmospheric, surface and groundwater times of travel.
Target property LR-9a: The landfill repository site should not be near designated populated or
public areas.
Target property LR-9b: The landfill repository site should be at a reasonable distance from a
public road that facilitates roadside drainage to surface water courses.
Human intrusion into a disposal facility, resulting in the inadvertent exposure or extraction of waste
materials, is a mechanism whereby the natural and engineered barriers can be by-passed. Through the
careful design of barriers and markers, both physically at the site and in public records, the probability
of inadvertent intrusion may be reduced. Nevertheless, consideration still needs to be given to intrusion
into a near-surface disposal facility because many initiating events (leading to exposure scenarios) can
be defined and long-term effectiveness of such barriers and markers cannot be guaranteed.
As long as active institutional controls are in place at the site, the potential for human intrusion into the
facility can be assumed to be negligible (IAEA, 2014). Activities during the active phase of the period of
institutional control will include preservation of knowledge, prevention of human intrusion, and
monitoring and surveillance. It is usually assumed that the period of active institutional control during
which human intrusion is prevented lasts only for a limited time (typically a few hundred years) in order
that, as soon as reasonably possible, safety will be provided by passive means (IAEA, 2014). For nearsurface disposal facilities, the waste acceptance criteria will limit any consequences of human intrusion
to within specified criteria, even if control over the site is lost (IAEA, 2011a).
Target property LR-8b: Active institutional controls should remain in place until the
consequences of human intrusion will not exceed the criteria specified.
The institutional control measures put in place should include (IAEA, 2014):
•

prevention of unauthorised use of the site and human intrusion into the disposal facility,

•

monitoring and surveillance of the disposal system,

•

maintenance and remedial actions, and

•

transfer of knowledge to future generations.
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Summary and implications for site evaluation
The safety functions and target properties defined in this section are summarised in
Table 9-8.
Table 9-8. Landfill repository safety functions (LR-8, LR-9) and target properties related to human
activities.
Safety functions
LR-8: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is to
provide isolation so that
activities carried out by
present, or future, generations
at or near the site will not be
likely to disrupt the disposal
system.
LR-9: The separation between
the landfill repository and
populated areas should
consider atmospheric, surface
and groundwater times of
travel.

Target properties
LR-8a: The landfill repository site should not be near groundwater and
surface water sources identified for future water supply needs.
LR-8b: Active institutional controls should remain in place until the
consequences of human intrusion will not exceed the criteria specified.
LR-9a: The landfill repository site should not be near designated populated or
public areas.
LR-9b: The landfill repository site should be at a reasonable distance from a
public road that facilitates roadside drainage to surface water courses.

According to the IAEA (2014), in the area survey stage, known valuable geological resources, including
groundwater, should be mapped as part of the process of defining the region of interest. In the site
characterisation and site confirmation stages, in order to estimate any adverse impact that off-site
installations might have on the projected disposal system, the following information should be collected:
•

location of nearby installations, such as oil refineries, chemical plants, storage depots, pipelines
and other facilities, that could have an impact on site operations, and

•

location of transport routes.

In the site characterisation and site confirmation stage, in order to evaluate whether past or future
exploration and recovery of resources could negatively affect the disposal system, information should
be collected concerning:
•

known or potential occurrences of energy including geothermal resources, groundwater and
minerals, and estimates of their present and projected quality and value and the potential for
their use, and

•

records of past and present drilling and mining operations in the vicinity of the site.

9.3 Design and construction related considerations
9.3.1 Constructability
Constructability of soils in general
When exploring constructability of the ground for foundation in general, a variety of data is needed, and
this is why all relevant data should be combined to cover all aspects affecting the constructability. The
main characteristics of the ground regarding constructability are (GTK, 2020):
•

load-bearing capacity of sediment layers, frost susceptibility, compressibility and suitability for
excavation of the ground,

•

depth of a load-bearing layer,
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•

topography, including slope steepness (affecting especially to the needs of levelling operations),

•

usability of sand, gravel and bedrock aggregate, and

•

groundwater.

In general, the majority of coarse-grained soil types (gravel and sand) are good for construction
purposes, as they have a good load-bearing capacity, low compressibility and they are not susceptible
to frost. The coarse-grained soil types are also more permeable to water. Fine-grained soil types (clay
and silt) can be challenging for construction due to their high compressibility and poorer load-bearing
capacity (leading to settlements and stability problems) and possible frost susceptibility. The finegrained soil types have a low hydraulic conductivity. Till deposits usually have a good load-bearing
capacity but might be frost-susceptible, and their excavatability can be poor. The most stable foundation
regarding the load-bearing capacity and the highest frost susceptibility can be achieved when
constructing in the bedrock. However, with bedrock the construction costs can be high.
Constructability in a perspective of a landfill-type repository
As a landfill-type repository is constructed above ground, there are many factors to consider regarding
its constructability. These factors, including also climatic conditions, are site specific. Constructability of
a landfill-type repository at a certain site relies on the local geological conditions as well as geotechnical
and hydrological properties at the site, including the bedrock, sediment layer and groundwater conditions
(see also Section 5.1 for Norway’s sediment characteristics). In addition, local climatic conditions (e.g.
temperature, precipitation) and the estimated changes in the climatic conditions due to the climate
change affect the constructability of the site.
Site-specific geological, geotechnical and hydrological conditions and properties shall be investigated
by a sufficient site investigation campaign already in the design phase. In general, the conditions and
properties under investigation include strength and deformation properties, frost susceptibility, hydraulic
conductivity and groundwater conditions. In Table 9-9, typical phases of site investigation are presented.
Considering the landfill-type repository, all typical geotechnical and hydrological characteristics of the
ground need to be reviewed, but the most important characteristics are related to its load-bearing
capacity and water permeability. Low strength and high deformation properties might lead to stability
problems (landslide or other failures) and settlements (failures in sealing and drainage structures). Low
hydraulic conductivity is beneficial for minimising the water movement in the ground. In Table 9-10,
different soil types are reviewed regarding their constructability.
Even though the constructability of landfill-type repository depends mostly on the prevailing soil types,
it is possible to build on many types of soil. However, differences in structural solutions as well as costs
may exist. In some cases, it is possible that part of the soil needs to be excavated and replaced by
another type of soil that is more suitable for foundation solution.
Timing of the construction activities for the landfill-type repository should be taken into account since
the construction is performed above ground. It is beneficial to deposit all waste packages at the same
time or in separate, timed phases. Construction of the foundation structures, deposition of waste
packages and construction of the cover structures should be performed during dry and frost-free period,
preferably during the spring/early summer with lower relative air humidity in comparison to late summer
and autumn. Stable conditions facilitate compaction of the layers (especially the mineral sealing layers)
and reaching their target properties. Care should be taken to avoid freezing of the frost-susceptible
layers (especially the mineral sealing layer), which is why these layers should be protected if they are
exposed to freezing temperatures.
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Table 9-9. Example of phases to investigate the site and ground properties for constructability of a
landfill-type system (adapted from SYKE, 2002).
Initial phase
Purpose

Inventory of initial data

Data collection sources
and methods

Maps (topographical and aerial)
Existing soil data

Result

General features of the site (e.g. topography, rocky areas, soft soils, wetlands) as
well as catchment areas of surface waters

Preliminary design phase
Purpose

Prepare a research programme to investigate constructability of the site and
planning of the sealing structures

Data collection sources
and methods

Monitoring of groundwater and perched water (groundwater table and fluctuations,
flow directions, water quality, and possible utilisation of groundwater in adjacent
areas). The monitoring should be performed throughout the year and in some
parts, also after the start of operation and even after closure.
Maps and site visits are utilised to study several characteristics: rocky areas,
valleys, areas of non-cohesive soils, areas of soft soil and wetlands, water
permeable sediments, type of topsoil, estimation of soil layer thicknesses,
exploitable soil layers for construction activities, and catchment areas of
groundwater and surface waters.

Result

The most suitable locations for the landfill type of system are identified, based on
e.g. load-bearing and permeability properties. In addition, suitable soil types to be
utilised in the construction are identified.

Detailed design phase
Purpose

Detailed assessment of the site constructability by a site investigation to study:
Accurate ground level
Groundwater characteristic (as described above)
Soil layer thicknesses as well as geotechnical and hydrological properties
(especially zones of different soil types, areas and thicknesses of soft soil layers,
areas of load-bearing soil layers, and areas of bedrock fracture zones)
The investigation starts with fewer investigation points and more investigation
points are added later based on the investigation results. More investigation points
are needed e.g. where soil layer characteristics change rapidly.

Data collection sources
and methods

Drillings, sample taking and laboratory studies.
Drillings are used to determine soil layer thicknesses. The following are also
suggested to be determined:
In clay layers: shear strength and areas of more permeable layers
In layers below the clay layers and in non-cohesive soil layers: load-bearing
capacity, stoniness, friction angle, bedrock quality
Soil samples to complement the drilling studies:
Disturbed samples: water content, grain size distribution, hydraulic conductivity
(non-cohesive soils), plastic properties, stabilisation of clay using different
adhesives (on demand), dry density in natural state (non-cohesive soils)
Undisturbed samples (clay): compressibility and consolidation properties
(oedometer test), strength and consolidation degree (triaxial test), vertical and
horizontal hydraulic conductivity, bulk density
Also in situ tests at the site can be performed to determine hydraulic conductivity,
dry density and load-bearing capacity of the ground. On demand, water-pressure
test can be performed to determine integrity of the bedrock.

Result

Constructability of the selected site regarding its geological, geotechnical and
hydrological properties.
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Table 9-10. General review including strengths and weaknesses of main soil types and bedrock with
regards to constructability of underlying soil for a landfill-type repository.
Soil type

Possible advantages

Possible disadvantages

Clay and silt

Low hydraulic conductivity
Strengthens during consolidation

Low shear strength
Disturbs easily
High compressibility
Frost susceptibility
Assessment of strength requires
high quality of soil investigation

Sand, gravel and till

High load-bearing capacity (should be
determined by laboratory studies and in situ
drillings)
Low compressibility
Non-frost susceptibility (sand and gravel)

High hydraulic conductivity
(except for basal till)
Frost susceptibility (till)

Bedrock

High load-bearing capacity, deformations are
negligible
Non-frost susceptible

Fractured bedrock might require
sealing of the bedrock
High construction costs

Constructability of the sealing layer
Sealing structures can be regarded as one of the most important part of the landfill-type repository.
Constructability of the mineral sealing layer can depend on, e.g., material choices, slope inclinations
and types of vehicles needed. These might affect the installation and especially compaction activities of
the layer. It is important that the compaction properties of the material are first tested in a laboratory and
the compaction is also tested in field conditions, which is followed by standardised testing for
compactness. The material for the sealing layer should be chosen so that all of its design criteria can
be fulfilled (see the criteria from Ikonen et al., 2020).
After compaction of the mineral sealing layer, the layer should be protected from drying, erosion and
freezing. Drying or wetting can make the compaction more difficult and especially freeze-thaw cycles
could deteriorate the mineral sealing layer and increase its permeability for water significantly. During
construction of the mineral sealing layer, the prevailing temperature should be > 5 °C (SYKE, 2002).
Protective layers should be constructed on top of the mineral sealing layer before any freezing conditions
occur. Otherwise, temporary protection should be used. Installation of geomembranes and other
geosynthetic products also require temperatures which are > 5 °C and in addition, they should not be
installed during rainy or windy conditions (SYKE, 2002).
Wetting or drying of the mineral sealing layer should be prevented also during longer breaks in the work.
If wetting, drying, or damage occurs, this part of the layer should be replaced. Ambient conditions should
be taken into account also during storing and transportation of the material. If the material segregates,
e.g. during transportation, it should be homogenised before installation (SYKE, 2008).
9.3.2 Excavation and land clearing
Land clearing and excavation will be among the first construction activities at the site which has been
selected for the landfill-type repository. These activities can sometimes be time consuming and
expensive, depending on the site properties. Extensive land clearing activities are needed when
constructing especially on forest areas. Topography of the site can have significant effects on the extent
of the land clearing and excavation activities. Due to requirements on ground levelling at the repository
site, steepness of the site increases the need for land clearing and excavation efforts significantly. This
also increases costs and time needed for these activities. Extensive excavation can produce large
masses of soil. These masses should primarily be considered to be used at the site for ground levelling
or utilised in the construction of the repository or infrastructure in the area. If these masses cannot be
utilised for the repository or infrastructure, the masses can be used in landscaping or transported away
to be utilised at some other construction site. If no utilisation of the masses is possible, they should be
disposed of properly. When banking the soil masses at the construction site, load-bearing capacity of
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the base should be taken into account, as well as slope inclination and height of the embankment, so
that no landslides or other failures may occur.
Excavation properties of ground are not easily determined accurately, but a rough estimation can be
done by defining excavatability, which is affected by factors such as excavation resistance of the ground
(soil type) and environmental properties (e.g., soil moisture, climate conditions). Excavatability has also
a straight link to an excavation capacity. Excavation resistance and excavation capacity affect
significantly the type of vehicles and excavation methods needed, as well as costs realised by the work.
Rain increases soil moisture in the ground and, depending on the soil type, can decrease or increase
the excavation resistance and excavation capacity. Heavy rain can also weaken load-bearing capacity
of the ground for the vehicles. Frozen ground can increase the excavation resistance significantly and
decrease the excavation capacity, and this is why heating of the ground might be needed. On soft soils,
frozen ground offers more load-bearing capacity for vehicles.
Excavation resistances can differ significantly between different soil types. Till has the greatest
excavation resistance, as it can contain large amounts of rock fragments. Excavation resistance of till
depends heavily on compactness of the layer. Excavation resistance of fine-grained soils can be only
1/10 compared with till and is dependent mainly on their water content and shear strength. For coarsegrained soils (sand, gravel), excavation resistance can be 1/2 compared with till and is affected by
compactness (density) and amount of rock fragments in the soil (Hartikainen, 2007). If the bedrock is
close to the ground surface, it is possible that excavation of the bedrock is needed. This is performed
by blasting.
The underlying soil for the landfill-type repository should offer resistance to settlements and also stability.
Design of the landfill-type repository, including, e.g., slope inclinations and thicknesses of layers,
determines the loads on the underlying soil, which should have sufficient strength and deformation
properties. These properties should be investigated properly. In some cases it is possible that the
naturally occurring soil underlying the constructed foundation layer needs to be replaced by more
suitable soil (see Section 9.3.1 for soil constructability). One option could also be to perform subgrade
reinforcement activities (e.g. stabilisation) so that no replacement of the soil would be needed. Levelling
of the underlying soil should be performed based on a levelling plan which takes into account especially
the draining systems. The levelling plan should not include inclinations that could cause stability
problems.
9.3.3 Mechanical stability
Construction of a landfill-type repository transmits loads to the ground. The stability of the ground and
its resistance to settlements should be studied using sufficient analysis methods (numerical modelling;
numerous tools exist). Also, stability and settlements of the repository itself should be studied.
Settlements, especially uneven settlements of the foundation or underlying soil can lead to failures in
drainage systems and sealing structures. Loads as well as deformation properties of the repository
systems and the ground should be taken into account in the analysis and design. Deformation properties
of different soil types differ (see Section 9.3.1). Settlements should be monitored (e.g. settlement plates)
in the landfill repository during construction and after construction.
The landfill repository is a system with inclined sides. These types of structures that are constructed
using soil materials require studies of slope stability. Loss of stability could result in landslides, which
would be a safety risk and could cause significant damages to the structures of the repository, leading
also to extensive and expensive repair work. Stability of structures should be taken into account also
during construction work; too steep inclinations in temporary slopes or in dumbing of soil are
occupational safety risks. Stability of slopes should be monitored (e.g. inclinometers) especially during
the construction activities. Stress factors affecting stability are slope inclinations, height and weight of
the structures, and load bearing capacity of foundation layer and underlying soil. In Figure 9-6, various
types of landfill failures are presented.
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Figure 9-6. Various types of landfill failures (Qian et al., 2001).
Failures on liners (e.g. geomembranes) (Figure 9-6, a and b) are typical failures which can occur if the
slope is too steep or too long. Risk for these types of failures is highest during heavy rain. Depending
on the site-specific conditions, also seismic stability should be investigated to prevent these types of
failures from occurring. For a landfill type of structure, these failure types (a and b) are the most
applicable in stability analysis. Rotational failure of sidewall slope or base (Figure 9-6, c) does not involve
liner systems; it is often related to steep side slopes and/or soft foundation soils. The rotational type of
failure emerges along the slope, at the toe, or within the foundation. Rotational foundation failure through
subsoil, liner and waste (Figure 9-6, d) initiates in a soft foundation soil and propagates up through the
waste mass. Failure within waste mass (Figure 9-6, e) occurs within the waste mass, independent of
the liner system. These types of failures occur due to steep slopes, high liquid content and lack of
placement control. Translational failure along the liner system (Figure 9-6, f) can occur with the solid
waste sliding above, within, or beneath the liner system at the base of the waste mass (Qian et al.,
2001).
Stability analysis is based on modelling of sliding surfaces, along which possible failures of slopes occur.
As presented in Figure 9-6, liners are possibly the most potential sliding surfaces in landfill-type
structures. Friction between liners and other layers should be taken into account in the analysis. Also,
other most potential sliding surfaces are at interfaces of different layers. The stability analysis should
investigate stability not only for the cover layer but also for the waste fill and foundation, as well as
underlying soil. As a result, maximum inclinations of the structures can be defined.
Sliding surfaces can also be developed within soil materials. Stability of a soil is affected mainly by its
shear strength properties. Failure occurs when shear stresses exceed the shear strength in soil. Shear
strength of a soil is dependent on cohesion and friction properties, which are dependent on soil type
and many other individual properties. A change in water content due to infiltration of rain or other
seepage can decrease shear strength in soil significantly. Rain can also add weight to the upper layers,
which increases the shear stresses in soil. Loss of stability often occurs during heavy rain.
9.3.4 Water management
The water management at a landfill site is based on:
•

Requirement on the allowed infiltration into the repository set based on the iteration between
the safety case (modelling) and the design: only a limited amount of the annual precipitation
shall be allowed to infiltrate into the repository through the cover layer of the landfill. This is
either defined as X mm/year per 1 m2 or a percentage from the annual precipitation. Increase in
precipitation due to climate change in Norway (~+20 %) should be taken into account in setting
this requirement.
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•

•

•

Siting
o

Placing the landfill repository higher than the groundwater table, taking into account
fluctuations in the water table and possible changes due to climate change.

o

Topographic location of the landfill with respect to the surrounding environment. In case
of Norway, stormwater or avalanches discharged from the nearby mountains and
directing the water away from the landfill (inclinations, ditches) need to be taken into
account in the design of the disposal area.

o

Location of water bodies close to the landfill posing a flooding risk; e.g. a river, lake or
sea. Expected and unexpected level of the flooding water taking into account increased
precipitation due to climate change and local land uplift in the following 100 years. For
example at the coast of Finland, the building should be founded +2 m or more from the
sea level (Keto et al., 2020). This level shall be defined based on the local conditions and
water level predictions for the future. Also, the minimum distance into a water body should
be defined, since rivers, lakes and the sea are considered as groundwater discharge
areas.

Surface structures for controlling precipitation and surface run-off water and minimising the
amount of water infiltrated into the repository including:
o

Shape and inclinations (e.g., 1:10 on top of the waste, 1:4 on the outer margins of the
landfill) of the landfill promoting drainage of surface waters.

o

Avoiding uneven settlements of the landfill that could end up in forming a water filled pool
on top of the landfill. This is ensured by material selection (e.g. till for the top layer),
compaction of layers, filling the spaces between and inside the waste packages with a
material with low compressibility. In addition, the foundation of the landfill shall be as
stable as possible.

o

Ditches collecting the surface run-off waters and directing the waters in a controlled
manner outward from the landfill repository.

Drainage systems
o

Cover layer: drainage layer with minimum thickness of 0.5 m and inclination of ≥ 2 % and
a hydraulic conductivity (K) of > 1x10-3 m/s. Geomembrane (maximum inclination is
material dependent based on the friction angle of the material). Drainage pipes leading
to a system collecting the water.

o

Foundation layer: drainage layer with minimum thickness of 0.5 m and inclination of ≥ 2
% and a hydraulic conductivity (K) of > 1x10-3 m/s. Geomembrane (maximum inclination
is material dependent based on the friction angle of the material). Drainage pipes leading
to a system collecting the water in a separate inspection well/pool.

o

Maintenance/flushing of the drainage system.

9.3.5 Chemical composition of water
As discussed in Section 9.2.4, geochemical conditions may adversely affect the integrity of the landfill
and its engineering systems such as liners, leachate collection system, landfill gas collection system
and final cover.
In consideration of the likely chemical interactions within the disposal system (surface environment and
related precipitation), the following evaluations are recommended:
•

corrosive action of infiltrating water on the engineered barriers,

•

processes or conditions influencing the solubility and the sorption of hazardous substances,
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•

Eh and pH of the infiltrating water, and

•

processes or conditions involving the presence of colloids and organic materials.

Such evaluations will be needed to optimise the engineered system designs.
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10 Surface structures
10.1 Relevance of soil layers in deciding placement of facility
Above all, the rock quality determines the geographical placement of the Norwegian National Facility.
When one or a couple alternative locations are selected on the basis of this determining criterion, the
constructability of the construction area must also be considered from the perspective of surface
structures. Of course, the possible location of the site in an existing built environment and the
accessibility of the site also influence the decision between location options.
The constructability assesses the suitability of the ground conditions for the planned construction project.
The planned facilities above ground in the National Facility are described in Ikonen et al. (2020, Ch. 5).
There are so many different construction methods and structural solutions that, in practice, different soil
structures or foundation structures can be implemented even for sites with demanding geotechnical
conditions. Once the location has been decided, the layout design will be refined. In layout designing
phase you should pay attention to the effects of the geotechnical conditions to the construction. Layout
planning is primarily guided by the operational requirements of the area, still taking into account the
ground conditions. The geometry of the access tunnel required for the underground facility can be
optimised based on both topography and rock and soil conditions.
After layout planning phase, the approximate location of site operations is locked in and more detailed
structural design can be done. From a geotechnical point of view, both the final structures and the
required construction site phasing, excavations, trench supports and other structures must be planned.

10.2 General site properties
Scandinavian subsoil consists of sedimentary soil types such as till, sand, silt and clay. The thickness
of the soil on top of the bedrock is relatively thin. There are significant regional variations in soil layer
thicknesses and rock surface elevations (cf. Sections 9.2.2 and 9.3.1).
The significance of the topography of the ground increases when the wider site will be built. From the
point of view of operational requirements, the area must either be naturally flat or it can also be
constructed flat. The more varied the topography, the more excavation and earthmoving work is needed
to level the area, which also brings additional costs. Within the site, moderate elevation differences can
be managed with soil structure solutions such as reinforced slopes or retaining walls.
However, before detailed planning for surface structures, regional stability must be ensured. In an area
where the ground surface is sloping and there are soil layers with poor technical quality and the
groundwater has a debilitating effect, low regional stability can make construction substantially difficult.
In order to solve regional instability, various enhancing structures or subgrade reinforcements can be
built, but in principle the needed actions are large in scale and therefore also expensive.

10.3 Investigations before layout and specific planning
As more detailed planning begins, a sufficient number of ground surveys will be carried out in the area
to refine the type of foundations and to dimension structures. Ground survey methods and quantities
depend on soil conditions. The depth of the rock surface, the technical properties of clays, the water
conductivity of the coarse-grained soils and the shear strength angle are examples of the basic
properties to be studied. Properties is studied in situ by many kinds of soundings and soil samples are
taken and examined in the laboratory. Site measurements using different methods are also an essential
part to collect input data. Based on measurements and soundings, a geological model of the soil can be
developed.
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10.4 General examples of the construction conditions
Constructability based on ground conditions could be classified as follows:
Very good construction conditions:
•

Topographically plain areas.

•

Material is coarse sand, gravel and till.

•

The buildings can be founded ground-supported on subsoil.

•

Yards, driveways and pipelines can be founded ground-supported with suitable structural layers
on subsoil.

•

The groundwater level is deep under structures.

Good construction conditions:
•

Topographically plain or gently sloping areas where the material is sandy, till or fine sand.

•

Gently sloping areas where material is coarse-grained sand or gravel.

•

The buildings can be founded ground-supported on subsoil.

•

Yards, driveways and pipelines can be founded ground-supported with suitable structural layers
on subsoil.

•

Topographically plain or gently sloping areas where the bedrock is near the surface. The
buildings will be founded ground-supported on blasted rock bottom.

Average construction conditions:
•

Topographically plain or gently sloping areas where the material is fine-grained sediment with
thickness of 2.5-10 metres. The buildings must be founded on piles.

Demanding construction conditions:
•

Topographically steep coarse-grained sand or till areas. The buildings can be founded groundsupported on subsoil.

•

Topographically steep areas where the bedrock is near the surface. The buildings will be
founded ground-supported on blasted rock bottom.

•

Topographically plain areas where the material is fine-grained sediment with thickness of 10-25
metres. The buildings must be founded on piles. Yards, driveways and pipelines must be
founded on subgrade reinforcements.

•

Areas where the material is man-made soil with thickness over 3 metres.

•

Areas that are next to a waterway.

•

The groundwater level is near the surface.

Very demanding construction conditions:
•

Topographically very steep areas.

•

Topographically plain areas where the material is organic sediments with thickness over 5
metres or fine-grained sediment with thickness over 25 metres.

•

The buildings must be founded on piles.
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•

Yards, driveways and pipelines must be founded on subgrade reinforcements.

10.5 Detailed planning for surface structures and foundations
Suitable structures can be determined, on the one hand, on the basis of the requirements of the soil
conditions and, on the other hand, on the basis of the requirements of surface structures.
In general, for example the settlement criteria set by buildings and other structures are more stringent
than for soil structures such as road embankment. A good example is pipelines, which are typically
settlement sensitive structures. The sensitive structures located in the area have to be founded on a
resistant subsoil or rock. When the resistant subsoil is located deeper, the loads can be taken to the
required depth for example by piling.
Regardless of the soil conditions, there are a variety of construction methods required for each structure;
for buildings and other structures, piles or other concrete base structures. And for infrastructure (roads,
storage fields, parking, etc.), subgrade reinforcements, concrete foundation structures or lightening
embankment structures may be used. It is about detailed planning and dimensioning the structures, not
that there would be no alternatives. One needs to take into account, on the one hand, the subsoil
conditions and, on the other hand, the resulting loads that need to last.
The surface area needs traffic routes and some storage or parking fields which causes embankment
loads to the soil. However, some predicted settlements can be allowed for such structures, which is why
the requirements for foundation conditions are not as stringent as for buildings. For weaker subsoil,
subgrade reinforcements such as pillar stabilisation, mass stabilisation or mass exchanges can be
designed.

10.6 Entrance to the underground disposal facility
The generic design of the repository site differs from conventional industrial site design mainly in terms
of access tunnel to underground spaces. The access tunnel can be rock tunnel, combination of concrete
and rock tunnel or combination of concrete trough, concrete tunnel and rock tunnel. Whichever of the
options is the most appropriate, it is possible to locate the access tunnel inside tunnel portal building.
Depending on the soil conditions and topography of the selected location, one of the following will be
considered for the access tunnel. The tunnel on the above-ground section may also be partly a concrete
tunnel.
1.
2.
3.

The rock surface is close to the ground surface or exposed. The access tunnel can be made
directly into the rock.
The soil layer covers the bedrock and there have to be done markable excavations to reach
the bedrock. The access tunnel is located below the soil cover, but above the groundwater
level. A concrete trough or tunnel to the access tunnel will be built.
If the rock surface is located below the groundwater table, a trough or concrete tunnel leading
to the access tunnel shall be constructed watertight.

10.7 Summary concerning surface structures
The location of the National Facility is primarily determined by the required rock quality. Regionally
unstable soil area can guide the location of surface structures most widely. Once a stable area has been
found, various buildings, structures, roads, fields and also the access tunnel structures, and access
tunnel building can be implemented. Concerning constructions and geotechnical aspects, it is more
about techno-economic optimisation. The more demanding the ground conditions are and the more
demanding the structures need to be, the more expensive the solution will be. However, the
requirements set by long-term safety aspects will guide in selecting a stable environment also when
considered from the construction side.
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11 Summary and conclusions
The Norwegian National Facility for the disposal of radioactive waste is preliminarily planned to be
located at a single site in crystalline bedrock. The site includes repositories for several types of waste.
Non-radioactive decommissioning waste will be disposed in a landfill repository, LILW in an intermediate
depth repository and high-level waste (in this report, assumed to be spent nuclear fuel) in either a deep
geological repository (DGR) or a deep borehole repository. The safety functions, target properties and
preliminary site evaluation factors proposed for the host rock of the DGR, intermediate depth repository
and deep borehole repository are summarised in Table 11-1. The safety functions and target properties
proposed for the landfill repository site are summarised in Table 11-2.
Table 11-1. Safety functions and target properties proposed for the intermediate depth repository, DGR
and deep borehole repository.
Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

Intermediate depth repository (IDR)
IDR-1: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide isolation from the surface
environment and human actions.
IDR-1a: The intermediate depth repository site
should not contain significant or exceptional
deposits of exploitable natural resources.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
contain significant or exceptional deposits of exploitable
natural resources.

IDR-1b: The intermediate depth repository site
should not contain exceptionally high
geothermal energy potential.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
contain exceptionally high geothermal energy potential.

IDR-1c: The intermediate depth repository site
should not include significant groundwater
resources.

• The intermediate depth repository site should not
include significant groundwater resources.

IDR-1d: The intermediate depth repository
should be located at a depth of at least several
tens of metres below the ground surface.

• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
construct at a minimum depth of 100 m below the
current ground surface.
• Sites with exceptionally high erosion rates should be
avoided.

IDR-1e: The surface conditions at the site
should favour long-term isolation.

• A safety distance should be determined for any
drillholes existing at the site.
• Landslides should not cover the site during the
operational phase.
• The ground surface should be higher than an expected
flooding level during the operational phase.

IDR-2: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide mechanically stable
conditions.
IDR-2a: The intermediate depth repository host
rock should have favourable mechanical
properties to ensure the long-term stability of
the rock surrounding the repository.

• Host rock volume in which the repository cavern will be
constructed should not have major intersecting fracture
zones.
• The host rock should be sufficiently stable so that any
rock engineering methods needed to support the
intermediate depth repository will not jeopardise the
long-term safety.

IDR-2b: The intermediate depth repository
should not be disrupted by seismic events.

• The intermediate depth repository should not be located
in a region known for high seismic activity.
• The waste halls of the intermediate depth repository
should not intersect faults that could possibly host large
movements in a seismic event.
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Safety function and target properties
IDR-2c: The intermediate depth repository site
should not contain a significant risk for early
permafrost development.

Site evaluation factors
• The intermediate depth repository site should not
contain a significant risk for early permafrost
development.
• Current permafrost areas should be avoided.

IDR-3: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide favourable hydrogeological
conditions with limited transport of solutes.
IDR-3a: The average hydraulic conductivity in
the intermediate depth repository host rock
should be less than 10−8 m/s (this limit applies
when the hydraulic gradient at the site in
undisturbed conditions is 0.01 or less).

• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
locate in rock mass with an average hydraulic
conductivity of less than 10−8 m/s.
• The natural (undisturbed) hydraulic gradient at the
disposal site should be 0.01 or less.

IDR-3b: The highest transmissivity of a fracture
intersecting the waste halls of the intermediate
depth repository should be less than 10−7 m2/s
(this limit applies when the hydraulic gradient at
the site in undisturbed conditions is 0.01 or
less).

• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
locate so that it does not intersect fractures with a
transmissivity of 10−7 m2/s or more.
• The natural (undisturbed) hydraulic gradient at the
disposal site should be 0.01 or less.

IDR-3c: The intermediate depth repository
location should be in such groundwater regime
that groundwater discharge does not take place
through the repository or in its immediate
vicinity.

• The intermediate depth repository location should be in
such groundwater regime that groundwater discharge
does not take place through the repository or in its
immediate vicinity.

IDR-4: A safety function of the intermediate depth repository host rock is to provide chemically favourable and
stable conditions.
IDR-4a: The groundwater in the intermediate
depth repository host rock should have
reducing conditions after the initially entrapped
oxygen in the near field is consumed (to have a
stable waste form, to avoid metal corrosion and
to limit the solubility of radionuclides).

• The groundwater in the intermediate depth repository
host rock should have reducing conditions in natural
(undisturbed) conditions.
• The intermediate depth repository should be possible to
construct without intersecting a transmissive fracture
zone that could transport oxygen-rich water into the
repository.

IDR-4b: The groundwater in the intermediate
depth repository host rock should not be
aggressive towards concrete structures and,
therefore, should have the following ranges of
composition: pH > 5.5, SO42− < 600 mg/L, free
CO2 < 30 mg/L, NH4+ < 30 mg/L, Mg2+ < 300
mg/L and Cl− < 1000 mg/L, unless the
unfavourable composition can be compensated
for by the design of the engineered barriers

• The groundwater in the intermediate depth repository
host rock should have the following ranges of
composition in natural (undisturbed) conditions: pH >
5.5, SO42− < 600 mg/L, free CO2 < 30 mg/L, NH4+ < 30
mg/L, Mg2+ < 300 mg/L and Cl− < 1000 mg/L, unless the
unfavourable composition can be compensated for by
the design of the engineered barriers.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.

Deep Geological Repository (DGR)
DGR-1: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide isolation from the surface environment and human
actions.
DGR-1a: The DGR site should not contain
significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources.

• The DGR site should not contain significant or
exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources.

DGR-1b: The DGR site should not contain
exceptionally high geothermal energy potential.

• The DGR site should not contain exceptionally high
geothermal energy potential.

DGR-1c: The DGR site should not include
significant groundwater resources.

• The DGR site should not include significant
groundwater resources.

DGR-1d: The DGR depth should be several
hundreds of metres below the ground surface.

• The DGR should be possible to construct at a minimum
depth of 400 m below the current ground surface.
• Sites with exceptionally high erosion rates should be
avoided.
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Safety function and target properties
DGR-1e: The surface conditions at the site
should favour long-term isolation.

Site evaluation factors
• A safety distance should be determined for any
drillholes existing at the site.
• Landslides should not cover the site during the
operational phase.
• The ground surface should be higher than an expected
flooding level during the operational phase.

DGR-2: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide favourable thermal conditions.
DGR-2a: The thermal conductivity of the DGR
host rock should be sufficient to remove heat
produced by the spent nuclear fuel (canister)
so buffer temperature will remain < 100 °C.

• The thermal diffusivity or volumetric heat capacity of the
rock mass at disposal depth should not be exceptionally
low.
• The ambient temperature at disposal depth should not
be exceptionally high.
• Considering the thermal properties of the host rock and
other thermal parameters, the canisters should be
possible to be located at a sufficient spacing that
ensures that the target property will be met.

DGR-2b: The DGR depth should ensure that
the temperature in the buffer remains
constantly above buffer freezing temperature
(−2.5 °C).

• The disposal site should not be located in an area with a
particularly high risk for permafrost reaching the depth
of hundreds of metres.
• Current permafrost areas should be avoided.
• The depth of the DGR should be defined according to
the expected long-term evolution of the site to ensure
that the temperature in the buffer remains constantly
above buffer freezing temperature (−2.5 °C).

DGR-3: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide mechanically stable conditions.
DGR-3a: The groundwater pressure at the
DGR depth, including the load from an ice
sheet during glaciation, should be such that
isostatic load on canisters is less than 50 MPa.

• Sites where modelling indicates an ice sheet thickness
> 4 km at any time during the next one million years
should be avoided (or the canister and buffer design
changed).

DGR-3b: Shear movements at deposition holes
should be < 5 cm, with a maximum velocity of 1
m/s.

• The DGR should not be located in a region known for
high seismic activity.
• The deposition holes should not intersect faults that
could possibly host large movements in a seismic event.

DGR-3c: The DGR host rock should have good
mechanical properties to ensure the long-term
stability of the rock surrounding the repository.

• The DGR host rock volume in which the repository will
be constructed should not have major intersecting
fracture zones.
• The host rock should be sufficiently stable so that any
rock engineering methods needed to support the DGR
will not jeopardise the long-term safety.

DGR-4: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide favourable hydrogeological conditions with limited
transport of solutes.
DGR-4a: The fractures intersecting the
deposition holes should have a flow rate per
unit width of fracture < 1 L/m per year.

• The site should have low groundwater flow rates at the
DGR depth.
• It should be possible to place the deposition holes so
that they do not intersect fractures connected to fault
zones with high transmissivity.

DGR-4b: Flow paths formed as a chain of
fractures where a fracture intersects the
deposition hole should have a flow-related
transport resistance > 10,000 years/m.

• The site should have low groundwater flow rates at the
DGR depth.
• It should be possible to place the deposition holes so
that they do not intersect fractures connected to fault
zones with high transmissivity.

DGR-4c: The DGR location should be in such
groundwater regime that groundwater
discharge does not take place through the
repository or in its immediate vicinity.

• The DGR location should be in such groundwater
regime that groundwater discharge does not take place
through the repository or in its immediate vicinity.
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Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

DGR-5: A safety function of the DGR host rock is to provide chemically favourable and stable conditions.
DGR-5h: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a concentration of K+ < 0.1
mol/L (to limit illitisation of buffer and backfill).
DGR-5i: The groundwater in the DGR host rock
should have a low Fetot concentration (to limit
chloritisation of buffer and backfill).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.

DGR-5d: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a concentration of HS− < 3
mg/L (to avoid canister corrosion); higher shortterm concentrations can be accepted.

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances

DGR-5c: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a concentration of NO2− <
10−3 mol/L and low concentrations of NH4+ and
acetate (to avoid stress corrosion cracking in
the canister).
DGR-5g: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a pH 5−10 (to limit
montmorillonite dissolution); initially a higher
pH (up to 11) is allowed locally.
DGR-5j: The groundwater in the DGR host rock
should have low organic content (to limit
formation of organic complexes).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances

DGR-5a: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have anoxic conditions after the
initially entrapped oxygen in the near field is
consumed (to avoid canister corrosion, to have
a stable fuel matrix, and to limit the solubility of
radionuclides).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The DGR should be possible to locate at a depth where
groundwater chemistry is favourable.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.

DGR-5e: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a salinity of TDS < 35 g/L (to
maintain the swelling pressure of buffer and
backfill); short-term concentrations up to 70 g/L
can be accepted.
DGR-5f: The groundwater in the DGR host rock
should have a total charge equivalent of
cations ∑q[Mq+] > 8×10−3 mol/L (to limit
chemical erosion), where q = charge number of
ion and [Mq+] = molar concentration of a
cation.
DGR-5k: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have high ionic strength (to limit
colloid-facilitated radionuclide transport).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The DGR should be possible to locate at a depth where
groundwater chemistry is favourable.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances

DGR-5b: The groundwater in the DGR host
rock should have a pH > 4 and a concentration
of Cl− < 2 mol/L (to avoid canister corrosion).

• In the present-day undisturbed conditions, the target
property values should be fulfilled.
• The DGR should be possible to locate at a depth where
groundwater chemistry is favourable.
• The construction and operation should be possible
without using materials that would have a long-term
effect on the groundwater composition so that the
required composition could not be reached.
• The total inflow rate to the disposal facility should be
limited sufficiently to prevent significant hydrochemical
disturbances
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Safety function and target properties

Site evaluation factors

Deep Borehole Disposal (DBD)
DBD-1: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide isolation from the surface environment and human
actions.
DBD-1a: The DBD site should not contain
significant or exceptional deposits of
exploitable natural resources.

• The DBD site should not contain significant or
exceptional deposits of exploitable natural resources.

DBD-1b: The DBD site should not contain
significant groundwater resources.

• The DBD site should not include significant groundwater
resources.

DBD-1c: The disposal zone should be more
than a thousand metres below the ground
surface.

• The disposal zone should be possible to locate at a
minimum depth of 1500 m below the current ground
surface.

DBD-2: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide containment of the waste.
DBD-2a: The DBD host rock should not contain
large fractures or faults that form a potential
flow path to the ground surface.

• It should be possible to place the disposal zone so that
it does not intersect large fractures or faults that form a
potential flow path to the ground surface

DBD-2b: The DBD host rock should provide a
rock volume large enough to act as a
containment providing rock zone (CRZ).

• It should be possible to identify a rock volume large
enough to act as a containment providing rock zone
(CRZ), including the placement of seals.

DBD-2c: Rock temperature in the sealing zone
should fit to the chemical stability conditions of
the sealing material.

• The deep disposal borehole should not be drilled in the
Oslo Rift zone.

DBD-2d: The DBD location should be in such
groundwater regime that groundwater
discharge does not take place through the
borehole or in its immediate vicinity.

• The DBD location should be in such groundwater
regime that groundwater discharge does not take place
through the borehole or in its immediate vicinity.

DBD-2e: The chemical conditions at the depth
of the disposal zone should be favourable for
the engineered barriers of the DBD concept.

• The chemical conditions at the depth of the disposal
zone should be favourable for the engineered barriers of
the DBD concept.

DBD-3: A safety function of the DBD host rock is to provide mechanically stable conditions.
DBD-3a: The DBD host rock should be stable
without relevant formation movements (no
tectonically active zones, no volcanism, etc.).

• The deep borehole should not be located in a region
known for high seismic activity.
• The deep borehole should not intersect faults that could
possibly host large movements in a seismic event.

DBD-3b: The DBD host rock should have good
mechanical properties to ensure the long-term
stability of the rock surrounding the borehole.

• The rock at the DBD site should have rock mechanical
conditions that allow for wellbore stability during
construction and disposal.
• There should be favourable conditions for drilling and
operation in the DBD host rock.
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Table 11-2. Safety functions and target properties proposed for the landfill repository.
Safety functions

Target properties

Landfill Repository (LR)
LR-1: A safety function of the
landfill repository site geology
is to contribute to the isolation
of waste and the limitation of
release of hazardous
substances to the biosphere.

LR-1a: For a contaminated waste landfill, a thickness of > 2 m should
separate the base of the constructed liner and the closest aquifer or
unconfined groundwater surface, which is significant as either a groundwater
resource or migration pathway.
LR-1b: The base of a landfill should have a thickness of ≥ 5 m for hazardous
waste landfills and ≥ 1 m for non-hazardous waste landfills.
LR-1c: Where the geological barrier does not naturally meet the above
conditions, it can be completed artificially and reinforced by other means
giving equivalent protection. An artificially established geological barrier
should be no less than 0.5 m thick.
LR-1d: The prevailing natural barrier (soil/sediments, bedrock) should have a
low permeability, sufficient sorption capacity (for the hazardous substances
within the repository) and limited hydraulic connections to limit migration of
radionuclides into the groundwater and the surrounding environment.

LR-2: A safety function of the
landfill repository site geology
is to contribute to the stability
of the disposal system and
should provide sufficient
volume and favourable
properties for disposal.
LR-3: A safety function of the
landfill repository site
hydrogeology is to provide low
groundwater flow rates and
long flow paths in order to
restrict the migration of
hazardous substances.

LR-2a: The landfill repository site should not be associated with karst terrain
or former mining operations as they are susceptible to collapse of voids or
settlement of low strength zones.
LR-2b: The landfill repository site should not have excessive differential or
total settlement from uncontrolled fill, collapse of low-density soils or
consolidation of compressible soils.
LR-2c: The landfill repository site should not be near active geotechnical
features, such as sink holes.
LR-3a: Base of a landfill should have a hydraulic conductivity of ≤ 1x10˗9 m/s
and thickness of ≥ 5 m for hazardous waste landfills and ≥ 1 m for nonhazardous waste landfills.
LR-3b: An artificially established geological barrier should have a hydraulic
conductivity of ≤ 1x10˗10 m/s and a thickness of ≥ 0.5 m.
LR3c: Distance of the landfill repository site to the closest water bodies
(streams, rivers, lakes, brooks) should be sufficient (≥ 300 m, depending on
the hydrogeological characteristics of the site) to avoid flooding of the site
and to limit dispersion of hazardous substances into these water bodies.
LR-3d: The landfill repository site shall have limited hydraulic connectivity to
the surrounding environment.
LR-3e: Location of the landfill repository should be favourable with respect to
water bodies and prevailing topography.
LR-3f: The landfill repository should not be located at an area important for
groundwater supply.

LR-4: A safety function of the
geochemistry of groundwater
and the geological media at
the landfill repository site is to
contribute to limiting the
release of hazardous
substances from the landfill
repository and not to
significantly reduce the
longevity of engineered
barriers.

LR-4a: The geochemical conditions should promote exchange, sorption and
precipitation and co-precipitation of hazardous substances that could be
released from the landfill repository and inhibit the formation of chemical
compounds of hazardous substances that migrate readily.
LR-4b: The geochemical conditions at the landfill repository site should not
adversely affect the integrity of the landfill and engineering systems such as
liners, leachate collection system, landfill gas collection system and final
cover.
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Safety functions
LR-5: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is
tectonic and seismic stability
such that the isolation
capability of the landfill
repository will not be
endangered.

Target properties
LR-5a: The landfill repository site should not have recent or historic evidence
of active faulting, tectonic processes or igneous activities.
LR-5b: The landfill repository site should not have a history of earthquakes of
such magnitude and intensity that, if they recurred, could adversely affect
isolation of the waste.
LR-5c: The landfill repository site should not have potential for natural events
such as subsidence or volcanic activity that could change the regional
hydrogeological system.
LR-5d: The landfill repository site should not have evidence of soil
liquefaction in seismic loads.
LR-5e: The landfill repository site should be free from risks of ground rupture,
slope instability and permanent settlements caused by liquefaction or
densification in the event of an earthquake.
LR-5f: The landfill repository site should not be near faults, especially those
that have had significant geotechnical activity.

LR-6: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is to
provide stable surface
conditions so that surface
processes such as flooding of
the disposal site, landslides or
erosion cannot disrupt the
disposal system.

LR-6a: The landfill repository site should be generally well drained and free of
areas of flooding or frequent ponding.
LR-6b: Accumulation of water in upstream drainage areas due to precipitation
or snowmelt and the failure of water control structures, channel obstruction or
landslides should be minimal so as to decrease the amount of runoff that
could erode or inundate the facility.
LR-6c: The landfill repository site should be in an area with topographical and
hydrological features that preclude the potential for flooding.
LR-6d: The landfill repository site should not be subject to tsunamis.
LR-6e: The landfill repository site should not be subject to tidal flooding.
LR-6f: The landfill repository site should not be within a defined portion of a
dynamic beach.
LR-6g: The landfill repository site should not be near lands subject to slope
failure.
LR-6h: The landfill repository site should not be near active erosional features
such as bluffs, banks, dunes and escarpments.
LR-6i: The landfill repository site should not be near critical surface water and
groundwater recharge areas, surface water intakes, highly vulnerable
aquifers or wellhead protection areas or zones.
LR-6j: The landfill repository site should not be subject to geotechnical activity
due to unmanaged permafrost.

LR-7: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is to
provide favourable
meteorological conditions with
acceptable precipitation.

LR-7a: The landfill repository site should not be in an area where the average
precipitation in any month is greater than the combined capacity of
evapotranspiration and groundwater storage (unless the effects of
precipitation are controlled during wet months so that the landfill performance
is equivalent to that achieved under acceptable levels of precipitation).
LR-7b: The landfill repository site should not be in an area where the average
annual precipitation is greater than the average annual evapotranspiration
through the cover of the closed facility.

LR-8: A safety function of the
landfill repository site is to
provide isolation so that activities carried out by present, or
future, generations at or near
the site will not be likely to
disrupt the disposal system.

LR-8a: The landfill repository site should not be near groundwater and
surface water sources identified for future water supply needs.

LR-9: The separation between
the landfill repository and
populated areas should
consider atmospheric, surface
and groundwater times of
travel.

LR-9a: The landfill repository site should not be near designated populated or
public areas.

LR-8b: Active institutional controls should remain in place until the
consequences of human intrusion will not exceed the criteria specified.

LR-9b: The landfill repository site should be at a reasonable distance from a
public road that facilitates roadside drainage to surface water courses.
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The safety functions and target properties presented in this work are based on international (e.g. IAEA)
and Finnish regulations, as there are no Norwegian regulations on the suitability of host rock for
geological disposal (only in the case of the landfill repository are Norwegian regulations on the disposal
of hazardous materials largely applicable). In case such host rock requirements are later incorporated
in Norwegian legislation, the safety functions and target properties presented in this report may become
obsolete. For the intermediate depth depository, the target properties also consider the requirements
presented for the Finnish Loviisa LILW repository, the design of which is assumed in this work for the
intermediate depth repository. The DGR target properties consider the requirements presented by
Posiva and SKB for their spent nuclear fuel repositories, as the same KBS-3V type design is assumed
also here. For the deep borehole repository, the target properties are based on the present concept, for
which background is discussed in Chapter 8. The landfill repository target properties consider the
Norwegian regulations as well as applicable requirements from other countries and the IAEA for a
landfill-type repository.
The safety functions presented in the tables are long-term safety functions, as the focus in this work has
been the post-closure safety of the repositories. The target properties display favourable properties of
the host rock or site that would imply the fulfilment of the related safety functions. Target properties are
not absolute requirements but targets. The acceptability of the site can only be determined in a sitespecific safety case. The safety functions and target properties, however, highlight the site properties
that need to be studied in site investigations. In addition to the present-day properties of the sites, their
long-term evolution also should be understood. The target properties are based on the natural site
characteristics – e.g., geology, hydrogeology, tectonics, groundwater chemistry – and site selection
aspects such as socio-economic factors, land ownership and infrastructure are not considered in this
report. They will be important factors to consider later in the actual site selection.
Based on the target properties, the landfill repository has the most extensive effect on site selection,
since numerous above-ground conditions play a crucial role in its safety. For example, sites that may
be subject to tidal flooding and areas where the average annual precipitation is greater than the average
annual evapotranspiration through the cover of the closed facility should be avoided when locating the
landfill repository. It should be noted that such sites would probably not be very favourable for the other
repositories either, from the point of view of operational and occupational safety, since the National
Facility will always include above-ground buildings during the operational phase, even though the focus
in this report has been on long-term safety. From the long-term safety point of view, the conditions deep
in the bedrock control the suitability of sites for locating the intermediate depth repository, DGR and
deep borehole repository. Key aspects are mechanical stability, which implies avoidance of seismically
active regions at the large scale and avoidance of major deformation zones at a smaller scale, as well
as hydrogeological conditions, which are important for containment of the waste and, in case of possible
radionuclide releases, for retardation of radionuclides in the bedrock. Any limit values on hydraulic
conductivity of the rock mass or transmissivity of fractures or fracture zones will depend on the hydraulic
gradient at the site in post-closure conditions. The IDR site evaluation factors requiring a hydraulic
gradient of 0.01 or less will imply relatively low topographical gradients, but for the other two repository
types located within the bedrock, other topographical situations would also be possible, they would only
set stricter requirements on the hydraulic properties of the actual host rock surrounding the repositories,
since higher hydraulic gradients imply higher flower rates if the transmissivity of fractures is the same.
Considering this, it is not recommended to locate these repositories at sites with large topographical
variation. Instead, it is concluded that a site suitable for the landfill repository, which needs to be rather
flat, is more likely to be suitable for the other repositories as well than a more mountainous site. A
relatively flat site is also beneficial from the point of view of the above-ground buildings of the National
Facility, although for areas with thick clay layers this does not apply. Construction-related issues are,
however, ultimately related to costs, and it is expected that any site that is favourable from the long-term
safety point of view is also acceptable from the construction point of view.
A change management system is needed to record the changes and the basis for change, addition or
removal of target properties. The target properties should be iterated as knowledge of possible site(s)
is increased. Iteration of requirements, and design, with increased knowledge is an important factor in
a safe disposal process. As such, it should be emphasised in safety culture in the disposal of radioactive
waste.
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Appendix 1: List of abbreviations
a/m

Years/metre

AB

Area of bit

Aka

Swedish Government Committee on Radioactive Waste

AUEPA

Australian Environment Protection Agency

BHT

Bottom-hole temperature

BSK-R

Brennstabkokille-retrievable

BWR

Boiling water reactor

CAI

Cerchar Abrasion Index

CCME

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment

CCS

Confined compressive strength

CEC

Cation exchange capacity

CH

Calcium hydroxide

CO32−

Carbonate

CRZ

Containment-effective rock zone

C-S-H

Calcium-silicate-hydrate

DB

Diameter of bit

DBD

Deep borehole disposal

DFN

Discrete fracture network

DGR

Deep geological repository

DiP

Decision in Principle

DOC

Dissolved organic carbon

DRI

Drilling Rate Index

DSA

Norwegian Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority

EBS

Engineered barrier system

EC

Electrical conductivity

EDZ

Excavation damaged zone

EFFM

Mechanical efficiency of the bit

Eh

Redox potential

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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EW

Exempt waste

Fetot

Total iron content

GCL

Geosynthetic Clay Liner

GIS

Geographic information system

GRANADA

National Groundwater Database

GTK

Geological Survey of Finland

HCO3−

Bicarbonate

HDPE

High Density PolyEten

HDR

Hot Dry Rock

HLW

High-level radioactive waste

HP/HT

High pressure/high temperature

HPO42−

Hydrogen phosphate

HS−

Bisulphide

HW

Hazardous waste

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

IDR

Intermediate depth repository

ILW

Intermediate-level radioactive waste

IVO

Imatran Voima Oy

KBS-3

An abbreviation of kärnbränslesäkerhet (nuclear fuel safety) version 3. The KBS3 method for implementing the spent nuclear fuel disposal concept based on
multiple barriers.

KBS-3V

(Kärnbränslesäkerhet 3-Vertikal). The reference design of the KBS-3 method, in
which the spent nuclear fuel canisters are emplaced in individual vertical
deposition holes.

KLDRA

Kombinert lager og deponi for radioaktivt avfall

KTB

German Continental Deep Drilling Project

KTM

Ministry of Trade and Industry

L1, L2, …

Level 1, Level 2, …

LILW

Low and intermediate-level radioactive waste

LLW

Low-level radioactive waste

LO

Loviisa

LR

Landfill repository

LWD

Logging while drilling

Ma

Millions of years
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MKG

Miljöorganisationernas kärnavfallsgranskning (the Swedish NGO office for
Nuclear Waste Review)

MWD

Measuring while drilling

MX-80

Commercial name of high-grade sodium bentonite from Wyoming, U.S.

N

Rotational speed of drill bit

N/A

Not available

NEA

Nuclear Energy Agency

NGI

Norwegian Geotechnical Institute

NGU

Geological Survey of Norway

NH4+

Ammonium

NND

Norwegian Nuclear Decommissioning

NO2−

Nitrite

NO3−

Nitrate

NORSAR

Norwegian Seismic Array

NPP

Nuclear power plant

NRW

Non-radioactive waste

OKG

Oskarshamn Kraftgrupp

OL

Olkiluoto

pcs

Pieces

PRAV

Radioactive Waste Program Advisory Board (PRAV = Programrådet för
radioaktivt avfall)

PWR

Pressurised water reactor

Q

Rock mass quality

RD&D

Research, technical development and design

ROP

Rate of penetration

RSC

Rock Suitability Classification

SFL

SKB’s repository for long-lived LILW (SFL = slutförvar för långlivat avfall)

SFR

SKB's repository for short-lived radioactive waste (SFR = slutförvar för
reaktoravfall)

SHmax

Principal horizontal stress

SiO2

Silicon dioxide (quartz)

SiO32−

Silicate ion

SR-PSU

Safety assessment for SKB’s SFR repository
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SKB

Svensk Kärnbränslehantering Ab (Swedish Nuclear
Management Company)

Fuel

and

Waste

SNF

Spent nuclear fuel

SO42−

Sulphate ion

SSI

Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

SSM

Swedish Radiation Safety Authority

SSR

Specific Safety Requirements

STUK

Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland (of Finland)

SYKE

Suomen ympäristökeskus (Finnish Environment Institute)

TDS

Total dissolved solids

TECDOC

Technical Document

TEM

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment (of Finland)

TILA

Name used in Posiva’s safety assessments in the 1990s

TURVA-2012

Posiva’s safety case supporting the construction licence application submitted
in 2012 for the spent nuclear fuel encapsulation plant and disposal facility at
Olkiluoto. The name TURVA is Finnish for safety.

TVD

True vertical depth

TVO

Teollisuuden Voima Oyj

VAHA

Posiva Oy’s requirements management system

VLJ

Operational low and intermediate level waste (VLJ is short for “voimalaitosjäte”
= power plant waste)

VLLW

Very low-level radioactive waste

VSLW

Very short-lived radioactive waste

VTT

Technical Research Centre of Finland

VVER

Water-water energy reactor

WOB

Weight on bit

YVL

Regulatory Guides on nuclear safety by STUK
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